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PREFACE 

This multidisciplinary draft volume is comprised of 14 papers that 

advance aspects of the th60retical foundation of the Crime Prev0ntion 

Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Program. Each paper was prepared 

by one or more specialists outside of the Westinghouse consortium. The 

authors focused on problem areas that are close to their own interests 

and ~xperiences, and have implications for the CPTED approach. These 

papers are being edited for publication in a compendium to be generated 

by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
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UNDERMANNING THEORY AND CRIME 

Robert B. Bechtel 

Environmental Research and Development Foundation 

and 

University of Arizona 

Background 

In order to discuss how undermanni.ng theory and 

the concepts derived frome~Q!o~icalpsychology can address 

the requirements of CPTED it is first necessary to de

scribe in some detail the evolution of ecological psy

chology as a discipline. 

Although there exists a thirty-year history of 

research in ecological psychology, the topic remains un

familiar to most researchers in psychology and sociology. 

The e~ological psychology movement began with the found

ing of the Midwest Psychological Field Station by Roger 

Barker and Herbert Wright in 1947. The original intention 

was to study how children were raised in the total com

munity. The first volume from the project, One Boy's Day 

(Barker and Wright 1951), dealt with one day's behavior 

of one child. Subsequently, however, it was discovered 

that the community divided itself into natural units of 

behavior called behavior settin~~. Behavior settings are 

the key to understanding the approach of Ecological Psy

chology to the study of human behavior. 
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Every community sorts itself tnto behavior settings 

in order to get the business of daily life accomplished. 

Behavior settings are the grocery stores, lawyer's offices, 

classrooms and meetings of everyday life. When all the 

behavior settings in a community are accounted for, 95 

percent of the waking behavior is included (allowing, 

more or less, five percent error of measurement). It is 

not possible to behave outside of a behavior setting. 

Behavior settings have certain physical and be-

havioral dimensions that are always present. There is a 

standing pattern of behavior that is repeated continuously 

and tied to a particular time and place. ~~yone can go 

to the place where a setting occurs and \'latch the behavior 

pattern being repeated at its specified times. Grocery 

stores are open at a certain time, closed at others. 

During working hours the behavior characteristics of 

grocery stores are repeated. 

Although behavior settings are easily recognized 

by residents of a community in their daily activities, 

Barker developed a seven-dimensional scale to identify 

whether two putative settings were separate or one. 

The scale quantifies the kinds of overlap that can occur 

between settings. There can be overlap in population, 

leadership, the kinds of physical objects used, the 
>. \' ~: j 

spatial areas occupied, the kinds of interpersonal 
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behavior, the kinds of personal behavior (which Barker 

calls behavior mechanisms) and the times at which behav

ior occurs. The scale is called the K-21 scale to indi

cate that when th'ere is less than 50 percent ovex'lap in 

each of these dimensions, the total score will be 21 or 

more. When overlap occurs, on an average, more than 50 

percent on all seven dimensions, the score will be less 

than 21. Behavior settings are operationally defined, 

then, as settings which score 21 or over on the K-21 

scale as compared to every other potential setting in 

the community or organization. However, there are em

pirical indications that when K-2l scores range from 

17-23 between two settings there are boundary problems. 

These boundary problems are settled by occupants of the 

two settings in one of two ways. Either they erect 

physical barriers such as walls or screens, or they adopt 

psychological barriers of behavior such as learning not 

to appear to listen to each other or not to work too near 

one another. The psychological barriers, however, re

quire an energy output which detracts from the other 

behavior in the setting. 

Behavior settings are more or less discrete 

entities into which the people of ~ community sort 

themselves out to get the daily business of living done. 

Usually these settings are defined by physical boundaries 



such as walls. There are, therefore, implications in 

design for defining, enhancing and limiting settings~ 

4 

The behavior settiEg survey is not a survey of 

people but of behavior settings. Conducting a behavior 

setting survey means cataloging all of the behavior 

settings in a community that occur over the period of a 

year. Originally (Barker and Wright 1955; Barker 1968) 

behavior setting surveys required one year to collect the 

data by use of observers and informants. Recently, 

hO,"lever (Bechtel 1977), that time has been cut to two t·;,) 

four weeks using retrospective interviews. In addition, 

behavior setting surveys can be conducted in recognized 

organizations such as churches, schools, industrial plants 

or offices. 

The behavior setting is the context for hurnan 

behavior in Barker's Undermanning Theory. Yet behavior 

settings do not exist as isolated entities but are always 

part of a community or organization. It was as a res~lt 

of studying community size effect~ that underrnanning 

theory was discovered. The theory was first proposed by 

Barker (1960) in the Nebraska Symposium on Motivation. 

In this first paper on underrnanning, Barker describes how 

he discovered the principles by comparing the behavior 

setting surveys of two towns. One town was the location 

of the Midwest Psychological Field Station. The second 
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town was a community in England, selected for its simi

larity to the first town. By comparing the two behavior 

setting surveys, Barker noticed some wide discrepancies 

in what should have been very similar data. For example, 

although the English town had a population two times 

larger than the American town, the American town had 

20 percent more behavior settings. Citizens of the 

.American town also had 70 percent more responsible posi-

tions in behavior settings compared to citizens in the 

English town. Barker saw these differences as a direct 

function of size of community. The smaller a community, 

the greater the tendency to become undermanned. Under-

manning seemed to be a condition where there are too 

few people available for behavior setting requirements. 

Barker also posited that there were 11 significant 

consequences of undermanned behavior settings: 

A. There is a greater claim that a smaller setting 

makes on each person; therefore, 

l~ He has to work harder, and 

2. He has to do greater and ~nore important work. 

B. In a smaller setting, because there are fewer 

numbers, there are more and wider forces acting 

on each person to produce; therefore, 
.~ 

3. 

4. 

Each person has a wider variety of activities, 

Has less sensitivity to and less need to 

evaluate differences between people, and 



5. Has a lower level of maximum performance. 

c. Because the wider range of forces act together, 

thei~ joint influence will produce: 

6. Greater importance for each person in the 

setting, 

7. More responsibility for each person in the 

setting, 

6 

8. Greater self-identity for each person in the 

setting, 

9. Lower standards and fewer tests for arunission 

to the setting, 

10. Greater insecurity, and 

11. More frequent occurrences of success or failure. 

Following the symposium article, Barker and Gump 

(1964) began a systematic course of investigation in 

schools to test out the predicted effects of undermanning. 

A series of large and small schools were chosen for com

parison. It was hypothesized that the small schools would 

experience undermanning and its consequent effects. 

Largely, these expectations were realized. The smaller 

schools had fewer people per setting and the members of 

these settings reported the kinds of effects predicted, 

greater pressure to participate, greater feelings of 

being obligated toward the setting, and a greater sense 
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of responsibility. In a follow-up study, Baird (1969) 

took a national sample of schools eN = 2l,OOO} and found 

the undermanning thesis held up_ Using archival data, 

he selected six areas to measure. 

He found that on four out of the six measures 

(leadership, music, drama, speech and writing), the 

smaller schools did better. This was the first attempt 

to demonstrate academic performance was better as a result 

of undermanning. In the Barker and Gump (1964) study, 

only participation in extra-curricular activities was 

measured. 

Wicker (1968), Wicker and Mehler (1971), found that 

undermanning principles held for churches. Participation 

and satisfaction levels were reported greater for small 

churches as opposed to larger ones. B',;htel (1977) 

reported undermanning principles also held for large and 

small military bases. 

Wicker (1973) has criticized previous undermanning 

research for concentrating on organization of community 

size rather than setting size as the determining variable. 

Underlying all these studies was the assumption that 

community or organizational size was directly related to 

behavior setting size and that small communities would 

have correspondingly smaller behavior settings. Yet this 

assumption had not been tested on large samples. Wicker 
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et ale (1972) surveyed a national population of 37,000 

churches (populations > 100 to < 3200). Using archival 

data, he found "a linear relationship between each of 

thre~ measures of participation (in settings) and size of 

membership . . II Gump (1971) reports a linear rela-

tionship between size of organization and number of 

settings in an organizatio.n doubles, the population will 

increase by a factor of eight. 

The degree of manning had also not been defined. 

Wicker (1973) proposed the following definitions for 

degrees of manning: 

Figure 1 

The Continuum of Degrees of Manning 
(From Wicker 1973, page 191) 

Maintenance 
Minimum Capacity 

1 a I ___ .b~ __________ c~ ________ ~d~ I __ .....:e:..-__ 

Poorly Richly 

1 

1 < Unde rmanned> 1 <:...;M~a;.;;.;n;.:;,n;;,.;e;;.,;d::-.._---". ___ -=-_--.;M:.:;.;:;::a:.::n::.;n:..=e:...=d>1 < overmanned>/ 
Adequately 
Manned 
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maintenance minimum was the minimum number of 

persons required in order for the setting to be 

maintained. 

capacity was the maximum number of persons which 

the setting can accommodate. 

applicants are the total number of persons who 

both seek to participate and meet the eligibility 

requirements. 

When number of applicants exceeds the capacity of 

the setting, it is overmanned. When applicants are between 

the capacity and maintenance minimum level, the setting is 

adequately manned. When the applicants are below the 

maintenance minimum, undermanning occurs. 

The latter definition for undermanning is unsatis-
! 

factory because if maint,.~nance minimum is the minimum 

number of persons required to maintain the setting, then 

below that level the setting will not be maintained. 

Therefore, according to this definition, undermanning 

would be a condition in which the setting could not main~ 

tain itself. Undermanning would seem to be in the area 

Wicker calls poorly manned while the undermanned area 

designated in Figure 1 might at first seem to be better 

termed extremely undermanned according to Srivastava's 

(1975) findings. Srivastava found that a mental hospital 
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staff were in such an undermanned situation that they 

were unable to perform their tasks properly. This group 

did not experience any benefits from undermanning and -- -
were visibly distressed. Yet even this extremely under-

manned group was able to minimally maintain their settings. 

Thus, all types of undermanning should be above the 

maintenance minimum level. Taking these data into account, 

Wicker's ;diagram should be redrawn as follows: 

Figure 2 

New Continuum of Degrees of Manning 

Maintenance 
Minimum 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
I 

1 a 1 b 1 c 1 d / e 
capacly 

1 f· 

extremely adequately richly overa 
undermanned undermanned manned manned mann 

1 < __ ?_>.I < >/ < >/ < _____ >/< >1 < > 

In redrawing the continuum of degrees of manning, 

poorly manned is replaced by undermanned and extremely 

undermanned carves out a new place next to maintenance 

minimum. The space to the left of maintenance minimum is 

presumably where disintegration takes place and the 

setting can no longer function. 
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Thus, by the middle 1970s undermanning theory had 

been established with a fair number of empirical studies 

to support it. Bechtel (1977) proposed that the original 

11 consequences be reduced to five, according to subse-

quent evidence: 

1. Wider variety of activities. Gump and Freison 

(1964) and Wicker (1964) show this to be a con-

firmed consequence of smaller settings but as 

Petty (1971) says, the research has been done on 

organizations rather than behavior settings. 

Also, it must be understood that this refers to 

participation of persons within a setting. 

Persons in larger organizations are exposed to a 

wider variety of behaviors and don't participate 

in them. 

2. Increased level of maximum performance seems to 

be the finding rather than Barker's No.5, de

creased level. Baird (1969) showed higher per

formance levels for small schools. Job enrichment 

literature (Walton 1972) shows increased levels 

in undermanned organizations, and Callender 

(1970) shows the same for undermanned Air Force 

installations. Gump and Friesen (1964) report 

inhabitants of smaller settings engaging in more 

difficult and more important tasks. This is 
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confirmed by Wicker (1968, 1964), Wicker et al. 

(1972), Petty (1971) and Willems (1965). 

3. Greater feelings of 'impor_tanc'e and incre-as'ed 

sense of :::.elf--identity thrmrgh incre'ased' f'e'el'ings 

of competence. Barker's original prediction of 

insecurity (No. 10) was not supported by resea.rch. 

Job enrichment data (O'Toole et al. 1973) show 

greater feelings of security. Greater feelings 

of importance are shown from the school studies 

(Gump and Friesen 1964; Willems 1965; Wicker 1963) 

and by the church studies (Wicker 1964). 

4. Higher participation level accompanied by' more 

responsibility and greater felt heed's'to partici

pate. Greater responsibility and participation 

is a finding of most studies (Gump and Friesen 

1964; Wi.llems 1964; Wicker 1968; Petty 1971). 

5. Great';!r tendency to accept new and less qualified 

members into the group. While verbal statements 

of lower standards and fewer tests for admission 

was not supported by Perry (1971) or Hanson and 

Wicker (1973), Wicker and Mehler (1971) showed 

new members more easily accepted in smaller 

churches and Petty (1971) showed that while 

there were no verbally stated differences in 

admission requirements, the undermanned groups 
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tended to actually accept less qualified members 

when choices were made. 

The Responsibility Factor 

In his study of high schools, Wicker (1968) found 

that there were students who experienced the 11 benefits 

described by Barker, but who were members of large schools 

and large settings. The reason for this positive experi

ence was attributable to the position of responsibility 

in the large setting. In othel: words, eve:n in large 

settings and large organizations, it was possible to ex

perience these effects even though not in an undermanned 

setting. The benefits derived from a responsible position. 

Positions of responsibility in settings were mea

sured by the penetration scale. The scale divides members 

of settings into six levels of responsibility: (1) the 

onlooker who does not interact with other members of the 

setting but is physically present; (2) the visitor, who 

is present and interacting with other members but is not 

a member himself; (3) the member, who has credentia.ls of 

membership, voting rights and responsibilities; (4) the 

functionary, who serves in some official capacity such 

as a secretary, sergeant at arms, or treasurer; (5) the 

shared leadership role, who serve as presidents or vice

presidel'::t.s and are the functional leaders of the setting; 
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and (6) the single leader without whom the setting cannot 

function. 

Onlookers are much like the "sidewalk superin

tendents" at a construction project, while they are 

present, they contribute little to the setting function 

and their presence or absence does not affect the setting 

in any way. Visitors may have some effect and their 

presence may have an influence on members' beha'7ior, but 

they are not bona fide members of the setting and have no 

,voting rights. Barker (1968) also calls this level of 

responsibility the audience. There is some question as 

to whether members' of an audience have the same level of 

rights as members of an organization. 

In any case, there is no question that members 

are the basic level of participation in a setting or 

organization. Functionaries are leaders of a sort, but 

they are not the pivotal leaders in a setting. They 

nominally cannot take over a setting if one of the leaders 

is not present or they would be labelled at the fifth 

level. The fifth level is what the ordinary person would 

easily recognize as the leader of a setting. He is the 

chairman, or president, or elected leader, whatever title. 

Yet, in common practice, this level of leadership is almost 

always shared. If the chairman doesn't show up, the vice 

chairman can take over. If this were not the case, as in 
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level six, the setting would cease to function. Level 

six is the single leader without whom the setting cannot 

exist. These people operate one man stores or radio 

stations. When they are absent, the setting does not 

function. There are usually very few six level settings 

to be found, but w'hen they are found, there are more of 

them in small communities and small organizations than 

in large ones. 

It is common practice to label people at the 4-5-6 

level as leaders and to call people at the 1-2-3 levels 

non-leaders. This is an important distinction because 

the ratio of leaders to non-leaders increases as the size 

of organizations and settings increases. In other words, 

the larger an organization or s'etting, the fewer chances 

one has of becoming a leader (i.e., having a responsible 

position) . 

If Wicker's (1968) study bears out for all or-

ganizations, then one of the reasons why small organiza

tions fare so much better for their members than large 

organizations, is that the responsibility levels of smaller 

organizations are more evenly shared among members than 

in large organizations. And it seems that the experience 

of responsibility is a necessary part of the positive 

benefits of undermanning. 
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The Size Factor 

Most researchers of undermanning theory take 

mea,surements of organizations or communi ties that differ 

in size. 'I'he theory assumes that as the size of an 

organization or community increases, so will the relative 

size of each setting. Of course, if nmober of settings 

increased correspondingly with size of organization, then 

the size of each setting could, theoretically, remain 

the same. It seems, however, that as size of organization 

or community increases, the number of settings does not 

increase proportionately. This means, of course, that 

the population has to be "poured" into the settings in 

ever larger numbers as the size increases. 

Size and responsibility seem to be inversely re

lated so that as size increases average level of responsi

bility decreases disproportionately. This disproportionate 

d8crease is due to a failure of setting numbers to in

crease with size. Thus, it is theoretically possible to 

have an organization of great size that would still be 

undermanned provided the number of settings was deliber

ately manipulated. There is every indication this would 

be an artificial manipulation since it seems "natural" 

growth of an organization would tend to follow dispro

portionately fewer settings. 
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Extreme Undermanning 

It is true even to the present that the limits 

of undermanning have not been explored fully. For example, 

when does undermanning become dis functional by having too 

few people to perform the functions of a setting? While 

the answer to this question is not known for all settings, 

the fact that it can be dis functional was demonstrated 

by Srivastava (1975). In the case of a mental hospital 

staff, Srivastava discovered that the tasks to be per

formed were so many and so pressing that staff people 

were near the point of breaking down mentally. Meantime, 

in the same setting, the patients were not at all under

manned, but had seemingly little to do. In short, the 

staff were experiencing extreme undermanning which was 

a crippling situation. There definitely are lower limits 

to undermanning in all situations. 

Overmanning 

Wicker (1973) coined the term overmanning to 

describe what most refer to as crowding. In an overmanned 

situation there are too many people for what the setting 

requires so that there is a surplus of manpower. Two 

facets of overmanning must be considered. One is the 

actual supply of manpower and the other is the physical 

capacity of the setting. Obviously, the manpower supply 
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will seem to be surplus if the setting has a small physi

cal capacity to hold people. And, just as obviously, 

it will take longer for a surplus to become evident if 

there is a large physical capacity. Wicker (1971) 

illustrates this for large and small churches where small 

ones are quickly forced into holding two services on 

Sunday, but larger churches with the same number of congre

gation seem sparsely attended. 

A further distinction must be made between over

manning of leaders versus overmanning of non-leaders. 

Some settings actually strive for full capacity of non

leaders. For example, movie houses, sports stadiums, 

restaurants. The point at which overmanning occurs is 

much nearer to the physical capacity of the setting. The 

non-leaders experiencing the effects of overmanning would 

be those who either could not get into the setting or 

who were hampered in some aspect of behavior by the sur

plus numbers of people in the setting. 

Overmanning of leaders (4-5-6 penetration levels) 

is less related to a capacity concept. Here, whether 

there is overmanning depends more often on the rules of 

the setting even though capacity is sometimes involved. 

Only a certain number of men can play on a football or 

basketball team or can work in given settings. Setting 

rules prescribe a limited number of leaders so that 
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For the above reasons, overrnanning is never just 

a matter of density. By these definitions, density is a 

capacity concept in which only physical space available 

and numbers of people are involved. This can never be 

the case for overrnanning since the rules of the behavior 

setting always determine the numbers of people that belong 

in the leader and non-leader positions and these mayor 

may not be influenced by capacity. 

Overrnanned settings are not just passive in their 

effects on members. They seem to exert pressures not to 

participate. Large schools, and settings, have more 

dropouts and absences. The "benefits!! of overrnanr .. ng are 

the opposites of those of undermanning, i.e., less variety 

of activities participated in, decreased level of per

formance, etc. People have to compete for positions of 

responsibility or even membership. Hence many are dis

couraged from trying. There is less time for partici

pation per pupil in large classes than in smaller ones. 

It would seem then, that extreme undermanning and 

overmanning are at the opposite ends of a hypothetical 

inverted u-shaped function (see Figure 3). _ Both ends are 

debilitating while in the middle of the upward part of 

the curve is the area of maximal effects of underrnanning. 
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What is especially significant about the curve is that 

the adequate operational level of settings, i.e., the 

level that most of us experience, does not have the posi-

tive benefits* of undermanning. The consequences of this 

suggestion are enormous. 

Maximum 
benefit 

Minimum 
benefit 

Harmful 
effects 

Figure 3 

Hypothetical Effects of Manning Levels 
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Extreme 
Undermanning 

Undermanning Adequate 
Manning 

Overmanning 

I 
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* positive benefits means (1) participation in a. I 
wider variety of activities, (2) increased level of maximum 
performance, (3) greater feelings of importan.ce and self-
esteem, (4) higher participation level, and (5) greater I 
tendency to accept new and less qualified members of the 
group. 
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At the very least, Barker's theory with all its 

consequences suggests a structure of society that permits 

a maximum distribution of responsibility levels for all 

members. The society, as it currently exists, gets at 

best the minimal benefits vf undermanning. 

Focal Points 

The undermanned environments of small towns seem 

to provide more opportunities for children and adults to 

encounter the same people every day than do large towns 

or cities. 

Herbert Wright (1969) studied several effects on 

children of being raised in small versus large towns. 

He selected several small towns (population a,round 500-

1,400) and compared these with large towns (population 

circa 3,000-20,000). Children in each location were 

asked to identify neighbors on either side of their homes 

and to tell something about them. In addition the child-

ren were invited into a room provided by the researcher 

and asked to build their town with a set of blocks 

which would represent the buildings. Table I presents 

the results of these two measurements. 

Children in small towns were able to identify 

1.5 times as many elements about their town as children 

in large towns. This is in contrast to the fact that 

\ 



TABLE I 

Comparison of Knowledge about Environment of 
Children Raised in Large and Small Towns 

(From Wright 1969) 
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Variables 
Large 
Community 

Smdll 
Community 

Populations 3,000-20,000 500-1,400 

Number of places children get to 

Number of elements presented by 
children about their town 

Number of elements beyond 
neighborhoods known by 
children 

Percentage of children on 
streets without parents 
(autonomy) 

Percentage of children in non
leader activities (penetration 
level 1-2) 

Number of neighborhood adult 
jobs known 

53 

132 

112 

58 

31 

7-1/2 

children in large towns actually reach 1.5 times mare 

places, i.e., there seems to be more variety in the 

larger town. Also, small town children can identify 

35 

201 

160 

87 

21.5 

20 

2.7 times as many neighborhood adult jobs as large town 

children. 
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Wright feels that there is one overriding reason 

for these differences. It is that people in small towns 

have a much greater chance to see the same people and 

places on a day-to-day basis and hence get to know them 

better. 

This finding is reinforced by Milgram (1970) who 

suggests the concept of sensory overload to explain the 

experience of living in cities where the number of 

different contacts is so great that residents have to 

try to ignore most contacts. 

But this phenomeno. of increased contacts is not 

just related to size of the community, it is also re

lated to the design or plan of the community. While it 

is clear that people in smaller communities will encounter 

the same people more often than people in larger communi

ties, just on probability alone, it is also clear that 

the way a community is physically planned for traffic 

and location of settings can increase or decrease those 

probabilities of encounter. 

The study of small communities carried on by 

Butler uncovered the "central most" behavior setting of 

the town. This was a setting that was invariably lo

cated at the juncture of the main streets and was usually 

located in a drugstore or other place of public business. 

Over the annual life of the community this was the 



behavior setting to which the greatest variety of age, 

sex, social class and racial groups had access. In 

other words, virtually no one was barred from entry. 
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It was also the behavior setting where people could drop 

in just to find out "what was going on" in the community. 

Bechtel (1977) renamed this behavior setting the 

behavioral focal point because it seemed to increase the 

amount and variety of behavior in behavior settings 

around it. It was discovered that military bases which 

lacked such a focal point suffered from a lack of what 

sociologists call the informal business of a community. 

In military bases with a focal point the commander would 

often meet subordinates informally and suggest work be 

done. This did not require the formal apparat~s of the 

military. Bases without focal points did work more through 

formal and paperwork channels. 

Furthermore, businesses and recreation such as 

officers' clubs, snack bars, and libraries had more 

patrons when they were located juxtaposed to focal 

points as contrasted to military bases where such loca

tions were not used. 

Therefore, it would seem that deliberately locat

ing public places near a planned focal point would help 

considerably the sense of community and the number of 

human contacts as well as the business success and use 

of community spaces. 
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It was also discovered that focal points were 

an integral part of small communities while larger com

munities had many areas without focal points. On the 

other hand, some neighborhoods within cities evolve 

their own focal points while others do not. The focal 

point seems to be a specific design feature that can 

help to maximize' and add to the undermanning effects in 

a small community or organization by increasing the amount 

of human contacts and the viability of public settings. 

Bechtel's (1977) data show settings around focal points 

are usually richer in varieties of behavior and numbers 

of different kinds of people. 

!he Application of Undermanning 
Principles to CPTED 

According to Kohn et al. (1977) a key planning 

objective of CPTED, " . . . is to create an environment 

in which it is apparent that anyone who commits a crime 

is likely to be detected, apprehended and punished." 

If any lesson is to be learned from the small community 

studies of Barker and undermanning theory~ it would be 

to create an environment in which there are no strangers. 

This would, of course, not entirely eliminate crime but 

it would make every criminal known and go very far towards 

reducing the amount of crime. In the small communities 

where strangers stand out with suspicion and citizens 
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experience a high level of solidarity, crime is much 

lower. 

Such a fanciful notion is, of course, not prac-

tical because the populated areas where crime occurs 

more frequently are not capable of being manipulated in 

such a fashion. Kohn et ale (1977) state there are four 

general theoretical postulates underlying the rationale 

for crime prevention strategies: access control, sur

veillance, activity support and motivation reinforcement. 

Access control refers to site hardening and is not 

relevant to undermanning theory, but the other three 

aspects of crime prevention are closely tied to design 

consequences of undermanning. 

1. Surveillance. The main assumption of surveillance 

is that if criminals know they are being watched 

they will be aeterred from committing crimes. 

Undermanning and the design aspects of the be-

havioral focal points serve to provide a natural 

surveillance process. At first, this may seem 

similar to Newman's (1972) defensible space 

concept but the defensible space concept refers 

to a semi-territorial placement of public spaces 

such that people will feel responsible for areas 

under their control. Undermanning is a more 

social concept in which the surveillance is 
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directed at strangers. In the smaller, under

manned settings the stranger is deprived of his 

anonymity, he is confronted, talked to and 

brought into the circle of the community much 

more quickly. Thus, there is literally no time 

for hiding behind anonymity and the stranger's 

face and features will immediately become known 

to several people. The stranger attracts notice 

and is immediately approached. This is all done 

politely, but there are also rather pertinent 

questions as to his motives for being present. 

2. Activity support is directly fostered by behavioral 

focal points. In an undermanned situation all 

resources are more likely to be utilized. The 

behavioral focal point helps to further insure 

the sustaining of activities by having related 

settings complement one another. Typically, if 

several complementary settings are placed to

gether they will attract more clientele than if 

each was placed separately. What happens is that 

people see friends and neighbors going and corning 

from the public facilities, stop and chat, maybe 

even have a cup of coffee. If the behavioral 

focal point provides amenities for sitting and 

having food or coffee, the process is so much 



more enhanced. The increase in activity level 

is a large deterrent to crime. 
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3. Motiva.tion reinforcement. The motives that arise 

from undermanned situations give potential 

victims a confidence and sense of security in 

their environmen~. Small towns have been shown 

to be higher on cooperative behavior than their 

city counterparts (Hensson and Slade 1977). 

Probably more important than considering each of 

these elements separately is a consideration that all 

three operate together in an undermanned environment. 

The situation is further enhanced by designing in an 

appropriate focal point. These concepts apply equally 

well to an urban neighborhood (cf., Project Arrowhead, 

Dumouchel 1971), military organizations (Bechtel and 

Ledbetter 1976), housing (Bechtel 1972) and schools 

(Barker and Gump 1964). 

In order for the effects of undermanning to be 

r.ealized, units of about 250 people should be considered 

as optimal. This figure is arrived at from work in 

Iran where 60 percent of the population lives in villages 

of 250 or less; from the Arrowhead Project in Cleveland 

where it was discovered that friendship associations 

seemed to occur in clusters of 250 people, and from the 
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school studies (Kansas City) where 250 pupils seemed to 

make a good dividing point between large and small 

schools (producing statistically significant differences 

in standard test scores), and from the military studies 

where 250 seemed to be a cutting off point to divide 

small from large installations. 

For many reasons, such a small number may not be 

practical, but it might still be possible to cluster 

units of 250 or less so that amenities could be designed 

for the clusters. 

But to limit the applications of underrnanning to 

the three CPTED principles would be a disservice. There 

are wider applications for prevention in schools, prisons 

and the .... qay police departments are run. 

For example, one clear result of the school 

studies is that the smaller schools require a much higher 

participation level for average and below average students. 

If one agrees with current opinion that most delinquency 

is school related (Ahlstrom and Havighurst 1971) then 

the deliberate underrnanning of schools might contribute 

a great deal to primary prevention of delinquency. 

Prisons are a situation.where prisoners are 

placed into. an overmannedcohdition with lit~le responsi

bility. A deliberate restructuring where the level of 

responsibility is increased might help alloviate much 
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of the debilitating effects of p~ison~ This would be no 

small task considering the security problems and the 

political obstacles to be overcome. 

Police departments are another area where under

manning principles could be applied by increasing the 

responsibility of front line officers. While many feel 

the police departments are already extremely undermanned, 

it may be that many front line officers are so hampered 

by restrictions and lack of authority that a job en

richment program might be of considerable benefit. 

Conclusion 

This pape~ has reviewed the concepts and research 

done with undermanning theory during the last 30 years. 

Undermanning theory directly relates to the three CPTED 

principles of surveillance, activity support and motiva

tion reinforcement. In undermanned environments, surveil

lance activity levels and motivation reinforcement of 

participants is increased in a positive fashion that 

would not only help prevent crime but have other posi

tive community benefits as well. This is especially 

true if behavioral focal points are designed into the 

environment. 

But undermanning has a. potential use also as a 

primary and secondary prevention device in schools, 

prisons and police departments. 
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In a modern society, much conflict between people is defined as crime 

and is handled by officials of the state such as police, prosecutors, and 

judges. It is taken for granted that ordinary citizens are unable to solve 

1 many of their problems with others, but must turn to law for help. This 

mode of social control has several distinctive consequences: It dramatizes 

the deviant character of an offense, for example (see Tannenbaum, 1938:19-21), 

and it may escalate hostility between the parties involved (see, e.g., Gibbs, 

1963). Its patte~s of detection and other procedures also affect the 

nature and distribution of crime itself, making some kinds of conduct in 

some places more vulnerable to observation and intervention, leaving other 

kinds in other places relatively immune. Finally, for the offender, law 

tends to be more stigmatizing and disabling than other social control and 

2 so may even render future conformity less likely. If, however, people 

were to engage in more self-help rather than relying so heavily upon law, 

that is, if they were to exercise more social control on their own, a 

3 different kind of public order would prevail. In the nature of the 

case, many incidents would effectively be decriminalized, since they would 

no longer be formally defined and handled as criminal, and beyond this, many 

patterns of conduct themselves would surely change in response to new risks 

and opportunities. In this paper, we specify several conditions under which 

self-help flourishes and suggest a number of techniques by which it might 

be stimulated. 

Self-help is by no means a new phenomenon. Rather, it is a social 

practice which has been commonplace in many settings, and which is present 
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to some degree nearly everywhere. It is a quantitative variable, which may 

be greater in one place and weaker in another. Historically, for instance, 

the amount of self-help has been highest in the simplest societies, in 

bands and tribes, and has declined progressively with social evolution and 

the growth of law (see Hobhouse, 1951:Chapter 3). Within developed societies 

as well, some groups of people engage in much self-help -- even to the point 

of organized vigilantism -- while others are more dependent upon legal 

4 control. The same individuals may have recourse to self-help upon some 

occasions and turn to law upon others,S It might also be noted that, like 

law) self-help has both preventive and remedial aspects, and these vary 

quantitatively and to some degree independently across social locations. 

The problem is to isolate the conditions which predict and explain variation 

of this kind. 

Developments in the theory of law and in the theory of altruism, or 

helping behavior, provide useful per.spectives on this topic. The theory 

of la~v is relevant since self-help, like other non-legal social control, 

generally varies inversely with law (see Black, 1976:107-111), and what 

predicts the one may therefore predict the other in a pattern of opposition. 

The theory of altruism is relevant as well, since the exercise of informal 

social control by one person on behalf of another, including his or her 

willingness to intervene in a dispute and to attempt mediation, is itself 

a variety of help. Hence, whatever encourages altruism in general may be 

important in the production of self-help as a system of social control. 

Our approach draws upon these theories, and also upon the body of work 
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known as "crime prevention through environmental design," insofar as that 

work addresses the phenomenon of social control (see, e.g., Tien, Reppetto, 

and Hanes, 1976:Chapter 3). 

Building on these traditions, we suggest several strategies by which 

it may be possible to increase the quantity of self-help in modern society. 

These include an administrative, an a:rch1,tectural, and a technological 

strategy. The first pertains to the allocation of police, the second to 

the design of physical space, and the third tl:> the use of electronic and 

other devices. Each of these allows ready manipulation of variables 

important to our problem. (Fer these purposes, we leave aside strategies 

that would require large-scale reconstruction of society, such as those 

affecting the distribution of wealth or the ethnic composition of communities, 

though these may also have implications for self-help.) Our discussion begins 

with the administrative strategy. 

Depolicing 

Nost people concerned with crime and lalv enforcement take for granted 

that more police, with more power, will mean less crime. Increases of this 

kind are claimed to work preventively against crime through the greater 

surveillance they entail. They are also asserted to work remedially, by 

allowing more speedy and certain apprehension of offenders. 

lVhile these ideas undoubtedly have some validity, especially in the 

short term, strengthening the police presence is not a sure means of crime 

reduction (for a review of evidence, see Hilson, 1974)) and it has its own 
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disadvantages as well. Since the relationship between law and self-help is II 
inverse, it follows that the larger and more intrusive a police force is, 

the weaker self-help will be, a pattern that could in the long term exacer-

bate the problem of crime. With the growth of law and the police -- an 

evolutionary process involving many variables (see Black, 1976) -- the 

citizenry becomes increasingly dependent upon the state to define and 

maintain order. People increasingly cease to take responsibility for their 

own security and dispute settlement, for instance, or to help others with 

matters of this kind. Waiting for the police to arrive, they may even 

stand by passively as an assault or other victimization takes place. Each 

expansion of police and other legal protection thus results in a new and 

higher level of need for these ve-r:y services, leading to their ever escalating 

proliferation. A classic analysis of this pattern was done by Peter Kropotkin 

at the turn of the century: 

The absorption of all social functions by the State 
necessarily favoured the development of an unbridled, 
narrow-minded individualism. In proportion as the 
obligations towards the State grew in numbers the 
citizens were evidently relieved from their obligations 
towards each other •... In barbarian society, to assist 
at a fight between two men, arisen from a quarrel, and 
not to prevent it from taking a fatal issue, meant to 
be oneself treated as a murderer; but under the theory 
of the all-protecting State the bystander need not 
intrude: it is the policeman's business to interfere, 
or not (1914:227-228). 

Hore. recently, Hichael Taylor has discussed the same phenomenon: 

.,--
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Positive altruism and voluntary cooperative 
behavior atrophy in the presence of the state •••• 
Thust •.• the state exacerbates the conditions which 
are supposed to make it necessary. ~ve might say 
that the state is like an addictive drug: the more 
of it 'tve have, the more 'tve 'need f it and the:.lore we 
come to 'depend' on it (1976:134). 

It is partly this dependence that explains why an increase in the number 

and power of police is usually seen as the solution to problems of public 

order. Cutting back on the police -- or depolicing 

6 considered as a way to ameliorate these problems. 

is almost never 

If police protection were reduced, however, the volume and intensity 

of self-help would rise correspondingly, reversing the trend toward ever-

7 greater dependence upon law. This too follows from the inverse relation-

ship between law and self-help. Every;V'here, people ~V'ould undertake more 

preventive surveillance on their o~vn, would work out more informal settle-

ments of their disputes with the other parties involved, and would lend 

8 assistance to those in need of help more readily. 

Experimental evidence already exists to show that people are generally 

most helpful Hhen the need for their assistance seems most apparent -- that 

is, when alternatives to their participation are most clearly lacking (see 

/ 
Darley and Latane, 1968; Bickman, 1971). The same pattern operates in social 

institutions. It has been argued, for example, that in societies where 

blood donorship is entirely voluntary the need for blood is more likely to 

be met than in societies where blood is bought and sold so that, in effect, 

people are hired to perform this service (Titmuss, 1971; compare Arrow, 
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1972; see also Singer, 1973). In light of this, it would seem that making 

police conspicuous by their absence would lead citizens to draw upon their 

ovm resources and assist one another in solving their problems. 

Given the currently high level of reliance upon police, it might 

se advisable to begin a transition to self-help with small cutbacks and. 

from there, proceed gradually. Indeed, in a society in ~Yhich people have 

become conditioned to depend on the government for public order, a sudden 

and complete removal of officials could well precipitate a Hobbesian "war 

of all against all il (Taylor, 1976:141).9 There have been, in fact, a 

number of cases in which a drastic decrease of police service has resulted 

in widespread rioting, looting, and 'assault (see, e.g., Andenaes, 1966: 

961-962).10 Nevertheless, extensive 'disruptions of police service often 

produce self-help smoothly and quickly. In the wake of disasters such as 

earthquakes~tornadoes, and floods, for example, routine operations by the 

police and other authorities frequently break down, while the demand for 

their services increases sharply. At such times, individuals in the 

stricken communities typically take command of the situation and willingly 

lend assistance to one another. Informal social control exercised by the 

citizens themselves virtually always maintains order: plundering and fighting 

are rare (for an overvielv, see liileti, Drabek, and Haas, 1975:Chapters 4-5)." 

Even a sudden breakdown of police control, then, may give rise to self-help 

without large-scale disorder, and a program of gradual depolicing should 

encourage this all the more. 
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Once depolicing has begun, for whatever reason, the self-help that 

arises feeds upon itself. Just as self-help atrophies when law grows, with 

law continually creating conditions that make itself necessary, so the 

reverse is true: Self-help engenders more self-help. The more people come 

to rely upon themselves for dispute settlement and other social control, 

the more established does their self-reliance become. The more people 

help each other in any way, the more their mutual aid flourishes (see 

Taylor, 1976:136-140). This idea has received considerable suppo~t from 

experiments and other research on the phenomenon of altruism. Perhaps most 

relevant is evidence that people are more likely to behave altruistically 

if they are presented with "models" of altruism in the behavior of others 

(e.g., Bryan and Test, 1967~ Hornstein, 1970). For example, in one study 

it was found that people were more likely to help a motorist with a disabled 

vehicle if they had recently observed a similar situation (staged for the 

experiment) in 't<1hich help ,vas being given by another motorist (Bryan and 

Test, 1967:401-403). It seems reasonable :0 infer that people are more 

likely to provide help to victims of crime or related problems when they 

are aware of others ~vho engage in similar behavior. There is also evidence 

that peop1e are more likely to behave altruistically if they themselves -

or persons close to them -- have been recipients of altruism. Thus, for 

example, many blood donors are people ~vho have been beneficiaries of blood 

provided by others (Titmuss, 1971:228-229). It seems that the same should 

apply to beneficiaries of self-help. Horeover, it is likely that if people 

were more dependent upon self-help they would come to expect this service 
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from each other and would hold in disrepute those not doing their part. 

This process, a system of social contr~l in its own right, is known to have 

occurred in earlier societies that had no law at all (see, e.g., Kropotkin, 

1914:131). 

In sum, a body of theory and research suggests that depolicing would 

contribute to the growth of self-help in modern society. Depolicing would 

in and of itself produce self-help to some degree, and this self-help would 

in turn produce still more self-help. 

Ph'ls !cal Des i gn 

The design of physical space provii..es another means for increasing 

the quantity of self-help. This is an architectural strategy that draws 

upon a larger body of work on the relationship between human behavior and 

the physical environment. In particular, it draws upon the "lell-known 

principle that social interaction reflects the physical setting in which 

it occurs (see, e.g., Sommer, 1969). The setting may, for instance, enlarge 

or limit the rang6\ of conduct that is possible and the ::;,umber of people to 

which any individual is likely to relate. It may be "sociopetal," bringing 

people together and fostering contact among them, or it may be "sociofugal," 

12 inhibiting or discouraging such contact (see Osmond, 1957:28). Differ-

ences of this kind may have implications for both the preventive and the 

remedial aspects of self-help, especially as these involve actions on 

behalf of others. 
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In recent years, in fact, this approach has received considerable 

attention from city planners and others concerned with the reduction of 

crime (see, e.g., Tien et a1., 1976:Chapter 2). A number of suggestions 

have pertained to how physical settings might be designed in order to 

maximize natural surveillance and, to a much lesser extent, create 

conditions likely to result in mutual aid among citizens. Proposals for 

increasing surveillance include the diversification of functions in urban 

areas, which would help ensure the presence of people in all areas at all 

times (e.g., Jacobs, 1961:Chapter 8), the concentration of flows of 

pedestrian traffic (e.g.) Angel, 1968), and the design of windows, hallways, 

doorways, courtyards, and other spaces so as to enhance the visibility of 

social activity (e. g., ~.:rood) 1961:especially 11-12; Newman, 1972: Chapter 4). 

Proposals for encouraging mutual assistance -- including a willingness to 

take advantage of opportunities for surveillance -- have entailed at least 

implicit recognition that, all else constant, people are most likely to 

13 
help those with whom they are intimate and least likely to help strangers. 

In addition, the degree of intimacy between people is positively related to 

their willin6ness to help a third pa~ty. For example, it was found in one 

experiment that two friends were more likely than two strangers to help an 

apparently injured ~voman (Latan~ and Rodin, 1969). Any means by which 

contact among people can be increased will therefore lead to a growth of 

helping beha.vior, and one such means is the creation of sociopetal environ

ments. For instance, neighborhoods and dwelling units readily lend them

selves to designs that nurtu=e strong ties and hence mutual aid (see 
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Jeffery, 1971: 219-220), and most work concerned ~vith tb:e .relationsh:Lp between 

physical design and social control focuses upon settings of this k~ld. Thus, 

it has been suggested that city streets and housing complexes can occasion social 

cohesion if their design makes people accessible to one another through 

proximity and natural exposure, while simultaneously setting them apart 

from the rest of an urban center by real or symbolic barriers (see, e.g., 

Tien et al., 1976: 78: see also Ne~Ytnan, 1972). It has also been suggested, 

in another context, that individual dwellings themselves might con.tribute 

to social cohesion if they were to contain interior spaces, visible from 

the street, where inhabitants could make themselves available for casual 

visits (Alexander, 1967:87-88, 94-96). Yet another architectural means 

by which personal relationships might be cultivated would involve the 

construction of parks, playgrounds, lobbies, laundries, and other communal 

areas that are attractive to people and sociopeta1 in design (Hood, 1961: 

12-17; see also Alexander, 1967:88, 96-97). 

Beyond the possibilities for self-help inherent in personal relation

ships of a durable nature, there are others that derive from s:ttuational 

interaction a::nong people in public pl..lces. Experimenta':' evidence shows, 

in fact, that even very brief encounters between strangers are capable of 

generating mutual aid. In one experiment, for instance, it WcLS found 

that people more readily offered assistance to a "victim" staging an 

epileptic seizure in an adj oining room 'Ylhen they had prevtously conversed 

with him than when there had been no' prior contact betwel.::n them at all: 
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[Those who had s~oken with the victim] reported that 
they had pictured him in the grip of a fit. Apparently, 
the ability to visualize the specific, concrete, dis
tressed individual with whom one has had some human 
contact increases the speed and likelihood of one's 
helping that person (Darley, 1967, quoted in Hackler, 
Ho, and Urquhart-Ross, 1974:332, italics omitted and 
punctuation edited). 

Even contact without conversation -- including direct eye contact and 

mere visual exposure -- can make helping behaviQr more likely between 

those involved (see, respectively, Ellsworth and Langer, 1976; Piliavin, 

Rodin, and Piliavin, 1969). Accordingly, physical arrangements designed 

to encourage mutual a~varet'l.ess and interaction in public places would 

increase the overall quantity of self-help. 

One recommendation consistent with this viewpoint is that pr,blic 

places such as subway and railroad stations be designed to concentrate 

£lO'o1S of people (see Tien et al., 1976:172-173). Settings designed in 

this way -- if not overcrowded -- would enjoy increq" _J natural surveil-

lance, and would also generate situational intimacy conducive to mutual 

aid. " The same effects might be achieved by decreasing the number of b1.15 

stops, park bench sites, and other gathering places. Beyond ali. of this, 

the phYSical structure of each public setting might be made as sociopeta1 

as possible. Corridors might be minimized, for instance, and rooms made 

round instead of angular (see Osmond, 1957). Sea.ting arrangements, whether 

in terminals, in lobbies, on buses, or on subway cars, might be designed 

to foster sociability. In general, then, more self-help would occur if 
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public settings were better designed to encourage strangers to form 

relationships, however ephemeral these might be. 

To suuanarize: 'Hhatever the lccation, private or public, and 

whatever the context, personal or not, the design of a physical setting 

may have profound i.mplications for the quantity of self-help. And, as 

noted, earlier, once self-help begins, it has a tendency to feed upon itself, 

growing all the more. Now consider still another strategy by which it is 

possible to engineer changes of this kind. 

Technology 

Just as the physical settings inhabited by people may have conse-

quences for their interaction, so may the technological devices with which 

they act upon the world. Social thinkers have long recognized that such 

techniques as the means of production, warfare, communication, and trans

portation have implications for human society far beyond the purposes for 

which they ~vere intended (see, e.g., Cottrell, 1955; Harx, 1956: tVhite, 

1962; He Luhan , 1964j Ogburn, 1964).'::hese include implications for the 

nature of deviant behavior and social conflict of all kinds, and for the 

strategies by which they are handled, whether preventive or remedial. 

Technology affects the degree to which a legal system can penetrate a 

populati~n, for example (see, e.g., Kaplan, 1965), and it also affects 

the degree to which people can exercis~ social control on their own. In 

this section we discuss the relevance of technology, especially electronic 
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communications, for the quantity vf self-help. He focus specifically upon 

its relevance for the capacity of people to help one another. 

Hodern developments in technology have made possible a pattern of. 

social interaction that is largely independent of the distribution of 

people in physical space. In part this has resulted from the emergence of 

rapid transportation, and in part from electronics, with the telephone and 

similar kinds of communication making people instantly available to one 

another no matter where they are located across the world. This means, 

as Harshall HcLuhan has noted, that life in modern society is ceoing to 

share a chara.cteristic ~vith that of simpler societies, in ~V'hich felloiv 

villagers are always accessible to one another: 

Postliterate man's electronic media contract the 
world to a village or tribe ivhere everything happens 
to everyone at the same time: everyone knows a.bout, 
and therefore participates in, everything that is 
happening the minute it happens •••• Just as the Eskimo 
has been de-tribalized via print, going in the course 
of a fey1 years from primitive nomad to literate 
technician, so i'le, in an equally brief period, are 
becoming tribalized via electronic channels (Carpenter 
and HcLuhan, 1960: xi-xii j see also HcLuhan, 1964). 

As this "global village II comes into being, ivith the social distance between 

people shortening while physical distances remain the same or even increase, 

social control changes as 'tvell. One conse.quence has been a great :1.ncrease 

in the availability of police -- made possible by telephone and radio 

communications as ~lell as by the automobile -- ivhich allows citizens to 

have police at their homes ~vithin seconds of a request. The same 
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technology has a11o~ved the police themselves to coordinate their manpower 

to a degree never before j.maginab1e. Beyond this, nev7 electronic devices 

are now being developed to increase further the capacity of citizens to 

mobilize the police and the capacity of the police to exercise social 

control (see, e.g., Tien et al., 1976:175-178). 1fhat has generally not 

been recognized, however, is hO"7 these developments have potential impact 

on the ability of citizens to handle their own problems. Indeed, the 

need for the police that is now taken for granted may not be so obvious 

in a society \vhere citizens are available to each other on a moment's 

notice. 

The potential consequences of electronic communications for se1f

help go far beyond the possibility of citizens performing the same 

functions as the police, using the same strategies and tactics, a 

phenomenon illustrated by the radio-equipped vigilantes who have recently 

appeared in American cities (see Bro'(.;n, 1969: 201-207: Harx and Archer, 

1971). Rather, electronics is able to extend the reach of people into 

one another1s lives, making more mutual aid available across the population. 

Electronics makes it possible~ for instance, for individuals to dratv upon 

their intimates for help whenever trouble arises, wherever they may be. 

Horeover, electronics may create a ,vider web of communication, extending 

to anyone with the proper equipment, through which other'tYise distant people 

may be in touch for as long or as little as they ,vish. This results in a 

degree of intimacy among all those who participate, and since helping 

behavior varies directly with intimacy (see above, page 9), all are in a 
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position to benefit from mutual aid. In fact, a system of this kind is now 

growing up around the citizen-band radio. 

Though it has been available in the United States for at least 20 

years, the citizen-band radio, or CB, has become popular only during .the 

mid-1970s. First adopted among interstate truckdrivers, it is now spreading 

among American motorists from all tvalks of life. (For a brief history of 

the CB radio, see Poushinsky and Dannefer, 1978.) The result has been an 

emergence of constantly fluctuating networks of people \vho form and end 

relationships with each other as they meet and pass electronically across 

the highways of the nation. And as this community has come into being --

however fragmentary and temporary it might be -- a major consequence has 

been an extensive system of mutual aid where almost none had existed 

previously: 

The conversational interaction facilitated by the 
CB radio transforms relationships so that motorists 
no longer experience each other as atomized, unrelated 
strangers •••• Hithin this situational framework, other 
drivers are not defined vaguely as malevolent strangers 
but, quite literally, as "good buddies" \vho can be 
relied on for information and aid. It is difficult to 
emphasize sufficiently hmv radically this ne~'l mode of 
communication changes the experience of high~vay travel 
from the formerly alienated mode •••• [The eBl net~vork is 
anonymous but not impersonal. The interactions that 
sustain it are fleeting but the network itself is 
permanent. Membership is wide open and in continual 
flux, but the shared concerns and the willingness to 
help each other out are genuine (Poushinsky and 
Dannefer, 1978).14 . 
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It might be added that the system of mutual aid arising from the CB radio 

is highly egalitarian, with help available to all regardless of their social 

characteristics. This egalitarianism is possible, perhaps, only because 

most of the social characteristics of the people in the CB net~qork are 

unknown to their fellows. Nearly all that is kno~Yn is that each is a 

15 member of the electronic community. ifuat is more, self-help of this 

kind could operate in other settings. 

For instance, electronic technology is nm'l being developed for a 

portable telephone that can be worn on the vlt'ist or carried in a pocket 

or handbag (see Rockwell International, 1977:13-14), thereby extending 

to the streets and sidewalks immediate access to family members, friends, 

and others who might provide assistance. It should also be possible to 

design a t,vo-way radio of the same size, ivith the same functions as the 

larger citizen-band radio, creating an electronic community in the city 

among all i-1ho happen to tune in, including strangers. Hhat the CB has 

done for motorists on the highway, devices of this kind could do for 

pedestrians, fostering a netivork of concern and putting people within reach 

of others, able to ask for help or provide it. Still other electronic 

devices could undoubtedly be invented to make people accessible to each 

other, further transforming the social life of the city, even triba1izing 

settings nmv peopled by strangers. Combined with rapid transportation, 

these devices would allow citizens to perform services for each other that 

are ordinarily viewed as the business of the police. Technology makes 

possible a nevI kind of order, in which people look after their own affairs. 16 

L _____________________________________________________ __ 
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Social Control Through Self-He~ 

Self-help is a mode of social control '\.;ith a logic and an organization 

of its own. Not merely a substitute for other modes such as law, it is rather 

an alternative i~ith distinctive patterns of mobilization, agent recruitment, 

procedures, outcomes, and other features. Hence, if self-help were to grmv 

to a nelv prominence in modern society, it would have a number of implications 

for the normative life of its host communities. 

Perh~ps the most significant differences between self-help and law 

lie in tha actu,a.l settlements produced by each. In matters of public order, 

17 the style of social control found in legal settlements tends tOi~~rd the 

penal, with expiation through punishment a standard outcome. It is routine 

that only one side of any conflict receives this sanction, while the other 

is vindicated and supported. This penal style has a severity rarely seen 

in other idioms of social control. Another response of law to problems of 

public order is therapeutic in style, with people processed as ffsick" and 

in need of corrective treatment, coercively applied if necessary. Self

help, by contrast, is more frequently conciliatory in style. Its settle-

ments are more c~ommonly negotiated between the two or more opposing factions 

involved in a d:Lspute, both or all of whom make some concessions in pursuit 

of a resolution (see Gulliver, 1969:67-68). If one of the parties is 

defined as the greater transgressor, this occurs through mutual agreement, 

and it is usual for him or her to supply the offended person or group with 

compensa~ion of some kind, whether in the form of reparation or Simply an 
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apology. It might be added that, since it is generally a compromise reached 

through give and take rather than a decision imposed upon one party who is 

defined as a loser, a resolution of this kind differs from civil as well 

as criminal law. Finally, although civil settlements are as a rule less 

severe than penal settlements, self-help is still less severe. 

Several characteristics of self-help explain these differences. In 

the first place, self-help is a radically decentralized mode of social 

control (see Sennett, 1970:164). In many cases, this means that the 

people immediately' involved in a dispute participate in its resolution, 

and no one else. In other instances, one or both parties may draw upon a 

netHork of family, friends, or even situational acquaintances or bystanders 

for assistance, but this remains much different from the formal organization 

of law ,v.ith its headquarters, chains of command, and courts. In criminal 

cases, moreover, it is the state itself -- a centralized group par exc~llence 

-- that brings the complaint. These features are highly consequential in 

themselves since, all else constant, social control is most penal and mas: 

severe Ivhere its organization is most centralized, and least where the most 

decentralization prevails (see Black, 1976:86-91, 98, 101-103). There is 

even evidence that individuals are less punitive than small groups (see 

Wo1osin, Sherman, and ~lynatt, 1975). Accordingly, the relative leniency 

of self-help, and its conciliatory character, are understandable in light 

of both its decentralization and the major role of individuals in its 

settlements. 
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Another feature of self-help also explains its patterns to some 

degree. Hhen parties to a conflict do not invoke legal agents of social 

control, but draw upon others in solving their problems by self-help, they 

typically seek the participation of people who are closest to and most like 

themselves. Those I"ith whom the disputants are intimate and with whom they 

share tastes and experiences thus come to perform a normative role in their 

lives. Even situationally, people with \vhom the parties have had some 

contact rather than complete strangers -- are most likely to be solicited 

for a role of this kind. People relatively intimate 'tvith the disputants are 

also more likely to intervene on their o~n initiative. For that matter, 

many disputes are settled by the participants alone, and often they themselves 

have prior ties of some kind. Theory suggests that social control is least 

severe and most conciliatory precisely when social-control agents are 

relationally and culturally closest to the parties 't-lith 't"hom they are 

involved (see Black, 1976:40-47, 55-57, 73-80, 82-83). It is therefore 

understandable that social control through self-help is quite unlike that 

exercised by police and other legal authorities, who are usually unknown and 

off-e>- ...L.Lturai.ly alien to the people whose problems they handle. 

In addition to differences in severity and style, still another 

difference between self-help and law pertains to the variability in settle

ments arising from each. \{!hile there is substantial variability in outcomes 

at every stage of the legal process, cases handled by self-help vary con

siderably more. IS This is a result of the greater diversity of participation 

across cases handled by people on their own: Legal agents are relatively 
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homogeneous in background and other social characteristics, ~vhereas the 

agents of self-help are not. At different times, virtually all citizens 

those of all sexes, ages, ethnicities, occupations, and other categories 

serve as mediators for others and undertake social control on their o~ 

behalf. They emerge from throughout the population, make their contribution 

to social order, and fade back again. Since there is more variability in 

participation, then, there is more variability in result. 

The preceding discussion indicates some of the ways in which self-help 

differs from law. Yet other differences could be detailed, such as the lesser 

emphasis upon issues of procedural fairness in a self-help system, the 

greater importance of personal networks and alliances in it (see Gulliver, 

1963: 297-301), its lesser orientation tmvard rules or principles (see 

Northrop, 1958:349-351; Henderson, 1965:241), and its more immediate 

resolution of disputes (Gulliver, 1963:233). Nevertheless, it is impossible 

at this point to be exhaustive or definitive about the changes that would 

accompany any neH grmvth of self-help. The opportunity for an assessment 

of this kind depends upon the evolution of social control. 

* * * 

In the foregoing pages, we have described several means by which 

self-help might be encouraged in modern society, including systematic 

depolicing, the design of sociopetal environments, and the introduction 

of ne,v forms of electronic communication. He have also outlined some 
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differences between law and self-help as systems of social control. In 

closing, we might note that our analysis has been concerned solely with 

the possibilities of applying theoretical and empirical knowledge in this 

context. It should be understood, however, that any decision to implement 

a program of self·~help must issue from a careful examination of its desir

ability as a social policy. Although self-help could be a powerful system 

of public order, there are those who might criticize the means necessary for 

its attainment, as well as certain of its characteristics and consequences. 

A world in which people exercise their own social control might seem to entail 

too little privacy, for instance, and some of the procedures used might seem 

dangerous or unfair. Furthermore, a decline of law and growth of self-help 

would not be equally attractive to all segments of society. Those who enjoy 

special benefits from law might be least receptive to such a development, 

while others who would gain advantages from self-help might welcome it most. 

Considerations of this kind cannot be ignored. Nevertheless, these are 

matters of value and politics, and lie beyond the scope of the present work. 
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Notes 

1 For these purposes, \ole define la~v as governmental social control 

(Black, 1972: 1096), in other words, any process by ~vhich the state defines 

or responds to deviant behavior. 

2 Social control as a cause of deviant behavior has been a major 

theme of labeling theory in sociology (for an overvie~v, see Schur, 1971). 

The conduct so produced has come to be known as "secondary deviation" 

(Lemert, 1967). The claim that la~'7 is especially criminogenic, however, 

has generally received only implicit recognition. 

3 In the following discussion, ~ve use the concept of self-help to 

refer to any response to deviant behavior in ~vhich an offended party takes 

action on his or her own behalf, ~vith or without the a3sistance of third 

parties other than those \-lho are specialized agents of social control. 

. 4 It should be added that a condition of mutual hostility has often 

existed betw,~en 1a~y and self-help, ~vith each system attempting to prohibit 

or otherwise discourage recourse to the other. For an example of the legal 

prohibition of self-help, see Pollock and }~itland (1898:Volume 2, 574-578). 

5 In modern America, for example, it would appear that self-help is 

more likely in matters legally defined as civil -- such as consumer complaints 

against businessmen (see Best and Andreasen, 1977:710-724~ Nader, 1978) -

than in criminal matters, where police assistance is readily available to 

those who choose to make use of it. 
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6 
A notable e:~ception is Richard Sennett, who proposes the creation 

of "survival communities, If densely populated and socially diverse urban 

areas without centralized planning and social control, i'7here people would 

be forced to work out their own problems ~'lith each other (1970:especially 

Chapters 6 and 7). The need for police in a modern city has also been 

questioned by Roger Hertheimer. (1975). 

7 It might be observed that, along with self-help, other kinds of 

non-legal social control -- more organized and specialized kinds -- would 

be very likely to increase with depolicing. This matter deserves further 

treatment, but it lies beyond the concerns of the present discussion. 

8 \'lhile self-help vlOuld increase throughout society, this would occur 

at differen,t rates and reach different levels from one social context to 

another. Such differences ,,,auld depend upon a number of other factors in 

each setting, including the degree to which self-help is already developed 

and the degree to which other social characteristics conduc.ive to its growth 

are present. Among the latter are intimacy (see below, pages 8-16), and 

also stratification, homogeneity, and other variables not treated in this 

paper (see above, page 3). 

9 Taylor argues that the political theory i"hich claims the state is 

necessary to prevent chaos -- a theory espoused by Thomas Hobbes and others 

does not necessarily characterize all human behavior in the absence of a 

state, but more accurately describes "what human behaviour would be like 

immediately after the state has been removed from a society whose members 
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had for ~ long time lived under ~ates" (1976:141). In any event, even such 

a "war of all against all ll would presumably involve self-help to some degree, 

but it a.lso involves unprovoked violence and predation on a large scale. 

10 These conditions seem more likely to arise when depolicing occurs 

in the context of community conflict, as when, for instance, the Boston 

police went on strike in a city strained by underlying ethnic and social

class tensions (see, e.g., Russell, 1975), or, to take an extreme case, when 

segments of the French population rose up in total revolution (see, e.g., 

Kinberg, 1935:129-136). 

11 The relevance for our topic of the literature on behavior during 

disasters was suggested by Jan T. Gross. 

12 Humphrey Osmond, who introduced these concepts, defines socio-

petality as "that quality which encourages, fosters and even enforces the 

development of sta,ble interpersonal relationships such as are found in small, 

face-to-face groupsll; he defines sociofugality as Ila design which prfi!vents 

or discourages the formation of stable human relationships 11 (1957:28). He 

use the terms somewhat more broadly, referring to the propensity of settings 

to encourage or r.etard interaction of any kind, ~\1hether stable or not. 

13 In other words, helping behavior varies inversely with relational 

distance, where relational distance refers to the extent to which people 

participate in one anotherTs lives. (This concept is developed in Black, 

1976~40-41.) It might be noted that, generally speaking, patterns of helping 

behavior are opposite to patterns of social control exerted against a deviant. 
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Thus, people are least likely to exercise social control against their 

intimates, the very people they are most likely to help in every way, 

including the exercise of social control on their behalf. 

14 
In the same paper, Poushinsky and Dannefer comment that the eB 

radio also makes possible new tactics of victimization, such as calls for 

help designed to entrap would-be helpers or responses to people in distress 

undertaken for predatory purposes. Generally, ho~yever, p~actices of this 

kind have proven to be extreme.ly uncommon. 

15 Since differentials in helping behavior, social control, and other 

social processes are often functions of the characteristics of the people 

involved, su(:h differentials ,\-.7ill correspondingly vary ~rlth the amount of 

information about these characteristics present across cases. (In economics, 

this factor is known as "signaling." See, e.g., Spence, 1974). Thus, 

individuals are able to be systematically selective in help-giving on the 

basis of, say, social class or ethnicity, only if they have enough information 

about potential recipients. As a rule, audio-electronic communications 

transmit less of this information thau face-to-face communications. This 

explains, for instance, the fact that police responses to citizen telephone 

calls for assistance are less selective than their responses to similar 

requests in field settings. Nonetheless, it is possible for information 

about individual characteristics to be transmitted through electronics, and 

when this occurs, differences in help-giving occur as well (see, e.g., 

Gaertner and Bickman, 1971). 
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16 In fact, Gene Youngblood has recently coined the term II technoanarchy " 

for a world of this kind (1970:415-419). In his view, this system is not only 

possible but even necessary for human survival: IITechno1ogy has liberated 

us from the need of officia1dom •••• Yesterday, man needed officialdom in order 

to survive. But technology has reversed the process: survival today depends 

upon the emergence of a natural order" (419, 418). 

17 There are at least four basic styles of social contre1, or strat.egies 

by which people define and respond to deviant behavior. These are the penal, 

therapeutic, compensatory, and conciliatory styles. For an elaboration, see 

Black (1976:4-5). 

18 A similar point is made by Philip Gulliver. Contrasting the Arusha 

of Tanzania, a stateless people, with groups iolho have lav7, Gulliver dis

tinguishes two modes of dispute settlement: a "judicia1 process, II where a 

superordinate {"official hands down decisions in accordance with established 

norms, and a "po1itical process, II ~vhere decisions are nego tiated between 

the parties in dispute without the intervention of an external authority of 

any kind, and where variability in ou~comes is re1ative:y extensive (1963: 

297-301). 
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Territorial ity and Residential Crime: 

A Conceptual Framework l 

Barbara B. Brown and Irwin Altman' 
University of Utah 

Introduction 

Architect Oscar Newman's (1972) theory of "defensible space" in urban 

settings has stimulated considerable interest in environmental design factors 

in relation to crime. Newman's thesis is that certain design features of 

urban housing developments can affect the probabIlity of various types of 

criminal acts. Design features that contribute to "defensi~le space ll involve 

clear articulation of boundaries between totally public and totally private 

spaces. Such design qual ities, in turn, promote residents' feel ings of 

territorial control and capabil ity of surveillance of spaces in their 

residential environment. 

The present paper proposes a conceptual frame'dork that relates to but 

goes beyond Newman's ideas in several ways. Specifically, we will present: 

(1) a framework that extend Altman's (1975) analysis of privacy and territory, 

(2) a conceptual model that emphasizes a sequential decision-making process 

used by burglars trying to select appropriate residential targets, and (3) a 

clftssrflc~tlon syst~m for qu~ntifylng the nature of the information sought 

in the sequential decision-making process. Our general model depicts the 

burglar as attending to certain environmental/behavioral qualities of a 

residential area while making a series 'of decisions about particular blocks, 

IPaper prepared for Westinghouse National Issues Center project on 
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design. 
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sites, and houses. In addition, our analysis may provide a new perspective 

on residential burglary in the suburbs. Specifically, our approach will 

stress the types of environmental/behavioral information the burglar seeks 

in order to arrive at decisions regarding the territorial nature of an area. 

The first section of the paper outlines some ideas offered by Altman 

(1975) in relation to privacy and territory. The remaining sections of the 

paper outl ine a sequential decision-making model and a classification system-

that can be used to translate and test the model at an empirical level. 

Privacy: A Fundamental Concept 

A major underpinning of the present paper is that privacy is a central 

construct concerned with the regulation of self-other boundaries, and that 

territorial ity is one of several mechanisms used to facilitate privacy 

control. The present section explores this theme in terms of properties of 

privacy regulation and its relation to concepts of territory, personal 

space, and so forth. 

Privacy as a Dialectic, Boundary Regulation Process 

Some prior analyses of privacy contain a number of implicit assumptions 

that Altman questioned (1975). For example, a traditional approach has been 

to view privacy as either a "keep out" or "keep in" process, whereby people 

attempt to prevent outside stimulation from reaching them or personal 

information about themselves from becoming available to others. Thus designers 

build walls, sound-reducing features, etc., into environments to "keep out" 

undesired stimulation. And, political scientists, lawyers and philosophers 

have been concerned with privacy invasion in the form of inappropriate access 

to personal information. Altman viewed these approaches as incomplete and 
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defined the concept of privacy as lithe selective control of access to the 

selfll (Altman, 1975). There are several impl ications of this definition, 

the most important being that privacy is a boundary regulation process 

concerned with the interface of the person or group and the social and 

physical environment. The idea of "se l'ective control" means that people do 

not act in a singular way toward their environment, i.e., only shutting it 

off, but that they selectively close or open themselves to social and physic~i 

stimulation. Thus, privacy regulation is a process whereby people make their 

self-other boundaries permeable on some occasions and impermeable on other 

occasions. 

Privacy as a Multi-Level Behavioral Process 

A second assumption made by Altman is that people use a variety of 

behavioral mechanisms to control openness/closedness or privacy. These 

mechanisms include verbal, nonverbal, cultural and environmental styles of. 

behavior. Thus, through verbal behavior we let others know of our desire 

to interact or to not interact, e.g., "Let's talk," "Can I rafsean issue with 

you?" "Sorry, 11m too busy now. 1I Or through use of a "cool" or "warm" way of 

speaking, so-called paraverbal communication cues, we convey our accessibil ity 

or inaccessibility to others. People also use nonverbal behaviors to reflect 

?penness or closedness-no9ding the head, smiling, leaning forward, relaxed 

body postures, frowning, looking away, rigid symmetrical body positions. 

Personal space also serves as a boundary regulation mechanism used to achieve 

a desired distance from others, Cultures also have customs, rules, and norms 

for regulating accessibility. In the present-day United States, we do not 

"drop in" on friends too early in the morning or too late in the evening. 

We generally do not barge through locked doors; we are careful not to intrude 

. . 
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on others; we have cultural practices to reflect dissatisfaction with in.truders. I 
Finally, territories, or piaces over which a person has control, also assist 

in privacy regulation. We invite others to our territories; we shut off places 

from others; we open or close doors; we use signs that say "keep out" or 

"welcome" and so on. 

The various privacy me.chanisms work in profiles and patterns, not 

separ~tely. People use var~ous mixes or combinations of behaviors to commu·· 

nicate desires for interaction or withdrawal. Sometimes emphasis is placed 

on verbal behaviors, sometimes on nonverbal behaviors, sometimes on a combi-

nation of two or three classes of mechanisms. 

I 
I 
I 
-I 

I 
Privacy regulation is an important aspect of human functioning, especially II 

in regard to social interaction. The abil ity to pace and control contacts with. II 
others through a variety of mechanisms is essential to smoothly operating 

contacts between people. As Altman (1975) noted, failure to achieve a II 
reasonable degree of regulatory control over dealings with others can have 

important implications for .the viability of a group or person. Therefore, 

the abil ity of a person or group to regulate access to their territories is 

an important facet of social behavior. 

To summarize, Altman's approach views privacy as a dialectic, boundary 

regulation process involving differential self-other boundary permeabil ity 

to the social and physical environment. Furthermore, he assumes that privacy 

regulation involves the interplay of verbal, nonverbal, environmental and 

cultural behaviors that are designed to optimize momentarily a desired 

degree of access to the physical and social environment. Within this frame-

work, we will focus on territoriality as an important privacy regulation 

mechanism. 
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This brief overview of Altman's approach to privacy is important to 

the present paper because it casts the concept of terr~toriality, to be 

discussed in more detail next, in a general conceptual framework. Further

more, it depicts territorial ity as one of a variety of behavioral mechanisms 

that operate in the service of boundary control. As the central framework 

of this paper will illustrate, the process of burglary in relation to 

residential homes is portrayed as involving a sequential decision-making 

process by potential· burglars. This process involves assessments about the 

permeabil ity/opennE!ss/accessibility of various boundaries in the residential 

environmentr This assessment involves an examination and weighing of 

behavioral and environmental mechanisms that are used and displayed by people 

to indicate the degree of openness or accessibility of their communities 

and homes to outsiders. Thus, territorial practices by 'residents and others 

are reflections of boundary permeability and accessibility end, as such, cast 

the problem of territorial intrusion within the model of privacy out! ined above. 

Territorial Behavior 

Altman (1975), in a review of the literature on human and animal' 

territoriality, identified a number of consistent themes: (1) Territories 

can belong to individuals or groups, (2) Territories are geographical areas 

that are often marked and'personal ized, (3) Territories function in the service 

of a variety of needs and motives including chi1d rearing, food gathering, 

sex, mating, and a variety of social functions such as status, resource 

control, etc., (It) l'erritories serve as boundaries that allow selective control 

over who may see, hear, or participate in an activity, and (S) If invaders 

cross territorial 1 ines~ defensive responses may range from threats to overt 

aggression. 

.' 
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As a generic definition, Altman (1975') stated: 

Territorial be~avi'or fs a self/other boundary-regulation mechanism 

that involves personal ization of or marking of a place or object and 

communicat:on that it is lIowned H by a person or group. Personal ization 

and ownership are designed to regulate social interaction and to help 

, satisfy various social dnd physical motives. Defense responses may 

sometimes occur when territorial boundaries are violated. (p. 107) 

Although most territories exhibit certain of the preceding qualities, 

all territories are not al ike. Altman (1975) described three types of 

territories distinguished by their values along the dimensions of temporal 

duration and central ity (see Table 1). 

Primary ,territories are typically occupied for long periods and <:;re 

central to the lives of their owners (e.g., homes, bedrooms). Secondary 

territories are somel,oJhat more accessible to a greater range of users, but 

regular occupants exert some control over who may ent~r a territory and what 

range of behaviors may take place. Altho~gh there may be regular users, 

5UC~ as bar "regulars" or members of a country club, the time spent within 

a secondary territory is usually somewhat more I imited than in a prim~ry 

territory. The limits of occupancy are not solely dQtermined by the users, 

but by collective owners of secondary territories. Furthermore, secondary 

territories, while important, are generally not as central to the lives of 

their occupants as are primary territoriez. PubZia territories are usually 

occupied for short times and are typkcliiy not very central to the I ives of 

their occupants (e.g., seats of a bus, tables in a r~staurant), Occupancy of 

public terrItories is open to almost everyone and is usually determined on 

a "first come, first serve" basis. 
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to misi'nterpretati~n of ownership and can easily generate confl iet becau~e of 

their ambiguous mix of publ ic and private use. Such territories fit well with 

Newman1s (1972) analysis that semipubl ic areas not clearly demarcated as 

belonging to a group may foster the intrusion of others. Similarly, Altman 

(1975) h1pothesized that poorly marked secondary territories might be more 

al.lenable to overlapping u~e by a variety of users and, consequently, might 

be associated wi th considerable conflict and disruption. Primary territories, 

on the other hand, .are typically well~known and easily identified and, except 

in certain circumstances, are not susceptible to intrusion. Similarly~ areas 

which are clearly public territories, when identified as such, are so 

transitional in their use and typically so unimportant to the lives of the 

u~ers, that conflict is probably relatively rare. Naturally, when a group 

redefines a public territory, such as a beach or park, as a secondary territor~ 

confl iet may ensue, especiaily when others view it &s a public territory 

and/or their own se,:ondary terr i tory.' 

To summarize, Altman defined primary, secondary, and public territories 

in terms of qual rtles of centraliti and duration. Owners of territories can 

usually distinguish between their own publ ic~ secondary, and primary territories 

in terms of the duratIon of their use and centrality to their I ives. But for 

the purposes of thi~ paper, we are interested in how an outsider judges the 

territorial qual ity of an area. In order to make this c1e.;lr~ we have expanded 

the conceptual distinctions between the three types of territories described 

above. The pur.pose of this conceptual distinction is twofold: (1) to provide 

dimensions that an outsider might use in deciding QI1 the level of territorial tty, 

and (2) to illustrate why it would be importa.i1t for a burglar to attei1d to the 

level of territoriality present 1~ a given setting. 

A third dimension along which territories may vary, shown in Table 1, is 
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the intent with which owners mark a territory. Primary territories are often 

personal ized, marked or decorated for the purpose ~f self-expression. For 

example, posters and pictures hanging in a bedroom are not necessarily put 

there to say, "This is my ro(')m~ keep OUL II Instead, dec;orative items are 

often chosen because they express personal values or interests. However, a 

primary territory might also be consciously marked to fend off potential 

invaders. For instance, if a resident of a primary territory has suffered 

repeated invasions, then marking with the sole intention of staking out a 

territory might occur. Or, a primary territory may be ;ntentional ly marked 

in advance or at the time of occupancy as a way of forestall ing potential 

invasions. Signs, fences, locks on doors and other manifest boundary markings 

are often used in primary territories, along with indicators of personal 

expressions. 

Secondary and publ ic territories are usua]ly marked with the intention 

of showing ownership over a place. Rarely are secondary or publ ic territories 

marked to exhibit pers6nal expression, althow;h this sometimes does occur. 

Club houses, country clubs, neighborhood bars sometimes contain personal ized 

expressions such as photographs of members, community· activities, and other 

indications of group cohesion and unity, However, secondary territories are 

more often visibly marked in order to regulate and control access. Fences 

around a country club, signs stating "members only," graffiti on walls in areas 

gangs claim as their "turfll are all explicit attempts to indicate ownership of 

secondary territories. While primary territories probably are personalized 

and marked for the purposes of both self-expression and boundary control, we 

hypothesize that secondary territories tend to be marked more for the purpose 

of territorial control thM for self E:xpression. Similarly, we hypothesize 

that marking public territories largely serves t~e purpose of ownership, 
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occupancy and control. Because of their tr.ansient nature, only temporary 

markers can be used in pub! ic territories, e.g., a person might leave a coat 

to "guard" a theater seat. Research in I ibrary settings and other pub! ic 

places indicates that such personal markings communicats ownership of 

territories and serve to protect them for at least I imited amount~ of time. 

There is no evidence that marking publ ic territories serves the function of 

self expression in the same way that it does in secondary end primary 

territories. Thus, primary, secondary and public territories not only differ 

in duration and' centrality but also in the functions served by markers. 

A fourth dimension depicted in Table 1 concerns the range, type and mix 

of markers that are used in var.ious territories. Variations in marker 

characteristics may reflect the three dimensions of territoriality discussed 

above. That is, the type of marker provides clues as to the intended duration 

of ownership of a territory, its centrality and the motivations of its occupants. 

For example, primary territories, because of their centrality and durabil ity, 

often contain markers reflecting personal expression and personal charactel~

istics of their occupants. The markers themselves may appear to reflect ffiC,re 

central values, may be more durabl~. and may portray the basic characteristics 

of their owners. Furthermore, since such territories are long-term, the markers 

need not be portable and can vary in size, permanency and attachment to the 

territory itself. : Fences, furnishing, permanent name places, and other markings 

may communicate duration, importance and personal character. The markers 

communicate these distinctions by variations in duration, importance, and 

personal character, and by their size, monetary value, and'range of types. 

Because of the greater degree of control over accessibility to primary 

territories, residents tend to expect respect for and proper usage of their 

markers and personalizations, and they generally feel quite safe in displaying 
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them. Thus, a general characteristic of m~rkers and personal i~ations on 

primary territories is the degree to which they can represent actual, not 

just symbolic, barriers. The owner of a primary "territory, such as a home, 

is free to erect walls, install locks, post guards, etc. Or, the owner may 

use no physical barriers but only a series of symbolic barriers, e.g., s~gns, 

hedges, decorations of various kinds. 

In secondary territories, the markers used to signify ownership are 

typically not of the same degree of permanency, value, size, or importance 

to the residents. In addition, the erection of actual barriers by individuals 

is not permitted in many secondary territories, although a group or community 

itself may erect barriers. In some cases markers may be valuable monetarily, 

e.g., expensi~e signs or medallions on club houses, country clubs, etc., and 

the secondary territory may require constant surveillance and guarding by 

hired guards, alarm systems and the I ike. Thus, secondary territory owners 

usually recogni~e the need for marke~s to defend the ~rea, especially when 

the territory is temporarily vacated, e.g., at night, on holidays, etc. 

Because of this vulnerabil ity of secondary territories, an attempt is often 

made to provide physical protection of the place and/or (as in neighborhood 

gang areas) to avoid expensive and/or removable markings. 

A public territory is almost always d~fended with occupancy and/or 

minimal markers. Residents of publ ic territories typically put I ittle faith 

in the abil ity of removable markers to protect their territories, other than 

on a short-term basis, and they usually do little mroe than leave a symbol 

of their presence for short periods of time, e.g., coats, books, etc. But 

even such symb~ls are not left in cert~3n places for fear of their being 

stolen. Because a publ ic territory dOlas not typically have a long-term or 

central value to occupant~ and is only claimed in order to get something 
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accompl ished mom~~tarily) physical markings are usually quite limited. Rareli 

are valuable personal markings ever used in public territories. Also, people 

do not ordinarily use permanent barriers to claim and/or protect public 

territories, e.g., one cannot chain a chair or lock up a telephone booth in 

one's absence. In public territories people typically use more temporary 

claims to space, such as verbal and nonverbal behaviors and single physical 

objects. 

A fifth dimension along which territories vary, shown in Table 1, 

involves owner reactions to invasion or intrusion. In general, the impact 

of an invasion on occupants, and the range and effectiveness of their defensive 

reactions increase as the territory becomes less public and more primary. To 

ihvade a primary territory essentially requirel that the intruder ignore the 

salient signals and markings of a primary territory. In fact, it is often 

physically difficult to intrude on a primary territory without ignoring and/or 

deliberately crossing actual and symbbl ic barriers th~t reflect ownership. 

Therefore owners of primary territories in our culture may assume that any 

intrusion is more or less intentional, and it is quite legitimate to counter 

intrusion of primary territories by rather vigorous means, including physical 

retal iation. The invasion of a primary terri-tory is quite serious for a 

number of reasons: the markers in the territory and the territory itself may 

be valuable; the ~lace symbolizes uniqueness and personal identity of the 

owner; the owner may have no territory left to retreat to after the primary 

territory has been invaded. Thus, for economic, physical and psychological 

reasons, intrUSIons into primary territories in our society are serious matters. 

As a result, reactions to invasions are often strong. Not only are there 

personal and social norms that permit strong defensive responses, but legal 

force exists on ihe side of the owner as well. 

-~------------------
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Secondary territories, with' their'mixture of public and private use, 

lower importance to the owners, and less clearcut evidence of marking and 

personalization, may be more susceptible to intrusion. The motive for 

invasions may be quite variable, ranging from a deliberate attempt at intru

sion to an accidental invasion. Similarly, the reactions to invasion may 

vary considerably, depending upon the degree to which the occupants of the 

particular secondary territory perceive it as their own, identify with it, 

and feel that they have adequately marked it. Reactions to an invasion will 

also be affected by the motives that owners attribute to the intruders. 

When a publ ic territory is invaded, the Qwner has some, but only minimal, 

"rights" to the territory, Furthermore, because such territories are not 

usually central to either the intruder's or occupant's I ife, invasions of 

public territories are not responded to vigorously. Of CGurse, there are 

exceptions to this, as when a fight breaks out over competition for a seat 

or table at a restaurant, but these are unusual ci.rcumstances. People on 

either side- invaders o,r occupants-tend to resolve intrusions over pubJ ic 

territories by retreating. ~ecause publ ic territories are neither very 

durable nor very central, defense andlor s~ccessful invasion is not terribly 

crucial to owners or intruders, In fact, our society has normative sanctions 

against people who j'make a public scene" over something that is really not 

the irs to beg in wi th. I f an ,owner wants to protect a pub I i c terri tory, very 

little can be done with literal physical barriers, i.e., one can do little 

to mark or protect a table in a restaurant, short of leaving one's coat or 

using a "Reserved" sign, Rather, temporary owners of public territories 

usually have to resort to bodily and verbal reactions to re-est~~1 ish claims 

undlor to symbolically mark such places with coats, etc. 

In summary, primary, secondary, and public territories can be described 
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in terms of dimensions of durabil ity, central ity, marking intentions, marking 

range and type and defensive responses. 

The conceptual framework of this paper, described in the next sections, 

is built around homes, sites, and blocks of residential co~munities in 

relatjon to the preceding characteristics of territories. Our basi~ thesis 

is that neighborhoods, streets, sites, and houses 'may communicate different 

degrees of territoriality as defined in Table 1. Further, the more an area -

communicates a public territorial quality, the greater the probability of a 

burglary. 

A Conceptual Model of the Burglary Process 
\ 

The remainder of the paper builds on the preceding concepts of privacy 

and territory and presents a theoretical model of the burglary process. The 

model emphasizes the following elements (see Figure t): 

1. The process of residential burglary involves a sei-ies of sequential 

decision-making judgments by the burglar about the probable success he Dr she 

may encounter in cross'ing a series of boundaries surrounding any residence. 

Our hypothesis is that, imp~icit!y or expl icitly, a burglar makes successive 

decisions about the likelihood of successfully traversing various boundaries 

to enter a given residence, and then retraversing those boundaries to insure 

successful exit. At any point in the sequence, a judgment of potential 

success will increase the probabil ity of consumating the burglary, and a 

"no success ll judgment at any poi'nt increases the probability of aborting the 

burglary. 

2. The decision sequence involves successive judgments about (a) a 

particular street, (b) a particular house site or lot, and {c} a residence 

itself. That is, the model assumes, in the ideal case, that (after selecting 

a particular neighb6rhood) a, potential intruder makes three decisions about 
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the probable success of boundary crossings. First the burglar makes a 

decision about successfully traversing the boundary represented by a street, 

then judges the likely success of travers i ng the bound.ary represented by a 

home site or lot, and finally, the burglar determines the 1 ikel ihood of 

successfully crossing the boundary of the home itself. Successful crossing 

of .these boundaries means tha·t the burglar is ignored, is not stopped by an 

observer, or traverses the boundaries without apprehension by the police or -

others. 

3. The model does not necessarily assume that a burglar makes a judgment 

about the potential success of crossing boundaries one at a time. It is quite 

likely that "casing" a house involves simultaneous assessments about the 

neighborhood, street, site, etc. In addition, it is likely that the process 

of exiting from a house, across a site or lot, out of a block or neighborhood 

is also included as part of the total process. But for the sake of the model, 

we will assume that these judgments generally occur in a sequential fashion, 

with primary emphasis given.to a particular boundary at a given time. 

4. The model also hypothesizes th~t the judgment made by a potential 

burglar relates to the openness/clbsedness or degree of accessibil ity of the 

street, site, and home .. More specifically, it is hypothesized that a potential 

burglar will use a series of cues, described in the next section, to make a 

jUdgment about the openness/closedness of a particular boundary, These cues 

will also indicate the degree to which a particular boundary area is a public, 

secondary, or primary territory. 

Specifically, we predict that: 

A. To the extent that a potential intruder identifies any boundary as 

a public territory, based on its territorial cues, the probability is increased 

that the boundary will be cr'ossed, given the fact that the publicterritories 
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are typically available to most members of ·society. In addition, as noted 

earl ier, intrusions of public territories are ordinarily not reacted to with 

strong defensive responses by occupants. Thus, to the extent that a neigh

borhood and street (and perhaps even a home site) are judged by a burgJar to 

be publ ic territories rather than secondary or primary territories, the 

potential ity for intrusio~ is greater. However, to the extent that a neigh

borhood and street are judged as secondary territories, based on cues noted " 

later, the likelihQod of intrusion is less. As noted below, certain pla/ces, 

e.g., streets and homes sites, do not have unequivocal meaning as publ ic or 

secondary territories; they can assume either property based upon certain 

cues evident in these areas. Similarly, if a home site is viewed as a primary 

territory, the intrusion may not occur, or may be more carefully accompl ished 

than if the home site is viewed as a secondary or public territory. 

B. Within each of the three types of territorial ity, the more richly 

and articulately marked an area, the 'less the probabil ity of intrusion. Thus, 

the potential burglar who views the pubJ ic territory of a street that is 

visibly marked as a publ ic territory, or a home site ~learly marked as a 

secondary or primary territory, and a home evidently delineated as a primary 

territory will be less apt to intrude across such boundaries. Such articulate 

cues described below, may suggest that the occupants and cwners of the various 

areas are especially sensitive to boundary intrusions. 

In summary, our conceptual model hypothesizes that potential intruders, 

especially experienced burglars, make a series of sequential judgments about 

the territorial qual ities of neighborhoods and streets, lots and sites, and 

homes that are potential targets,l 
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'Environmental Indicators of Boundary Access'ibility 

The present sectio~ elaborates on the model presented above, in relation 

to the specific cues and combination of cues that are, empioyed by potential 

intruders to select targets. Brantingham and Brantingham (1977) have also 

conceptualized burglary as a process involving sequential decisions based on 

cues emitted from the environment. THrough experience, they state, burglars 

learn to connect cues, cue sequences, and cue clusters into mental "templates." 

These templates are then used to judge the adequacy of future targets. vIe 

hypothesize that such cues are employed by potential intruders to assess the 

openness/accessibility of various bound~ries. Table 2 presents a classifica

tion of cues that are associated with each boundary. The discussion below 

describes these cues in relation to the hypothesized decision making sequence. 

Based on an integration of information regarding these cues the intruder is 

hypothesized to make a judgment about the level of territorial ity of the area 

and the likelihood of successful penetration of stree~s, lots, and homes. 

As shown in Table 2, one cluster of environmental cues concerns 2Ctual. 

and symboZic environmental. barriers. (New'man, 1973). Actual barriers are 

physical qual ities that 1 iterally impede access to and egress from a site. 

They include locks, gates, fences, walls, electronic security and other 

environmental barriers designed to,physically keep people out of an area. A 

slight modification of the Newman definition of actual barriers that is 

included in our taxonomy refers to access difficulty, i.e., the burglar'S 

initial distance from: the target, and familiarity with the area. Initially 

remote locations of a burglar from a particular area, coupled with an absence 

of knoweldge of the area have been shown to decrease the probabil ity of 

burglary for such geographical locations (Capone & Nichols, 1975, 1976; 

Harries, 1974). 
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The use of actual barriers such as fences, locks and walls are most 

often employed on terri'tories'that eire legally owned by occupants and that 

function as primary'territories. Of course, some secondary territories 

employ actual barriers (i,e., fences and security systems of country ciubs, 

private organizations, certain protected commuoities, etc.), Furthermore, 

even public territories occasionally have actual barriers, e.g., parking lot 

gates l publ ic pay beach areas, toil booths. In general, the greater the 

number of visible actual barriers, the greater the 1 ikel ihood that a potential 

intruder will weigh carefully the risks of entry and/or the skills needed for 

successful intrusion. 2 

Symbolic barriers are physical variables that do not restrain access 

directly but serve to communicate territoriality, ownership, and occupancy. 

Symbol ic barriers range from decorative mailboxes or doors and name plates 

to flower beds and the I ike. The wider the range of symbolic barriers and 

the more personally valuable the markers, the greater the feel ing of occupants' 

territoriality and concern with the place. Thus, the number, variety and 

quality of symbol ic barrier~ is apt to indicate lessened potential for 

penetration of the area. 

, In general, then, we hypothesize that the more highly defined a 

residential area, by some combination of symbolic and/or actual barriers, the 

more the place is likely to be. viewed by its occupants as a primary or 

secondary territory--a place that is important to them, and one whose intrusion 

upon they will react to strongly. Thus the greater the number, clarity, 

articulation and evidence of barriers, the less probable is intrusion by a 

potential burglar who, we hypothesize, wilt be sensitive to such cues and to 

the role of territorial occupants in relation to intruders. 

~.,' ~. ".:"",?"I' .. 

, . 
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DetectabiZity, another dimension of the classification system in Table 

2, deals with the degree to which residents of an area can detect or sense 

invaders and how well potantial intruders can detect territorial users and 

related neighbors. As shown in Table 2, there are physical design charac

teristics, geographical features of an area, and relative locations of users 

and invaders that il1f.luence·detectability. Physical design variables include 

the positioning of house doors and windows relative to other houses and 

relative to the position of potential intruders of the street. Detectability 

also depends on characteristics of the terrain, natural cover, etc. Generally, 

a burglar is interested in seeing into potential target areas while minimizing 

his/her own visibility to others. Not only is the burglar interested in 

remaining unseen., but he/she also wishes not to be heard. Therefore p noise 

qualities of the area, e.g., gravel roads, snow, and heavy shrubbery, are 

important to detectabil ity, Another factor involved in detection capabil ity 

relates to the behavioral activities of the neighborhoQd. Although the design 

of the house may enhance ro~d visibility, such a quality has I ittle value 

unless residents and neighbors tend to look out at the road and street. That 

is, it is not only important to assess the amount of detectabil ity which is 

physically possible because of certain design features of an area, but a 

burglar must also be sensitive to the degree to which people take advantage 

of the detectabil ity potential of a place .. 

Traces, another dimension of our taxonomy, refers to the actual or 

implied presence of ter.ritorial users. Actual presence is communicated \<lhen 

the burglar sees or hears people on the block, site, or in the target house. 

Impl ied presence is communicated by clues of occupan~y such as the presence 

of parked cars, mail that has not been picked up, accumulations of newspapers, 

etc. On the site itself, clues may include working sprinklers, lawn tools or 
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toys scattered about. Within the house, a burg1ar may see traces of the 

presence of people, e.g., 1 ights, radios and television, etc. Of course~ the 

burglar is most interested in assessing the actual presence of people. If 

actual presence cannot be determined at a particular step in the sequential 

chain, then the burglar must judge according to traces which imply presence 

or absence 'of people. 

SooiaL olimate is still another set of cues that are used to infer 

territorial accessibil ity. Social climate refers to the extent to which 

people exhibit shared concern for an area and for what type of behavior is 

permitted by strangers. It reflects the~r identity with the community and 

with neighbors on the block. A positive social climate will indicate that 

the block residents consider the street to be a secondary territory, one that 

is occupied, controlled and identified with the street or community, Indi

cators of positiv~ shared social climate include visible interaction between 

residents: as well as active defense responses, e.g., when neighbors stare, 

question or respond to str~ngers on the street or in the vicinity of a home. 

A low degree of social climate would be evidenced by neighbors who see each 

other but do not interact or who see a potential burglar but do not react 

visibly. 

Internal Factors Influencing the SequentIal Process of Burglary 

We have presented a decLsion-making model of the burglary process and 

a taxonomy of physical and behavioral cues used in that process in a rela~ 

tively "puristic" way.' We have adopted an "other-things-being-equal l1 set, 

when, in fact, it is obvious that territorial intrusion is more complex than. 

has been described thus far. In this section, we discuss a number of factors 

that affect the rate and nature of the decision-makirig process. The factors 

discussed in the next section are external to the decision-making sequence 
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and impinge upon i~. Here we examine a number of factors that are intrinsic 

to the process itself: 

First, we described the burglar's decision-making process as if it were 

a step-by-step sequence of events, each step relatively independent of the 

other and each assessment of a boundary area made independent of subse~uent 

assessments. Obviously, this is not the casein the real world. Though a 

burglar may, for example, first attend to a street and its behavioral 

characteristics, and then to a site and its characteristics, and so on, the 

process is not that categorical. Rather, it is likely that burglars make 

assessments of blocks, sites, and homes simultaneously, based on whatever 

information is available from the vantage of the burglar's momentary location. 

Thus, from the street it may be that most cues are about the street, with a 

smaller number of cues av.,ilable regarding sites and houses. Nevertheless, 

it is likely that the burglar attempts to integrate as much information as 

possible about all areas before movi~g along in the decision-making process. 

Similarly, it is probable that a burglar simultaneously evaluates access and 

egress and does not wait tintil he or ~he is in the home to begin evaluat:~g 

egress possibilities. 

Second, the variety of behavioral and physical design cues present in 

the classification system should not be considered as operating in a strictly 

linear and additive fashion. The five dimensions of the category system and 

their behavioral cues are interdependent and interact with one another in 

complex and as yet unknown ways. Thus, one cannot additively combine variables 

and come to the conclusion that lithe more the better." It may well be that 

certain physical and behavioral characteristics may be additive or multiplica

tive, whereas others may counteract one another.· For example, a house with 

many symbol ic barriers such as trees and hedges may indicate the existence of 
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an important secondary. or pri~ary territory. However, if a burglar success

fully passes that barrier, his/her detectability by neighbors drops sharply, 

by virtue of the very presence of those barriers. Or, a home well-guarded by 

actual barriers may be impervious to burglary regardless of the nature and 

number of symbolic barriers, detectability or social climate. And, a street 

with a negative social cl imate may be quite open to intrusion even if 

detectability factors are extraordinarily high. These complex interactions ~. 

of different combinations of cues makes it impossible, at the present time, 

to infer simple additive or linear relations between variables. 

Another factor that compl icates the model concerns the flow of events 

in a burglary sequence. The model assumes that the burglar goes through a 

stated sequence of events and that the whole environmental system remains 

relatively static. The fact is, however, that the very nature, weighting and 

impact of actual and symbol ic barriers, detectability, etc., changes at 

different stages in a burglary sequence. For example, the detectabllity 

characteristics of a give~ street may ,be quite high, e.g., a straight street 

that has houses relatively close to the street, people walking on the street, 

children playing, people in yards, etc., all of which make a potential burglar 

quite visible to residents. But, a particular site surrounded by heavily 

wooded trees and ~hrubs may make a particular house and site not visible to 

neighbors. If a burglar happens to successfully penetrate beyond the street 

onto the site, he/she is no longer visible to people on the street and the 

detectabil ity danger drops enormously. And, if no one is at home, th~ 

surrounding tree barrier serves as a protective screen for the burglar's 

activities. Naturally, penetrating the street successfully may have a lower 

probability in such situations and successful egress onto the street later 

in the sequence may also be a difficult matter. The point is, however, that 

I 
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a factor such as detectabil i~y can change dramatically with the flow of events 

associated with bur.glaries, and one must be careful to reassess changes in 

visibility, detectability and other characteristics at different stages of 

a burglary sequence. As yet, the model hypothesized in this paper does not 

deal with such complexities. 

External Factors Influencing the Sequential Process of Burglary 

In addition to internal factors of the sequential decision-making 

process itself, there are a number of external variables that may affect the 

rate, nature and dynamics of the decision-mal(.ing process. These factors 

relate to the general ecological context'within which the decision-making 

sequence operates and include: characteristics of burglars, payoff charac

teristics of the target, and general environmental factors. 

Characteristics of burglars. The model is restricted to potential 

burglars who fit, the assumptions made' by Shover (1971), and Letkemann (1973)

rational, goal-oriented, and experienced rather than irrational, impulsive, 

or inexperienced burglars. As burglars gain more experience they undoubtedly 

become increasingly sensitive to the kinds of cues and the decision-making 

process portrayed in our model, ~nd they would be motivated to successfully 

complete a burglary without detection and/or apprehension. We also assume 

the existence of certain physiological and motivational states of potential 

burglars. That is, the model applies to burglars who do not work under the 

influence of drugs or alcohol. Drug or alcohol users may not assess the 

environment in the same way as non-users, and users may attend to totally 

different variables or to the same ones with less sensitivity. In addition, 

drug users, for example, may be willing to make more risky decisions or 

judgments concerning targets or burglary procedures. Indirect evidence for 
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this appeared in our own informal interviews of experienced burglars, who 

indicated that drug users as partners were unreliable and unpredictable. 

Letkemann (1973) also reported that burglars bel ieved alcohol ics to be 

bunglers and other drug users to be excessively daring. 

In addition, career burglars are assumed to be working for a profit, 

while other burglars may be working for different motivations and are excluded 

from' our analysis. Scarr (1972), in a review of the literature, identified 

many different burglary motives, e.g., desire for excitement, peer group 

approval, status needs, expression of frustration, etc. Brantingham and 

Brantingham (1977) consider such diverse needs as stemming from either instru

mental or affective motivation; They state that criminals operating from 

affective motivations engage in an abbreviated decision making process prior 

to target selection. Criminals operating from instrumental motivation engage 

in a multi-stage decision making process that involves careful searching for 

appropriate targets. Our model fits the instrumentally motivated burglar 

interested in profit. The affectively motivated burglar may neither be 

attending to social/environmental cues nor interested in escaping detection. 

Because such motivational states may conflict with our assumptions about the 

sequential decision~making process, sensitivity to cues, and desire to avoid 

apprehension, the. model presented earlier is restricted to e;-:perienced, 

professionally-motivated burglars interested in profit rather than a whole 

variety of secondary motives, 

The general experience and history of success of a given burglar also 

is an important consideration. Although a rational burglar may be presumed 

to want to balance profit against risk, what is seen as risky may shift with 

experience. Reppetto (1974) found that young burglars preferred easi Iy 

accessible targets while older burglars preferred more difficult but more 
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profitable targets. Perhaps inexperienced burglars respond more to the 

sy;nbo 1 i c barr i ers of an area (i ts "Keep ou til message), wh i I e more exper i enced 

burglars may have learned to size up the target in terms of actual, not 

symbalic, barriers to success. For example, an experienced burglar may find 

camouflage provided by hedges and trees at a boundary of a lot to appear less 

foreboding than would an inexperienced burglar. 

Potential payoff of a burglary. Another factor that may affect the rate 

and probability of ~ntrusion, briefly mentioned earlier, concerns the potential 

payoff of a successful burglary. It might be expected that burglaries involving 

higher payoff in terms of worth of items, aoil ity to carry the items out of the 

house and to transport them unnoticed, abil ity to avoid items being traced, 

ease of fencing stolen items, etc. contribute to differential "payoff" values 

of a burglary, Other things being equal, the higher the potential payoff 

value, defined in terms of the preceding gain/risk factors, the greater the 

lik~l ihood that a burglar will proceed through the tot91 decision-making 

sequence. Thus, given equivalent actual and symbol ic barriers, levels ,of 

detectability, etc., an experienced burglar may be more will ing to choose low 

risk/high payoff burglaries than the converse. And, as noted earl ier, it may 

be that certain symbolic or actual barriers may signal to an experienced 

burglar greater payoffs, thus compl icating the process. In any case, other 

thlings being equal, the greater the potential payoff and the lower the risk, 

the more probable the completion of the total decision-making sequence leading 

to a burglary. 

Environmental factors. There are also shifting environmental character-. 

isticsthat may affect the probabil ity of proceeding through the total sequence. 

Some of these shifting environmental events may be of a very transient quality, 

~ ____ -,-____ 2""':"-' __ -,-~. '---'.' ... "-•. -----',~-~~~-. 
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e.g., the unexpected arrival of residents du~ing the course of a burglary, 

elimination of protective cloud cover and the appearance of a full moon 

lighting the scene, and so forth. 

But there are also a number of stable environmental characteristics that 

impinge upon the sequential decision-making process. Two such factors involve 

time of year or season and .1 ighting. Thus, a neighborhood during the summer 

may b~ a totally different p16ce in terms of attractiveness to burglars than-' 

the same neighborhood in the winter. In the summer, +or example, the social 

climate may be more cohesive as people spend time outdoors, are more sensitive 

to strangers on the street, etc. On the other hand, many families are on 

vacation during the summer, children may be at home rather than at school, etc. 

Or~ detectabil ity qual ity may shift with seasons, as people leave windows open 

and are more readily able to see and hear others during the summer. On the 

other hand, doors and windows that are open may change the qual ity of actual 

barriers. Symbol ic barriers may also be different at ~ifferent times of the 

year, e,g., in the summer, fol iage and vegetation fs thicker, thereby 

emphasizing the presence of symbolic barriers as well as altering detectability. 

Although it is not possible to specify how these stable environmental factors 

impact on the decision~making sequence, we should recognize that ultimately 

a model of the type proposed here must take such factors into account. 

Time of day is another important variable that may alter the decision

making sequence. For example, a home and neighborhood with a strong positive 

social cl imate, extensive symbol ic barriers, physical traces and high 

detectability may never be burglarized during the daytime, but may become an 

inviting target at night, as these factors might lose their significance. In 

addition, the presence of people in homes may, in some ways, be more evident 

in the dark, as lighting becomes a morc visible cue of occupancy. 
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In summary, there are a number of factors extrinsic to the decision-

making sequence which may play an important role in the rate, nature and 

course of progress through the hypothesized model. 

Future Directions and Needs 

The model and classification taxonomy proposed in this paper are only 

first approximations to understanding the relationship between territorial ity 

and residential crime. Several things now need to be done to explore these 

id.eas furthl1lr. For example, further conceptual development of the model is 

necessary. This means that additional work is needed to understand and clarify 

the decision-making sequence, to develop further the classification system of 

physical, behavioral and social cues associated with territorial control, and 

to arrive at a m~re sophisticated understanding of the interaction of variables 

in the model, i.e., how they complement, work a~ainst and combine with one 

another. In addition, conceptual ana~ysis is necessary to better understand 

how the internal and external factors described above operate to alter the 

flow of events hypothesized by the model. 

But more is called for than additional conceptual development. Empirical 

work needs to be conducted to see h~~ the variety of factors interact, to 

d~termine their weightings and to obtain empirical val idation of the model. 

We are presently ~ngaged in a pre1 iminary effort along these lines in coopera

tion with the Salt Lake County Sheriff's Office. Specifically, we are 

comparing previously burglarized homes with non-burglarized homes in terms of 

cues from the classification system described earlier. The following types 

of homes are presently being examined: burglarized homes, non-burglarized 

homes on the same street as burglarized homes, non-burglarized homes on 

streets where n~ homes have been burglarized. In addition, we plan to com~are 
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day and night cha~acteristics of these homes, as well as winter and summer 

features. We also hope to assess burglaries conducted by experienced 

professionals compared to other types of burglars, as well as burglaries 

differing in the value of stolen items. 

Our plan is to undertake multivariate analyses that will enable identi-

fication of major individual characteristics and combinative characteristics 
, 

of streets, sites, and homes that distinguish burglarized and non-burglarized 

residences. If sUGh factors can be identified, it may then be possible to 

make inferences about the utility of the decision-making model proposed in 

this paper, and the relative importance of different variables involved in 

the process. 

What has been proposed in this paper is only an exploratory conceptual 

framework. Nevertheless, working from a general theoretical framework and 

then developing a specific conceptual model may be useful to our understanding 

of the burglary process in relation to territorial behavior, 

..... 
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Footnotes 

lThere is some research on residential burglary that relates indirectly 

to aspects of the model presented here, although previous studies of resi

dential burglaries have not focused directly on the relationship between 

territorial ity and burglary. For example, Scarr1s study (1973) examined the 

place and means of entry Jnto residences in order to describe burglaries in 

terms of the type of barrier provided by a door or window. He also found that 

corner houses are more susceptible to burglaries than non-corner houses. The 

fact that more front doors were entered in the Washington, D.C. areas and 

more rear and side doors were entered in a nearby county may be due to the 

public-secondary-primary' terri,tory qualities of the different places. (~lthough 

Scarr's hypothesis that the difference is due to the number of single 

versus multifamily dwellings is also plausible,) 

In another study Reppetto (1974) interviewed burglars about the various 

factors affecting their burglary dectsion. His emphasis was on the effect of 

different degrees of barrier security (alarms, locks, etc.) and how this would 

aff~ct the burglar's progress. He also revealed that certain types of burglars 

have differential sensitivities to different types of deterrents tQ burglary. 

Although he found out what the burglar's thought about various factors such 

as "neighbors checkingf[ or "dogs," it is still not clear how burglars determine 

the degree of presence or absence of these factors or how their influence is 

felt at each step in the burglary process. 

20f course, anotherp~rtant factor associated with boundary intrusion 

and burglary involves the potential payoff of success. While the hypothesized 

sequence of decision-making outline previously is generally expected to relate 

to the probability of 'successful intrusion, as judged by a burglar, the variable 

of payoff also enters into his/her judgment. A low probability success venture 
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may nevertheless be undertaken because of a very high potential payoff; a 

venture with a rel~tively higher probabil ity of successful intrusion may be 

aborted because of a known low payoff. Thus, adjustments in the probabil ity 

of burglary may be affected by the value of the potential haul. Furthermore, 

an indicator of the value or payoff of the venture might be reflected in the 

number and type of actual' and symbol ic barriers, i.e., more barrierg may 

suggest there is something worth protecting and thereby worth burglarizing .. 

~----------------------,---------------------------
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Dimension • 
Duration 

Centrality 

Marking 
Intentions 

Marking range 

Responses to 
invasion 

Table 

Dimensional Variations Between Public, Secondary, and Primary Territories 

Pub 1 i c 

Short 

Not Cen'tra 1 

Intentionally claiming 
territory 

Few physical markers or 
barriers. Much bodily 
and verbal marking 

Can relocate or use 
immediate bodily and 
verbal markers 

Secondary 

Short, but regular 
usage common 

Somewhat central 

Often claiming 
territory 

Some reliance on physical 
markers. Bodily, and 
verbal marking common 

Can often relocate, use 
immediate bodily and 
verbal markers, as well 
as some re-emphasis of 
'physical markers 

Pr imary 

Long 

Very central 

Usually personalizing 
or decorating 

Heavy reI iance on a wide 
range of markers and 
barriers. Bodily and 
verbal marking usually 
not necessary 

Cannot relocate easily, can 
use legal recourse, 
re-establishment of physical 
markers and barriers, as well 
as bodily and verbal markers 
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Factor 

Detectability 

Actua I Barr i ers 

Symbolic Barriers 

Traces 

Soci a leI imate 

Table 2 

Vulnerability Factors Associated with Street, Site, and House 

Street 

Design: winding vs. narrow 
Distance~ street to house 
Lighting 
Window, door positions 

relati.ve to street 
Textural composition of road 
Weather: snow, ice, rain 

Locked gates, fences, 
guards 

Welcome signs 
Neighborhood Assoc. Signs 
Distinctive cultivation 

for streets 

Cars parked on street 
Mail, newspapers in box 

or on street 

Reactions by others-
staring, questioning, 
ignoring, looking 

Site 

Shrubs, trees, walls, fences 
blocking burglar from 
street or house 

Burglar seeing into house-
door and window position, 
covering (blinds or curta~ns) 

Auditory cues--squeaky gate, 
dogs barking, sidewalk texture-

Locked gates, fences~ guards 
Is opening large enough to carry 

away goods? 

Distinctive personal izing items in 
ya rd -rna i I boxes', I amppos ts , 
welcome mats, signs, flower garden 

Marking of enttyway from the publ ic 
street (sidewalks, raised or 
lowered elevation, paths) 

Equipment indicating interrupted 
activity: lawn mower, rake, 
c,h i I dren I s toy~ 

Sprinklers (working) 
Appropriateness of lighting 
Uncollected deliveries 
Ringing telephone 

Reactions by oth(~rs-staring, 
questioning, ignoring, 
looking 

House 

Target window visibility 
to neighbors, street 

Window positioned to see 
returning occupants 
once inside . 

Genera I vis i b iIi ty by 
neighbors or others 
due to windo~ placement 

Locks on windows, door-
degree of difficulty 
or time to open 

Alarm system 
Is opening large enough 

to carry away goods? 

Nameplate, coat' of arms 
on door 

Signs on door (n9 solicitors 
Neighborhood Watch) 

Distinctive.coloring or 
material of house ---

Heari~g TV's, radios, 
voices, telephones 

Li ghts 
Cooking odors 

Reactions by other~~ 
staring, questioning, 
ignoring, looking 
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-------------------

*' Entry Sequence 

Neighborhood 

D 

high C proceed 

low abort 

BOUNDARY AREAS: 

Street 
Home Home 

Lot/site 

> D ?D ::> D 
ACCESSIBILITY OR INTRUSION POSSIBILITIES: 

hl9~c proceed 

low abort 

high C 
) 

proceed 

low abort 

low abort 

high C proceed 
high C p:roceed--o"'J) . 

high C prc;>ceed--)~ low abort 
high C proceed-->~ low abort 

Egress Sequence* low abort 
low abort 

* Entry and egress possibilities are judged during the entry process; either low access of low egress will 
abort the intrusion. 

Figure 1. A conceptual model of territorial intrusion/burglary 
of residential dwelling. 
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CrirrE Prevention through EnvirOIlItEIltal Design in the Urban Shopping District 

John E. Conklin 

Tufts University 

Dramatic increases in crine rates beginn:ing in the mid-1960 I s led to 

widespread fear of victimization and concern with crirre as a political issue. 

Fear of vict:i.m:i..zation produced costs beyond such direct losses as stolen property 

and personal injury. One indirect cost of crirre was the adoption of avoidance 

techniques designed to minimize personal risk; such measures included staying 

indoors after dark, avoiding strangers, keeping windows and doors locked, staying 

away fram certain areas of the city, and using cars to travel through the city 

(Furstenberg, 1972). Businesses in urban shopping districts adopted such avoid

ance techniques as closing earlier and opening doors only to people known to the 

proprietors. Such :rreasures probably contributed to the decline of the u.tban 

shopping district as people sought other places to shop. In addition to ·these 

avoidance techniques, people also employed nobilization :rreasures such as fireanns, 

watchdogs and burglar alanns to increase their personal safety; such measures cost 

money and erected barriers between people. 

The President IS Ccmnission on Law Enfarcerrent and Administration of Justice 

(1967: 88) concluded that "the fear 6f violence is not a siInple fear of injury or 

death or even of all crinEs of violence, but, at bottan, a fear of strangers." 

Fear of crirre and fear of strangers have drastically altered the behavior of 

citizens, especially those who live in high-crime urban areas. Residents of 

neighborhocxls with relatively 1011 crirre rates have also changed their behavior ·to 

avoid situations which they see as risk-filled. Survey r,esearch on avoidance 

1:ehaviar regularly finds that people are afraid to walk the streets of their C1iln 
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neighborhcx::rls and often see other neighborhcx::rls as even rrore dangerous. However , 

as we shall see belCM, many factors other than fear of cr.irce influence the level 

of human traffic on the streets of a camnmity. 

A general model which has evolved in recent years proposes that high criIre 

rates lead to a fear of crirre which elicits changes in behavior that it tum. 

Fear of vic-

I 
I 
I 

increase the crirre problem (for ela.J:::oration, see Conklin, 1975). 

timization empties the streets of people and t.~us reduces the infonnal control of I 
behavior in public places. This model assurces that the presence of people will I 
deter potential crirninals who feel that onlookers will personally interVene or 

call the police. This will lead SClIIE "marginally camri.tted" offenders to give up I 
the idea of cr.iJre altogether (deterrence); other crimi.n~ls will seek alternative 

targets (displacenent). 

r.r.he idea that crircE will increase in the absence of strong informal social 

I 
I 

controls in public places was first systema.tically discussed in Jane Jacobs I 

innovative l:xJok, The Death and Life of Great AnErican Cities (1961). She proposed I 
that a network of voluntary controls, the "eyes of the natural proprietors" of the 

streets, helped to enforce camnmity standards and reduce crine in the streets. I 
She argued that streets are safest when they are in fairly continuous use, since I 
this provides "eyes" on the street which control the behavior of potential deviants. 

This idea has been elaborated upon by Angel (1968), who claims that crine occurs I 
in "critical intensity zones /I where i:h:re are potential victims on the street but I 
insufficient human traffic to provide surveillance and informal social control. 

In a similar vein, Suttles (1968) speaks of "inpersonal danains ll in large cities, I 
nonresidential areas which experience periodic ananie. In such areas during the 

daytine the safety of passersby rests with local businessrren, bureaucrats, cust<:!IEI, 

and police officers. However, these impersonal danains becare deserted at night l 
they are abandoned by all but an occasional police officer. 'lhe lack of street Ii , 

I 
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the darkness of the areas, and the absence of places to go give people no reason 

to be in those areas, contributing to a fear of victimization which reinforces 

the desertion of the areas. 

Similar ideas have been developed with reference to the built environment. 

Oscar Newm:m (1972) speaks of "defensible space" and proposes that architectural 

design in public housing can create a sense of territoriality anong residents 

which will enhance the infonnal oontrol of behavior and reduce crime in such 

places. The relationship between cr:i.ne and physical envirOl'll.l'ent has been 

examined in detail by the Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) 

program developed by the Westinghouse Consortium under contract to the I.a.w 

Enforcem:mt Assistance Administration. The goal of the CPTED program is the 

reduction of "COIl'ITDn, predatory, generally stranger-to-stranger 'crimes of 

Opportunity'" (Kaplan et al., 1977: 1-2). The strategy is to affect the "natural 

and routine use of space" (Rouse ~ cU., 1976: xv) by altering the design of the 

environment through combining various anti -crime resources which will discourage 

criminals from opportunistic crime and which will prevent the develop:nent of the 

rrotivatian to camri.t criIre in the first place. 

One of the three denonstration projects developed by the CPTED program is the 

alteration of the enviranrcent of a cc::rcm::=rcial strip in Portland, Oregon. The 

sp:cific goals of this project are to provide greater security for residents of 

the area, to reduce the deterioration of the area, to provide better street sur

veillance, and to secure parking and transit stops. To neet these goals, a 

variety of strategies have been developed to attract :rcore shoppers to the area 

(see Kaplan et al., 1977: Chapter 3). These strategies involve :rcore visible 

police patrols t better lighting, the elimination of vacant lots 1 and the enhance

rrent of perceived personal security. The CPTED :rcodel suggests that the :i.ma.ge of 

an area as safe or dangerous is an llnportant consideration in the making of decisions 
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I 
about where to shop. An area's image is dependent on a variety of factors, 

I including: 

1. Physical aspects 6f the area: People I!E.y associate· danger with 

such areal- characteristics as dirt, litter, abandoned spaces, 

poor lighting, disrepair of buildings, noise, dark qileys f or 

leM "imageability" of physical design. 

2. Social characteristics of area residents: People may associate 

danger with the sc:cial, ethnic, and econanic characteristcs of 

I 
I 
I 
I 

the people who Ii VE.\ in an area or who frequent the streets ofl 
an area (e.g., wino~\, teenagers, addicts, loiterers, or prostitutes) . 

3. Social relations within the area: People I!E.y associate danger with I 
the absence of human t:raffic on the streets of a ccmnuni ty, the lack 

of social cohesion among carmn.mity residents, or the presence of too I 
much social cohesion am')ng camruni t,y residents which makes strangers I 
feel like intruders. 

4. For.mal security forces in. the area: People may associate danger I 
with the absence of the P()Ii.ce (public or private) or with difficult~ 

of access to the police in an area. • 

The CPTED IOOdel assurres that crin:e will be reduced if people are attracted to I 
the streets of an area. These people will provide informal social cx:mti"Ol and 

The :ilrp)rtance of attracting people to the streets of I deter (or displace) crin:e. 

COItlIErcial districts was recognized by Jacobs in 1961. She stated that an area I 
needs stores and public places which are in use by day and by night in order to 

attract people; bars, restaurants and stores gi VB people reasons to go out and I 
also lead residents of an area who stay indoors to watch the people on the streets 

The viabilit,y of a downtown area is a function of the di versit,y of uses to which I 
I 
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the area is put (Jacobs, 1961: 143-177). For an area to attract human. traffic, 

it must serve multiple primaJ:y needs (e. g ., work, residence, shopping, entertain

rrent, education, and recreation) i these primary functions ImlSt be integrated 

within one area. For instance, the off-duty needs of workers should be IIe't by 

other establis1:"JIDe"""'1ts in the area where they work, e.g., there should be restaurants 

where they I.. ',.. t lunch or dinner and shops which will attract them during their 

lunch hour or before they go heme after work. Ideally, hmnan traffic will be dis

tributed throughout the day, with people who are an different schedules "being 

drawn to the area. Such diversified use of an area will minirnize the develq::ment 

or maintenance of specialized activity areas which divide cities, reduce citizen 

surveillance of the streets, and increase opportunities for crirre. Such diversity 

is mJst likely in an area with a dense concentration of people who either live in 

or are pulled to the area; in other words, an "effective econanic pool of use" 

is necesslaty to sustain diversity in an urban camnmity. 

Jacobs~ideas have influenced urban plarmers. To take just one exanple, 

Redstone (1976: xv) claims that a viable city needs "a continuous day and night 

activity in a secure, relaxed and socially conducive ai::nDsphere." He views 

security as the stumbling block in keeping people in the city and bringing others 

back to the city. He asserts a need for areas of mixed uses, e. g., housing, 

business, and special events; he also advises that cities should use their 

cultural, recreational and educational facilities to draw suburban residents to 

the city. 

Such ideas form the theoretical basis for the CPTED Irodel of crin:e reduction 

:i.n the came.rcial district. This roodel nay re roughly outlined as follows: 
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Figure 1. '.!he CPTED Model of Crirce Reduction .in the Urban Shopping District 

[PhySical aspectj Social characteristics 
of the ar.p.a of area residents 

\.-,.;.;.;;";";;';;~-T-

Image of an area 
~---,* 

i-----.>t revel of ~ of cr~ 

Natural surveillance of area 

Formal _osecuri ty 
forces in the area 

In£onna1 social control in area 

I ________ ~~ rate in area 

CPTED strategies are generally designed to reduce cr:irre by affecting the cam-

ponents of an area I s image; in other words, CP'IED t.ries to alter the physical 

aspects of an area and the fonnal security forces wit.1U.n the area (and in a less 
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direct fashion, the social relations within an area) so that the image of an area I 
will change in a way to reduce fear of crirce, attract more people, and thus pro-
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vide mre surveillance of the area and rrore infornal control over potential 

criminals. By reducing crirre, a self-reinforcing cycle will be set in notion so 

that the image of an area and the fear of cr.lire in the area will be further 

reduced by the effects produced by the initial impact of the CPTED strategies. 

Cl?TED strategies seek to affect the "natural behavior" of people by altering 

the urban envi.ronIrent. The nodel thus includes a set of implicit assu:rrptions 

about what constitutes "natural behavior." It assunes, inter alia, that people 

decide where to shop in part on the basis of the perceived. :Li.:;k. of criminal vic

timization in the area near a store. This pap:r will examine shopper rroti vation 

(why people shop) and shopper nobility (hew people decide where to shop). Both 

issues are critical to the success of a CPTED program which seeks to reduce crirre 

in a ccmrercial district by drawing nore people to that area. Knowing why people shop 

and hCM they choose where to shop will suggest what type of design of an urban 

ls..l1opping environrrent is needed to keep urban residents in the district and attract 

isuburban residents to the district. 

The Shopping Experience 

Marketing research has ccmronly focused on the buying experience, the way in 

which consuners evaluate and differentiate J:etween products. There is considerably 

less 'WOrk on the shoPEing ~ience itself, the notives for shopping and the selec

tion of one shopping locale over another. The CClltIIOn assumption is that people 

shop in order to Il1i::lke a purchase, that they shop to fulfill a self-defined need. 

for a good. or service which has u"-.-i.lity for them. H~er, carm:m experience a'1d 

impressionistic research evidence suggest that shopping fulfills a variety of 

personal and social needs which are only marginally related to the actual purchase 

of goo.is and services. 
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Shopper ltotivation. An early effort to detennine the rrotives for shopping 

was a study by G!:ego:ry Stone (1954) of adult w:::IrIEt1 who lived within one Chicago 

business district. He discovered that the wcm;:>..n viewed market relations in 

I 
I 
I 
I 

different ways, and quite often not in the impersonal way which urban sociolcgists 

have often attributed to cannercial transactions in the city. Ston.~ isolated four I 
types of cons'l.lIIers. The ecanani...£ consumer (33 percent of the sample of 124 shop- I 
pers) was sensitive to price, quality and selection of :rrerchandise and was con-

cerned with the efficiency of sales personnel; she shopped with the purchase of I 
goods foremost in her mind. A second type was the personalizing consurrEr (28 

percent), who shopped where she was known by name and who was personally attached 

to store personnel; for her, shopping was "fundam:mtally and positively interper-

sonal" (Stone, 1954: 38). The personalizmg consu:rrer was less interested in 

price, quality and selection than in the friendliness of store personnel and the 

opportunity to be treated as a hurran being while shopping. The third type was the 

ethical consurer (18 percent) who shopped where she felt she IIshould" shop; she 

avoided large, "hea...--tless" chain stores in order to "help the little guy." She 

felt a rroral obligation to patronize certain stores and to avoid others; economic 

I 
I' 
I 
I 
I 

and interpersonal factors were relatively unimportant. The fourth type was the I 
apathetic conslJItEr (17 percent). She shopped because it was a necessity and sought 

convenience rather than low price or high quality and rather than personal relatioJ 

wIth store personnel. She considered shopping an unpleasant duty which should be I 
ccmph~ted as quickly and easily as possible. Another 4 percent of the shoppers 

could not be categorized. I 
A more recent study also suggests that the rroti ves of shoppers are consider-

ably !tOre canplex them the simple fulfillment of an econamic need for a good or I 
serJ'ice. 

shop?" 

In a 1972 paper Edward'I'auber asked the siItple question, "Why do people I 
He questioned a nonrandom group of 30 people about their ItOst recent 

I 
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shopping excursions, their activities during those trips, and what they enjoyed 

about their shopping experiences. Tauber developed fran their responses a list 

of rrotives for shopping, although he did not assign any priority to those rrotives. 

Personal notives for shopping included: 

1. Role-playing: Shopping itself may be a form of socially expected. 

(nonnative) behavior, e. g., grocery shopping by a housewife. 

2. Diversion: Shopping, especially "browsing", may be a fom of 

recreation or free entert:ainment for individuals and families. 

3. Self-gratification: The buying process itself may be fulfilling, 

e. g., buying a hat to alleviate depression. 

4. learning about nfM trends: Shopping allows people to keep up with 

the latest styles and to see nfM items and decorating ideas. 

5. Physical activity: Shopping may be a fonn of exercise, especially 

for urban residents who hold desk jobs. 

6. SensOry stimulation: Shopping allONS pecple to look at prcducts, 

handle goods, and "people watch"; sounds and scents fo:r.m part of 

an often unconscious gestalt of the shopping experience. 

In addition to these personal notives, Tauber lists fiv€\ social notives for 

shopping: 

7. Social experiences outside the h.ane: Stores rnay act as gathering 

places (e.g., the local teenage "hangout") or as places to see friends. 

8. Ccmnunicatian with others who have similar intere,~: Certain stores 

cater to those with specific interests and may becorre gathering places 

for aficionados of canic 000ks, starops, coins, reo::>rds, or books. 

9. Peer group attraction: SoIre stores may attract members of one's 

reference groups (e.g., a specialized book store) • 

...... 
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Status and authority: The experience of being waited on and being 

served by an errployee may 1:e gratifying, at the same time that it 

does not obligate the shopper to buy anything. 

The pleasure of bargaining: SCXlE shoppers may enjoy the bargaining 

process (e.g., in antique shops or used book stores) or may enjoy 

finding a "steal" at a sale. 

Tauber concluded that people shop for many reasons other than to ~ill a 

narrowly defined need for a good Qr ser'l.rice; they shop to get attention, to be 

with others, and to have sarething to do with their leisure time. Stone's and 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 

Tauber's studies prov~de support for a strategy of altering the dCMntCMn shopping 

district in a way to fulfill noneconomic, personal and social needs of shoppers. , 

Suburban shopping centers have probably been rrore . successful than downtCMn shopping 

districts in fulfilling such needs until now; according to one large-scale , 

developer of suburban shopping centers, "shopping is just one part of the total 
f 

family experience ..• people always use shopping as an outlet, as a rreans of getting 

away from the bane, as a cha.'1ge of scenery" (cited in Hansell, 1977: 7). Urban 

plarmers need to ac10pt and irnplem:mt such views in the developrent of dCMntcwn 

shopping districts. 

Shopper nobility. Related to the rrotives for shopping are those factors 

which dete:rmine where people will shop. The CI?TED rrodel suggests that choice 

of shopping locale will be in part a fim.ction of the fear of crime. In rrore 

general tenns, such a choice nay be seen as a resp-.;nse to environnental stress. 

Lee (1966) suggests that an individual's behavior is based on his attitude 

toward the external environrrent. The individual assesses the environrrent in 

tenns of a standard of acceptability which he has learned during childhood, 

fran later experiences, cmd in direct training as an adult. One response to 

r , 
, 
, 
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environ:rrental stress is avoidance, a resJ?Onse which may prove costly to an 

individual and to society in the long run even as it protects the individual 

in, the short run. A shopper's decision to shop in one area rather than another 

nay be 'an avoidance response to enviro:rnrental stress which is tied to his fear 

of cr.ine in a particular area. 

Where people shop will also be a function of the way in which they per

ceive the urban enviro:rnrent as a whole. Lynch (1960) has defined the clarity 

or legibility of a cityscape as the ease with which its parts can be recognized 

and organized into a coherent pattern or gestalt by people. He suggests that 

people find their way throughout a city by holding in their minds generalized 

inages of the exterior physical world; these :irra.ges are used to interpret infor

nation and to guide action. People simplify urban structure in their minds 

through selective impressions and through the organization of enviroI1lteI1tal 

clues; they use both i.rmediate sensations and past experiences to find their 

way through the city (de Jonge, 1972). 

Lynch c1.allns that a good envimrm:mtal irrage will enhance emotional 

security and heighten the intensity of human experience in an urban environ

nent.. Although he suggests that the "inageability" of a city is a function of 

a variety of factors - including physical objects, the social :rreaning of 

areas, the functions of areas, the history of areas, and even the narres of 

areas - his analysis focuses on the way in which images of a city are related 

to physical, perceptible objects in the urban enviranrcent. After having people 

draw naps of cities upon which they identified salient objects, Lynch concluded 

that a city's image was COIr!Prised of five elem:nts: paths, edges, districts, 

nodes, and landmarks .. 

Since Lynch's analysis of the cognitive maps people hold of cities, there 

have been a number of additional studies of cognitive napping of geographical 
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areas (for exaIrq?le, see Milgram, 1970; !add, 1970; de Jonge, 1972; Downs and 

Stea, 1973, 1977; Gould and White, 1974; and Kohn, Franck and Fox, 1975). A 

study of public reactions to cr.irre by a group at Northwestern University 

(Reactions to Crirre, 1976) m:asured the boundaries of areas where people felt 

safe and tmSafe in order to learn their sources of infonna.tion about areas of 

the city and in order to understand why people perceived various areas of the 

city as they did. In another study, people were asked to construct maps of 

areas of a city "as they are now" and "as they should be"; the role of fear of 

criIre in the cognitive mapping of the city was examined in that study (Rau, 

1975). The use of such cognitive maps in the making of decisions about where 

to shop is largely unexamined, although sare beginning efforts to study that 

relationship have been made (for example, see Mazze, 1974). 

In large netropoli tan areas, which are of particular interest to the 

CPTED program because of the high crime rates of central Gi ties, shopping 

patterns may in parI: be described as follows: many suburban residents shop 

in suburban shopping centers (even if they ~rk in the city) and some urban 

residents travel to outlying areas to shop rather than shop in an urban 

environm::mt which they see as dangerous. Downtcmn merchants thus lose s~ 

indetenninate arrount of business to suburban shopping centers roth because of 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

the absence of "in-shopping" by suburban residents and the presence of "out-shop- I 
:eing" by urban residents. 

Studies of the phenarenon of out-shopping - the out-migration of shoppers 

who live within a given retail area - have for the nost part focused on the 

residents of; one snaIl to.vn who travel to nearby tc:Mns or cities to shop, rather 

than on the nobility of shoppers within large netropoli tan areas. Still, these 

studies do provide some evidence about the noti vations of shoppers who travel 

sane distance to shop. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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A recent review of research on shopper nobility found that there is a 

ma.x:i.nrurn amount of t:i.Itl:= and mileage which consl.lIterS will mvest m tra"rel in 

order to purchase particular products; the arrount will vary with the product , 

which is sought, e. g. I people nay be willIDg to travel further to buy clothes 

than to buy food (Mazze, 1974: 43). CoIlSl1IIErS generally purchase goods and 

services at the closest place which offers those goods and services, and they 

prefer to cambme the purchase of a number of items into one shopping trip. 

These general conclusions suggest that to attract shoppers to downtown areas 

fram the suburbs it may be necessaxy to provide "a little bit extra"; this may 

be a shopping experience which fulfills a variety of personal and social needs 

or it may be a greater diversity of gocds and services than is provided in 

suburban shoppmg centers. To know what will attract shoppers to the city I it 

is necessary to understand how people select a place to shop. 

A study of out-shopping which questioned IreIIlbers of 422 households in State 

College, Pennsylvania (a town of 27,000) fotrrld that out-shopping was least ccmron 

arcong lcwer-mcarre groups, among families with younger children, and arrong fam

ilies with larger nurnl::ers of children (Hernn:um and Beik, 1968). 'ilie primary 

notive for out-shopping was a desire for access to a larger and nore varied 

selection of clothing; cancem. with better prices was canparatively unimportant 

as a notive. This study concluded that higher-m~ shoppers were willing to 

mcur considerable expense and inconvenience to gain access to a better selection 

of fashion nerchandise in larger urban centers. 

A study of out-shopping m a nOIJJIetropolitan area of Georgia found that the 

major reasons for traveling from one small town to other carrrnunities were the 

feeling that local stores carried tco small a selection (this reason being given 

by 58 percent of the semple), the desire to see what was available elsewhere 

(41 percent), the feeling that local prices were out of lme with prices else-
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where (40 percent), and the sense that local stores tried to sell nerchandise 

which was old or of poor quality (24 percent) (Thanpson, 1971). No other reason 

Waf? given by as many as 20 percent of the out-shoppers. Other reasons given by 

out-shoppers for their choice of m::>re distant shopping locales included parking 

problems (17 percent), inconvenient store hours (15 percent), 1IDpleasant store 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

appearance (13 percent), lack. of knowledge arrong local clerks (11 percent), I 
discourtesy by local clerks (11 percent), poor public transportation (9 percent) , 

and restrictions on credit (8 percent). We nrust beware of extrapolating fran this I 
study of a nonrretropolitan region to large urban areas. It is certainly possible 

that store location (including the cr.irre rate in the neighborhocx1 of the store), 

store appearance, store hours, parking problems, and public transportation are 

rrcre .important in determining shopper nobility within large netropolitan regions 

I 
I 

than they are in regions such as the one whe:re this study was done. Nevertheless, I 
this study does suggest that price, selection and quality of nerchandise are 

primary reasons for shopper nobility. I 
Another study in a nonrretropolitan region (the southwestern part of Virginii'l) I 

looked at a variety of attitudinal (as well as socioeconcxnic and infonnational) 

detenninants of out-shopping (Samli and Uhr, 1974). The authors concluded that I 
out-shopping was significantly related to the fallowing: the quality of goods, 

the selection of geods, the price of goods, the courtesy of salespeople, the 

product knowledge of salespeople, ease of shopping within the store, ease of 

I 
I 

access to c'ia-mtown, the appearance of the store, and the store's hours of opera

tion. Three factors which did not distinguish out-shoppers fran others were ease I 
of parking, other services offered by retailers, and credit arrangem.=nts e This 

study again indicates that the products available in an area influence shopping I 
pat.terns, and also that store personnel affect decisions as to where to shop. I 
Store hours and ease of access to the store were inportant factors in the decision 

I 
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about where to shop, but crime as a specific aspect of the local envirOI'l1rellt did 

not errerge as a cause of shopper rnobili ty . HCMever, the subjects in this study' 

were ~ot specifically asked about fear of criminal victimization and the study 

was done in a no:n:rcetropolitan region where fear of victimization may well have 

been belo;v the tbreshold necessary to affect social behavior (see Conklin, 1975: 

84-85). 

Another study which bears nore directly on the issue of choice of shopping 

locale was also done in a small cc:mmmity rather than in a large netropolitan 

region, but this study asked subjects to choose anong four departrrent stores 

as to personal preference for shopping (Bearden, 1977). Since same of the stores 

were in town and others were on the outskirts of the camnmity of 35,000 people, 

the researcher was able to draw conclusions al:out patronage choices between down

town stores and their crnpetitors in outlying shopping centers. Interviews with a 

nanrandan group of 95 female clerical and staff workers in a large regional state 

university led the author to conclude that choice of shopping lccale was not 

related to differences in price levels, quail ty of merchandise I or selection of 

goods. None of these reasons was given by those who traveled to the outskirts 

to shop. Bearden did find that the general atnosphere of the store and the 

location of the store were iInportant factors in store selection. The presence 

or absence of parking facilities and the friendliness of store persormel were 

even nore :i.npJrtant detenninants of where a person shopped. This study provides 

additional errpirical evidence, again fran a nornretropolitan region, of the factors 

influencing shopper nobility. The iIrportance of store location is supported by 

this study, although the question of whether fear of criminal victimization in 

the neighborhood. of the store affects shopper nobility is left tmansWered. 

In addition to studies of the general phenarenon of out-shopper behavior and 

its dete:rminants, there have been a nUIrber of studies which have examined why 
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I 
I 

people shop in suburban shopping centers. Whereas studies of out-shopper behavior I 
may cast light on the problem of why urban residents leave the city to shop, 

studies of the reasons for patronage of suburban shopping centers are relevant I 
·to the other side of the problem of revitalizing downtown shopping districts, the 

absence of in-migration of suburban shoppers to the city. CPTED strategies must 

I eJ\pand down::own shopping both by residents of the city and by residents of the 

surrounding suburbs. Kncwing what makes suburban shopp:j.ng centers attractive 

I 
I 

to consuners may suggest ways to develop competing shopping districts in the city. I 
There is sarre evidence that the develo};lrIEIlt of downtown shopping centers 

is beginning to reverse the trend toward suburban shopping centers which began 

just after World War II. Reasons to expect such a shift include the dirninishing 

number of good regional mall sites in the suburbs, the energy crisis and the 

attendaIl.t shift to mass transportation, a larer birth rate and the related 

decline in the rate of subul:."ban growth, a slCl'liiown in highway construction, and 

reduction in the developrrent of large subdivisions of single-family hares in the 

suburbs (Yudis, 1977: Cl; Yudis, 1978: FS). These trends suggest that CPTED 

strategies may be reinforced by other social changes in a way to bring shoppers 

into the city, increase human traffic on the streets, enhance informal social 

control in public places, and thus reduce crime. 

One factor which influences shopper nobility is driving t:irre. Studies have 

established that driving tine helps to detennine which of a number of regional 

shopping centers a custarrer will patronize; the need to travel nore than 15 

minutes reduces the noti vatian to shop in a suburban shopping center (Brunner 

and Mason, 1968). Although driving time is an important consideration, the 

location and attractiveness of shopping centers is also import&"1.t in the 

shopper's choice anong regional shopping centers (Cox and Cooke, 1970). This 

implies that custorcErs might be willing to exceed the IS-minute drive in or~0 
Ii 
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reach a "better" shopping center. What constitutes "better" has been the subject 

of SOItE research and has .irrq;:>lications for the design of urban shopping districts. 

A study of 420 custcners of one shopping center fc;mnd that the following 

factors, listed in order of .irrq;:>ortance, influenced patronage of shopping centers 

(Jolson and Spath, 1973): 

1. Price/value relationship 

2. Store specialization 

3. Quali t:-.l of nercbandise 

4. Salesclerk se.:rvice (availability, competence 1 congeniality, etc.) 

5. Store location 

6. Variety and assortrrent 

7. Guarantee, exchange and adjusi:::m::mt policies 

8. CastOItEr' habit or routine 

9. Legitimacy of sales 

10. Other convenience factors (delivery I parldng I store hours, etc.) 

11. Credit and billing policies 

12. Store layout and atm::>sphere 

13. Merchandise displays 

14. Sui tabili:ty of advertising 

This study does not explicitly canpare suburban shopping centers with da.vntown 

shopping districts as alternatives to each other, but it does indicate SOffi9 of 

the factors which influence where people decide to shop. Store location ranked 

fifth arrong the factors. Although location involves a n1.lItU:::er of canponents, 

fear of victimizaticn in the neighborhood of the store may be one of those 

C'orrq;xments • 

A recent study of the notives for patronage of shopping centers questioned 
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261 relatively affluent women in Atlanta, Georgia (Bellenger et a1., 1977). --
A factor analysis of the responses concluded that the most important dimen

sions influencing the selection of a particular sho.l?Ping center were the 

following, listed in order of significance: 

1. Quality of the center. This included gcx::d security I attractive

ness of decor, courtesy of personnel, high quality of merchandise, 

cleanliness, and pleasant atmJsphere. Of lesse:r.: .. Jmportance . was 

the availability of parking. 

2. Convenience (econcxnic). This included. convenience to hare and 

ease of accessibility. Of lesser importance were convenient store 

hours, low prices, and convenience to' work. 

3. Variety under one roof. This included an enclosed mall, the 

variety of stores, the number of larsre depart:rrent stores, and 

the presence of new fashions. 

4. Presence of related services. This :Lncluded the presence of 

banks, restaurants, and novie theatr~=s. Of lesser importance 

was having friends who shopped in thie same center. 

A significant finding here is the importance of providing good security for 

shoppers. This has important implications for thel development of urban 

shopping districts where the overall level of personal security is apt to 

be rnuch lower than it is in suburban shopping cent,ers. This study also found 

evidence of two distinct types of shoppers which had to be considered in the 

planning of shopping centers: convenience shoppe!:!! who were concerned with 

location, accessibility, parking, and a min:irnum of: walking; and recreational 

shOppers who were concerned with quality, variety under one roof, and related 

services. 
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Only a feM scattered studies in the rrarketing research literature have 

focused on the shopping experience and the needs which shopping fulfills in 

addition to the econanic need. for a good or service. KnONing about shopping 

behavior is critical for the effective design of an urban shopping 8l."lvironnent, 

since out-shopping can be reduced CU1-rl in-shopping increased by catering to 

personal and social recti ves for shopping. Because nost resea't"ch on shopper 

IOClbility has been carried out in nonnetropolitan regions, research is needed 

on the detenninants of intraurban shopping patterns and the role which fear of 

victimization plays in the nEking of decisions about where to shop. 

SCll'Ie .indirect evidence about intraurban shopping patterns canes fran 

intervieMS with a sample of businessm:m on the ccmnercial strip in Portland, 

Oregon, where the CPTED program was implemented. Businessrren did not agree 

as to whether fear of crirre affected shopping behavior in the area.: 40 percen't 

felt t.hat at least sorce custcmers had limited their use of the comnercial strip 

because of their fear of crirre, but 31 percent thought that hardly anyone had 

stopped caning to stores in the area because of their fear of crirre (Lavrakas 

et al., 1978: 42). Businessrren identified a series of factors which they 

felt might have reduced cusi:arrer patronage of stores on the ccmnercial strip: 

45 percent felt that the gen~al physical appearance of the area kept custarers 

away, 27 percerJ.t thought that the lack of parking facilities reduced patronage 

of the stores, 17 percent said that local traffic patterns kept shoppers away, 

and 15 percent admitted that the physical, appearance of their own store might 

have reduced business (Lavrakas et al., 1978: 22). Another set of interviews 

asked key persons in the camn.mi.ty I including business and camrunity leaders 

and patrol officers, about the shopping behavior of local residents. These key 

persons agreed that people who shopped on the can:tYErcial strip did so because of 

proximity to the stores rather than because they were attracted to the stores for 
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quality or econarqy (Iavrakas et al., 1978: 22). These impressions of local 

bus.inessmen and of key persons in the corrrnunity are only .interpretations of 

the determinants of shopper~, I behavior; such impressions are less useful than 

direct evidence about wby people shop and how they choose where to shop, but 

the impressions do suggest sane possilile influences on .intraurban shopp.ing 

patterns. 

The Shopp.ing Experience ana, CPTED Strategies 

The CPTED Jl'Odel ass~s that alteration .in the four detenninants of an 

area I S image will set .in Il'Otion a series of changes which will reduce crime .in 

the area; one of the changes is the attraction of people to the area. In the 

absence of detailed data on shopper behavior, it is uncerta.in whether changes .in 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

an area IS inage will .indeed draw shoppers to the area. HovJev-eI" , w"B can speculate I 
on the implications of existing research on shopper behavior for proposed CPTED 

strategies... I 
People clearly.shop for re9.sons other than the purchase of a good or service I 

which has utility for them. It w:Juld be interest.ing to know how nany shopp.ing 

trips do not culminate .in any purchase at all and haw nany lead to a purchase 

which was not .intended when the trip was undertaken. Studies by Stone and by 

Tauber su.ggest that urban shopping districts can be designed to fulfill needs 

I 
I 

other than the p~chase of goods a..'1d services. p..~ well.-designed shopping environ- I 
ment will fulfill social and recreational needs, and perhaps e"Ve.l'1. convert sarre 

people to shopp.ing as a fonn of social and recreational activity. E'or example, I 
the Quincy Market area of Boston draws people fran the city and fran the suburbs 

(as ~ll as tourists) who go there "for fun"; buy.ing saneth.ing is often secondary I 
to the fulfillIrent of other needs such as "people watching", exercise, or enter- I 
tairment. Still, nany businesses there flourish arrl human traffic is heavy. The 

I 
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effect on crime rates in the area is unknown, but nost Boston residents feel that 

Quincy Market is a safe place to go, even after dark. Also, the success of the 

area in drawing shoppers may have had a nore generalized effect in leading both 

urban and suburban residents to view Boston as a nore vi tal and mre interesting 

city in which to spend tme~ This may have reduced out-shopping and increased 

in-shopping. 

The shopping eJq?erie~nce provided by an urban shopping district can fulfill 

a variety of personal and. social needs. Furniture stores can provide shoppers 

with information about mM decorat..ing trends. Clothing shops also provide infor

mation about the latest fashions; this could be reinforced with occasional fashion 

ShCMS. Sp:cialized. hobby shops may also draw a significant clientele. One comic 

book store in Cambridge acts as a center of ccmmmication for an extensive network 

of collectors in the Boston area. Stamp and coin shops may serve similar functions, 

especially if they provide programs designed to stirrnllate interaction aIrOng col

lectors; these programs could stimulate sales at the sane tine. Book..stores might 

also foster interaci;;.ion aIrOng custc.mers. One 1ar:ge bookstore ill Boston has featured. 

Saturday puppet shows in the children's book section, drawing roth children and 

adults into the store and increasing sales as well as fulfilling shopper's 

recreational needs. Book discussion groups or even a snack bar in such stores 

might. foster interaction arrong strangers and break down barriers of distrust 

which l::oth result from and cause the urban crirre problem. Such groups might be 

viewed by the large and growing number of single a:-lults as a nore natural way to 

m=et people than are the singles' bars. What is needed ill the city are stores 

't<taich stimulate the type of infannal interaction fotmd in Sate slum businesses 

which are locally owned and locally patronized and viewed by carmunity residents 

as social centers as nmch as c:arm=rcial outlets (suttles, 1968: 83-88). 

Research on the shopping experience also indicates that 1..1Xban shopping 
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districts will gain fran a diversity of busmesses which cater to custcxrers who 

are searching for various satisfactions fran shoppmg. Urban shopping districts 

I 
I 
I 

can take advantage of the dense population in the center of town; a critical mass I 
of people exists in the center of the city to support specialized stores which 

could not be supported in a suburban shopping center. For exarrple, the Harvard I 
Square area of Cambridge has nearly twenty bookstores, including one catering to I 
Ranan catholics, one catering to those with an interest in the occult! and another 

catering to those with an interest in science fiction. Urban shopping districts I 
might well establish a position for a director or coordinator who detennines what 

types of stores will have a sufficient number of custaners to be financially I 
viable; such as planner could prevent high turnover because of excessive carnpeti - I 
tion and could provide mvestors with new ideas. A diversity of shopping oppor-

tuni ties will provide both a nore interesting visual experience for shoppers and I 
a greater selection of nerchandise (a major reason for out-shopping m nonmetropol

itan areas). This will draw shoppers m a way analogous to the way in which I 
educational parks act as magnet schools to pull suburban students into attractive I 
urban schools which offer a diversity of programs. 

The ability to 0X'aw shoppers is .in part a function of the item for which I 
people are shopping. Shoppers will prefer to shop at the closest available 

outlet for su.ch i tens as food or notions such as lightbulbs and toothpaste. 

However, a better price or a better selection of scree such items may lead 

shoppers to travel to rrore distant stores. For example, the Haymarket Square 

area of Boston has long thrived as an outlet for the sale of a good selection of 

fresh food at relatively ION prices. Shoppers may also travel sate distance if 

novel items are available. Quincy Market has a large number of food shops which 

I 
I 
I 
I 

specialize in food which is not easily available elsewhere, e. g., rare spices or I 
baklava. SCIre of these considerations about the selection and price of nerchandise 

I 
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were important in the initiation of the Sunday Market in the Portland, Oregon, 

carrrrercial strip CPTED demonstration project (Bell et al., 1976: 69; Lavrakas 

et al., 1978: 17, 55). This narket sought to bring outsiders to the area and 

thus enlarge the econcmic pool in the area while also avoiding duplication of the 

functions served by nearby , solvent comnercial districts. This required a dif£a't"-

entiation of function, a specialization in the goods and services provided by the 

Sunday Market. To date, this market concept has only been tried once in Portland, 

and it attracted over 500 people (Iavrakas ~ al., 1978: 17, 55) .. 

The many noti ves for shopping provide a number of clues for designing a 

shopping district which will draw customers. . Reduction of out-shopping and 

augrrentation of in-shopping can be achieved by fulfilling social and recreational 

needs, by providing a diversity of goods and services, and by concentrating a 

variety of shops in a single attractive envirarnnent. An additional problem which 

needs to be resolved is that many potential shoppers live scme distance fran the 
• 

center of the city, and research shows tbat driving t.iIre is a major determinant 

of choice of shopping locale. A possible solution to the obstacle of driving 

t.iIre is the improvment of mass transit facilities in the netropolitan area. 

Better transportation will increase downtown business, strengthen ties arrong 

diverse areas within the netropolitan. region, pe:rm:it vulnerable groups such as 

the elderly to avoid street exposure while shopping, and increase the number of 

eyes on the street (Bell et al., 1976: 78-85). A Westinghouse report on the 

Portland carmercial strip project suggested that such goals might be achieved 

through demand-responsive bus service for the elderly and the handicapped, 

shuttle buses within the city, a fareless corridor within the city, expanded. 

bus service, and safe waiting areas (Bell et al., 1976: 78-85) • 

Whether or not such changes would increase in-shopping in a major way is 

uncertain. A newspaper report of a new urban shopping mall in Portland (not 
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the same area. dS the one where the CPI'ED project was implemented) found that 

only 22 percent of the shopp:rs who came to the downtcMn mall used buses; 

hCMever, the article failed to say where these shoppers came frcm (Ledbetter I 

.1977: 18) • Still, the planners of the mall said that the proportion of shoppers 

I 
I 
I 
I 

using buses had to double wi thin three years if the carrnercial growth of the area I 
was to be handled efficiently. However, there rray be a natural limit to the 

number of shopp:rs who will CCJrrE downtc:Mn fran the suburbs by rrass transit. I 
People rray feel that it is too inconvenient to wait for a bus, especially since I 
doing so is contrary to a long-standing habit of driving where they want when they 

want. They rray dislike the inflexibility of rrass transit; traveling by car allCMS I 
for spontaneous stops and diversionary side-trips. People rray also feel that they I 
spend a lot of rroney to own, operate and insure a car, and that they should have 

full use of that car and the convenience which it provides. Thus a better CPTED I 
strategy might provide regular and inexpensive rrass transit, but supplem:mt it 

with improved highways into the davntown area and with easily accessible parking I 
facilities close to the ccmnercial district. To effectively compete with suburban I 
shopping centers, parking rray need to be subsidized or free; having to pay a f&N 

dollars for parld.ng in order to shop in a downtown store or to attend a downtown I 
rrovie theatre may prevent trips to the city, especially if similar goods and 

services are available in nearby suburban shopping centers. Reliance on ircproved I 
roads and better parking facilities conflicts with federal and state programs to I 
reduce envirOIlI'CEIltal pollution and deal with the energy crisis by reducing the use 

of cars within ~trQpolitan regions, but it is quite possible that large-scale I 
reliance on mass trC'..!1sit rray do little to increase in-shopping by suburban resi

dents. The critical question is exactly hCM much inconvenience people will accept I· 
in order to shop in a rrore distant urban shopping district whiGh provides a 

diversity of shops and a wide variety of nerchandise. I 
I 
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A factor related to the shopping experience'l,mich should not be overlooked 

in the developrrent of attractive downtown shopping environrrents is the role of 

sales personnel. The supply of a plentiful selection of quality nerchandise at 

reasonable prices is important, but studies have also found that courteous and 

knCMledgeable salespeople are iInportant in the shopper's choice of a place to 

shop. Because of the high voltme of transactions in downtown stores, customer

clerk relationships may be brief and impersonal in car:rparison to custarer-clerk 

relationships in suburban stores. Efforts to make such relationships as personal 

and helpful as possible may overcane the impact of the necessary brevity of such 

interactions in a heavily-shopped area. Stores which cater to a wealthy ("'lientele 

and which are strongly oriented to the latest fashions saretimes make custc::m=rs 

feel uncanfortable because sales personnel asS1J11'E an attitude of superiority and 

condescension toward shoppers. Such problems may be alleviated by educating sales 

personnel about the advantages of an increased volt:lI'Ce of shoppers in the downtown 

area, even if those shoppers make no purchases ~ 

Another col1sideraian in the creation of a viable downtown shopping district 

is expanded hours of store operation. This factor has probably been understated 

in the literature on shopping behavior because studies have concentrated either 

on ("'lloice anong suburban shopping centers (which have s:irni.lar hours of operation) 

or on choice anong small toon shopping districts (which also have s:ilnilar hours 

of operation). Many people probably shop in suburban shepping centers because 
'\ 

they work during the day, and downtown stores are usually closed at night when 

these people do have time to shop. A downtown shopping district can provide the 

critical mass of shoppers necessary to allCM stores to remain open as :!.a.te as 

suburban shopping centers. ~verr if only a ffM large stores remain open in 

the d.owntown area, the absence of open secondary shops in the area may lead 

shoppers to continue to patronize suburban shopping centel:·s where both large and 
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small stores are open late. 

A few years ago two record stores in the Boston area derronstrated that 

shopping hours ma.y be used in irmovati ve ways to attract shoppers. These stores 

regularly offered "midnight sales" fran 11:00 P.M. on Friday iIDtil 2:00 A.M. on 

Saturday. During this t:i.ne, the entire stock of records was offered at a sub-

stantial reduction in prices. Thus a price-conscious record buyer could save a 

significant aItOiIDt by delaying purchases iIDtil the t:i.ne of the sale. Human 

traffic near the record stores was considerably heavier than it has been at the 

same time since the sales have been discontinued. The sales attracted both buyers 

and browsers and thus created natural surveillance of the area near the stores i 

appa.re.,.'1tly I the sales converted a "critical intensity zone It into an area which 

was, and was perceived to be I safe. s:i.milar strategies of lowered prices during 

hours when shopping is usually light might be employed to increase business for 

other types of stores or for entire dONIltc:M.n shopping districts. The critical 

ma.ss of people in large cities, especially cities with a good night life, might 

permit certain types of stores (e.g., record stores, grocery stores, or book 

stores) to rema.in open late at night and still show a profit during the late 

hours. 

I 
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Urban designers know a considerable amotmt about heM to construct a shopping 

area which will stimulate and reinforce the desire to shop in a particular place. I 
A physical layout in which it is easy to find one r S way arotmd and which is viSual) 

pleasing will draw shoppers. Graphics which provide detailed infonnation will 

enhance the irrageabili ty of an area. Wide sidewalks, good lighting, art work, and I 
planters will all contribute to an attractive ellvirol11lEIlt where people will choose 

to spend their leisure t:i.ne. The enclosure of downtown shopping facilities will I 
protect shoppers fran the weather and thus alleM downtc:M.n malls to carpete with I 
enclosed shopping centers in the suburbs. A number of downtown shopping areas in 

I 
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the country have been enclosed; for example, there have been limited efforts to 

provide overhead shields fran rain and snCM in the heart of Boston I s downtown 

shopping district. Enclosed shopping facilities should be open to view fran 

outside streets, so that "people watching" and "street watching" are encouraged 

as a neans of providing info:onal control over potential cr:im:inals. -
Conclusion 

The CPTED m::x:Iel of cr.ine reduction in the crban shopping district presented 

in Figure 1 (page 6) suggests that crime nay be reduced through alteration of the 

linage of an area. This will supposedly reduce fear of crime, lead shoppers to 

frequent the area, provide natural surveillance and infonnal social control, and 

thus deter (or displace) potential criminals. Little empirical research exists 

to derronstrate that the image of an area, or the fear of victimization in an area, 

are major determinants of where people decide to shop. Fear of cr.ine nay v;ell be 

a nore .i.n1tx:>rtant influence on shopping decisions than has so far been derronstrated 

in research, because nost existing research on choice of shopping locale has not 

asked respondents directly about fear of cr.ine and II'Ost of that research has not 

been carried out within large netropolitan regions. In addition to its possible 

effects on shop};:€rs I decisions, fear of cr.ine nay also discourage invest::rrent in 

high-crime 'I.lX'ban areas and thus reduce shopping opportunities in the city. One 

spokesman for a store recently said. that he was not interested in a downtown loca

tion for the store because of the many social problems, especially cr:Ure, which 

have to be faced in the city (Yudis, 1977: Cl). 

An evaluaticm of the CPT.ED ccmnercial strip derronstraticm project in Portland 

found little evidence that the irna.ge of the area or the fear of cr.i.In8 in the area 

affected the behavior of residents of the ccmnunity. Only 57 percent of a sample 

of residents were aware of at least one of the nany changes nade during the CPTED 
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revitalization effort (Iavrakas et al., 1978: 17-18); probably even fewer portlan1 residents who did not live near the carmercial strip were aware of these changes. 

with such a low level of awareness of the changes which were supposed to alter the I ! 

area's image, it seems unlikely that the chain of events suggested by Figure 1 

will be set in notion. This evaluation also found that these changes had little I 
impact on the psychological aspects of the area's :i.m3.ge, including the :i.m3.geabilityl 

and the aesthetic quality of the area (Iavrakas et al., 1978: 22-23). There was 

also no clear evidence that fear of cr.irre arrong residents declined as a direct I 
result of changes made by the CPTED program (Iavrakas et al., 1978: 36-39). CPI'ED 

changes did produce sorce reduction in crime rates, but that reduction was not I 
apparently attributable directly to. a change in the image of the area which redu::] 

fear of cr:i.lre in a way to st:imu.late use of the built environment, enhance infonna.l 

social control and thus prevent crime (Iavrakas et al., 1978: 55-58). 

For a crin'e reduction strategy to be successful, it is not necessary that 

all stages in the rrodel on page 6 be followed. A strategy which simply draws 

people to an area may still set in notion a series of changes which reduce 

cr:i.rre. The Portland derronstration project experienced difficulty in increasing 

people's use of either the shopping or the recreational facilities in the area 

(Iavrakas et al., 1978: 21, 56). The nost effective strategies for increasing 

the use of an area may not be directed toward changing the area's image or 

tcMard reducing fear of cr:i.rre in the area. The following tnmcated nodel for 

cr.in'e reduction in an urban shopping district may be considered: 

I 
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Figure 2: Truncated CPTED Model of Crime Reduction in the Urban Shopping: District 

Number of people in area , 

t 
Natural surveillance of area 

J 
Informal social control .in area 

J 

What beconEs critical in this truncated nodel is the attraction of people to 

an area. Efforts to do this by directly enhancing the dCMI1tawn shopping exper-

ience have been made in such cities as Bost.on, Philadelphia, Baltim:>re, and 

Portland, Oregon. If such efforts are based on solid evidence about why people 

shop and how they choose where to shop, they may reduce crirre by bringing rrore 

shoppers into the city, providing human traffic and natural surveillance, and 

reducing cr:ime by establishing informal social control in public places. 
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Many people think that architects and urban planners have techniques 

for manipulating the environment so as to alter public spaces in residential 

buildings and projects in such a way as to minimize crime and hence reduce 

fear. The general concept has been called defensible space (Newman, 1972). 

Very little research has been done concerning crime and the elderly (See 

Gross, p. 18). Clemente and Kleiman (p. 207) point out that even criminolo

gists have generally ignored the area. Their claim is substantiated by a 

review of five years worth of Crime and Delinquency abstracts in which only 

a handful of articles dealing with crime and the elderly were unearthed -

most of which reJated to crimes that the elderly ~~ and not those to 

which they are exposed. 

This paper is addressed to an assessment of how the treatment of 

defensible space concepts in a new housing project can be shown to bear on 

fear among elderly residents. We examine the evidence regarding victimiza

tion but ask as well if the spaces created to minimize crime have actually 

led to the social situations serving as the hypothesized control mechanisms; 

in other words, if defensible space concepts worked, did they do so for the 

right reasons? We introduce additional evidence, too, which suggests the 

contextual limitations of focussing p~imarily on environmental design factors 

concerning the reduction of fear. 

We first discuss the housing project studied and the logic of its 

defensible spaces (which frame the hypotheses to be pursued). Then we turn 

to breif discussions of the central foci of our analysis - the elderly and 

fear. Before turning to our findings, we discuss the methodology of our 
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s.tudy, including some cons·ideration of victimization data. Our findings 

are of several order: a) on 'che possible consequences of defens·ible space 

for victimization and fear, b) on tfie hypotnesized dynamics· of defensible 

space, and c) on defensible space in a larger context of social control. 

Sherbourne Lanes 

The environment selected for investigation was Sherbourne Lanes, 

a ne~ily erectGd housing complex situated immediately adjacent to Torontols 

skid row. l In this densely populated downtown neighborhood, burglary/theft 

and assault are among the leading criminal offences (along with prostitution) . 

Sherb(:mrne Lanes is notable for a number of reasons ( the following are just 

a few: 

I 

1) The uniqueness of the design •.• Two sprawling, low-rise apart-

ment buildings were erected to meet the same habitable floor 

space and density as would have been provided by one high rise 

tower; the desigll technique of "infill" was used to permit 

structural integration. 

2) The architects' conscious efforts to integrate the needs of 

the users into their design consir'eration ••• For the elderly, 

this meant an intention of housing them in the south building 

~way from the noise of the children to the north and close to 

the shopping and transportation areas. 

The low rise buil~ings were ready for occupancy as of October, 1976. 
Architell:::ts for Sherbourne Lanes were A.J. Diamond and Barton Myers, with 
the latter as partner in charge; their firm has since dissolved. We are 
grateful to David Oleson and Barton Myers of Barton Myers Associates, 
Architects/Planners, for their assistance during all phases of the study 
and to luchael Anderson, city of Toronto Housing Department, for his 
support and assistance in the administration of the questionnaire. 
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3} The. development involved project residents in the conception 

of the project. 

4) Its planning included crime prevention through environmental 

design. 

We shall first give an overvie.w' 0;1; the major features' of Sherbrooke 

Lanes, many of which we shall return to, and then expand on the aspects 

included in crime prevention through environmental design considerations. 

The site itself was built at a density of 314 people (or 150 units) 

per acre (a density twice that of usual land coverage) and consists of 2 

lowrise buildings and 17 renovated 19th century houses. Both lowrise 

buildings are oriented on a north-south axis in order to take advantage of 

the sun angles as well as give nearly all units east, west or south views. 

According to the architect "We (the firm) managed to accommodate as many 

people in that project as a 30 storey tower block". (Dalby, p. El). The 

design of the_site is evident in Figure 1. 

The majority of the projectf~. tenants are housed in the two rear 

. buildings. The northerly building is 5 storeys tall and houses some 

families with children, all but two of whom have direct access to gardens. 

Most of the units have two exposures. As can be seen in Figure 2 access 

to these units is by internal site pedestrian system, as well as from a 

lane to the rear of the complex. The upper floors contain apartments which 

are mostly single-loaded and rely on a combination of exterior 'cat-walk' 

and interior hallways. In total, there are 49 family units provided within 

the older houses and the northern building. These range in size from 2 to 
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5 bedroom suites. 

The southern portion of the site, a typical example of the double-

loaded, highrise apartment building as described by Newman and Jacobs, ~vas I 
designed to house single persons in rooms (103 units) but has as well 

mini and one bedroom units (224 units). It was thought best to locate I 
these units in the southern portion of the site, close to the commercial I 
frontage, for two reasons: 1) the elderly would be the most likely tenants 

to rent these units; and 2) one of the primary needs and desires of the I 
elderly is to be close to shopping (Golant, p. 113; Beyer and Nierstrasz, 

I-p. 57). In the southern building the halls are quite bright, doorways are 

recessed slightly and each pair of doors (opposite one another) is painted I 
a matching color. The latter two techniques were used to provide an 

extended sense ot territoriality. I 
Both buildings are equipped with balconies. Wherever possible, 

these were mad(: of open metallic slats:-. In some cases too much privacy I 
would be lost using this method and the balconies were then constructed of I 
brick. Paths, shrubs and trees, and fences were strategically placed so 

as to denote private, semi-public and public territories and to encourage I 
nmtual use of space. Figure 3 indicates such spaces and visual vantage 

I points. 

In addition, a laundry room per floor, a gathering/social space I 
in every b.uilding, the retention on the site of a meeting house, and the 

provision of concrete seats and tables in the open spaces were all included I 
in the design so as to foster neighboring and sociability. The architects 
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Figure 1. Overview of Sherbourne Lanes (facing North) 

IPhoto by Ian Samson) 
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Figure 2. Internal courtyard and walkway to entrances (open door is to 
laundry room) 

(photo by Ian Samson) 
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(photo by 

View of private and semi-public spaces intended to provide 
surveillance 

Ian Samson) 



Figure 4. An "open pillar" on elevated sidewalk - to optimize visibility 

(photo by David Oleson) 
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were generally very' consciou~of the need to desi9n in such a way that 

informal social networks would arise; these, in turn, would encourage 

inhabitants to regain a proprietary interest in their environment. One 

unusual example of this has to do with the structural concrete supports 

needed in the open 'cat-walks'. As solid slabs, these supports 6 shown 

in Figure 4, tend to act as barriers; yet the architects, in conjunction 

with the engineers, were able to open up the centers of these slabs ,.;hile 

still retaining the necessary strength. By so doing, tenants were not 

visually isolated from one another and were expected to claim these 

·pieces· as part of their semi-private space. 

Windows, lights and open spaces were used wherever possible in 

an effort to open up the design and to provide general surveillance of 

public spaces. 

Among these features, a number were intended at least partially 

for crime prevention. Let us look at them one by one, noting as well how 

each was intended to achieve its purpose. 

a. Low Profile Design 

Advocates of defensible space do not universally condemn high rise 

buildings per~. They point to aspects of conventional buildings 

like long, double-loaded hallways or wlprotected elevators which 

can be bettered. Nonetheless, a common problem in high rise 

surrounds young people who, if more than a few units are allocated 

to fami.lies, must find their way to the upper and inner reaches 

of the buildings to get home. They are seen as both potential 

perpetrators and potential victims in the process. 



By creating a low-rise profile, tKe architects: intended to 

create a nigh percentage of dwelling units' with ground contact 

to be allocated to families' with children. This would give 

children more immediate access to their own units (for pr,otection) . 

It would also mean children would be obviously out-of-place and 

hence suspect were they to be found at the upper levels oj: the 

new buildings. 

b. Entrances to Internal Courtyard 

The pathways from the fronting street, Sherbourne Street, to the 

interior courtyard are paved with brick in contrast to normal grey 

congrete and designed in a small scale so as to disinvite qeneral 

public access. These pathways are also clearly visible from many 

dwelling units in Sherbourne Lanes. 

Their design is intended to create an impression that the w'alkways 

inside the project are semi-private, to be used only by the 

residents and those with legitimate reasons' for entrance. Intru

ders are to be made to feel visible, having to openly travel~se 

territory under surveillance by residents before reaching the build

ing where most people live. 

c. Interior Courtyard 

Maintaining a large interior courtyard, fed by the semi-private 

walkways, and serving in turn as the entrance area to the largest 

new buildings, is also felt a form of protection against int:ruders 

and unsuitable actions. 
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Once agafn, the crucfal mechanism is' surveillance. rt 'was assumed 

that a sufficient percentage of residents would visuall}( inspect 

the people and activities in the courtyard. This would both inhibit 

intrusion and vandalism and provide a reservo~r of assistance for 

anyone in distress. Several design factors, as follows in d, were 

intended to help provide such surveillance. 

d. Balconies and Ground-level Private Gardens 

The new back buildings were designed with balconies at upper levels 

and garden spaces were fenced in for the exclusive use of 

ground-floor tenants, in part to induce people to spend time over

looking and adjacent to the courtyard - to be in a position to survey 

it visually. 

This was an attempt to provide a sufficient number of eyes for the 

protection of residents and guests in transit and of children at play. 

On those floors on which the balconies were cat-walks, serving as 

entrance halls to dwelling units, the design was intended to 

protect the persons there by putting them in the view of others 

down below and in the older buildings - and not at the mercy of 

others lurking in the conventional dark hallway. 

The private gardens were also to make available saf~ places for 

young children to play, under the immediate view of their parents 

from inside. 

e. Color-coded Hallways 

These internal hallways were designed, lighted, and painted 

as mentioned earlier in tliis- section, so as to create a 



feeling of commonality among residents of neighboring units. 

Such an effort was hypothesized to cut down on crime through the 

ability of neighbors who feel they share a territory to realize who 

belongs there and who does not. In addition, neighbors in a form 

of social contact with one ano'ther are hypothesized to be in a 

better position to cooperate for crime control. 

The open pillars (Figure 4) were imagined to lead to the same 

effect (by cutting down on intervening barriers), as well as 

optimizing visibility (and thereby removing hiding places) • 

f. Glassed-in Lobbies, Stairca.ses,. etc. 

An extensive use of glass, normally floor-to-ceiling, surrounds 

lobbies, stairwells, entrances to elevators, and the like in the 

new buildings. This makes movement into the new buildings and 

upwards open to view by those in the courtyard and from dwelling 

units on the opposite side. 

Inasmuch as crime often takes place in non-private areas of build

ings which are closed to public view while resid\:nts are coming and 

going from their own units, such an extensive use of glass was 

expected to cut down on unsuitable behavior by removing places for 

it to happen and by increasing the likelihood of detection. This 

hypothesis, like those above, still rests on the assumption that 

someone will be looking (or felt to be). 
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g. :proVision of Meeting Places in Various Locations 

Finally, the architects designed a nlxmber of potential meeting 

places. As described earlier, they were meant to foster some 

sense of community among the residents. 

This creation of informal social networks was hypothesized to 

decrease crime in several ways: 1) by making residents more aware 

of who lives in the project ~~d who does not and 2) by inducing 

a greater proprietory interest in the building, through a feeling 

of belonging (and reducing tendencies towards alienation and 

rejection). 

In general, then, the various design aspects were intended to 

reduce crime through two mechanisms: 1) a high level of potential 

surveillance of most non-priv'ate areas in Sherbourne Lanes I including the 

ren~val of places for victimization to occur and the spatial specification 

of where children belong, and 2) the creation of some sense of community 

among residents, particularly among' those in innnediate proximity to one 

another. 

In the study described, we attempted to assess the many hypotheses 

contained in these design assumptions: 

1) that crime rates and fear would be low as a consequence 

of the aspects of design incorporated in Sherbow:ne Lanes, and 

2) that the various design features would, one by one., induce the 

kinds of sw:veillance and contact, in the ways expected, so as 

to have a bearing on crime and fear. 

We shall assess the general impact (to the extent possible) as well 

as the various specific design hypotheses listed above. But first let us 
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turn"to the particular focus of our analysis: - fear among the elderly. 

Because the chapter by Arthur Patterson goes into considerable detail in 

its review of "Crime and Fear of Cr:ime Among the Elderly", we will limit 

the following discussion to considerations relevant to our own research 

design and analysis. 

The Elderl.y' 

Certainly in terms of sheer numbers, the elderly do not comprise 

even one eighth of either American or Canadian populations. We chose, 

however, to study this particular group of individuals because of the 

general conclusion which the majority of authors, to date, have drawn 

regarding the living arrangements and conditions of most elderly citizens. 

Man.!, if not all, investigations agree that older citizens ;:are generally 

'easy' victims - this due, in la~ge measure, to their diminished physical 

strength and stamina, and the visibility.of such conditions. The 

researchers also tend to agree that the reduced income level of most 

elderly people, combined with the lowered levels of physical mobility, force 

these citizens to seek accommodation which is compatible wiL~ their conditions. 

What this means is'that, for many, the only geographic location to meet 

both of these criteria is the central city, an area often identified with 

high levels of criminal activity. It is after having made this point that 

the authors begin to disagree. Some suggest that the elderly are quite 

often targets of repeated personal as~ault. (See Goldsmith & Tomas, 1974; 

also Kitchel~~ & Forston, 1975) Others disagree with this statement quite 

adamently and suggest that rela'tive to their percentage of the population, 
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the elderly are one of the least victimized categories of society (see 

Clemente & Kleiman, 1976; also Sundeen & Mathieu, 1976). -Goldsmith & 

Tomas (1974) go so far as to suggest that the kind of personal calamity 

which older persons feel is similar to, if not greater than, that resulting 

after civil disorder or natural disaster. In the latter instance, the 

individual is not alone, comfort is obtained from knowing that others are 

experiencing the same sorts of reactions. This is not so in the case of 

the elderly, where the person is often isolated, depressed, and frustrated. 

For these reasons we felt that it would be useful tc assess the 

degree of victimization among elderly persons of a new housing project 

in downtown Toronto which attempted to take both spatial and social 

organization into account in its design. 

Fear 

Fear of crime has been defined by one author as "the amount of 

anxiety and concern that persons have of becoming a victim". (Clemente 

and Kleiman, p. 214). Monahan and Catalano (1'.1) state that, "Fear of 

crime is a condition endemic to modern urban life. Almost one-half of 

the entire American population now reports being afraid to walk home alone 

at night. Women, the elderly, the poor, and racial minority groups 

contribute more than their proportional share to this fear". 

Elaine M. Brody of the Philadelphia Geriatric Center places 

violence to the elderly in its logical perspective: 

"The importance of the particular legal problem lies not only 

in its intrinsic importance, but in its personal and 

psychological significance. The landlord who raises the rent 
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exces'sfvely, -<:he salesman who exploits, the health quack 

who deceives, the 'con' man who fleeces, inflict wounds to 

pride and dignity as well as to purse and person. Violence 

inju:t'es not only the physical self, but reinforces feelings of 

helplessness. Even a small loss may be the most recent in a 

series of 'jnsults', though superficially trivial, it may 

represent the proverbial last straw·for restimulate previous 

experiences of losses with their attendant painful emotions". 

(quoted in Gelwicks & Newcombs, p. 11) 

Blumin's study of victims in a Boston housing project confirmed 

that " ••• it is quite possible that the smaller number of victimizations 

of the elderly may result in more psychological, physical and economic 

harm than if done to younger people who experience more crime". 

(Bluminv p. 49). At the National Conference on Crime Against the Elderly, 

Arthur S. Flemming, noted that some elderly people are so afraid of being 

vandalized at night that they sleep during the day and stay awake at night. 

"This is not living, it is surviving". (Aging, 1975, p. 5) 

This example of altered behavior is not unique; it is merely re

flective of the attitudes held by a growing sector of modern society of 

which the elderly are only a tiny group (see Fairley; p. 1). Other examples 

of behavior altered by fear of violence and its accompanying sense of 

insecurity are: not visiting friends in the city, not going out alone at 

night, not visiting friends in the neighborhood, doing almost no shopping 

at night, keeping doors locked when home, using additional locks and security 

chains, using peepholes in doors, changing direction if you see a stranger, 
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leaving lights' on in the home when no one is tnere r and getting some sort 

of object, i.e. a gun, to protect yourself. If altered behavior is the c~n

sequence of fear, then one must certainly ask what the various reasons are for 

fear to exist. Several authors speak to this question. 

Furstenburg distinguishes between concern about crimerwhich is 

related to resentment of. chan<:,;'ing social conditions, and a fear of victimiza

tion based on the elderly's perceptions of safety in their local neighborhood. 

(Gubrium, p. 247). 

Gubrium hypothesizes that if elderly live in areas where comparatively 

extensive friendships exist among socially concentrated aged persons, these 

people will then have socially sympathetic and supportive relationships which 

diffuse their fears. In turn, in age-heterogeneous areas where such 

supportive relationships are not as common, isolates will have to deal with 

their fear of being victimized individually without many locally supportive 

relationships, thus causing fear to be magnified. Further, it is likely 

that persons who face their perceived problem of possible victimization alone 

will take greater precautions to minimize the risks than those who have a 

sense of social support. (Ibid) These two theories, in conjunction with 

the design hypotheses, helped to form the authors' own research design. 

Study Design 

The research undertaken by the authors was a two-phase process. 

The first part made use of an open-ended interview schedule administered 

by one of the authors (see Appendix 1). The protocol was divided into 
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four major s~ctions, eacn of which. tr.:ted to examine one aspect of tn.e 

fear-victimization/environmental design discuss-ion. Section 1 set out to 

obtain demographic and mobility data, to establish, among other things, 

whether or not Sherbourne Lanes posed any major problems in terms of 

adjustment (answer: no). If so, this could have had strong bearing on 

the perception of the environment and the kinds of activities which take 

place there. 

Section 2 concerned neighborhood life as a whole, exluding the 

proj ect itself. Questions on the availability of fucili ties, friendship 

patterns and satisfaction were asked to determine residents ,. feelings 

about the surrounding area. 

Section 3 was focussed on the project itself. Relationships with 

neighbors, satisfaction with other tenants, site design, socializing, 

use of facilities such as the laundry room, participation in the tenants' 

association, and sense of security were all explored. Specific questions 

were asked about the security measures incorporated into the design. 

Section 4 asked questions regarding crimes and resultant adaptive 

behaviors. Here reporting or non-reporting of the crimes to the police 

were examined, as well as the reasons for each action. The reliability 

of victimization studies has long been a source of lively discussion. 

There are those who believe that self-report victimization studies provide 

a reliable and sensitive measure of the incidence, type and distribution 

of data. There are, however, researchers who disagree strongly with that 

view and who, instead, believe that such studies a~~ riddled with untruths, 

many .s a result of fear. Our own view is that the questioning of 
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respondents about criminal activity, including vandaL,:sm, was essential in 

an effort to determine the range of experience of elderly people in Sherbourne 

I Lanes with situations deemed problematic, as well as the locational and 

I 
spatial details of incidents reported; 

Interviews were completed with one or two persons in sixteen 

households, representing 50 percent of households containing only adults 

over 65 years of age. The remainder either did not agree to an interview 

or spoke a language other than English. 

Approximately one month after all of the, individual interviews had 

been completed,' the researchers invited re~pondents to attend a follow-up 

group meeting, to learn of the findings, to discuss wIlether these findings 

were accurate, and to discover if there were other relevant phenomena to 

include in our assessment of Sherbourne Lanes. This meeting constituted 

phase two of the research design. The residents were eager to become part 

of the dialogue. Findings from phase one Were upheld unanimously and 
I 

amplified. No additional points were raised, though the group conversa-

tion did serve to reinforce the previous replies through the provision of 

thoroug~~oing examples. 

Those who participated were an average of 71 years of age. Two-

thirds were male; although such a sex ratio is unusual for a sample of 

this cohort, it reflects an attempt to provide an alternate living' 

environment for the men of the neighborhood who commonly live in rooming 

houses. Many of the smaller dwelling units are intended as a modern 

equivalent to the room in a rooming house. 

1 
It haS" recently been Drought to the authors I attention that M. Powell Lawton "s 
4-year study at the Philadelphia Geriatric Centre investigated issues similar 
to those queried about in this study. His data was not available to us at the 
time of this report and hence the two are not compared. 
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Although our findings' rest on intensive study of a reasonably 

small sample of households, the results thems'e1 ves were extremely c1ear-

cut - representing virtual unanimity on almost every point. Thus, given 

sample size and the degree of unanimity, combined with the fact of two 

different means of data collection, we shall present our findings without 

resort to statistics. Where any finding represents anything less than 

a concensus, this will be noted. 

Findings 

A. Victimization 

On the basis of the self-reported victimization, there is no 

reasonto make negative conclusions about the effects of the design 

innovations. No respondent he:. been the victim of a crime to the person, 

or was anyone aware of anyone else living in the project who had been 

a victim. The only theft reported was encountered during the process of 
\ 

moving in; a chair was stolen while furniture was left temporarily unguarded 

in a lobby. The lobby had not been closed to additional pedestrian 

traffic at the time and it cannot, therefore, be established whether 

design was really at fault. 

In fact, the most prevalent and only other - crime reported 

concerned tampering with respondents' automobiles. These had been parked 

in the underground garage which, due to financial considerations only, 

had not had defensible space concepts incorporated. Three such reports 

were made. 
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B. Fear 

Sucn an assessment of crime prevention through environmental design 

at Sherbourne Lanes is supported by results having to do with fear. The 

respondents reported that the public passages and spaces of Sherbourne 

Lanes were safe and that they do not fear walking in and through them at 

any time. This is underscored by what they do find fearful. 

1. They worry about possible intrusion into their own dwelling 

units. Drunks and unruly visitors not infrequently knock on 

doors violently, instilling fear. As a result, most people have 

installed extra door locks for secuJ:i ty. 

2. They find the neighborhood aroUnd Sherbourne Lanes much more of 

a threat than the project itself. 'rhey hesitate to walk these 

streets at night alone, and are pestered at all times by 

drunks and panhandlers. None of the respondents have, however, 

been attacked by these groups of individuals. This finding 

does not support Furstenberg's hypothesis that fear in the 

project is based on the elderly's perception of safety in their 

local neighborhood. It could, however, be demonstrating one 

positive effect of the design ~ a reduced level of 

fear among the residents of the project. 

3. They are put on edge by seeing the results of random acts of 

vandalism within Sherbourne Lanes which they think, but cannot 

substantiate, are committed by children living there. They 

never see the vandals: "Nobody ever sees anyone doing anything. 1~ 
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we interpret from the statements of 1:he respondents that 

such vandalism as occurs happens late: at night, when even 

the most visible areas are not under observation because 

no one is looking. This contr~sts with feelings of safety 

during the hours of the day and evening when respondents are 

out and around. We shall return to the question of whether 

surveillance and "community" occur as hypothesized in various 

aspects of the design. But the present point is that such 

fear as comes from vandalism is not applied by the 

respondents to the daily lives they pe:csonally lead. 

4. Almost half of the elderly residents had been bothered by 

obscene telephone calls. 

To this point, there is no evidence to sugge:st that the aspects of 

defensible space in Sherbourne Lanes' have not been acting in the interests of 

the elderly there. But lest one adopt an unduly critical point of v,iew 

about these elements of design, several kinds of qualification must be made. 

1. It is difficult to establish a definiba criterion for success 

in this situation. Even though crime is not distributed uniformly in any 

city, Toronto has been traditionally known as a plCl.CE~ with generally low 

rates across the categories of crime. The virtual absence of crime 

encountered by our elderly respondents in the defensible spaces of 

Sherbourne Lanes does not necessarily mean that the worst would have 

happened had the design been different. 

2. Despite evincing little fear concerning the areas of Sherbourne 

Lanes to which the strategy of crime prevention through environmental 
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design was applied, the residents are no less fearful generally tfian they 

were in their previous' housing, much of which was conventional, 

pre-defensiole space high rise. Contributing to this is the disturbance 

they get from other, non--elderly residents (often "roomers'~) in their 

own dwelling units, from poor s'oundproofing r 1 and (accidental?} door 

knocking. One man went so far as to claim he was requesting a transfer 

back to one of Toronto·s few, massive conventional housing projects, 

with an unsavory reputation. 

3. Despite the virtual lack of problems for the elderly in 

areas for which. special design measures had been incorporated, this 

does not necessarily mean that the concepts of defensible space were 

working in the ways expected. Residents need not be consciously aware 

of the components of th.eir residential envirorunent f nor of the 

purpose each component is to serve, for them to operate. In Sherbourne 

Lanes, the various features of defensible space in fact went without 

notice. Under questioning, however, the respondents gave evidence which 

did not always support the reasoning of previous writers. Let us 

examine these more specific hypotheses. 

lThe soundproofing might well have been improved had better qualities of 
building mRterials been used. This was not an architectural short-coming; 
the grades of materials to be used were set down by Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation. "Crime prevention through environmental design" makes 
little reference to quality of design materials ~ther than to state that 
they should be environmentally suitable. In this instance, C.M.H.C. made 
the decision that the materials for use in the project were suitable. 
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C. Mechanisms Underlying Defensible Space Concepts 

1. The low rise design, coupled with the placement of families 

with children near the ground was intended in part to protect children 

and to keep them from destructive acts around the building. We did not 

sleek data on the former hypothesis but our reports on the latter indicate 

the possibility that this expectation may have been realized: problems 

at:tributed to children occurred near the groun~. 

2. The design of the interior courtyard, and the walkways into 

it, were done so as to create semi-private ~pace, defended by the eyes 

of neighbors (whether indoors, on balconies, or in ground floor, fenced-in open 

spaces). Yet, the majority of the respondents do not consider this space 

"theirs" ; nor do they feel :f',rotected by it or obliged to defend it from 

intruders. All of the respondents agreed that they could see activities 

but most expressed little interest in really knowing or seeing what was 

happening (a far cry from the G~eenwich Village of Jane Jacobs). They 

generally distrust other people and practice avoidance behavior. 

3. Far from wantj,ng an overview of life's passing scene, the 

elderly residents seem reticent to use their balconies and enclosed 

spaces because they find them not sufficiently private -- noisy and open. 

An extreme ver.sion of this view was stated by one respondent: 
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liAs you may be aware, each tenant on the 9round 

floor has his' own small enclosure outside tlle sliding 

qlass door; and, thinking that it would be enjoyable to 

sit out on pleasant evenings, an aluminum chair was purchased 

approximately a month ago. But alas, it was wasted money, for 

ever so often during the evening - and every evening! - the 

children come howling around my private section, even looking in 

the door (and marking the glass with their dirty fingers). I 

feel quite indignant over this, for it is evid.ent that the 

children regard my section as equally their own - and the parents 

are aware of the trespassing and obviously do nothing about it. 

I wish now that I had not located qn the first floor, at least, 

for then the objection outlined above would not apply, although 

the childrens' continual screaming could still he heard. It 

Among people who value privacy, a conflict can arise, when the 

hypothesized surveillance points are necessarily in public view. Electronic 

forms of surveillance can eliminate this conflict of values but is not 

as "natural lt in occurrence. 

4. The northern building has only single-loaded apartments, with 

the entrances from an open cat-walk. This elevated walkway was intended 

to act as a front yard for the units and hence be perceiv~d as semi-private 

space - an extension of one's front door. For the most part, they do not 

use the cat-walk for socializing, though most will admit to having met 

-~--------------' 
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their immediate neighbors through. its presence., The northern residents 

were split when asked if they preferred ~~e open hallway.to an enclosed 

one. Those whQ favored enclosed space diG. so primarily because it affords 

warmth. They would prefer being warm to being 'on view' , again a conflict 

of value!s. The others selected the open 'hall' because it offered a view 

of the project, especially pleasant in summer. This choice had nothing at 

all to diD with safety or sociability. 

In the south building, units ~ere designed in clusters of four to 

promote mutual identity. Nonetheless, the respondents living there did 

not know their innnediate neighbors, as would have been expected had the 

defensibll= space rationales been operable. 

5" The architects put forward a very conscious effort to provide 

glassed-in spaces whenever and wherever possible. They did so in the 

belief thSLt spaces, cont~nually on view, would be a deterrent to potential 

.cr,iminals. This belief cannot, however,' be substantiated by the findings. 

Much of the vandalism has been in the glass lobbies. Respondents argued 

that there would be far less ·to repair if the expanses of glass were not 

as great. 

6. The meeting places were not generally utilized by the elderly 

respondent.s, who had little, if any, feeling of community. 

Tel this point, our argument is that the incidence, nature and 

location <:>f criminal occurrences', as well as the contextual references 

of respondent fears, indicate that the planned defensible spaces may be 

functioning as intended -- but if this were to be the case, it is despite 

being unnoticed by elderly residents, without the peer support mechanisms 

expected (at least as maintained by themselves), and without any total 
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amelioration of fear. 

Reference to otlier aspects' of the. organization of Sherbourne Lanes 

helps make this easier to understand and puts purely phys~cal safety· 

solutions in some degree of perspective. 

D. Non-spatial Factors 

Two complementary factors appeared clos.ely r,elated to the kinds 

of fears residents had on-site. The first has to do with the selection 

and distribution of tenants. 

The respondents feel that during the earliest days after the 

completion of construction, the rental agents (and the city housing officers 

behind them) '/lere more concerned with filling tht~ units (a simple measure 

of'''success ll
) than with the personal qualities of the residents chosen. 

Furthermore, no effort was made to group the elderly in any specific part 

of the buildings, despite previous intentions. Th~~ outcome was that the 

elderly residents were living in close proximity to a heterogeneous 

selection of persons, many of whom were disruptive. 

As management became aware of on-site difficulties, a number of 

evictions occurred -- nofte of them involving senior citizens. More 

recent tenants were subjected to a more complex screening process before 

their applications were accepted. The respondents are much more satisfied 

with the current behavior of their fellow residents. 

Yet, the scattered placement of senior citizens creates problems. 

They do not relate to their immediate neighbors, whose noises irritate 

them -- whether they be from children, stereo, or loud pa~~ies. They have 
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li.ttle identity as a group - and a virtual abs'ence of social organization. 

One of the men attending our s'econd phase meeting helps IlJanage. a meet.ing 

and card room in one of the buildings but had not yet come into contact 

with the others before our meeting. Only two of the participants had 

previously made acquaintance, and we had the feeling that the meeting 

might itself prove to have an unexpected catalytic effect. 

We feel that the once-intended clustering of elderly residents 

would create more of an o'rganizational context for social control mechanisms. 

It would also remove. much of the fear of intrusion by extremely dissimilar 

neighbors. Not all elderly persons wish homogeneous clusterings, but 

those that do should have tile option (including all t~ose reporting to us) • 

The second non~spatial factor concerned the org~lization of 

Sherbourne Lanes. Systematic rules and procedures were not apparent to the 

respondents. This took a number of forms. 

First, despite the long hoped-for evictions, residents were still 

not a.ware of clearly recognized rules, to define and then deal with 

unsuitable tenant behavior. They felt that many intrusions would not have 

b t h d t d I h th I " dr 1 een pr.eeen a managemen ma e c ear were e ~ne was awn. 

Second, the elderly respondents were not aware whether the buildings 

had a superintendent and, if so, how to get in touch with him or her. This 

concern was further extended to include not knowing whom to con.tact in the 

case of an emergency. Several of the respondents did not have a phone and 

could not call for help even if a number was supplied to them. Those 

I 
The City of Toronto Housing Dep~tment is, in its present form~ relatively 
new. Unlike previous "public housing" authorities, its mandate is the 
provision of centrally-located family housing to subsidized and non-subsidized 
tenants alike. In the early days of its first projects, it is not surpr1s1ng 
that the emphasis shoulc' be C'1 development, design, and tenanting, rather than 
on defensive management. 
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with. telephones felt as. th-ough tlieir hands: were_ tied by not having 

an emergency telephone number. Most of the tenants s'aid that they thought 

twice before calling the police,especially if the problem was related to 

equipment or service fail'.lre. The respondents also indicated a hesitation 

to calIon their neighbors for help. They believe that you don't ask a 

stranger for help. Although it is possible t~t people abuse the time of 

superintendents who are readily available, the result in the case of 

Sherbourne Lanes is that respondents felt almost totally a~rift whenever a 

problem arOSE:'.. They felt heJ.pless without immediate on-site authority~ 

Patrolling guards were supplied by management. Although respondents 

appreciated their "presence;'· guaz'ds worked only extremely limited hours; 

furthermore, respondents were not aware of any means of reaching them when 

necessary, either. Hence, the effect of these guards on respondent fear 

is minimal. 

When confronted with these 'omissions,~ the management agreed that 

they had been lax in this area. They justified their behavior by stating 

that thi~, like 2411 new projects, had its share of diffic1..l1 ties bt.lt now 

that these had been attended to, the 'omissions' would be s~en to. 

In summary, respondents' fears are exacerbated by the perceived 

abs~nce of authori ~:y and social organization in Sherbourne Lanes. 

*** 



What our assessment underscores. is that even the most thoughtful 

physical design does not operate in a vacuum. For social support-based 

defense mechanisms to function as expected and for controllable fears' to 

be thereby diminished, a variety of non-spatial, on-site considerations 

must be consciously attended to. In the case of Sherbourne Lanes, these 

include tenant selection and placement, as well as the systems of 

authority and organization. Although neither the overall situation nor 

the defensible space concept desi~ls are shown untenable, fears remain, 

the amelioration of which should be controllable. 

--,--_._---
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SIIERBOURNE LANES QlJl1S'rrONNAIn8 

1. Demographic Data 

Name of Respondent: 

Address: 

Contact Date: 

Time of Interview: 

Length of IntervieH: 

Place of IntervieH: 

Sex of Respondent: 

A80 of Respondent: 

Harital Status - 1) Single, Never Harried 
2) Divorced 
3) '-lidm1ed 
1+) Ha:rried, Li vin~ Hi th Spouse (includes cornmon-1m-/,) 
5) Harried, Not I,i vlng '.-1i th Spouse 

Last grade (:ompleted in school -

Occupation -

1) No school 
2) Public school (grades 1-8) 
3) High school - Some 

- All 
4) University - Some 

- All 
5) Other - explain 

1) Current: 
2) Past: 

Approximately what VIas your household income last year? 

Al1proxi~ately uhat pel.'centage of t.his ,-tas spent on housinr;? 

2. Neighborhood - Excluding Site 

For pursposes of this ques·tionnaire, neie;hborhood 1-rill refer to the al.'e<.!. 
bounded approximn. te ly by Carl ton St. to the north, Queen s-t. to the south, 
Jarvis St. to the ),rest and River St. t.o the 1j;ast. Included Hithin this 
definition is the Sout.h of Carlton Horking Commit.tee area. 

.1. Uhen did. you move into this neighborhood? 
(not the site itself though the re:::;ponse could be the same) 

2. Hherc did you move from? a) aren. of city 
b) typo of drrclling 

r, 
·to 

------.--~------........ 
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. 2. !'leif;hborhood 

J. llhat sort of accomodation did you move into first? 

4. HOlo( often have you moved since entering this neighborhood? 

5. Hhy did you choose this neighborhood? 

6. HO\'1 satisfied are you Hi th this neighborhood as a place to 1i ve? 
a) very satisfied 
b) satisfied 
c) neutral 
d) . dissatisfied 
c) very dissatisfied 
f) no opinion 

7. Hhat do you like about this area of the city asa place to live? 

8. Hbat don't you 1iJ.;:e about this area of the city as a place to live? 

9. Do you have frlends or relatives in the area? a) yes 
b) no 

10. Here they a :reason for your moving to this area? a) yes 
b) no 

11.' In genera.l, do you like the people Hho live in this neighborhood? 

a) yes 
b) no 
c) indifferent 
d) don't know any 

12. Does transportation pose any problem for you? 
a) yes 
b) no 

13. Uhat mode of transit do you use? 

14. "That facilities and services do you use -
a) for recreational purposes? Hhere are they? 
b) for shopping for daily needs? \-There are they? 
c) for other shopping? Hhere are they? 
d) for medical care? Hhere are they? 

II.}. Are you satisfied that the faoili ties you've just mentioned are adequate 
for your needs? 

a) yes 
b) no 

3. Site 

i. Did you knolT anyone living in this development before you moved in? 
a) yes, vlho? 
b) no 

I 
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j, Site 

2. Ha ve you made any efforts to get to know people Hho live in this 2(g~~1~~hlent? 
a) yes - Hbat effort.s have you made? 
b) no 

3. About how J'l'.any people in this !mi~1~~Bent do you knoH Hell enough to say 
to? a) say hello none 

~~ 1-5 
6-9 

4) 10 or more 

I 

4. About hOH many people in this aui11in.cr _ , eve op\f!ent do you VJ.s~t baeTe and forth rrith? 

5. 

6. 

a) none 

~~ 1-.5 
6-9 

d) 10 or more 

Do you ever help one a.nother out in any l'lay lik~-

In goneral, 

Sometimes Often 
a) picking things up at the store? 
b) borrm-r:lng & lending groceries? 

d I , k '1 1 h 1- , th- building t? o you l"e 1:. 19 peop e H 0 l ve J.n J.s deveIopu;en _ 
a) like 
b) dislike 
c) indifferent 
d) don't knoH anyone 

, , _ butldinc: 7. HOH ylould you describe the people ',ho J.]. ve J.n tins clcveIopment? 

Never 

8. Do you have as much contact Hith t.he people living here as you would like, 
that is, is it too much, too little, or about right? 

a) too much 
b) too little 
c) about right 

9. Some people living in apartment.s have said that they don't feel comfortable 
Ii ving so close to p-:wple they don't knoH. Do you feel this way about 
living here? a) yes 

b) no 

10. Have you had any problems Hith a.ny of the peoplE? living here? 
a) yes - please explain 

11. Hhen you see 

b) no 

other peoplc socially is it more likely to be Hith: 
u) people \-1ho li va in this b'..lildinr;/.:l~velo1)ment? 
bjl)COPlU' who rm.:ide in the surrounding neighl)orhood? 
c people Hho Ii YC in other parts of Hetz:o Toronto? 
d relatives? .. ' 

12. BOH Go.ti~fictl. aTe you uit.h Ul.LS Rg~~1~p>ff.ent. as a pls.ce to ltve? 
a) very sa UsE led 
b) saticfiec. 
c) neut.ral 
d) diG!:latisrleu 
e) very l1.i.t1:';<l.tif.;,fietl 
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J. Sito 

1). l;Jh:J.t do you likc auout this Jm~~1~D8ent as a place to 11 ve? 

ll~. l1ha t don't yo u liI::e about the 8M~~1b Bhie n t as a place to live? 

15. Some r;eople say that a superintendent and his Hife are very important 
in making an apartment building a pleasant place to live. Hould you 
say a sup.::rint.endent is: 

a) very important Hhy' do you say this? 
b) fairly important- Hhy do you say this? 
c) not very :i.!llportant- Hhy do you say this? 
d) don't I\.noH 

16. Hho do you think should take responsibility for the general appearance of 
the lobby and hall\ofays in this buj.lding? 

a) management - Hhy do you say this? 
b) tenants - Hhy do you say this? 
c) combination of bot.h - H'hy do you say this? 

17. Do you think 
for example I 

the rules and regulations· in this 8~~~1~Bffient are fair, 
rules about visitors, childL~n, pets, noise, deliveries? 
a) yes - Hhy is this? 
b) no - Hhy is this? 

18. If you have any complaint about living here I hOH do you deal iii th it? 

19. Are you a\·rare tha·t there is a tenants I association for this development? 
a) yes 
b) no 

20. Do you make use of it? 
a) yes 
b) no 

21. In 1'1hat 'Hays do you think this organization could be useful or effective? 

22. Do you find there is any kind of community spirit in this building? 
a) yes - Hhy do you say this? 
b) no - 1-1hy do you say this? 

23. Not including your ONn apartment, Hhere else in or around the building 
do you spend time during an average week either ,alone or rTith others? 

24. Ordinarily, Hhen you use the elevator, laundry room or'other public 
facili ties in the building, do you prefer to have the usc of these 
facilities alone or to corne into contact uith other tenants? 

a) ctlone 
b) contact - Any e;roup in particular? 

25. Are you satisfied uith the lighting of the halls, stair Hells, and public 
spacee'? a) yes 

b) no 

26. Do you feel that you are auarc of HhQ:t in happening on t'he site? 
a) ycn - "hat are the reasonS for thin? 
b) no - Hhat are the reasons for this? 

I 
I 
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3. Site 

27. ~'!hen out.~;ide, ',.re you able to see the movement. of tenants and/or stranGers? 
a) yeG 
b) no 

28. Hhat fea.tures of the site design enable you to observe activity? 

29. Do you think it is hel,ful to be able to see and knoH Hhat. is happening 
in the open space? 

a) yes - Hhy is t.his? 
b) no \-1hy is thisr1 

30. Do you feel some sort of responsibility for this project? 
a) yes 
b) no 

31. Did you feel huildinrrs this t·ray in the other dcvelopRents as 
a) yes 

nell? 

b) no 

32. Are you satisfied I·Ti th the size and shape of your Ol-Tll apartment? 
a) yes 
b) no 

, 
33. If you could change anything about it, Hhat Hould this bG? 

34. Hal'l much time do you estimate that you spend outside of your apartment per 
day? 

35. Hherc is most of this tima spent? 

36. Do you pla.n to move from this project in the near future? 
a) yes 
b) no 

4. Crirr.e And li'eCl.r 

'1. Have you been a vi ctim of any of these criJries in -:hc last year? 
Robbery a~ yes b) no ~~ hOH many times? (ask questions lr·-14 ) 
Burglary a yes ~~ no hOl'1 many times? (ask questions 15-25) 
Auto theft a) yes no e) hO·T many times? (ask questions 26-37) 
'fheft a) yes b) no c) hOH many times? (ask questions 38-!~8 ) 
SlI'lnd1ing a) yes b) no e) hOH many times? (asI~ CLues t.ions 1.J.9-GO) 
Assault a) yes b) no c) how many times? (Q.sk que~rl.ions 61-75) 
l)ursa snatchinG a) yes b) no c) hO't1 many times? (ask qucsUons '16-88) 
Rape a) yes b) no c) hOH many times? (ask questions 89-101) 

a) Hobbf.lE;Y 

2. Have you been (l victim of' robbery in the last yea'c? 

a) yes - In t.his site? 
b) no 

3. ·Hhen did this 11D.lll)en; Hhat ,·ra,::'; the da te? 

" 
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. a - Robbery 

4. Hha t 'l-ras thG time of day? 

5. Hhat day of the \roek was it? 

6. Hherc did thio bappen? 
a) in your home 
bl on the street in the development 
c on thG sta;eet j.n thc nGiGhoorhoocl 
d other 

6. Here you alone ,at the timG? 
a) yes 
b) no 

7. Did the offender enter the house against your Hill? 
a) yes 
b) no 

(from 116) 

8. Did you knolT the offender? 
the offender?) 

(if anSller is not 1, hOH Hell did you know 

a
b

) didn't knoH him/her 
) spouse 

:

OJ former spouse 
acquaintance 
other relative 
other 

9. Sex of offender. a) male b) female 

10, Approximate t1.5C of offender. 

11. Has he/she 

~l 
Hhite 
negro 
other 

12. Did he/she do this because he/she 'l-ras angry at something you had done? 
a) yes - Hhat ~'las this you had done? 
b) no 

13. Has this crime :reported? 
a) yes - 'l'o l-rhom Has it re:ported? • 
b) no 

It~. Hhy did you report the crime? 

b - Burglarr 

15. Have you, been a 

, ~~ 
victim of burgiary in the la.st year? 
yes - In this. 51 t.e? 
no 

16. Hhen clid this h:3.ppcnj Hhat WlS the date? 

17. Hha t Has the t:i.lne of day? 

I 
I 
I 
I 
~I 
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b - BurgJ.ar.y 

18. Hhat day of the l·reek Has i t.? 

19. Hhat l·tas the relationship of the offender 
a) didn I t l~noH him/her 
b) former spouse . 
e) aequainta.nce 
d) other :rela.ti ve 
e) other 

20. Sex of offender. a) male b) female 

I 21. ApproY.imate age of offencer. 

22. 'Has he/she a) Hhite 
be) negro 

) other 

to you? 

.. 

I 
'I 2:3. Did he/she do this because he/she Has angry at something you had done? 

a) yes - Hhat Nas this you had done? 

I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

b) no 

2/~. Has this crime :reported? 
a) yes - To uhom Has it reported? 
b) no 

25. Hhy did you report the crime? 

e - Auto Theft 

26. Have you been a victim of auto theft in 'the last year? 
a) yes - In this site? 
b) no 

27. Hhen did this ha,l'pen;' uha t Has the date? 

28. Hha t Has the time of day? 

29. Hhat day of t.he Heek Has it? 

30. Hhere l-ras the car when it Has stolen? 
a
b

) in the neighborhood 
) in ·the parking gara&~ 

'c) other 

.31. Hhat llas the relationship of the offender to you? 
a) didn't knot·; him/her 
b) spouse 
c) form~r spouse 
d) acquaj.ntClnce 
e) other relative 
f) othur 

32. Sex of offender. a:) male b) female 

----- .. -. 
. ......,. 
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c - Auto Theft 

33. Approximate age of offender. 

y}. Has he/she ~~ Hhite 
nCf:5To 

c) other 

35. Did lle/ohe do th10 OOCCluse he/she Has angry at Gomo thjTl~ you had done? 
a) yes - Hhat lIas this you had done? 
b) no 

36, l':as this crime reported? 
a) yes - To Hholil Has it repol-ted? 
b) no· 

37. ' .. Jhy did you report the crime? 

d - Theft 

38. Have you been a victim of theft other than robbery and burglary ( and, 
Homen only, purse snatching) in the last year? 

~~ yes - In this site? 

39. ~'lhen clid this happen; Hhat Has the date? 

40. Has Ha.S the time of' day? 

In. Has day of the ,·reek Has it? 

1~2. ;'lhat Ha.S the relationship of the offender to you, 
a) didn't knoH him/her 
b) spou~e 
c) former spouse 
d) acquaintance 
e) other relative 
f) other 

43. SeJ( of offender. a) male 

44. Approximate age of offender. 

45. Has he/she ab) uhi te 
) negro 

c) other 

b) female 

1~6. Did he/she do this because he/she Has angry at somathin(5' you had done? 
a) yes - Hhat was this you had done? 
b) no 

47. ~·ras the crime reported? 
a) yes - To \-Thorn l-laS it reported? 

~ b) no 

l~S. Hhy did you report the crime? 

I 
I 
I 
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c - SHillcnin~ 

L~9. Have you been a victim of seindling or a 1 con game 1 in the last year? 
a) yes 
·b) 110 

50. Hhen did t.his happen; Hhat Has the date? 

.51. Hha t time of day '-lOre you approached? 

·52. Hhat day of the '·Ieek 'tlas it? 

53. Hhere Here you Hhcn you Here approached? 

.9~. Hha t Has the relationship of the 'con 
a) didn't knoH him/her 
b) aCCluaintance 
c) relative 
d) other 

55. Sex of offender. a) male b) fenale 

56, Approximate age of offender. 

57. Uas he/she a) Hhite 
b
c

) nee;.co 
) other 

man' to you? 

58, Uhat 1-las the extent of your loss in the transaction? 

,I .59. Dld he/she do this because he/she Has angry at something you . had done? 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

a) yes - Hhat uas thj.f3 you had done'? 
b) no 

60. Has the crime rel10rted 7. 
a) yes - '1'0 Hhom Has it reported? 
b) no 

f - Assault 

61. Have you been a victim of assault in t.he last year? 
a) yes - In this site? 
b) no 

62. Hhen did this happen; rrhat Has the date? , 

63. 1f elt 11<:,,6 the time of day? 

e~. Uhat day of the Heek I-mZ it? 

6,5. Hhero dld this happen? 
a) in your home 
b) in the development 
c) in the nt:irrh1)orhood 
d) other 

66. \le~ you alonc~ at. tht! time? 
a) yes 
b) 110 - Hho 'tlaS H:i. th Y0U? 
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67. Did the offender enter the house ae;ainst your Hill? 
a) yes 
b) no 

68. IIhat Has the relationship of the offender to you? 
a.l didn't knoH him/her 
b spouoe 
e fo rmer zpouse 
(~) acquaintance 
e) other relative 
f) other 

69. Sex of offender. a) male b) female 

70. Approximate aeo of offender. 

71. Has he/she 

72. 

a) Hhite 
be) negro 

) other 

used? 
offender's budy (such as hittine Hith hands or fists) 
knife 
other object 
more than one of the aDove 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 

73. Did he/she do this because he/she 'Vras angry at something you had done? 
a) yes - \-That Has this you had done? I 
b) no _ 

74, '-las the crime reported? I 
a) yes - To Hhom was i t reported? 
b) no 

75. '-lhy did you report the crime? 

f!{ - Purse Snatchin~ 

76. Ha.vc you been a vic·tim of purGe snatching in the last year? 
a) yes - In this s1 te'? 
b) no 

77. Hhe:re did this happen? 
a) in the 
b) in the 
c) other 

78, '-lere you alone? 

neighborhood 
development 

. a) yes 
b) no - Hho waG Hi th you? 

79. Hhen did thls happen; what 10las the date? 

80, "'hat Hn.~ the time of day? 

8l, Hhat clny of the \1(W k Has it? 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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r; - J'lur.:;c Snalchinr,; 

82. Hhat Has -Lhe .relationship of thc ofremlcr to you? 
. a) clicln' t knoH him/her 

bJ acquaintance 
c) r:eln.t.ive' 
d) other 

83. Sex of offender. a) male b) female 

8L~ • Appro:{ima:to age of offender. 

85. ~'las he/she 

~l 
uhi'te 
nE!(Sro 
other 

86. D.Ld he/she do this because he/she Has ang:-cy at something you had clone? 
a) yes - Hhat }Tas this YOLl had done? 
b) no 

87. Has the crime :reported? 
a) yes - 'Eo Hhom Has it reported? 

. b) no 

88. 1'1hy did you report the crime? 

h - Rape 

89. Have you been a vict.im of raJ}e' in t.he last year? 
a) ;)res - In this 5i i.e? 
b) no 

90. Hhere did this happen? 
a) in your home 
b) on the street in 
c) somel'1here in the 

the neighborhood 
devE.~lopment 

d) othe!: 

91. Here you alone at the time? 
a) yes 
b) no - Hho Has ,'lith you? 

92. Did the offender enter the apartment against your Hill? 
a) yes 
b) no 

93. \'!h:m did t.h~ rn.:pc hal'pen; \rha't 'las the date? 

~~. Uhat. ,.:as the time of day? 

9.5. Uhat day of the Hock "Tas it? 

96. Uhat nan the relationship of the offender to you? 
a) didn't knot-( him 
b) former 51)011$8 

c) acqUt.1.iIltanee 
d) reI::!. t,i ve 
e) otber 
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h - Ha~ 

97. Approximate age of offender. 

98. Has he: a) Hhite' 
b) negro 
c) oth8r 

99. Diel he do this because he Has anc;ry D..t something you had done? 
a) yes - Hhat Has thIs you llo.d done? 
b) no 

100. Has the crime reported? 
a), yes - To Hhom Has it reported? 
b) no 

101. Hhy did you report the crime? 

i-General 

1. Hhen you (So Halking around the neighborhood, are you concerned or 
afl:aicl about things that miGht haJ:lpen? 

a) yes 
b) no 

2. Hhat do you have in mind happening? 

3. Do you feel that Hay more at sOlne times of the day than at others? 
a) yes 
b) no 

4. Think about problems in this projectj do you feel: 
a) safe anYHhere at anytime 
b) safe, if you're careful 
c) unsafe sometimes, no matter Hhat you do, or 
d) unsafe most of the time 
e) o'cher 

5. Are you i;l.fT'did to rlait at a bus stop in this neighborhood? 
a) cla.ytime 
b) niGhtime 
c) no 

6, As a result of the number of crimes aeainst the' elderly, have you found. it 
necessary to chanee the Hay you live or bebave? 

a) yes - HD1'l have you changed? 
b) no 

I 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

7. Have you alHays been afraid of beine criminally assaulted or do you think I 
that this is just a recent occurrance? 

a) alHays 
b) recent I 

8. Has fear, or the lack of it, increased \'lith ae;e? 
a) yas 
b) no I 

9. \'Tho.t in your at:.Lituclu LOHa.cd.s t\'".! t'ictro 'l'oronto 'pol'1co forae? I 
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1 

Introduction 

This paper will consider the place of crime pre

vention through environmental design in the general 

context of contemporary work in Environmental Psychology. 

The basic assumption underlying design approaches to 

crime prevent~on will be placed within the theoretical 

assumptions of Environmental Psychology, their adequacy 

assessed in relation to that theoretical framework and 

suggestions will be offered for possible future direc

tions. In order to accomplish this, the. historical con

text in which Environmental Psychology emerged as a 

separate field of study will be described to establish 

the broad intellectual trends represented by studies of 

environment and behavior in general. Then the specific 

forms which this thinking has taken over the last 20 

years of work will be examined in more detail with parti

cular reference to CPTED. Finally, implications and 

suggestions for future directions will be outlined. 

The theoretical assumptions underlying CPTED 

can be derived directly from current work and are stated 

more or less explicitly' in a number of LEAA sponsored 

reports. Using Elements of CPTED (Tien et al. 1976) 

as our primary source, four "design concepts" are listed 

as underlying the CPTED approach: tI(l) access control 

. . . operates to keep unauthorized persons out of a 
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particular locale; (2) surveillance ... consists 

basically of keeping potential offenders under observa

tion; (3) acti vi ty support . . . involves methods of 
• 

reinforcing existing or establishing new community activi

ties . . . a'nd (4 ) motivation reinforcement which seeks 

. . . to affect . . . offender motivation [and] to elicit 

positive, motivation-based behavior on the part of the 

non-offender" (p. xiii, cf also Chapter 3). Insofar as 

these design concepts are "statements regarding the inter-

a9tion between human behavior and the built environment" 

they can be reduc-d to two theoretical assumptions 

which will be crudely stated here and elaborated as we 

proceed. The first assumption holds that environments 

influence beh'aviors occurring wi thin them and the second 

states th~t environment~ influence the total set of ex

periences that individuals have within them. Both of 

course are concerned with overt behavior, the first 

directly and the second indirectly. They also, as we 

shall shortly see, derive from the core assumptions 

underlying all contemporary work in the study of en-

vironment and bheavior relationships. 

Origins of Environmental Psychology 

Environmental psychology, or more generally the 

study of environment C\Lnd behavior, as we know it today, 

I 
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was born in the year 1957. Any such specific dating of 

a broad intellectual movement is of course arbitrary and 

probably illusory, but in this instance, we have a 

particular confluence events which makes the year 1957 a 

useful reference point.- Humphrey Osmond's (1957) paper 

on "Function as the Basis of Psychiatric Ward Design lt 

is probably best known for its introduction of his con-

cepts of sociofugal and sociopetal spaces, but Osmond 

did more than that. He specified a list of behavioral 

requirements which environments could aid or hinder; he 

emphasized the importance of the way the large-scale 

environment is experienced; he suggested approaches 

toward the design of environments based on desired be-

havioral outdomes; and his conclusions were based on the 

work of an interdisciplinary group of psychiatrists, 
\ 

psychologists and architects. Admittedly, Osmond in 

1957 was writing about psychiatric hospitals and psy-

chiatric patients, but his paper can with considerable 

justification be seen as laying down the model on which 

20 years of-work in environmental bheavior has been 

based. It also shows that the assumptions later 

endorsed by CPTED were clearly incorporated into the 

earliest work in environmental psychology. 

Events moved quickly in the next year or two, 

and again one can single out a few arbitrary milestones. 
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Baker, Davies and Sivadon published "Psychiatric Services 

and Architecture" in 1959, although the first draft was 

prepared in 1957, thus making it contemporaneous with 

Osmond. Here again, in a collaboration between two 

psychiatrists and an architect, the behavioral criteria 

for architectural design are emphasized and design 

approaches suggested. This general constellation of 

ideas clearly was in the air at that time, as is fUrther 

shown by the first meeting of the AIA research committee 

in 1958, at which the general issue of architecture and 

behavior was the main item on the agenda and the first 

formal proposal for a systematic program of post-

occupancy evaluation was put forward. 

Architecture, although clearly taking the initia

tive, was not the only field touched by the interacting 

currents of that time. The social sciences were ripe for 

new directions of thought. One can cite again, as an 

almost arbitrary example from a potentially long list, 

Hall's (1958) publication of "The Silent Language," 

a forerunner of his later and more influential "Hidden 

Dimension." Exulllples fi'orn the other social scienees 

CQuld just as well be cited. It should be noted that 

OPTED emerged as a special field of study rather late in 

this era. Its formal beginnings are most properly placed 

in 1969, with the creation of the National Institute for 
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Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 3 but it was not until 

three or four years later that the formal recognition of 

environment-behavior relationships emerged as a viable 

approach to crime prevention. However, we will without 

further elab'oration assume that the assertion that the 

year 1957 represents the birth of modern environmental 

psychology has some justification. And this in turn means 

that we have a clear span of 20 years of work in this 

field to evaluate both as an enterprise in its own right, 

and as foundation on which future endeavbr can be con

structed. 

Intellectual Antecedents 

Howev,er, before proceeding with that undertaking 3 

a further excursion into the past may be illuminating. 

A date such as 1957 can be a nodal point in intellectual 

thought, but it does not and cannot represent a discon

tinuity in the history of thought. Many paths, many 

directions and many individuals, over both the near and 

the far periods of time, provide the intellectual 

impetus for the emergence of a new field of study. The 

nenrch for intellectual antecedent::; in 11. fasc:l.natlng and 

neve.r-ending program. The details can profitably be 

left to the experts in the history of ideas, but one 

cannot work in3 or read about, contemporary environmental 
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studies without becoming acutely aware of the influence 

of some of the more immediate intellectual forerunners. 

The intellectual debt all of the social sciences owe to 

Kurt Lewin has not and probably cannot be adequately 

expressed. 'This modest man of incalculable achievement, 

coming from the European tradition and yet spawning a 

truly American approach to the social sciences, is the 

silent co-author of much of the current writing in the 

field of environment and behavior and indeed of all 

social science approaches to social problems. Harry 

Stack Sullivan, perhaps the only authentic and certainly 

the greatest American psychiatrist, combined a deep and 

sympathetic understanding of the human condition with a 

hard and rigcirous understanding of its roots which we 

ourselves have created as the conditions of living. 

The best of environmental psychology continues to try to 

wed these two components. G. H. Mead, both by his life 

and his teachings, provides another model for all students 

of humans in their environment. Running counter to the 

mainstream of American sociology \'lith its emphasis on 

systematic structure, M~ad devel~ped a functional under

standing of man's role in nature, which has gradually 

become one of the dominant themes in environmental studies. 

And finally to complete our quartet of grandparents, we 

must add the name of John Dewey, whose influence on 
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American intellectual life has become so all-pervasive 

that it is rapidly becoming unnoticeable. None of these 

men lived to see the year 1957, but their spirit is as 

alive today as ever. Their relevance to our immediate 

discussion derives from two arguments, first, they pro

vided the intellectual position within which studies of 

environment and behavior, including CPTED, emerged and, 

second, as explicitly formulated, contempory environment 

and behavior, including CPTED, is a pale and partial repre

sentation of that position. Collectively they, and the 

intellectual currents they represent, gave us a picture 

of man with two major characteristics. First, human 

beings are necessarily and primarily part of the world 

and of nature. Dewey might have been speaking collec

tively for all when he saw "Man-in-action, not as some

thing radically set over against an environing world, 

nor yet as merely action in a world, but as action of 

and by the world in which man belongs as an integral 

cons ti tuent." But equally important is a second proposi

tion, which sees humanity as occupying a unique position 

and playing a unique role within the world of which it 

is a constituent part, a role which gives humanity 

responsibility for both its own and nature's destiny. 



Earlier Environment-Behavior Views 

Before examining how these broad themes were 

operationalized into principles underlying work in 

environment and behavior, it is instructive to look at 

the consteltation of beliefs about man's relationship 
, 
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to his environment which formed the dominant themes until 

20 years ago. To describe them as chaotic and contra

dictory is probably to understate the case. On the one 

hand, there lies the concept of environmental determinism, 

wi th a long history in human thought, whiGl} holds that 

a wide range of human behavior is directly and entirely 

determined by the environmental circumstances with-in 

which the behavior occurs. At the same time we find the 

equally influential but opposite view of environmental 

adaptation which sees human behavior as infinitely adapt-

able, and hence the environment becomes irrelevant. 

Environmental determinism has been held at one 

time or another by at least some proponents of almost 

every area of the social sciences. However, a more direct 

concern to the immed~ate discussion is the related con-

cept of archite,ctural detel'rninisrn, which formed a main 

theme in much architectural theorizing and practice. 

LeCorbusier's famous dictum that a house is a machine for 

living is perhaps not as extreme a statement of architec-

tural determinism as was Neutra's perhaps less known 
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claim that he could design a house which would guarantee 

either a happy or a disruptive marriage. This type of 

statement, echoed innumerable times, represented a 

mainstream in architectural thinking which if not totally 

abandoned within the last 20 years, has at least become 

a rather minor. and perhaps idiosyncratic position. 

Among many writers who have argued the case against 

architectural determinism, probably none have done so 

more eloquently than Broady (1968). 

However, it is a curious historical contradic

tion, that paralleling the belief in environmental de

terminism ran a perhaps more powerful trend within the 

behavioral sciences~ which essentially viewed the en

vironment as 'irrelevant to human behavior, or if not 

totally irrelevant at least inconsequential or peripheral. 

This line of thinking took many specific forms. For 

example, largely in the sociological literature, the 

concept of the environment as a stage setting was de

veloped. The environment is seen as a stage on which the 

drama of life is enacted (cf. Goffman). Like a stage 

set, the environment may add color and nuances) it may 

perhaps make some actions more salient, and others less 

so, but in the last analysis the play has already been 

written and unfolds relatively independent of the stage 

on which it takes place. 
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Social scientists who were particularly impressed 

wi th man I s adaptive ability have been inclined to give 

even less of a position to the environment. Anthropolo

gists, although very interested in the environmental 

settings for their studies, nevertheless succeeded in 

showing that a wide range of essentially similar human 

behaviors can occur in vastly different environments. 

This evidence, coupled with the evolutionary insistence 

on the extreme adaptability of the human to a range of 

environmental conditions, made environmehtal adaptation 

a keynote for a large body of work. This position in 

its most extreme form holds that man can adapt success

fully to almost any environmental condition and that in 

this sense the environment is an irrelevant considera

tion in understanding human behavior. 

Belief in environmental adaptation, like environ

mental determinism, has collapsed within the last 20 

years under the onslaught of two different kinds of 

evidence. On~, of course, is the growing evidence that 

the position is simply wrong, that it is at least 

possible to create environments to which we not only 

cannot successfully adapt but within which we may not 

even be able to survive. A parallel source of evidence 

is the growing body of knowledge about the toll that 

adaptation exacts. Adaptation is always at a price, and 

the price in terms of reduced efficiency and quality of 
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living may be too high to pay. The most eloquent and 

influential writer in this vein is certainly Rene Dubos, 

whose IIMan Adaptingll represents a recognized landmark. 

These two obviously contradictory and demon-

strably unsuccessful views of environmental determinism 

on the one ha~d and environmental adaptation on the other 

were replaced rather abruptly 20 years ago by the belief 

that the environment is directly and importantly rele-

vant for human behavior, and that it is relevant in 

particular ways. When we recognize the prevailing views 

into which these beliefs were introduced, it is not sur

prising that the net result was riot a final or definitive 

approach and that twenty years of study may reveal the 

need for reconceptualization. 

Contemporary Principles of Environment and Behavior 

Two general principles emerged which have become 

the cornerstones of work over the past 20 years. They 

were already articulated in Osmond's 1957 paper and, as 

we have already briefly seen, were later incorporated 

into the working assumptions of CPTED. We will label 

these two principles of environment-behavior relationships 

(1) Enviror~ent as facilitator of behaviors and (2) 

Environment as stimulus for experience. 

The principle of environmental facilitation sees 

environments neither as determining behavior nor as the 
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passive setting within which behavior occurs, but rather 

as interacting actively with the behaving individual in 

such a way that certain environments are more likely to 

elicit certain kinds of behavior and to inhibit other 

kinds of behavior than are other environments. This 

principle of environmental facilitation has led to a 

large volume of work in the past 20 years, work impres

sive not only in its magnitude but also in its quality. 

In general, this body of studies has either looked at 

environments to see what kinds of behavior are facilitated, 

or has looked at particular behaviors to see what kinds 

of environments may facilitate or inhibit them. The 

overall product is usually intended to be either a set 

of principle~ which will enable one to predict the kinds 

of behaviors to be encountered in particular environ

ments, or a set of design guidelines which will make it 

possible to design environment which will facilitate 

particular desired types of behavior and perhaps inhibit 

other undesired types of behavior. 

The second environmental principle sees the large

sCQle environment as a psychological stimulus. In this 

position the entire environment rather than discrete 

and separate elements within it is the relevant stimulus 

for human behavior and experience. This had led to the 

emergence of new fields of study and the resurgence of 
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dormant fields 8uch as environmental perception, envir

onmental image and environmental aesthetics, on the one 

hand, and specific environmentally-related behaviors 

on the othe~ hand, such aR territoriality, crowding, 

privacy, and the like. The ultimate goal of this line 

of endeavor is essentially theoretical and is aimed at 

developing a comprehensive understanding of mants psy

chological and social responses to the large-scale 

environment. 

Principles Applied to CPTED 

It was earlier stated that two assumptions can 

be identified as underlying CETED, first, that environ

ments influence behavior and second that environments 

influence the experiences of individuals in them. It 

is now apparent that these assumptions can be more 

precisely and more correctly stated in terms of the 

operating principles of environment as facilitator and 

environment as stimulus .. 

It is therefore clear that CPTED fits directly 

into the mainstream of work over the past 20 years in 

the broader area of environment and behavior. It is 

not some maverick field of investigation, only peripher

ally or indirectly related, nor is it some esoteric 

attempt at application of findings derived in relatively 
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unrelated areas. The two general principles underlying 

study all in this field have been incorporated as 

operating assumptions by CPTED. First, it is assumed 

that environments can be designed in ways that will 

facilitate b'ehaviors inimicable to crime and inhibit 

behaviors cond.uci ve to crime. A derived hypothesis holds 

that any design elements that increase an individual's 

sense of identity and belonging to a particular area 

contribute to his sense of responsibility for his own 

and other's behavior in that area, and that providing 

the opportunity for exercising these responsibilities 

will lead to behaviors that are inimicable to the per

formance of criminal acts. As we shall see this is a 

reasonable ap'proach in the light of other work. This 

sense of belonging and responsibility probably operates 

most strongly at the small scale level, that is, the 

scale of the neighborhood, block or the dwelling unit. 

In the opposite direction, any environmental aspects 

that increase the sense of anonymity or of increased 

pressures and stresses sensed by the individual, with a 

concomitant restriction'of the range of behaviors open 

to him ana of the physical areas seen as relevant to 

him, may be assumed to produce a general constellation 

of behaviors more conducive to the conduct of criminal 

acts. 
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Moving away from the environment as a facilitator 

of behavior, toward the. environment as a stimulus for 

experience, two major elements of environmental exper

ience seem particularly relevant, the perception of risk 

and the perdeption of control. These, to a certain extent, 

,operate reciprocally. There is a growing body of evi

dence to suggest that the person who perceives himself 

as having control over events is more likely to act 

effectively in any particular situation, and in fact 

exercise that control or even make a reality out of 

what was initially a perception of control (Perlmutter 

and Monty 1977). This of course applies equally to 

the individual who may experi'ence himself as able to 

control whether he or others become victims of crime, 

and to the potential offender who may experience himself 

as being able to control the outcome of his criminal 

undertaking. Although the empirical evidence is weak, 

it may be presumed that thE increased sense of control 

will act to decrease the perception of risk. In any 

event, it is clear that the perception "of risk is an im

portant element in the control of crime. Certainly the 

potential offender who perceives a high level of risk 

associated with his act is less likely to carry out the 

act. The relationship of perceived risk and crime in 

general by the public'is less clear but on theoretical 



grounds one could expect, perhaps paradoxically, that 

the greater the fear of crime, the less the likelihood 

of effective individual action begin taken. 
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There probably are other both general and more 

specific in~tanbes of the application of principles ~n 

the field of environment and behavior to crime prevention 

through environmental design. The general conclusions, 

however, would remain unchanged, that first, this field 

of endeavor is a legitimate and proper member of the 

general constellation of studies and inv'estigations 

carried out in the field of environment and behavior, 

and second, not surprisingly, that the general set of 

principles adopted by workers in CPTED are directly 

derived from 'work in the parent field of environment and 

behavior. 

Status of Basic Principles 

It is important and instructive to look at the 

body of work based upon the two general principles of 

environmental facilitation and environmental experience 

in order to evaluate ho~ successful they have been up 

to now, and how effectively :hey may ~et've ue an e;ul<.le

lines in the future. A complete and somprehensive 

survey is far beyond the limits of this paper. Stokols 

(1977) gives us some ~dea of the magnitude of such an 

endeavor. In his forthcoming review of,the pas t five 
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years of environmental psychology, he lists no fewer than 

ten textbooks, six edited readers, 30 "s tate-of-the-

art" monographs, along with several hundred specific 

empirical and theoretical articles yielding a total 

bibliographj of close to 500 items. It is a reflec-

tion not on hi.s thoroughness but rather on the impossi

bility of his task to note that the present writer has 

detected several emissions from even this gargantuan 

list. Fortunately, the goal of evaluating the pro

ductivity and value of the two underlyin~ principles 

can probably better be served by a selective and impres

sionistic look at work in a limited number of areas than 

by a more complete thorough and systematic coverage of 

the entire literature. 

Studies of the environmental facilitation of 

behavior tend to be organized around particular types 

of environments, and most usually around particular 

kinds of institutional environments. We can choose 

two of these, hospitals and housing, as broadly repre

sentative of the kind of work carried out and indicative 

of both· the values nnu 'tllC nhorLeorn.Lnr;n 01' contemporary 

approaches. 

The modern era of studies of environment and 

behavior, as we have seen, started with the mental 

hospital, and quickly' expanded to include the general 
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hospital as well. How successful has this work been? 

One possible indication is to compare contemporary hospital 

design with that of 20 or so years ago. The change is 

rather dramatic and striking. From the overall configura

tion of the ~paces, to such specific details as the type 

of rooms provided, their relationship to each other, the 

nature and function of the nursing station, and a variety 

of details, one sees an all-pervasive interest in the 

behavioral consequences of these design decisions. In 

very important ways hospitals today simply are not de-
/ 

signed the way they were a quarter of a century ago. 

It would be both presumptuous and probably false to 

claim that these changes have come about entirely as the 

result of work in the general area of environment 

and behavior. However, in that area in connection with 

hospital design has been within and contributing to the 

mainstream of developments in that field. From this per-

spective we must therefore consider that group of studies 

a success in some general sense. 

However, it is also true that there has been 

developing a direction of thinking which throws into 

question the continuing utility of studies in the direc-

tion of those in the past. As one example out of many, 

we can look at the report of the section on Psychiatry 

and Architecture at the 19th International Hospital 
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Congress in 1975 (1976). Out of seven papers presented, 

only two can even remotely be considered to represent 

the standard approach to relationships between the 

environment and behavior, which has been characteristic 

of work in the pas t 20 years. The remaining papers are 

broadly theoretical and are concerned one way or another 

with the larger questions of the role of the environment 

i,n human health and well being. This conference is thus 

indicative of a trend away from the concept of treatment 

of illness and toward the concept of facilitation of 

health. The "Hospital" which changes its name to 

"Health Care Facility" is thus symbolic of a very basic 

underlying attitudinal and philosophical change. 

Emphasis on the promotion of health and the prevention 

of illness, perhaps more properly called primary pre

vention (cf. Kessler and Albee 1975) coupled with evi

dence that most of the psychological and physical ills 

of today are environmentally related, throws into question 

the utility of an approach which looks for specific en

vironments which facilitate specific kinds of behaviors. 

Studies along this line.ha.ve certainly contributed to the 

development of this new and emerging type of approach 

to health care and in that way may have contributed to 

their own demise. There is considerable reason to ques

tion whether contemporary approaches to prevention and 
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treatment of illness with their deep environmental commit

ments can adequately be served by the research principles 

of the past 20 years. 

Although studies of OPTED are not as mature as 

hospital resea.rch, it is reasonable to ask if they may 

not be following the same historical path. Starting with 

some very specific direction of environmental facilita

~ion (e.g., surveillance) this work is already having 

some influence on a variety of design issues. At the 

same time, if the hospital research is any indication, 

research in OPTED may be expected to reveal progressively 

deeper layers of environmental influence which ultimately 

will lead to a better understanding of the fundamental 

environmental' roots of criminal behavior. At this point, 

the emphasis on environmental facilitation of isolated 

and discrete behaviors will come to be seen as unrealisti

cally superficial, and interest may well focus on broader 

environmental approaches to "primary prevention" of crime. 

This sequence of course is not inevitable, but the history 

of hospital research tells us that we may be wise to 

anticipate it. 

The topic of housing, and studies of environ

mental facilitation of behavior in relation to housing, 

offers a somewhat different history from the preceding. 

The most significant changes brought a.bout by studies in 
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this area are probably related to broad gauge policy 

issues and large scale decisions rather than specific 

environmental components and limited types of behavior. 

Some of the most important contributions of housing 

studies have by now become classic parts of the litera

ture. The importance of maintaining established neigh

borhood patterns of living, and the psychological and 

social dangers inherent in interfering with these patterns, 

have become so firmly recognized and so strongly embedded 

in our everyday thinking that we sometim~s forget that 

these principles are products of the past 20 years. 

The importance of behavioral criteria in large scale 

housing decisions unfortunately had to be first demon

strated through massive and sometimes devastating failures, 

of which Prui tt-Igoe has become the symbol. However', 

other equally important but perhaps less dramatic issues 

have also gradually been clarified in the course of 20 

years of renearch. For example, the importance of manage

ment policies in public housing has been shown, as in 

Bechtel's (1972) study showing that management policies 

CCln bring about a self-perpetuatlnr; sense of dependency 

on the part of the occupants. These and other accomplish

ments are important products of research in the field of 

environment and behavior, and it is probably correct and 

fair to give that research major credit for their -

emergence. 
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However, when we move from the field of general 

policy to the specific design of housing units, far 

less change and far less of a contribution by environ

ment and behavior studies is manifested. Perhaps the 

most dramatfc and widespread change in housing design, 

the mobile home, has been grossly neglected as a subject 

for research. Other aspects of housing design in general 

have not seen anything like the transformation that is 

evident in other fields. Indeed it is probably fair to 

say that the majority of changes in houslng design have 

been in response to economic pressures rather than to 

behavioral or any other kind of research. 

In the context of this paper, it is important 

to note that ~he concept of defensible space as intro

duced by Newman stands in a unique position somewhat 

contradictory to this conclusion. Defensible space 

clearly stands in the tradition of the concept of 

environmental facilitation, representative of studies 

over the past 20 years. It is explicitly an attempt to 

design housing environments which will facilitate a 

particular type of beha~ior on the part of the occupants. 

However, in spite of this and a few other notable 

esceptions, the current trend in approaches to the re

lationship between housing and behavior seems to be moving 

in directions away from the application of the limited 
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principle of environmental facilitation, towards some 

new and broader theoretical approach. For example, the 

general concept of what might be called the natural 

history of an environment has received considerable 

support in the area of housing studies. By this concept 

is simply meant the notion that neither environments 

nor behaviors nor the relationship between them can be 

considered as static entities. Environment-behavior 

relationships change, modify and develop over time, and 

understanding or specifying that relationship at any 

given moment in time is an arbitrary and in many cases 

meaningless slice out of an ongoing process of change. 

Within housing this general approach has led to at least 

two very important and influential movements. One, 

the trend toward life cycle costing, is certainly not 

a product of environment-behavior studies in housing, 

but it has received important support and impetus from 

those studies. It is likely to have broad and far

reaching effects on the entire housing design field. 

A second trend, again not limited to housing but very 

strongly if not completely influenced by environmental 

behavIor studies, is the growing interest in post

occupancy evaluation. From virtually zero 20 years ago, 

this field of study has grown dramatically until in a 

recent survey Bechtel '(1978) has reported over 1300 

separate post-occupancy studies of housing. Although 
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this is an impressive number it must certainly be con

sidered as the beginning of what wil.l ultimately become 

a much greater and even more influential effort. The 

signi:icant conclusion from the field of housing must be 

that the model of environmental facilitation is losing 

whatever specific validity it had in that area and new 

principles and new approaches are emerging and must be 

developed. 

The studies of environmental facilitation tend 

to be, as we have noted, aimed at particular environments 

and particular kinds of behavior. Other settings besides 

those of hospitals and housing could have been selected. 

The overall picture, however, would not be changed. The 

ultimate aim of this type of study is, as indicated 

earlier, the development of a set of principles enabling 

us to predict behavior in particular settings and a set 

of design guidelines enabling us to design environments 

for particular behaviors. Perhaps nowhere is this more 

explicitly stated than in the area of CPTED. 

A number of efforts to provide such design 

guidelines for architects and other designers have been 

made. This is sometimes seen as an attempt to provide 

applications of diverse research findings in terms of 

design generalizations. "Bridging the applicability 

gap" is a catch phrase sometimes heard in this context, 
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but strictly speaking thi- is probably not the correct 

view. The concept of environmental facilitation typically 

involves, as one of its research products, the discovery 

of design principles and their relationship to particular 

behaviors in particular environmental settings rather 

than applying broad behavioral principles discovered 

in another context. In any event, a number of books 
• 

(e.g., Canter and Lee 1974, Lang et ale 1974, Zeisel 

1975) have been offered in this connection. It is fair 

to say that the venture has not been particularly suc

cessful. Designers in general do not find in them the 

kind of immediate, practical formulae that they need 

in order to make designing for behavior analogous to, 

let us say, designing for structural integri ty. This 

type of goal, although frequently implicitly or ex-
. . 

plicitly stated, is probably not a valid one even to 

aim for, but nevertheless valid generalizations concern-

ing design and behavior relationships are very few. 

Most workers in the field continue to believe that 

ad hoc studies of each specific situation still represent 

the most adequate way of getting the necessary behavioral 

information. What this all adds up to, in summary of 

20 years of studies of environmental facilitation, is 

that a large and important body of useful and valid 

knowledge has been accumulated, some important and far 
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reaching effects have been brought about, but the number 

of useable and valid generalizations remains severely 

limited. If this conclusion is true for studies of en

vironment and behavior in general, it is also true for 

that s ubEet 'of studies under CPTED. 

The second major principle underlying work in 

environment and behavior, after the environment as 

facilitator of behavior, has been labeled the environment 

as stimulus for experience, of which the CPTED principle 

of motivation reinforcement can be seen as a special 

case. This general principle has led to work in two 

major areas, one having to do with environmental percep

tion, meanings, and images, and the other with more 

particular wi.ys of experiencing environments in terms 

of concepts such as privacy, crowding and territoriality. 

We shall look at these two aspects separately. 

Environmental perception as it has come to be 

treated in the literature of environment and behavior 

has developed a wider range of definitions than is 

customary in the m.ore traditional studies of perception. 

This has been accompani~d by a wider and more varied 

methodology (Whyte 1977). Environmental perception, 

in fact, subsumes not only traditional perception, but 

also imagery, meaning, valuation and affect. Each of 

these aspects has important relevance not only for the 
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general study of environment and behavior, but also to 

the more spe~ific issues involved in crime prevention. 

Environmental imagery or "cognitive mapsll have generally 

come to be recognized as the ways in which we cognize 

large-scale ~nvironments in terms of their spatial 

relationships .(Downs and Stea 1973, 1977). Envirortmental 

valuation ha.s been used largely as a way of assessing 

people's environmental preferences and singling out those 

environments which attract particular individuals and 

those which either are neutral or repel them (Craik and 

Zuhe 1976). This in tUrn is very ~losely related to 

aspects of the affective response to environments and 

questions of environmental aesthetics (Wohlwill 1976). 

The s~ecific issue of the perception of environ

mental risk has been treated as a special topic and has 

direct relevance to issues of crime prevention. "Some 

tentative conclusions may be reached about perception 

of urban risk. The awareness of risk is a common, 

constant part of the urban dweller's experience, ranging 

from the possibility of simple annoyances, to loss of 

property, invasion of one I G horne and pe.:rson, to violence 

and even death. The urban dweller develops strategies 

for coping with these perceived risks, by restricting 

the options he sees open to him, and by developing a 

pattern of action based on these options. By the 
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expenditure of considerable effort, and by imposing limits 

on his choice of actions, theurban dweller develops a 

way of life which he perceives as relatively free of 

risks for himself, without altering his perception of 

the generali,zedrisks of the urban scene" (Ittelson 1978). 

Environmental meanings associated with particu

lar environmental elements also constitute a major area 

of environmental perception. Although virtually all 

aspects of environment have been studied in terms of 

meanings, probably the most extensive and certainly the 

most relevant are those having to do with the neighbor

hood and home. Jane Jacobs' familiar pictures of the 

urban neighborhood, the block and the sidewalk, for 

example, are more than descriptions of behavior, they 

are related to very deeply seated patterns of meaning 

of those areas to the individuals who lived there. 

Other studies of neighborhood tend to confirm the general 

picture that the neighborhood, however it may be defined 

by the individual, takes on a constellation of important 

personal meanings. This becomes particularly salient 

when we move to the level of the house. Cooper's well 

known work on the house as symbol of self, suggesting 

along with others that the house expresses both to the 

outside world and to ourselves a desired self-image, has 

been amplified by the 'work of Hayward (1976) on the 
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constellation of meanings associated with home. It is 

interesting to note that Hayward found that the home as 

a physicai place occupied a rather low place in the 

hierarchy of meanings, although this finding has not been 

generalized 'beyond the middle class urbanites of Hayward's 

sample. 

All aspects of environmental perception and cog

nition, imagery, meanings, aesthetics, values, affect 

and probably others yet to be identified, combine in 

ways that are not yet clear into the general sense or 

experience of environmental quality. While the defini

tion of environmental quality is still in its formative 

stage, the reality of the concept is generally recog

nized and has' important relevance for any attempt at 

environmental intervention. Any attempt to design or 

alter environments in order to facilitate particular 

kinds of behaviors must also take into account the 

consequences for perceived environmental quality. It 

may be assumed that behavioral gains .(e.g., lower crime 

rate) made at the expense of environmental quality 

(e.g., living in a fortreso) are no r;ains a.t all. 'l'he 

problem for the environmental designer then is seen 

as producing environments which will at the same time 

both facilitate particular kinds of behaviors and serve 

as stimuli for the experience of improved environmental 

quality. 
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The environment as a stimulus for the experience 

of crowding has received growing attention in recent 

years. A continuing number of articles and a growing 

number of books explore many aspects of urban crowding 

in particula'r (Baum and Epstein 1977, Booth 1976, Freedman 

1975). The exact specification of what is meant by 

crowding, however, continues to be a matter of debate. 

Is it numbers of people or density? Is it in the 

environmental stimulus or is it in the psychological 

response? Does it vary with the task and situation? 

These and a host of other questions remain open for 

discussion in the literature. However, with very few 

exceptions, there seems to be a general consensus that 

the experience of crowding, when it occurs, has mostly 

negative or detrimental effects. Crowding, stress and 

the experience of deteriorating environmental quality 

seem to go hand in hand. As many authors have noted, 

privacy and territoriality seem to be part of the 

general constellation of concepts of which crowding also 

forms a part (e.g., Altman 1975). Theoretical and ,. 
empirical studies abound, and any summary will do In-

justice to most. However, if there is a general thread 

running through all this work, it seems to be the twin 

concepts of control and choice. Privacy has something 

to do with the apility to choose and control interactions 
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with other individuals; territoriality deals with choos

ing and controlling particular areas of space, and crowd

ing has to do with violations of one or the other or 

both of these aspects of choice and control. 

Thii ve~y brief look at some of the ways in 

which the role· of the large scale environment as a 

psychological stimulus has been studied and concep

tualized does not begin to exhaust the range of work 

already accomplished nor the possibilities of future 

work in this rapidly expanding area of study. Reccgni

tion of the psychological significance of the large-

scale environment stands as one of the major contributions 

of the work in environment and behavior. If this endeavor 

is far from c'omplete, it is simply a reflection of the 

magnitude of the task of incorporating the large-scale 

environment into a psychology which has so long ignored 

and neglected it. 

Current Status of Environment-Behavior Studies 

What, in summary, can one say about the large 

body of work done in the past 20 years in the general 

field of environrncrit and beltn.v.!.or·, wor'!< or'\ent;cd an we 

have seen around the two major principles of the environ

mental facilitation of behavior and the environment as 

psychological stimulu~? The answer to this question is 
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more than academic interest to those concerned with 

crime prevention. Insofar as the basic principles of 

crime prevention, through environmental design have been 

shown to be identical with those of studies of environment 

and behavioi in general, so will the ultimate success 

of CPTED as presently conceived be tied to the success 

or failure of that larger study. 

Perhaps the most adequate summary would be to 

state a paradox. Work in environment and behavior has 

had a tremendous impact on all areas of design and social 

sCience, and at the same time it has experienced a 

limited success. Its impact is clear. One simply 

cannot think about or talk about a whole range of prob

lems today in ways that were acceptable a short time 

ago. New problems, new formulations of old problems, 

and a wide range of new methodologies have become an 

accepted and necessary part of everyday thinking among 

professionals in a variety of fields. It has become 

almost second nature tothink of the environment and 

environmental design in connection with almost any 

psychological or behavioral issue. And at tile nallle time, 

it is equally unavoidable to think of behavioral issues 

when faced with any design problem. These are important, 

widespread and irreversible contributions of the study 

of environment and behavior. Nevertheless, we cannot 
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claim very great success in solving many of the problems 

which have been posed by this new way of thinking. 

Perhaps this is simply a question of time. After all, 

the field is new and the problems are difficult. If, 

for example,' we do not yet know everything necessary in 

order to prevent crime through environmental design, 

this may simply be a reflection of the fact that the 

study is new and knowledge slow to accumulate. There 

is much to be said for this position. There is no doubt 

that a body of useful knowledge has been' accumulated 

which can be applied to that and other types of problems. 

On the other hand, there is probably also a more 

deep and underlying issue involved in the relative lack 

of success of studies of environment and behavior in 

solving particular problems. Work in this field has 

tended toward atheoretical, empirical studies whose 
.• <' 

greatest generality can be obtained through empirical 

generalizations. What theory there is has been either 

imperfectly developed as yet, or transferred with 

rather limited success from theories developed in other 

areas of study. And yet if the history and theory of 

science tells us anything, it tells us that the empiri-

cal generalization is an extremely weak and limited tool, 

whereas the adequate and well worked out theory is the 

main tool of scientific advance. Of course, studies 
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of environment and behavior share to varying degrees 

the theoretical underpinnings common to other areas of 

the social sciences and the design field. The great 

promise of this new approach is that it may offer the 

direction td a theoretical synthesis which has not been 

available until the present. 

The shortcomings of the study of environment and 

behavior are also the shortcomings of attempts at crime 

prevention through environmental design. We have seen 

that these shortcomings are essentially of a theoretical 

nature. They show up first in a general inadequacy of 

the principle of environmental facilitation to be able 

to cope with the range of issues at which it is aimed. 

Environmentai facilitation by its very nature assumes 

specific environmental designs aimed at facilitating 

specific types of behaviors, but both environments and 

behaviors tend to be global, and holistic, rather than 

diverse and atomistic. As we have seen in the develop

ment of health·facilities and in the study of housing, 

as two examples, the limited concept of environmental 

facilitation simply pro~es inadequate to the issues as 

they emerge out of the study. The study of health 

facilities has inevitably found itself drawn into the 

arena of the role of the environment in the primary 

prevention of illness, and the study of housing 
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facilities has inevitably found itself drawn into the 

question of longitudinal studies covering long ranges of 

time. Similarly, one can predict that one measure of 

success of attempts at prevention of crime through en

vironmental 'design by manipulating a limited range of 

environmental ·opportunities and risks will be the extent 

to which this is seen as an inadequate formulation of the 

problem. The need for extension into environmental. con

trol at the prevention level as well as the investigation 

of longitudinal effects will inevitably become· a more 

salient part of this endeavor. 

Whether applied to crime prevention or to any 

other aspect of environment and behavior, the forego~ng 

considerations point to the necessity for the develop

ment of a different theoretical approach, or at least 

an extension of the two principles which have guided 

work over the past two decades. Clearly one can only 

take a wide overview of the field and suggest what seem 

to be fruitful directions for the development of a 

theory of environment and bebavior. The concluding 

comments of this paper will briefly consider that 

question. 

It may be fruitful to take as our starting point 

the very gener~l principles, or view of mankind, sug

gested as the intellectual roots of environmental 
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psychology. These principles, as we have seen, hold 

first, that human beings are necessarily and primarily 

part of the world and of nature and second, that within 

the world of which it is a constituent part, humanity 

plays a unique role which gives it responsibility for 

both its own and nature's destiny. It is clear from 

what we have seen that this grand view of mankind as 

part of and central to the natural environmental. processes 

of our planet is but poorly represented in current 

studies of environment and behavior. It' has already been 

suggested that this is a consequence of the adoption 

of the operating principles of environmental facilitation 

and environment as stimulus. It is not that these prin

ciples ar.e wr'ong, but rather that the;y are incomplete 

representations of a larger and more complex process. 

If we look at man in action as part of the 

natural environment rather than outside it and acting 

on it, a somewhat different perspective emerges. The 

scientist, as himself man in action, cannot stand out

side this process in order to understand it. However, 

he can as SCientist abstract from the process in many 

different ways, some of which are more likely to be 

fruitful than others. Perhaps the most general level 

of abstraction is to see a reciprocal relationship in 

which man alters his environment and the environment 
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in turn alters man. The key pOints to be stressed are 

that it is a reciprocal relationship with no starting 

or ending point and 'that no one direction of effect 

is more important or has a higher priority than the other. 

The elements' and the directions of effect (i. e., environ-
I 

ment on man or'man on environment) are abstractions from 

a unitary process in which they do not have a real ex-

i'stence that transcends their nature or abstractions. 

When man alters the environment, he simultaneously and 

as a very part of that act alters himself; when the 

environment changes, man is also changed as part of the 

very process of environmental change itself. Nevertheless, 

if these precautions are kept in mind, it is undoubtedly 

useful to look upon a person-environment system as the 

basic unit of analysis. Wi~hin this system individuals 

and groups experience the environment in particular ways, 

and act on the environment in ways intended to change 

(or maintain) the nature of that experience in desired 

directions. 

This process can be seen to operate at all levels 

of scale. The individual in his own intimate surround-

ings exercises a direct and personal control over his 

environment, he in fact "personalizes" it in ways in

tended to enhance and reinforce his own sense of well~ 

being. But the same process operates at the other end 
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of the scale when large social groupings join together 

to bring about massive technological environmental 

manipulation. The separation of human goals from tech

nological action is a recent historical development and 

one which a 'proper science of environment and behavior 

can help to reverse. 

In this perspective we can now see why the 

principles of environmental facilitation and environment 

as stimulus have proved inadequate. They have abstracted 

out and concentrated on only one aspect of the process, 

that of the effect of the environment on man. In doing 

so, and by treating this aspect as if it were the entire 

story, they have distorted the total process to such an 

extent as to ~ake it unrecognizable and unintellig1ble. 

To be sure, the role of t'he effect of man on his environ

ment has been generally neglected in the behavioral 

sciences. In its own neglect of this topic, the study 

of environment and behavior has only followed in that 

tradition. 

However, at the same time the study of environ

ment and behavior has paradoxically always had within 

it the seeds of intellectual revolution capable of 

overthrowing that limited and traditional approach. 

Insofar as this study has been concerned with environmental 

design aimed at influencing behavior, it has indirectly 
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approached this potential. That it has not teen fully 

realiz~d grows out of the fact that this aspect has been 

seen as a product of other research, an "application!! 

of behavioral research to design, rather than as a basis 

aspect of the process under study. It is precisely here 

that the study. of crime prevention through environment 

design can perhaps make its major contribution. If it 

c.an formulate its problem wi thin the general theoretical 

assumptions that give man the responsibility for his own 

and nature's future through the exercise· of his capacity 

for environmental manipulation, it has the potential 

not only of solving its own problem but also of creating 

a new paradigm for a new generation of studies in en

vironment and· behavior. 

Summary 

Environmental design approaches to crime preven

tion have been placed in the general context of the 

larger study of environment-behavior relationships. 

The stem from the same intellectual roots use the same 

operating principles and have essentially the same re

senrch and applied goals. CPTED thus represents a sub

set of the field of environment and behavior and can be 

expected to experience the same successes and share the 

same limitations as the parent field. The successes 

have been many and the limitations are real. It is 
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suggested that fully exploiting the opportunities offered 

by current approaches, CPTED may well recognize their 

limits in planning for future work. 
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MOTIVATION 

A particular behavior is imbedded in both a physical and psy-

chological context. The physical context includes not only the 

physical environment but also the physical characteristics of the 

organism. These characteristics might be labelled capabilities and 

limitations. The psychological environment is an intraindividual 

phenomenon including but not limited to the history of the organism, 

characteristic perceptual patterns, expectations, values, etc. In-

evitably, there are also interactions between the physical and psy-

chological environments. The field theories of people like Lewin 

(19.r!) and Vroom (1964) adequately represent thflse mUltiple deter-

minants in single units of behavior. 

Nevertheless, even though one has accepted mUltiple determinism 

as implied by field theoretic approaches, there are still a large 

number of questions to be answered relative to both the identity of 

the variables in the physical and psychological environment and 

the manner in which these variables interact and coact to yield be-

havior units. Hypotheses concerning the identity and interactive 

characteristics of these variables would loosely' form the area 

called motivation. A more formal definition might be as follows: 

motivation concerns the conditions responsible for variations in the 

intensity. quality, and direction of ongoing behavior (Vinacke, 1962). 

Thus, the conditions which are hypothesized to affect the intensity, 

quality, and/or direction of ongoing behavior are the major sources 

of variation among theories of motivation. This definition is a 

rather broad one and leads one to ask what kinds of behavior would 

not be classified as motivated. In truth, there are very few 



behaviors which are not affected by the motivation level of the or

ganism. Two classes which might be excluded from consideration are 

habits and reflexes. As we shall see in later sections, the varia

bles which comprise the construct motivation vary from theory to 

theory. In addition, the importance of motivational variables in 

the range of behaviors exhibited by individuals also varies from 

theory to theory. 

2 

In this chapter, we will attempt to identify motivational theo

ries and approaches which are most appropriate to the study of crimi

nal behavior. More specifically, we will examine the feasibility of 

environmental intervention in the elimination and/or control of cri

minal behavior. We will first examine some general classes of moti-. 

vatianal theory as well as examples of those classes. Next, we will 

examine the similarities and dissimilarities of these approaches. 

Finally, we will examine the way in which each of the approaches 

might be used to deal with the problem of crime prevention and con

trol through environmental intervention. 

Parametric Considerations of Motivation Theories 

There are many alternative parameters which might be used to 

make distinctions among motivation theories. For example, one might 

use the types or numbers of variables in some causal chain as an 

index of differentiation. These differences can be thought of as 

phenotypic variations - differences in appearance rather than struc

ture. On the other hand, there are at least two genotypic (struc

tural) parameters which might be used to differentiate among motiva

tional approaches. These two genotypic parameters are theory content 

and theory process. This distinction was introduced by Campbell, 
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Dunnette, Lawler, and Weick (1970) as a heuristic device for com

paring and contrasting theories of motivation. By examining the 

content and process aspects, we are able to differentiate the strengths 

and weaknesses of various approaches. The content aspect of a theory 

emphasizes why behavior occurs. The process aspect emphasizes how be

havior occurs. Two theories ~lhich might help the reader see this dis

tinction are Piaget's theory of intellectual development and Freud's 

personality theory. In Piaget's theory, it is hypothesized that the 

child, in the course of maturation, encounters more and more informa

tion which must be processed. Unprocessed information somehow causes 

pain, discomfort, and insecurity. Piaget's propositions concerning 

the result of the interaction between child and environment (i.e., ten

sion produced by unprocessed information) form the content portion of 

his theory. He has labelled this concept "Equilibration." Once ten

sion exists in the form of unprocessed information, the child engages 

in some operation which will be directed toward processing the infor

mation. The operation can be described by a set of rules and actions 

which become progressively abstract as the child develops. An example 

of such a set of operations would be Piagetls concept of ITAccommoda

tion. 1I In the accommodation process, new information is incorporated 

oy means of fOrming new concepts to deal with it. This concept of 

accommodation represents a process, a series of actions with certain 

inevitable consequences. 

As anqther example, consider Freud's distinction between Libido 

and defense mechanisms. Libidinal energy was considered to be a cen

tral force in behavior. It represents, in conjunction with the con

cepts of the Id, Ego, and Superego, the content of Freud's theory of 
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personality. Defense mechanisms on the other hand were rather mecha-

nical procedures which one might use to dispel uncomfortable tension. 

They were thought to work in consistent patterns. In short, they re-

presented at least one of the process components of Freud's theory. 

In the next section, we will examine several basic motivational 

approaches in terms of their con.tent and process propositions in the 

hope that we might be able to identify those approaches which lend 

themselves most immediately to the consideration of criminal behavior 

and its modification. 

Reinforcement Theory 

The reinforcement approaches are often referred to as "environ-

mentalist" positions. The implication is that motivated or directed 

behavior is a result of environmental manipulation or intervention. 

There are three basic elements to the system: stimulus, response, 

and reinforcement or reward. The logic is simple and has been formal-

ized as the "law of effect": a behavior which is reinforced has a 

higher probability of occurring again than one which is not reinforced. 

This proposition rather clearly identifies the central role of the 

reinforcement process. 

As we will see in later sections, the role of response/reward 

contingency in behavior is an integral part of most theories of moti-

vation, regardless of whether the mechanism is explicit or implied. 
'< f\ 111 

In1there are many variations on this simple response/reinforcement 

theme, there are some rather elaborate hypothetico/deductive theories. 

Examples of these would be the work of Hull and Spence in the period 

from 1940-1955. There are some traditional inductive frameworks 

I 
such as Skinners, based primarily on the observed impact of a 
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particular environmental manipulation, such as the schedule of rein

forcement. In addition, there are some novel inductive appro.aches 

based on stochastic processes. An example of this type of approach 

would be Premack's principle which suggests that the reinforcement 

process may be defined in terms of the interaction of high probabili

ty and low probability behaviors (19651. 

Most reinforcement approaches emphasize process propositions. 

In spite of that, there is an implied content component in the law 

of effect. The implication is that something in the response/reward 

association is pleasing to the organism. This pleasure might be 

thought of as an ~motion in humans - a psychophysiological state. 

Thus, by extension and implication, the reinforcement approach pro

poses that individuals engage in particular activities to maximize 

pleasure and minimize pain. This is a rather glib and somewhat 

exaggerated statement of the role of hedonic mechanisms in behavior 

but it makes the point that even theories which are billed as "pro

cess theories ll have content implications. 

The most well documented and articulate proponent of the rein

forcement approach has been B. F. Skinner. Skinner has emphasized 

the role of reinforcement schedule on behavior. This emphasis has 

been extended to include the concept of stimulus control such that 

once a reinforcer has been identified, the rate of presentation of 

that reinforcer (~esponse/reward contingency) will determine the 

degree to which the "experimenterll or environmental agent can main

tain control over the organism. This principle has been broadened 

to a more general concept known as stimulus control (Terrace, 19~~). 

In this broadened framework, the question becomes "how can the 
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organism be brought under the control of a discriminative stimulus?" 

The answer to that question implies actions on the part of the envirou

ment (or the environmental agent), including but not limited to the 

manipulation of reinforcement schedules. 

In summary, the process components of reinforcement theory as an 

approach to motivation would comprise stimulus/response/reward connec

tions. Variations in behavior would be brought about by changing one 

or more of those interrelationships. Implicit in this approach is 

the assumption that there are particular environmental elements which 

have the capacity to produce positive and negative feelings in in

dividuals. 

Need Theories 

Historically, need theories were based on the mechanisms implied 

by the more basic physiological drive theories. These drive theories 

proposed that there were basic, inescapable, drives which required 

action by the organism. They helped define the organism and were not 

directly properties of the environment, although the environment did 

have the capacity to effect the intensity of those drives at any par

ticular time. Hunger and thirst would be examples of basic drives. 

By definition, the human organism is required to replenish certain 

substances or perish. The need theories have used that replenishment 

model as an analogue for proposing psychological drive mechanisms. 

Thus, need theories propose that individuals are born with certain 

needs and that these needs must be met for the psychological healt 

of t~e organism. 

Examples of these theories are the propositions of Murray, 

Maslow, and McClelland. Henry Murray's personology (19EC~ was based 
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on the postulate that individuals could be characterized by profiles 

which represented the salience or importance of certain needs. The 

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) was intended to elicit information 

which enabled the construction of that profile. Others have proposed 

similar need systems but have implied either a universal salience of 

needs or a sequential salience of needs. McClelland (19L·I) implies 

a universal salience in his theory of Need Achievement. Maslow (19.:13) 

implies a sequential salience in his need heirarchy theory. 

Historically, need theories have tended to emphasize content 

over process. They have specified categories of needs which are re

lated to behavior of organisms. Thus, Maslow proposed five categories 

of needs which were salient to all humans at various points in their 

psychological development. These categories were physical, security, 

love, esteem, and self-actualization. McClelland proposed that in

dividuals might be described as responding to one of two needs: the 

need for achievement or the need to avoid failure. Although need 

theories have attempted to address the "why" of behavior, both im

plicitly and explicitly, these theories have also addressed some pro

cess considerations. Maslow's theory provides a good example. Maslow's 

need theory is known as a need heirarchy model. Figure 1 presents the 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

model schematically. The theory proposes that need are arranged in 

a prepotent heirarchy. This means that some needs are more powerful 

(or prepotent) than others when the competing needs are not fulfilled. 

Thus, the: model suggests that until physical needs are met, security 
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needs will not dramatically effect behavior. Similarly, until love 

needs are met, elements which might satisfy esteem needs have little 

effect on behavior. This heirarchial notion might be considered as 

a process mechanism. The process wr)u1d be labelled a frustration

Erogression mechanism. This implies that as long as one need level 

is not being met (the person's need is being frustrated) environmen

tal elements salient to that need will significantly affect behavior. 

Once that need has been satisfied or met, the individual will move 

to the next highest unfilled need. This movement up the heirarchy 

is the Erogression part of the mechanism. Thus, if one were to de

scribe the content and process components of Maslow's theory, the 

content aspect would consist of the five classes of needs while the 

process aspect would be embodied in the frustration progression mech

anism. 

Other need theorists have proposed different content. For ex

ample, McClelland proposes that the raw matet'ia1 of directed behavior 

is something called need for achievement. Herzberg (19S !n proposes 

that there are two classes of needs called hygiene needs and motiva

tor needs. In addition, other theorists have suggested other process 

mechanisms. For example, Alderfer (19(;7) proposes that there are both 

frustration-pLogression and frustration-regression mechanisms working 

in motivated behavior. Figure 2 presents Alderfer's model schematically. 

Insert Figure 2 about here 

The P...1derfer model also suggests a modification in Maslow's content 

propositions, changing the number of needs from five to three. 
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In the need approaches, motivation is based on some property of 

an organism at a given time. The emphasis is on the characteristics 

of the individual rather than the characteristics of the environment. 

The environment is changed to meet the needs of the individual. At 

least in the case .of Mas1aw, there is a more articulate presentation 

of both cantent and process in the need theories than in the rein-

farcement appraaches. It should be abviaus that any attempts ta con-

tro1 .or madify the behaviar .of the individual will probably be based 

an the cantingent satisfaction of salient needs. Thus, in some re-

spects, the app1icatian .of Mas1aw's theary might be seen as a slightly 

more sophisticated version of reinforcement theory. This point will 

be expanded cansiderab1y in a later section. 

Balance Thearies 

A third class of theories is based on the proposition that ar-

ganisms will expend energy in an attempt to maintain same -rnternaT 

homeostatic state. This state has been variously described as phy-

siologica1 (Berlyne, 19&"i), psychophysiological (Re1son,. 1~6_4), anp. 

cognitive (Festinger, 1967). By far, the most popular a~PE?ach. has 

been the cagnitive one. Festinger (1957) has propased that discar-

dant cognitions (particularly those representing expectation-reality 

discrepanciE=s) create tension in the organism. It is further assumed 

that this tlmsion is unpleasant, and that the organism will expend 

energy in an attempt to reduce this tension. Conversely, the absence 

of this tension is more appealing than the tension itself, and or-

ganisms will expend energy to maintain conditions which help avoid 

tension resulting from discordant cognitions. Thus, organisms will 

Be motivated a} to relieve the tension resulting from discordant 

.._-- ~·-'l 

I ..... _.-- .. _. 
I 
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cognitions and b) to maintain conditions which are related to the 

absence of such cognitive discordance (or dissonance). Festinger had 

some propositions concerning the way in which this tension might be 

relieved, but his primary contribution was in the content area of 

motivation. 

Other theorists have proposed that a very compelling argument 

for the notion of cognitive dissonance can be made from an examination 

of the effects of social comparisons. Romans (19:;:;), Adams (19L'~)' 

and Jacques (191../) have all proposed that individuals compare their 

inputs and outcomes in various situations with the inputs and outcomes 

of "significant others" and use the resulting information in making 

choices among alternative behavior patterns. They suggest that it is 

this social comparison which is responsible for the presence or ab

sence of tension in many situations. They further suggest more expli

citly than Festinger the ways in which such tension might be relieved. 

This extension of Festinger's theory has come to be known as Equity 

theory, and is based philosophically on an organism's application of 

the principle of distributive justice. 

Festinger supplied the content properties of the approach: dis

sonant cognitions cause discomfort. Others have supplied the process 

properties of the approach: social comparisons are the raw material 

for dissonance and dissonance induced tension has systematic effects 

on oehavioral choice. The general theme to Festinger's theory and 

all oalance theories is that homeostasis is pleasant and the absence 

of homeostasis is unpleasant. In addition, many of the balance 

theories place great emphasis on cognitive operations.. This is in 

stark contrast with the reinforcement and need theoristG who pay 

little or no attention to cognitive operations. 
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Inst1!.'utltentality Theory 

The proposed importance of cognitive activities in motivation 

is most clearly shown in a class of theories known as instrumentality 

theories. These theories generally include three separate components 

which combine to explain choice behavior in individuals, and energy 

expenditure based on choice. The three components are: instrumen

tality, expectancy; and valence. 

We usually decide to engage in a particular activity because we 

believe that it will provide us with something which we value. This 

simple statement can be used to describe the three components of in

strumentality theory. The perceived relationship between one outcome 

and another is known as instrumentality. Money is instrumental in 

obtaining various pleasant experiences; power is instrumental in 

accumulating money; etc. The perceived relationship between an action 

and an outcome is known @,s expectancy. I expect that if I work hard l , 

I will be paid well. I expect that if I marry the boss' son I will 

accumulate power; etc. The value which various outcomes hold for me 

(i. e., their ability to attract or repel me) is known as their valence. 

If outcomes which I value exist in the environment, if I believe that 

those other outcomes are instrumental in obtaining those valued out

comes, and if I believe that certain actions will lead to achieving 

those "instrumental" ou'tcomes~ the approach suggests that there will 

be a force on me to engage in those actions. 

In the last several years, modifications to the theory have been 

primarily of the process type. The most complete and articulate ver

sion of the current instrumentality approaches is that of Porter and 

Lawler (1968}. ~igure 3 presents the major components of the Porter/ 
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Insert Figure 3 about here 

I 
Lawler instrumentality model. These components might be described 

as follows: I 
Value of the Reward: this box represents the attractive-

ness of various rewards which are being prom.ised to the indi-

vidual. Thus, the person is asking himself the question "are 

the rewards promised worth the effort required to get them?" 

In a sense, the individual adds up all of the possible rewards 

and punishments which might result from a given action. 

Perceived Effort-Reward Possibility: th,is box represents 

the belief which an individual has that some action or effort 

expenditure will actually lead to some valued rewards. The 

question which the individual asks himself would be "what is 

the probability that if I actually expend the effort or perform 

the action that rewards will follow?" This is a completely 

different question from the first one asked concerning the 

value of the rewards. One can value the rewards which are 

available but not believe that he will actually get them. 

These two components, value'of the reward and effort-reward proba

bility, combine to yield some level of effort, i.e., they jointly 

determine how hard an individual will try. It is important to note 

that these two v<"lues are combined by multiplying them, not by adding 

them. This means that if either the value of the reward or the pro

baBility of the reward is zero, no effort will result. Practically, 

this means that you cannot compensate for a low probability of reward 

oy increasing the value of the reward. 
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I 
Effort: this component represents motivation in its most 

basic sense. It represents how hard the individual will try, 

I not how well the individual will actually p.;~>:'torm. The theory 

proposes that there are at least two other variables which com-

I bine with effort to yield performance. These two variables are 

I 
abilities and role perceptions. 

Abilities and Traits: this component refers to the rela-

I tively stable characteristics of the individual, such as in-

tellig~nce, personality characteristics, and physica~ skills. 

I In a sense, these characteristics set the upper limit's for-an 

I 
individual's performance. 

Rble Perceptions: the role perception is the individual 

I worker's definition of successful performance. This is a criti-

cal factor in determining if an individual's effort and skills 

I are transformed into successful performance, If a person is 

.1 not aware of what is considered successful performance, much 

of his effort is likely to be wasted. Role perceptions might 

be thought of as an individual's understanding of the nature of 

good performance. 

I We have now reached the point at which the individual is actual-

ly performi.ng at some level. The individual has presumably asked 

himself if the value of the rewards offered is adequate and answered 

I "yes." In addition, the individual has asked himself if a reward is 

I 
likely to follow effort expenditure and answere~ye~.11 Consequently, 

t9-e .~ndi:vidual has expended some effort, or has "tried." If this 

I 
effort is accompanied by the necessary skill to perform and an ade-

quate definition of good performance? then good performance should 

I 
I 
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r.esult. It is then time for the environment to respond to the indi

vidual's productive efforts. 

Perceived Equitable Reward: this component describes the 

level of reward which an individual feels is appropriate. It 

is determined by the individual's perception concerning how 

well he fits role requirements, his perceptions of how well he 

actually performs, and his original estimate of the value of the 

reward. In a sense, when the individual first estimates the 

value of the reward, he sets up an expectation which will be 

used to evaluate the adequacy of the actual rewards after per

formance, thus the arrow from Value of rewards to Perceived 

equitable rewards. In addition, the arrow from Performance to 

Perceived Equitable Rewards implies that the individual will 

adjust this expected reward value to match actual performance. 

The rewards which an ~.ndividual actually receives can be clas-

sified as either intrinsic or extrinsic rewards. 

Intrinsic Rewards: these are rewards which satisfy higher 

order needs (as defined by Maslow, for example) and administered 

by the individual to himself rather than by some external agent. 

An example would be the feeling of accomplishment which an in

dividual gets from completing a difficult or challenging assign

ment. 

Extrinsic Rewards: these are rewards administered by an 

external agent. Examples of these rewards are money, praise, 

recognition, etc. 

Tne wavy lines connecting these rewards to performance are meant 

to imply that rewards do not always follow good performance. In the 
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I 
case of the intrinsic rewards, this may be because the task was not 

sufficiently challenging. In the case of the extrin.sic rewards this 

I may be because the external agent is unwilling or unable to provide 

the rewards immediately following successful performance. The evalua-

I tion of actual rewards by the individual is crucial in determining 

I future behayior. As you can see by looking at the diagram once again, 

if no rewards .. occur, this information feeds back to the effort-reward 
.. -

I probability component so that the next time the person asks himself 

I 
the question "will rewards follow suc.cessful performance?" the answer 

is more likely to be "no!!r This, in turn, will reduce the effort 

I which the individual will expend in the future. Conversely, if re-

wards do occur as e.xpected, the value of the effort-re, .. ard probabili-

I ty should increase yielding increasingly greater levels of effort. 

I 
What about the amount of the reward? If no rewards or inadequate 

rewards occur (as determined by the comparison of actual rewards to 

I perceived equitable rewards), dissatisfaction results. This dissa-

tis faction feeds back to the value of the reward. Thus, the next 

I time the person asks himself the question "are the rewards worth the 

I 
effort?", the answer will most likely be "no!" This, in turn, will 

reduce th~ effort which the individual expends in the future. Con-

I versely, if the actual rewards equal or exceed the anticipated re-

wards, then a state of satisfaction results. Since the state of 

I satisfaction is thought to be pleasant, it has the effect of increas-

I 
ing the value of the reward, such that the next time the individual 

asks a question of himself concerning the value of the reward, he is 

I more likely to see it as worthwhile and, consequently, will expend 

greater effort~ 

I 
I 
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It can be seen that instrumentality is considerably more complex 

in process than the other approaches. Nevertheless, thel:e ia a rather 

dramatic gap in the content aspects of the theory. 

Sirui1ar:i..ties and Dissimi1ari~ie~ ,<!!n;:iIlg l1otivational Approaches 

If we were to evaluate the theories in terms of their process 

and content components, reinforcement theory would be clearly process, 

instrumentality theory would be strongly process with a few content 

propositions, balance theory would be process-oriented with a signi-

ficant number of content propositions (which would vary as a function 

of the particular brand of balance theory), and need theory would be 

strong in content and weak in process propositions. Even though this 

is a simplistic representation of the relationships among the four 

approaches, the two parameters of content and process are efficient 

in helping distinguish among them. 

In spite of their differences, a close examination of the ap-

proaches reveals more similarities than dissimilarities. Maslow, and 

many other need theorists, are often described as "humanists." This 

is presumably because they propose needs that are uniquely human. 

Humanists are often contrasted with the "behaviorists" in relation 

to their view of the human organism. In these contrasts, the be-

haviorists are seen as rather cold, calculating, and unappreciative 

of the capabilities and limitations of humans vis a' vis "lower" 

organisms. Nevertheless, if one were to contrast a Maslow-type theo

ry with the propositions of Skinner, one would not find any great 

difference in process. If anything, Maslow has been somewhat more 

confining in his propositions concerning what environmental elements 

are capable of functioning as reinforcers at particular points in 
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time. As a behavioral technicians, need theorists imply operations 

for "motivating" individuals similar to those of the reinforcement 

theorists. As far as the content of the two approaches is concerned, 

the reinforcement theorists take an idiographic approach, allowing 

reinforcement to be defined intra-individually; the need theorists 

tend to be more general and normative, defining the properties of 

reinforcement inter-individually. 

The balance theories imply that some organismic imbalance is 

the major content of directed behavior. The balance theories differ 

with respect to the operational definition of that imbalance. For 

example, Relson proposes that individuals develop some intra-indi

vidual base rate for stimulation. This base rate has a neural repre

sentation and whenever stimulation differs significantly from it, 

the individual will take steps to accommodate this new level of stimu

lation. Thus, Relson's imbalance is psychophysiological in nature. 

In contrast, the dissonance theorists propose that the imbalance is 

primarily cognitive in nature (even though psychophysiological states 

such as emotions may result from discrepant cognitions). Neverthe

less, as was the case with both the reinforcement theorists and the 

need theorists, the hedonic overtones are very strong- people will 

seek pleasure and avoid pain. The definition of pain is somewhat 

clearer in balance theories than. in reinforcement theories, but less 

clear than the need theorist's definition. The logic of "contingent" 

impact of environment of behavior is common to all of these approaches. 

The fourth approach, instrumentality, is by far the most cogni

tive and the most elaborate in terms of process. This is particular

ly true of well developed models, such as the Porter-Lawler model 
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which appears in' Figure 3. The Porter-Lawler model includes not only 

intra- and inter-indivinual variables, but also environmental inter

vention processes and feedback loops. Nevertheless, the model is 

somewhat less specific concerning content components. Presumably, 

individuals seek satisfaction in their interactions with the environ

ment. This satisfaction is a derivative variable, depending for its 

value on the match between expectations and realities. As such, the 

content component of the Porter-Lawler model is similar to the homeo

static element of most of the balance theories. 

In fact, one could use the Porter Lawler model as a general 

heuristic for combining the most important characteristics of the 

other three approaches. The connection between performance and re

wards, and the feedback loop from rewards to effort/reward proba

bility clearly represents reinforcement theory. The only necessary 

addition would be an intervening variable between performance and 

rewards which might be labelled "reward schedule." The definition 

of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards could be thought of as "higher 

order ~eeds" in the Maslow framework; conversely, extrinsic rewards 

might be relabelled, "lower order needs." The relationship between 

the value of the reward, the perceived equitable reward, performance, 

and satisfaction is a representation of the critical elements of 

several variations of balance theory. 

In addition to adequately representing the most important ele

ments of the three other approaches, the Porter-Lawler model adds 

unique operations and variables to the general motivational process. 

It clearly distinguishes between effort and performance. It also 

suggests environmental interventions such as the definition of good 
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I 
performance and training programs directed toward traits, skills, and 

abilities. Finally, it suggests that the interaction between the 

I value of the reward and the effort-reward probability is multiplica-

tive rather than additive, as implied by many traditional approaches. 

I While the discussion above suggests that the various theories 

I are not opposed to another, that is not to say that they are inter-

changeable. As a matter of fact, an examination of them suggests that 

I they may be arranged in a heirarchical structure. Figure 4 graphically 

I Insert Figure 4 about here 

I suggests a hypothesized structure for arranging the various approaches 

I in terms of the cognitive development and operations of the "motiva-

tee." This structure suggests that there is no 11 correcet' theory of 

I motivation; rather, one approach may be more effective than another 

I 
in understanding the behavior of a particular individual. The effec-

tiveness of anyone approach or theory will depend on the level of 

I cognitive development of the person being considered. The level of 

/ 
cognitive development is determined, to some degree, by the level and 

I degree of interaction with the relevant environment. The implication 

I 
of a framework such as this for attempts at modifying behavior through 

environmental intervention are rather dramatic. It suggests that be-

I fore one can identify the appropriate model of motivation for antici-

pating the effects of a particular intervention, one must be able to 

estimate the level of cognitive development of the "target" of the 

intervention. More will be said about th~s'in a,later section. For 

the present, suffice it to say that the issue may not be as simple as 

I picking the right theory of motivation. 

I 
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APPLICATIONS OF THE FOUR MOTIVATIONAL APPROACHES TO CRIME CONTROL 

~pplications of Traditional Motivational Approaches to Sub-Population 

Reinforcement Theory: Offenders 

Structurally, reinforcement theory requires three elements for 

efficient control of behavior: specification of stimulus which is 

discriminable to the subject; discrete response which can be reliably 

observed; and a stimulus element labelled a reward or punishment which 

has some salience for the subject. In offender populations, the ex

perimental paradigm has most of~en been one of either negative rein

forcement or punishment. The offender is asked to "learn" that if 

a crime is committed, pUnishment will occur. If a crime does not 

occur, punishment will be avoided. This, of course, assumes that 

crimina.l activity is a preportent behavior which will occur spontan

eously without controlling mechanisms. 

There are several problems which confront the reinforcement 

t.heorist in attempting to intervene directly in the behavior of of

fenders using a punishment or negative reinforcement paradigm. The 

most obvious problem is that of the response. It is difficult to 

reliably record the occurrence of a response called crime. If aggre

gate crime statistics "are somewhat unreliable," individual statis

tics are chaos. If the controlling agent is incapable of recording 

the response of a single individual, it is doubtful that rewards of 

punishments can be made "contingent." If rewards or punishments can

not be made contingent, the subject must assume that they are random 

with relation to his or her behavior, thus, behavior will be unaffec

ted. 
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The third structural element in the reinforcement paradigm is 

the reward or punishment. There are two issues involved - contin

gency and salience. The fact that punishments are non-contingent 

with respect to criminal behavior is in evidence almost every day in 

one or another editorial page. The elaborate system of checks and 

balances built into our judicial system form the lowest level to the 

Supreme Court works in favor of non-contingency for single offenders. 

In many context, it is tough to get convicted of particular crimes. 

Even if convicted, many offenders are able to escape punishment 

through probation or similar alternatives. Due to the heavy burden 

of caSe loads, plea bargaining resulting is milder punishments ··than 

"promised" is conrrnon. Given the manpower shortages in most munici

pal law enforcement systems, apprehension is unlikely. In short, 

the contingen~y between crime and punishment is a weak one, at least 

as perceived by potential offenders. 

The second issue, salience, is ~qually problematic. For indi

viduals expecting to spend a significant portion of their life in or 

around jails, the degree of. punishment which incaraceration repre

sents is a questio~. It is not uncommon for jobless youths living 

in squalor to choose a week or two at a "detention center" rather 

than their day to day existence. At the very least, this represents 

a change in environment. Environment change has itself beeE-p!~posed 

as a strong reinforcer. Thus, in this case, the controlling agent 

and the subject are diametrically opposed in their definition of re

ward and punishment. 

A chapter alone could be ~itten on the analysis of criminal 

activity from the reinforcement approach. Nevertheless, from-the 
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brief description above, it should be apparent that the preconditions 

for an effective intervention program based on principles of rein

forcement have not yet been met in most instances. In addition, one 

would have to consider multiple reinforcement systems which undoubted

ly operate. It is unlikely that the reinforcement system of the con

trolling agency could hope to match the power of the system operated 

by peer cultures - other offenders. The peer community offers posi

tive reinforcement in the form of praise, increased status, and 

pleasures enjoyed by virtue of the fruits of crime. In short, the 

probability of affecting level or type of criminal behavior by mani

pulating punishments directed toward individual potential offenders 

is extremely small. 

Reinforcement Theory: Non-Offenders 

There are several categories of non-offenders who might be con

sidered. Some of these are: potential victims, inhabitants of high 

crime areas, and police. We will not deal with.police, courts, 

prisons, etc. There is ample discussion of these subclasses in ex

isting work. If our concern is the control of criminal activity 

through environmental intervention, it makes sense to focus on those 

most likely to be in the immediate environment when a crime may occur. 

The cl€!arest method for effecting the behavior of potential vic

tims is by specifying the activities on their part which may increase 

or decrease the probability that they will become a victim. Thus, 

the identification of high risk areas, high risk times during the 

day and night, and high risk profiles (ways of dressing and acting), 

oy agencies with responsibilities for crime control all contribute 

to defining discriminative stimuli, reliaole responses, and probable 
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rewards and punishments. In its most simple form, this is the pro

cess of citizen education. The most important aspect of this educa

tion is the clear and concise statement of response/punishment con

tingencies. It would not be terribly difficult to construct systems 

for the presentation which contrast the probability of rape or rob

bery for various locations or for various times. These kinds of pro

grams would be directed toward keeping potential victims away from 

particular areas at particular times. Unfortunately, if determinis

tic models of criminal activity are valid, this would imply either 

that the risk to individuals whose presence is demanded in those areas 

is greatly increased or that the high risk areas would shift with 

population shtfts. If, on the other hand, criminal activity is pri

marily opportunistic, any decrease in the opportunity for crime (e.g., 

available victims) should be mirrored in a decrease in actual criminal 

activity. In these e:tamples. once again the punishment or negative 

reinforcement paradigm is appa~ent. Nevertheless, since the stimulus, 

response, and reinforcement (negative) can be clearly identified, in

tervention in the activities of potential victims shows some promise. 

A second subclass of non-offenders comprises all individuals who 

might be found in and around areas where crime may occur. A number 

of studies have implied that crime levels can be su.ppressed by simply 

making the presence of large numbers of non-offenders more obvious. 

The implication is that by increasing the number of individuals per

unit-space, the number of bystanders who might intervene and the 

number of potential witnesses is also increased. In order to accom

plish this', one must make the particular area appealing to such in

dividuals.Many major urban areas have accomplished this through 
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redevelopment and restoration. Examples of such areas are the Oldtown 

area of Portland, Maine; the Headhouse Square area of Philadelphia; 

the Georgetown area of Washington, D. C. There are a large number of 

positive reinforcements available to people f~r coming to the area. 

When the implications of systems for affecting victim presence 

are combined with the implications for affecting high visibility of 

intervenors and witnesses, it would seem that there is a critical mass 

concept involved. Unless a certain level of 'loccupancy" of an area 

can be assured, programs to minimize potential victim presence should 

be instituted. 

It would seem th~t reinforcement approaches would be most appro

priate for programs directed toward non-offender groups than offender 

groups, 

Need Theories: Offenders 

As mentioned above, Need theories differ primarily in terms of 

content, i.e., the identity of salient needs. Since Maslow's need 

heirarchy is one of the better known and articulated frameworks, his 

model of motivation will be considered as prototypic of the need 

approaches to the control of criminal behavior. 

By a.~cepting Maslow's framework, one implicitly accepts a frus

tration-progression mechanism, i.e., individuals will expend energy 

in order to satisfy the lowest unfulfilled need in the heirarchy. 

Thus" individuals who have not yet satisfied security needs will 

not De affected by promises of rewards which a~e appropriate to the 

satisfaction of a higher level~ such as esteem. In terms of offen

der Dehav:i::or~ onem,ust assume that the behavior is a manifestation 

of an unfulfilled need somewhere in the heirarchy. This could be 
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true regardless of whether crime is considered deterministic or oppor

tunistic.. The offender sees criminal behavior as the most efficient 

way to satisfy the particular need. If the offender is successful in 

satisfying that need through criminal activity, the probability of 

engaging in criminal activity in order to satisfy needs in the ,future 

should increase.. In order to decrease the probability of criminal 

behavior, the offender must see another alternative as a means to 

satisfying important needs. 

An examination of criminal activity reveals that it has the po

tential for satisfying all of Maslow's proposed needs. The relation

ship of many criminal acts to physical and security needs is obvious. 

In addition, money may not insure happiness, but it very often insures 

companionship, thus satisfying love needs. The social heirarchy of 

criminals is well known. It is very often structured around a com

bination of the success of the individual and the n.!tture of the cri

minal activity in which they engage. Social groups in prisons often 

form on this basis. Consequently," the fulfillment of esteem needs can 

be accomplished by criminal behavior. Finally, many crimes which re

quire planning and careful execution have thE! potential for satisfying 

self-actualization needs. 

In order to effectively compete with criminal activity as a 

source of need fulfillment, the control agency must know at what need 

levels potential criminals are functioniT.Lg. For example, if indivi

duals are stealing foo~, fUrniture, clothes, etc., in reasonably small 

quantities, it should be obvious that physical or security needs are 

in operation, These individuals must be provided with opportunities 

to satisfy those needs in more socially acceptable manners. This is, 

------,---
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of course, the underlying philosophy of many welfare programs. Gain

ful employment is a better alternative because of the possibility of 

satisfying mUltiple needs simultaneously, but levels of employment 

can hardly be arranged to respond to the criminal justice community. 

At the other end of the heirarchy, there are many individuals 

who seem to engage in criminal activity solely for the challenge it 

represents. These individuals would have to be presented with an 

alternative opportunity to use valued abilities. An intervention 

program based on Maslow's propositions and directed toward offenders 

would require some initial normative research. For example, Figure 5 

Insert Figure 5 about here 

presents the results of a hypothetical analysis of the need levels of 

various categories of offenders. Figure 5 suggests that there is no 

"one" intervention which is capable of addressing or reducing all 

types of criminal activities. It suggests that programs must be 

tailored to types of crimes. By extension, communities and municipal 

agencies must rank crime in order of frequency and/or impact and ad

dress programs to those crimes on a priority basis. Thus, gang ac

tivities, high levels of group gambling, etc., might suggest the need 

for increased facilities for social interaction of a more socially 

desireable nature. High levels of mugging by drug dependent offen

ders might suggest the institution of methadone programs. High levels 

of mugging by offenders not dependent on drugs might suggest modified 

welfare programs. J:t is not the purpose of this paper to suggest 

cures or programs-. Nevertheless, these examples suggest how a need 
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Figure 5: Hypothetical Cross-Tabulation of Need Level by Criminal Activity 

Criminal Activity 

Armed Robbery 
Mugging 
Burglary 
Breaking and entering 
Drug Abuse 

Embezzlement 
Grand Larceny 
"White c.ollar" crime 

Pimping 
Prpstitution 
"Gang" related crimes 
Gambling 

Bank Robbery bnanned) 
Contract Killing 
Arson 

Elaborate extortion schemes 
"Confidl=nce" schemes 

Organized crime 
Long term criminal plans; 

innovative crime 

Physical 

xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 

Security 

xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 

NEED LEVEL 

Love 

xxxx 
XXXX 
XXXX 
XXXX 

xxxx 
XXXX 
XXXX 

Esteem 

xxxx 
XXXX 

Self-Actualization 

xxxx 

xxxx 
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approach to motivation might be extended to action programs directed 

toward offenders. 

Need Theories! Non-Offenders 

As was the case with the reinforcement approach, it is somewhat 

easier to conceive of programs directed toward non-offenders rather 

than offenders. If the goal is one of increasing the number of in-

dividuals in a particular geographic area, thus reducing the proba-

bility of crime, one would structure that environment such that it 

provided the opportunity to satisfy one or more of the need categories 

in the Maslow Heirarchy. One way of doing this might be to encourage 

industrial organizations who are located in high crime areas to pay 

a premium for employees who reside in or around that area. Organiza-

tions might be given incentives in the form of tax credits to locate 

and hire from specific areas. There are a number of institutional 

changes which might be considered. Nevertheless, in spite of the 

fact that it might be easier to conceive of programs for non-offenders, 

they must be more amorphous and less direct than those which address 

offenders. In contrast to the reinforcement ~pproach, if one were to 

adopt a need approach, it might be more efficient to direct efforts 

toward offenders. 

·Balance Theories: Offenders 

As ind:i.cated earlier, there are several different varieties of 

balance theory. The most popular of these have been the cognitive 

dissonance and social exchange theories. Cognitive dissonance theo-

ry states that individuals will expend energy either to keep a cog-

nitive frystem in balance or to correct for an imbalance. If we were 

to apply this proposition to the behavior of offenders, we might 
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hypothesize that criminal activity is an attempt by the individual 

to impose a closer match between expectations and reality. Neverthe

less, it is difficult to know why one strategy was chosen over ano

ther, i.e., one type of criminal activity rather than another. In 

terms of specific process statements, cognitive dissonance theory is 

deficient. One must know rather precisely the nature of the cogni

tions of the individual in question before any environmental inter

vention can be suggested. 

Social exchange theory implies that individuals define disso

nance or consonance on the basis of some comparison between their own 

inputs and outcomes in a particular system, and the inputs and out

comes of some "significant other" in that system. The most well 

known version of this type of approach is Equity Theory (Jacques, 

19(1; Adams, 1965). In terms of the problem at hand, criminal ac

tivity, the soci~l exchange approach suggests that the offender has 

discovered some inequity and is attempting to bring the social ex

change system back into balance. For example, the offender might 

feel that II ••• everyone else has enough money to enjoy themselves, 

so why shouldnlt 17" Criminal activity is one way of getting enough 

money to enjoy life II ••• like everybody else." This strategy would 

involve increasing outcomes while leaving inputs constant. The in

dividual under consideration might also attempt to reduce inputs 

while leaving outcomes constant or attempt to modify the input out

come ratio of the "significant other." These latter strategies 

would De consideraDly more difficult than simply increasing outcomes. 

Attempts to control criminal act~vity using a social exchange approach 

would involve allowi.ng the potential offender to increase outcomes 
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through more socially acceptable avenues. Traditionally, these 

avenues have been ~ork programs of some kind. Unfortunately, work 

programs would imply an increase in inputs which would put the in

dividual at a perceived disadvantage again. Alternative strategies 

might be attempts to affect the choice of the "significanJ: other" or 

educational and instructional program to make the expectations of 

the potential offender more realistic. 

A major problem with the social exchange approaches to motiva

tion is the implication that all energy derives from social phenome

na, i.e., interactions with significant others. Unfortunately, a 

good deal of criminal activity (and behavior, generally), is not a 

social phenomenon. Thus, there are gaps in understanding behavior 

which require a more complete and elaborate theory. 

Balance Theory: Non-Offenders 

Non-offenders present a problem for balance theories. In order 

to change the direction of their behavior, it would be necessary to 

identify individuals in inequitable or dissonance-inducing situations 

and provide an environment with the potential for eliminating the 

dissonance. Alternatively, one might attempt to create dissonance 

and offer alternatives for eliminating this dissonance through crime 

control activities. A number of public interest campaigns have been 

structured on this premise. As an example of this latter strategy, 

newspaper and TV ads might suggest that citizens have a responsibili

ty to aid in the control of crime as intervention agents, witnesses, 

etc. Even a cursory examination of the applicability of variations 

in balance theory suggests that the feasibility is limited. That is 

not to imply that the theory is "wrong" in any sense, just less prac

tical than some other approaches. 
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Instrumentality Theory: Offenders 

As was indicated in an earlier section, the process component 

of the Porter-Lawler model of motivation are probably the best arti

culated of the recent instrumentality theories. Consequently, the 

application of instrumentality theory criminal behavior will be based 

on that model. 

In understanding the choices among alternatives made by the of

fender, Figure XXX suggests that there are several major components: 

Value of the Reward, Effort Reward Probability, Traits, Skills, and 

Abilities, Rol~. Perception, Perceived Equitable Reward, and Rewards 

(intrinsic and extrinsic). The components labelled Effort, Perfor

mance, and Satisfaction are primarily derivative variables which 

depend on the interaction of the other components in the model for 

their value, thus they cannot be influenced directly. We will deal 

only with those variables which can be addressed or affected directly 

by a controlling agent. 

The offender clearly sees some value in the criminal activity. 

In addition, the offender sees greater value in the criminal activity 

than in any non-criminal alternative. When the value of the reward 

is considered by the potential offender, punishments are also con

sidered. If one were to attempt to affect the choices made by po

tential offenders, one way would be to increase dramatically the 

value of the punishment attached to that activity. Thus, the tradi

tional notion of ltstiffer penalties" would fall in this category of 

intervention. 

The effort-reward probability component addresses the belief of 

the potential offender that the criminal activity will not be punished 
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and that the rewards will actually result from the activity. Ex

amples of programs directed toward decreasing the effort-reward pro

bability are speedier and more reliable judicial operations and mi.ni

mum sentencing requirements. In addition, increases in the size of 

the controlling organization (e.g., police department) and the ef

ficiency of that operation should have similar effects. It is impor

tant to remember that these variables (value of the reward, effort

reward probability) are not objectively or normatively determined, 

they depend on the perception of the individual being considered. 

Thus, actually increasing the probability of apprehension is irrele

vant unless the potential offender perceives the probability of ap

prehension to have increased. Sealed compartments in taxi-cabs, 

exact change policies, etc., are all examples of attempts to decrease 

the effort-reward probability as well. 

The model implies that if either the value of the reward, or the 

effort/reward probability assume zero value, then no effort will be 

expended. This is based on the hypothesized multiplicative inter

action between the two elements. If these two elements do multiply, 

it is clear that the most direct strategy for controlling agencies 

is to reduce the value of one of the components to zero. 

Traits, skills, and abilities can be considered in one of two 

ways. One can eitner consider the skills necessary to effectively 

engage in the criminal activitY1 or the skills necessary to engage 

in alternative activities. One might wish to reduce the former and 

improve the latter. Technological advances in security equipment is 

an example of effectively reducing the skill level of the potential 

offender. Vocational training and counselling programs are an example 
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of a way to increase socially desirable skill levels. One might also 

consider attempts to intervene at the level of personality traits. 

For example, it has been proposed that many offenders are higher on 

external locus of control measures than non-offenders. If this is 

the case, locus of control might be identified as a major dimension 

for rehabilitation attention. 

The component labelled role perception implies that there is a 

clear definition of criminal and non-criminal activity. For the most 

part, potential offenders are clear on the definition of criminal 

activity. Thus, little gain could be expected from educational pro

grams directed toward hel?ing potential offenders to differentiate 

criminal from non-criminal behavior. 

Assuming that a criminal behavior has occurred (this would be 

labelled "performance" in the model), the theory suggests that punish

ment should be immediate, appropriate, and at expected levels. If 

potential offenders choose non-criminal patterns of behavior, rewards 

should similarly be immediate, appropriate, and at expected levels. 

The feedback loops in the model imply that if criminal behavior occurs, 

and punishment is not immediate and "painful, II the value of the punish

ment will be lost (or at least will not be associated with the crimi

nal activity when it is finally administered). Further, if the pro

bability of punishment is very low, the effort/reward probability will 

be increased, These feedback loops are crucial to the model. In 

some senses they represent the learning history or memory of the in

dividual. 

From these examples of application of the instrumentality ap

proach to the problem of c.riminal behavior, it should be obvious that 
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the Porter-Lawler model combines some of the most compelling parts 

of the other three approaches. Thus, it is not an alternative ap

proach, simply a more inclusive one. In addition, it offers the best 

articulated and most flexible system for environmental intervention 

when the target is the potential offender. 

Instrumentality Theory: Non-Offender 

Since the model was applied in some detail above, it is only 

necessary in this section to provide examples of how it might be 

applied in non-offender populations, Rewards and awards for bystan

der intervention can alter the value of the reward for intervening. 

The same is true of increasing the number of rewards which are avail

able oy virtue of an individual's presence in a particular geographic 

area. Teaching individuals the safest method of intervention will 

increase the skill and ability level, and consequently the "perfor

mance. 1t Telling individuals what is expected of them in a particu

lar situation is an effort in the direction of improving role percep

tion. These are just a few of the strategies suggested by the model 

for affecting the behavior of non-offenders. It would seem that the 

elaborate structure of the model makes it equally valuable when 

applied to both offender and non-offender populations. Thus, of the 

four approaches reviewed, the instrumentality approach seems best 

suited to the problem of controlling criminal behavior. In the next 

section, we will review the CPTED models in an attempt to place them 

within the motivation framework presented earlier in this chapter. 
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Application of Motivational Approaches to OTRE~ Model 

The OTREP model is an attempt to simulate the decision-making 

process of a potential offender. In terms of the taxonomy intro-

duced earlier in the chapter, it is primarily a process model. It 

described factors which might play a role in the decision to commit 

a crime; more specifically, it hypothesizes that criminal activity 

is a result of some interaction of four primary components: Target, 

Risk, Effort, and Payoff. At this point, the model has not been 

sufficiently developed to allow functional statements about the 

nature of this interaction. Thus, these factors might be additive-

ly related (T + R + E + P) in which case an abundance of one factor 

might override a small amount of another in the decision-making 

process; alternatively, they might be multiplicatively related ~ 

(-r X R X E X P) in which case low amounts of one factor might effec

tively cancel out the values of the other factors; finally, the 

process relationships might be mixed [T X P][R + E], such that mini-

mal levels of some subset of the factors are necessary before any 

of the other factors are of any relevance. The exact nature of 

the model will depend on empirical evidence. 

The OTREP model implies a rather general need approach as the 

dynamic element in the theory of criminal decision making. It 

assumes that the target represents the potential source of satisfac-

tion of some need felt by the potential offender, although there 

is little discussion of what those needs might be. 

On the basis of the current status of the OTREP model, it is 

possible to deduce certain relationships between this model of en-

vironmental impact on decision making and the models of motivation 
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presented earlier in the chapter. First, it might be appropriate 

to consider the four factors in the model from a purely motivational 

perspective. 

Target: in some respects, the target factor begs a motivation-

al q1lestion. While an environment might be assigned a "target value," 

this value is more descriptive of past events than predictive of fu-

ture events. This value assumes a homogeneity of need structure 

among "potential offenders" and this homogeneity is highly unlikely. 

It is probable that this fltarget indexlt interacts with individual 

characteristics to yield something which might be labeled "Need 

Satis;raction Potential." In terms of the DTREP model, the target 

factor is a derivative variable, assuming its value in whole or in 

part from the payoff factor (the probable payoff in degree and kind 

from the criminal activity). 

There is some value to determining the target index of various 

environments in that it suggests some gross measures which might be 

taken to effect crime rates, assuming that there are no individual 

differences in need structure. However, there is great potential 

gain from examining the interaction of target c.haracteristics and 

individual need structures. 

R.isk: the second OTREl' fa~ctor is labeled risk and might be 

thought of as the mirror image of payoff. In weighing an activity, 

a potential ,offender is- hypothesized to "average" the advantages 

and disadvantages in making a decision. But as implied in the dis

cuss-ion of the DTREl' model by the Cl'TED group, there are inevitable 

interactions between payoff and risk calculations. For example, 

it is not uncommon for indi'ITiduals to minimize potential negative 

'I 

I 

I 
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outcomes when the value of the potential positive outcome is high 

I and the need is grea.t. The risk factor also begs some questions. 

It assumes that apprehension is always viewed negatively by the of- I 
fender. This is not always true since apprehension is not neces-

sarily strongly related to punishment. In addition, for a young I 
offender in an inner city environment with all of its built-in 

I punishments, a few nights in the Youth Study Center or the deten-

tion facility might have some distinct advantages. I 
Effort: the OTREP model proposes that the greater effort in-

volved in the potential criminal activity, the less likely its I I 
occurrence. This assumes organisms attempt to minimize energy ex- I 
penditure whenever possible. While it may be true that organisms 

will not expend inordinate amounts of energy in engaging in punish- I 
ing activities, empirical evidence in both animal and human studies 

indicates that the same relationship does not necessarily hold for I 
rewarding activities. Rats will learn to solve some rather elabor-

ate puzzles in order to be allowed to dig sand. Individuals who 
I 

have had a history of success in overcoming difficult obstacles will II 
! 

the concept of a negative correlation betwe2n required effort- I 
often seek even more difficult challenges. As a general principle, 

expenditure and probability of criminal activity should be recon- I 
sidered. 

Payoff: the final factor in the OTREP model is payoff, or the I 
sunjective value of the rewards obtained through the criminal ac-

tivity. The proposed relationship between payoff and probability I 
of criminal behavior is traditional - the higher the anticipated I 
payoff, the more likely the criminal activity. The major challenge 

I 
I 
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in this factor from the motivational point of view is the specifi-

cation of an individual's payoff matrix, given that there are hetero-

geneous need structures in potential offender populations. If pay-

off is defined in a traditional manner, i.e., money, then strategies 

are not terribly complicated, e.g., in the case of burglary, crack 

down on fences, encourage owner identification programs, etc. On 

the other hand, if payoff is defined in terms other than simply 

economic ones, the problem becomes somewhat more complicated and 

once again revolves around individual need patterns. For example, 

in the case of muggings, one might launch a neighborhood campaign/~w~I~~ 
~ 

ridicule/muggers in terms of the "skill" required. One might also 

introduce newspaper campaigns designed to make muggers look foolish 

and intellectually dull. The point is that the value of th!.= payoff 

factor will be determined by what the potential offender defines as 

a reward, not by what a controlling agency defines as "reward." 

An Instrumentality Approach to the OTREP Model 

Of all the motivrational approaches presented earlier, the in-

strumentality model of Porter and Lawler represents the most complete 

description of variables which fit the OTREP structure. In fact, 

several of the Porter/Lawler components might be more descriptive 

than the OTREP counterparts. As an example, defining payoff in 

terms of reward value and effort reward probability might make more 

sense than allowing degree of reward and probability of reward to 

interact in some unspecified manner, as is now the case in the 

OTREP simulation. 

In the Porter/Lawler model, the target factor would be subsumed 

under the "Value of the Reward tl component. Once again, the Porter/ 



Lawler model allows ~or a greater separation o~ Value ~rom Prob~~ 

bility than is currently a~forded by the OTREPmodel. 
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The Risk ~actor might De redefined as anticipated punishment 

in traditional motivation theories. This, in turn, implies that a 

good deal of the literature on escape and avoidance conditioning 

might be relevant to a Detter understanding than the impac.t of Risk 

on decision making. In the instrumentality approach, this risk 

factor would be characterized as a negative valence which is at

tached to certain outcomes with a certain probability. Neverthe

leISS', the final valence of a particular criminal activity would be 

determined by an averaging of all elements, both positive and nega

t.ive, of which Risk represents only one. 

As indicated earlier, the Effort component in the OTREP model 

may require some rethinking. In. the Porter/Lawler model, Effort 

is a derivative variable which depends primarily on the value of 

the reward and the effort reward probability for its value. In 

such a framework, there is less emphasis on the amount of energy 

expended and more emphasis on the probability of payoff. In addi

tion, there are instances in which energy expenditure in overcoming 

difficult obstaeles may have some reward value of its own. 

Finally, the Porter/Lawler model provides a slightly more re

fined view of the Payoff factor by proposing an interaction between 

anticipated payoff and actual payoff which in turn determines the 

sUDjective reward value of the outcome, and in some sense, the 

satisfaction derived from the criminal activity. It is not uncommon 

for various- agencie.s to attempt to detract from the reward of a 

D~rglar or armed robDer by describing in some detail what was left 
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behind by the criminal. This is an indirect attempt to affect 

the satisfaction of the criminal and possibly the future motivation 

of that individual. 

It ';lould seem that the inst:r:'umentality models generally and 

the Porter/Lawler model specifically provides a more refined system 

for proposing relationships between environments and decisions than 

does the OTREP model. In addition, the Porter/Lawler model retains 

the cognitive flavor of the OTREP approach. In the process of 

substituting an instrumentality model for the OTREP model, the 

fifth factor proposed in the OTREP approach (what the criminal 

thinks) is represented. 

Conclusion 

Simulation can be of enormous value in anticipating effects of 

environmental, operational, or personnel changes. Thus, even a 

first attempt such as OTREP represents some immediate value. Re

gardless of whether a more sophisticated model is developed to re

place OTREP, there is value in bringing other a.ctors into the simu

lation. Parallel and interacting simulations representing victims, 

witnesses, police officers, and stable residents should also be 

introduced to the general simulation framework. The instrumentality 

approach holds equally well for each of those populations, as was 

demonstrated in an earlier section. 

Acceptance of a frareework which incorporates the characteris

tic& of individual of~enders does not necessarily exclude a consid

eration of environmental des-±gn issues. As a matter of fact, it 

allows- for more refined hypotheses concerning the effects of these 

designs. MAN and ENVIRONMENT represent a system and the two 



components are inextricably bound. The most efficient and power

ful model will be one which allows ~or the interaction of these 

two components. 

-------.-----------------~---------------
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Crime and Fear of Crime Among the Elderly: 

The Role of the Physical and Social Environment 

This paper is about the problem of crime against older Americans, and 

also about the more pervasive corollary problem of fear of crime among the 

elderly. The goal is to present an innovative approach to reducing both the 

crime rate against the elderly and their fear of crime. This approach will 

be the application of crime prevention through environmental design (CPTEO) 

concepts to the unique physical and social environments of the elderly. 

The history of attempts at crime prevention through the use of environ

mental design is well documented in several papers (Rau, 1975; Jeffery, 

1976). It is interesting to note some of the different environmental approaches 

which have been taken to the study of crime. There have been numerous 

studies of the spatial analysis of crime occurrence patterns (~.g., Harries, , . 

1974; Pyle, 1974; Brantingham and Brantingham, 1975); studies concerned with 

surveys of target secruity (e.g., Scarr, 1973; Reppetto, 1974); studies of 

the land-use characteristics of crime sites (e.g., Droettboonl, et al., 1971; 

Oamer, 1974; Pablant and Baxter, 1975); and studies of crime control through 

architectural modification (e.g., Gold, 1970; Newman, 1972; ~·Jil1iam Brill/ 

Associates, 1974). This work will be discussed in detail below. 

None of this work has been specifically directed at the elderly. This is 

particularly important, for there are aspects of their physical condition 

and life-style that may not be amenable to crime prevention through environ

mental design. For example,. the establishment of defensible zones of terri

torial influence is a basic strategy of this technique (Newman, 1972). Yet 
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the literature on territoriality in the aged (e.g., Lipman, 1969; Pastalan, 

1970) shows clear differences in defensive behavior from the younger pop

ulation. Similarly, there is evidence that the police relate to the elderly 

in different ways than they do to the population as a whole (Tomas, 1974; 

Sykes and Clark, 1975), and vice versa (Poister and McDavid, 1976). Again, 

this work will be discussed in detail below. 

This paper will examine the crime and fear of crime problems of the 

elderly from a CPTED perspective. This approach will require looking at not 

only the physical environment of the elderly, but also their social environ

ment~ and the crime deterrent strategies employed by the police in those 

environments. 

Crime and Fear of Crime 

This section will discuss the extent of the problems of crime and fear 

of crime among the elderly, and will attempt to place these problems in an 

environmental context. Victimization and fear of victimization will be 

considered separately, for, as will be seen, they are different problems. 

VICTIMIZATION. Recent United States' Department of Justice studies 

(1975) have indicated that the elderly residing in Amercian cities are more 

likely to be victims of certain crimes than other segments of the society. 

These include higher rates of assault, larceny with personal contact, and 

robbery with personal injury. Further research has supported this likeli

hood of victimization (Tomas, 1974; Goldsmith and Tomas, 1974; Goldsmith & 

Goldsmith, 1976), and has begun to identify the type of criminals who prey 

upon the elderly (Lesnoff-Caravag1is, 1975; Magann, 1975; Select Committee 

on Aging, 1977). 
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It should be noted that some studies do not support a higher victim

ization rate for the elderly (e.g., Gubrium, 1974; Cook and Cook, 1976). 

However, this can generally be explained by such artifacts as undersampling 

of urban areas, when the elderly are overrepresented, and underreporting of 

crimes against the elderly due to inappropriate crime categories (e.g., auto 

theft is not a problem for elderly because many do not own autos, yet various 

types of verbal and even physical assault of elderly by teenagers goes 

unreported). Further, the impact of crime upon the elderly can be much 

greater than upon other segments of the society. A purse-snatch may not 

only takes irrep1acab1e funds from an elderly woman, but also often results 

in a debilitating injury. 

The reasons for this crime victimization problem (and as shall be dis

cussed below; for the fear of crime) are manif01d. One of the primary 

reasons is that older Americans tend to be concentrated in the inner city, 

where crime rates in general are higher. In 1960, almost 70% of the elderly 

lived in urban areas, where they were overrepresented in the urban core, and 

underrepresented on the city fringes (Atchley, 1972). Kennedy and DeJong' 

(1975-) used 1970 census data to ~tt\d.)' ten U.S. metropolitan areas, which 

ranged in size from 62,000 to 1.5 million, and again found the elderly to be 

overrepresented in the central city. Lawton (1975a) has partially explained 

t~is phenomenon by citing the fact that the elderly are unable (for reasons 

discussed below) to search for better housing, that they need the services 

best provided by dense (and age homogeneous) housing, and that they are thus 

constrained to housing which is located in dangerous areas. 

Another explanation of the high victimization rate is offered by 

Christian (1975). He feels that the elderly, many of whom live alone, are 
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physically and socially vulnerable. This vulnerability leads to a decrease 

in social activity, and an increase in victimization and fear of crime. The 

role of bath living alone and also of social interaction in crime against 

the elderly will be discussed at length below. Lawton (1975b), on the ather 

hand, offers an ecological theory. Among other factors be attributes the 

high victimization rate among the elderly to the following: 

(a) 40% of the people over 65 years of age have some limitation of 

activity due to chronic disease; 

(b) more than 66% of the elderly have some vision defect, even with 

corrective lenses; 

(c) less than 25% of elderly men are in the work force, as compared 

with 86% of men under 65 years of age; 

(d) the 1972 median income of elderly living alone was $2,397, as 

compared with $5,018 for younger people (for elderly living in 

families, the median family income was $5,968 as compared to 

$11,870 for families headed by younger people); and 

(e) 28% of all older people live alone, while 9% of those under 65 

years of age live alone (it should be noted that recent research 

has indicated a substantial increase in the number of younger 

Americans living alone). 

A more generic psycholog~cal explanation for victimization (and fear of 

victimization) may be found in the shift in orientation that has been found 

with aging. Neugarten and associates (1964) have described this as the 

shift to less active mastery in later years. Similarly, this has been 

viewed as a shift from active to passive behavior and from aggression to 
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cooperation (Clark, 1967); and as a movement from competitive behavior to 

cooperation and from aggressive behavior to passivity (Riley, 1969). 

Lawton, Nahemow, Yaffe, and Feldman (1976) best summarize the lack of 

enviY'onmental control which can partially account for the crime problem in 

the elderly. They state that: 

(a) limits in the visual and auditory acuity of the elderly can 

result in potential threats going unrecognized; 

(b) the elderly tend to remain passive, and not take any corrective 

action as a crime occurs; 

(c) there is a physical limit to the actions the elderly can take, 

such as running to escape assault; 

(d) the social isolation of the elderly leads to vulnerability; 

(e) the economic deprivation of the elderly leads to limits on safe 

actions, such as driving a car or taking a taxi; and 

(f) for numerous reasons 9 the elderly are unwilling and unable to move 

from dangerous neighborhoods. 

Thus, aspects of the physical and social environments of the elderly 

appear to be directly related to victimization. For example, several 

studies have found that the elderly living in single family dwellings (as 

opposed to multi-family dwellings), living alone, and in urban areas are 

more susceptible to victimization (Gubrium, 1974; Christian, 1975; and 

Goldsmith and Tomas, 1974). Similarly, elderly living in urb~n public 

housing suffer high victimization rates (Tomas, 1974; u.s. Department of 

Housing and Urban Development, 1975). Finally, Lawton (1975a, 1975b; 

Lawton, et al., 1976) has cited several environmental factors, such as 
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quality and location of housing and social and personal factors, which are 

significantly related to the victimization of the elderly. 

FEAR OF CRIME. Although the above discussion refers to why the elderly 

are victimized, it is also relevant as well to their fear of crime. Fear of 

crime, or anxiety about being victimized, is an exceedingly important 

factor among the aged for several reasons. Firstly, while a relatively 

small and finite number of elderly are actually victims of crime, the fear 

of being victimized touches almost all Qf the urban elderly. Secondly, as 

will be discussed below, this fear has profoundly negative effects upon the 

behavior and morale of these elderly. Much recent research reveals the 

great extent of fear of crime in the aged. A Louis Harris survey conducted 

for the National Council on Aging (1975) on a national sample of people 65 

years of age and older found that fear of crime was rated by 23% of the 

respondents as being their most serious problem. That was even higher than 

the problem of poor health, which was chosen by 21% of the respondents. 

Further, the study reported that crime in the streets was the greatest fear 

among people over 65 years of age. Elderly with poverty level incomes 

feared crime the most, and elderly women feared crime more than elderly men. 

A recent study by Lebowitz (1975) indicates that elderly who live alone 

greatly fear crime, and a similar study by Schooler (1970) found that the 

elderly are more concerned with their safety than with social interaction. 

In an extensive study of Chicagoans 65 years of age of older, Bild and 

Havighurst (1976) found that fear of crime was rated as their largest 

problem. When asked to rate their serious problems, 41% of the respondents 

selected fear of crime. 

This concern about crime has been shown to have important effects on 

the behavior of the aged. Several studies have found that housing choices 
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by the elderly are significantly affected by their fear of crime (Regnier, 

1974; Biderman, Johnson, and McIntrye, 1967). The mobility of the elderly, 

their freedom to go where and when they want, is also curtailed by their 

fear. A 1973 Gallup Poll indicated that many people over 50 years of age 

were fearful to the extent that they were afraid to leave their homes at 

night. This was supported by Brown (1975), who found that the elderly fear 

walking alone at night, and Lawton, et al., (1976), who also found that 

elderly are afraid to leave their homes at night. Many studies have found 

that this lack of freedom oT mobility is not limited to just at night 

(Cunningham, 1975; Lawton, et al., 1976; National Council on Aging, 1975). 

Fear of crime which limits mobility also affects the social behavior 

and morale of the elderly. Lawton and Kleban (1971) report that this fear 

prevents satisfaction in most other areas of their lives. Further, the aged 

go to great lengths to reduce their potential exposure to crime (Lawton, et 

al., 1976). This results in a reduction of social interaction (Schooler, 

1970), and adversely affects various other aspects of their life-style 

(Cunningham, 1975; Delaney, 1976). 

It is interesting to note how closely these data on fear of crime in 

the urban elderly approximate the research on fear and behavior in crime

ridden public housing projects. Two such projects which were extenSively 

studied are Pruitt-Igoe, in St. Louis (Rainwater, 1966), and the Scott/Carver 

Homes in Dade County, Florida (William Brill/Associates, 1974). In both 

cases, fear of crime among the residents led to decreased mobility, both 

during the day and also at night. This in turn led to decreased social 

interaction, a lack of community cohesiveness, and feelings of alienation. 

The ultimate result was exceedingly poor tenant morale and low life-satis

faction. 
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Again, it is important to note how these studies deal directly with the 

relationship of the enviornment to fear. For example, Schooler (1970) cites 

numerous environmental and social factors which he believes are related to 

concern with safety. Brown (1975) cites being alone at night as a major 

reason for fearing to walk outside, and that finding is supported by the 

Gallup Poll (1973) on crime. Lawton and Kleban (1971) have r~ported on how 

fear of crime has resulted in elderly citizens being afraid to leave their 

homes. Similarly, it has been shown that elderly who live alone fear crime 

much more than those who do .not live alone (Lebowitz, 1975). 

In a study of elderly Chicago residents, Bild and Havighurst (1975) 

found that fear of crime was a more severe problem for those who rented, as 

opposed to those who owned their homes. However, it is important to note 

that even for the elderly home owner, fear of crime was considered a serious 

problem. Cunningham studied the patterns of crime against the elderly in 

Kansas City (1975), and found that mobility and social patterns changed in 

direct relation to the residents l perception of their proximity to criminals 

and crime areas. In the same vein, a National Council on Aging study 

(1975) found that income level and race were important variables for fear of 

crime in the elderly. In a study of neighborhoods, Regnier (1974) found 

that the use of neighborhood facilities by the elderly was affected by their 

perceptions of crime rates. Lawton, et al., (1976) cite (among other 

factors) the social isolation and inability to change environments of the 

elderly as part of the adverse effect of crime and fear of crime among the 

aged. 

Summarizing these and other studies, one finds four major factors which 

are related to fear in the elderly: sex, economics, race, and community 

size (Select Committee on Aging, 1977). 
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Sex. Elderly women have a higher level of fear than do elderly men. 

This pattern holds true, of course, for the non-elderly as well. Yet, 

elderly men and women are more similar in their fear of crime than are non

elderly men and women. This is mainly due to the fact that elderly men are 

more fearful of being victimized than are non-elderly men. 

Economics. The lower the econGmic level of the elderly person, the 

more fearful of crime that person is. This relationship is readily under

standable in light of the fact that poorer elderly tend to live in declining 

urban neighborhoods in lower quality conditions, to be in poorer health, and 

to actually be victimized more than wealthier elderly. This iy, of 1mportance 

because so many of the elderly are of low economic status. 

Race. Many studies have shown that black elderly Americans have more 

fear of crime than do white elderly Americans. The 1975 Louis Harris 

survey found that for people over 65 years of age, 21% of the white pop

ulation as compared to 41% of the black population reported crime as a 

serious personal problem. However, it should be noted that race is highly 

correJated with economic level among the elderly. Black elderly tend to 

also be poor elderly. In studies of more affluent black elderly, their fear 

of crime more closely approximate that of the more affluent white elderly. 

There is, unfortunately, a lack of studies of other minority elderly groups. 

Community size. The larger the cc.:-u']ununity, the more fear of crime there 

is among the resid~nts. This is true for all age level~, but is particularly 

true among the elderly. The reason for this is that larger communities 

result in environments that are conducive to fear, while smaller communities 

do not. For example, rural and suburban elderly tend to know more of their 

neighbors, and have less fear of strangers than do urban elderly. Furthermore, 
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urban environments present more potential hazards to the elderly than do 

rural and suburban environments (cf. Select Committee on Aging, 1977). 

Why are the elderly so fearful of being victimized? Part of the 

answer involves the loss of control of the environment, both real and 

imagined, which occurs as people age. Many gerontologists have noted 

changes in physical skills, psychological traits, and social situations 

which lead to this loss of control. 

Neugarten (1964) has discussed a personality trait called lIactive 

masteryll, which describes the extent to which people view themself as being 

able to take care of their own problems. This is opposed to passivity, 

where a person accepts problems and tries to adapt to them, rather than 

trying to change things. Neugarten has shown that middle-aged people are 

more likely to show active mastery than are older people, and that, in fact, 

there is a shift in psychological orientation among many older people from 

active mastery to passivity. This shift is reflected in an acceptance of a 

condition of fear in the elderly, rather than actively attempting to make 

changes which could reduce that fear. 

Similarly, Lawton, et al., (1976) have described how the aging process 

involves a series of losses. The elderly are often faced with a reduction 

in income, which leads to reduced ability to obtain desired goods and 

services. Almost 85% of the elderly have some sort of chronic illness, and 

12-15% are partially or totally disabled. Many elderly suffer from poor 

nutrition. Many live in poor quality housing~ with inadequate transpor

tation and access to needed services. Finally, there is a continual re

ducation in the older person's social network: the death of a spouse or 

friend, and the loss of a job or meaningful social roles. 
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These conditions lead to the older person perceiving (in many cases 

realistically) that they are unable to deal with the threat of a crime. 

This, naturally, leads to fear. They often doubt their ability to deal with 

the problem, and feel they have lost control of their environment. 

The Environment and the Elderly 

Thus, it is apparent that the problems of crime and fear of crime among 

the elderly are related to the physical and social environments of the 

elderly. However, before applying the CPTED concepts to thes? problems, it 

is important to examine the general effects of the environment upon the 

elderly. It is possible that their are unique relationships between the 

elderly and the environment which could possibly block the success of the 

CPTED approach. 

RELOCATION. Much of the early work on the relationship between environ

ment and the elderly dealt with the effects of physical relocation. In an 

early study, Aldrich and Hendkoff (1963) reported high mortality for those 

aged and disabled who were relocated. In a series of similar studies, 

Leiberman (1965, 1969) found that the aged were highly vulnerable to environ

mental change. He reported adverse effects upon the affect and behavior of 

those who were moved, especially to institutions. In a recent study of 

forced nursing home relocations, exceptionally high mortality rates resulted 

among those moved (Bourestom and Tars, 1974). However, Carp (1966) found 

positive increases in the morale and life-satisfaction of elderly who moved 

into the Victoria Plaza housing project. Those findings were sustained in 

a 10 year follow-up study (Carp, 1975). 
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MORALE AND SOCIAL INTERACTION. There have been numerous studies of the 

effects of neighborhood characteristics on the morale and social behavior of 

the aged. Schooler (1969), in a national study of over 4,000 older Americans, 

'found that the physical environment was related to the psychological adjust

ment of the elderly, through the role of mediating social interaction. That 

is, aspects of the physical environment were directly tied to the amount and 

type of social interaction experienced by his elderly respondents. In a 

later study he delineated those environmental factors and social factors 

which he believed were relevant to the morale of the elderly (Schooler, 

1970). The enviornmental factors included such features as distance to 

facilities, condition of the dwelling unit, size of the dwelling unit, and 

amenities. The social factors included such features as neighboring, social 

organizations, contact with children, and family size. In similar work, 

Rosenberg (1970) has stated that the neighborhood and its social context is 

exceedingly important to the morale of older urban dwellers. He points out 

that the housing environment must support social interaction and activities 

in order for the resident to achieve life-satisfaction. Housing which, for 

any number of environmental reasons (e.g., location, population mix, etc.) 

did not not facilitate social interaction, had a negative impact upon the 

life-satisfaction of the elderly resident(s). 

In another study of neighborhood characteristics, Regnier (1974) cites 

several environmental variables as affecting the behavior of the elderly in 

the area, such as their r~§idential selection. Examples of these variables 

include topography, traffic and land-use patterns, transportation, and 

district designations. The effects of what they termed the IIphysical 

resource environment ll on the well-being of older tenants in planned housing 
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were studied by Lawton, Nahemow, and Yeh (1976). The found that aspects of 

the environment such as the size af the corrununity, the age composition 

within the housing, the activity level in, and quality of, the neighborhood, 

and the presence of fa~ilities significantly affected the tenants sense of 

well-being. The age homogeneity variable was reviewed by Grant (1970), who 

found evidence for higher morale in age homogeneous areas. 

The presence and convenience of various neighborhood facilities have 

also been cited in several studies as being important for the morale of an 

area's residents. Carp (1966, 1975) attributed the high morale of the 

Victoria Plaza residents to, among others, the presence of valued facilities. 

Similarly, numerous studies have found that increased proximity of desired 

community facilities positively affected resident we11-being (Schooler, 

1970; Lawton and Cohen, 1974; Lawton, et al., 1976; Regnier, 1976). 

Specific aspects of the dwelling unit, as well as the neighborhood, 

have likewise been shown to have an impact on the morale and behavior of the 

elderly. In an early work, Kleemeier (1961) detailed three continuums of 

housing for the elderly. These are age-segregated/non-segregated, institutional/ 

non~institutional, and congregate/non-congregat~. The segregation continuum 

refers to the percentage of elderly versus non-elderly residents (the 

higher the percentage of elderly, the more segregated); the institutional 

continuum refers to the institutional nature of the housing; and the con-

gregate dimension refers to the degree which the elderly are dwelling together 

with other, non-related, elderly. In seminal work, Rosow (1967, 1968) 

investigated the characteristics of housing which affect the friendship 

patterns of the elderly. He found that various aging-related factors can 

result in iso1ation, and that this isolation has adverse effects on the 
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morale and friendship patterns of elderly living in age-concentrated (homoge

neous) housing. Rosow found that the working-class elderly were more severly 

affected than the middle-class and more cosmopolitan elderly. Lawton and 

his associates (Lawton, 1975b; Lawton and Cohen, 1973; Lawton, Nahemow and 

Teff, 1975) have found that aspects of the physical environment and the 

social environment (e.g., significant others, demographic characteristics, 

norms and values) markedly affect well-being in the elderly. Christian 

(1975) has found that those elderly who live alone tend to be vulnerable. 

He states that this vulnerability results in a decrease in social activities, 

which causes a decrease in life-satisfaction. Intel~estingly, Sherman (1974) 

reports that there is no greater mutual help in retirement housing which is 

age homogeneous than in dispersed housing, which tends to be age heterogeneous. 

INTIMACY AND FRIENDSHIP. The housing environment has also been shown 

to affect intimacy and friendship among the elderly. As mentioned above, 

Rosow (1967, 1968) has studied the negative effects of isolation and age

homogeneous housing on the friendship pattern of certain elderly. Similarly, 

Noelker (1975) studied the intimate relationships of elderly living in a 

residential home. The results indicated that more than one-half of the 

residents' intimate friends were located outside of the residence building. 

This finding is in contrast with a standard social psychological explanatory 

factor for friendship, which is spatial proximity (Festinger, Schact~r, and 

Back, 1950). However, Friedman (1966) studied social interaction in a home 

for the aged, and did find that proximity was highly related to initimacy 

and friendship. 
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TERRITORIAL BEHAVIOR. Although there is a large body of literature on 

territorial behavior in humans that has major implications for crime pre

vention through environmental design (which will be discussed below), there 

is a limited amount of work on territory in the aged. Delong (1970) has 

stated that the elderly use space in different ways than do younger people, 

and that this has led to a lack of communication between the generations, 

especially with staff in institutions. He reports that aggression can be 

reduced and social interaction increased in the elderly by facilitating 

their maintenance of territory, such as through private rooms in institutions. 

Lipman (1961, 1965, 1969) conducted a series of studies on territorial 

behavior in retired British elderly. He found consistent evidence of 

territorial behavior, with the prevalent form being the claiming of spaces 

such as chairs and tables, and that this behavior was positively associated 

with morale. A developmental explanation of territoriality has been offered 

by Pastalan (1970). He views territorial behavior as an effort to achieve 

privacy through physical withdrawal and limitations of interaction. This 

social interactional definition of territoriality has important implications 

for the role of defense in territorial dominance, which will be discussed 

below. 

PLANNING ENVIRONMENTS. It is interesting to note that there has been 

a dramatic increase in the literature on planning and managing environments' 

for the aged. This has particular significance for considering environ

mental changes designed to deter crimes against the elderly. Early work was 

primarily concerned with the design of buildings for the aged (Musson and 

Heusenkveld, 1963; Weiss, 1969). However, more recent work has dealt with 

applying gerontological research to the planning and managing not only of 
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buildings, but also of the entire environment of the elderly. For example, 

Ostrander (1973) has been concerned with planning nursing homes from an 

environmental psychological perspective. Byerts (1974) and Lawton (1975a) 

have written on planning and managing housing environments, and together 

they have extended this concept to the planning of communities for the 

elderly (Lawton and Byerts, 1973). 

CPTED Applied to the Elderly 

A basic assumption of GPTED is that an effective use of physical 

design can lead to better citizen control of the environment, and thus to a 

reduction in the incidence and fear of crime. Deterrence can be defined as 

discouragement of the commission of a crime through the provision of some 

form of hindrance to that activity. Prevention is the actual averting of 

crime by the provision of enough deterrence (Riccio, 1974). Early indications 

that environmental design could have a deterrent effect upon urban crime can 

be found in the work of Jacobs (1961). Her early discussions of American 

cities indicated that multiple land use along residential streets might 

provide an interaction between the environment and the inhabitants which 

could facilitate surveillance, and therefore increase the safety of the 

streets. This work grew into the numerous approaches to environment and 

crime discussed above, such as spatial analysis of crime occurrence patterns, 

studies of target security, and studies of land-use characteristics of crime 

sites. More recent deterrent efforts have been those which have used 

architectural modification as an environmental intervention. 

Early work by Coit (1965), Gold (1970), and Wood (1972) pointed out 

that increasing surveillance opportunities by increasing the public spaces 
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under the control of tenants could result in a decrease in crime. Fairley 

and Liechenstein (1971) invetigated those hypotheses in New York City 

apartment buildings. Newman (1972) studied the deterrent value of what he 

termed "defensible space H in a New York public housing project. Newman 

stated that the physical environment has the capacity to create perceived 

zones of territorial influence. Tenants will tend to maintain surveillance 

over this territory, and this will reduce both crime and the fear of crime. 

The result will be that more people will then use the area, further increasing 

the survei 11 ance and the reauction in crime. Newman postul a ted that the 

probability that these environmental interventions will result in actions 

against crime depend on: 

(a) the tenant's sense of territory and his being accustomed to 

defending that territory; 

(b) the extent to which activity is understood to be occurring in that 

area; 

(c) the observer's identification with the victim or the property; and 

(d) the extent to which the observer feels that he can effectively 

alter the course of events being observed (Newman, 1972; 1973). 

Newman's techniques have been applied in severa1 public housing projects. 

Environmental modifications which have been attempted include: providing 

surveillance opportunities; clearly identifying the functions of various 

spaces (reducing ambiguity as to ownership and what behaviors should occur 

there); limiting access to the area; separating conflicting uses (teenage 

play areas and shopping areas); providing facilities (amenities); improving 

area aesthetics; and many more (Sagalyn, 1973; William Brill/Associates, 
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1974; Kahn, Franck, and Fox, 1975). None of these approaches have yet 

clearly demonstrated a reduction in criminal acts and fear of crime. Similarly, 

the viability of this approach for the elderly has not been established. 

This will be discussed in detail below. 

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AND POLICE STRATEGIES. Significantly, there has 

been no work as of yet which has interrelated these studies of the designed 

environment with work on the social environment and the strategies applied 

by the police as deterrents in these environments. This would seem to be 

especially important in attempting to apply this approach to the crime 

problems of the elderly, where, as discussed above, the social environment 

has been shown to have a significant impact upon their lives. Also, the 

elderly have been shown to ha~e special problems in interacting with the 

police (Tomas, 1974; Sykes and Clark, 1975), as will be explicated below in 

the section on police techniques. This lack of consideration of the other 

variables was put quite succinctly by the William Brill/Associates in their 

report to the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 

(HUD) on comprehensive security planning for the Scott/Carver Homes (1974). 

They stated that a one-dimensional approach (architectural modification) was 

not sufficient to solve the multi-dimensional problem that they faced. 

AN OPEN-SYSTEMS MODEL. Underlying these approaches to crime prevention 

through environmental design is a model of crime control put forth by 

Jeffery (1971). He holds that what he terms "environmental engineering" is 

the only model which attempts to deal with crime before it occurs, and 

through the use of direct (as opposed to indirect) controls. Although 

endorsing Jeffery's model, this paper extends its approach to include an 

open-systems theory model (Katz and Kahn, 1966). This approach was put 
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forth as a crime control model by Lewitt (1975). Basica1ly, open-systems 

theory is a social-psychological mode' which incorporates all the processes 

dealt with in social psychology (social motivation, person perception, 

attitudes, communication, group behavior, etc.) into a system of social 

relations and behavior which results in some end product. The example most 

often given is that of a school, where the product of all the systems ;s the 

educated graduate, who has values and a social disposition, as well as a 

subject matter, knowledge and skills. Lewitt suggests open-systems theory 

as a model for crime control in that it can be used to study the effects of 

various community organizations upon one another, and thus indicate effective 

points for research and action. 

It appears possible to expand that model to apply to research that 

considers the physical environment, the social environment, and extant 

police techniques as interacting subsystems, all part of a larger total 

system. It is probable that this multiple system approach would integrate 

the social environment and police approaches to crime prevention into the 

CPTED perspective. Including the social environment will more deeply involve 

disciplines such as sociology, psychology, and planning in investigating the 

interrelationship of the physical and social environment in social control. 

Similarly, police techniques are another form of social control which is 

interrelated with the physical and social environments. It is important to 

note that modifications can be made in any of the three subsystems (e.g., 

physical environment: design changes; social environment: community 

organization or quality of life changes; police: strategy or technique 

changes) if those changes are indicated. 
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SOCIAL FACTORS. The work of Newman (1972) and others has indicated 

that the physical environment can evoke social behaviors which will work to 

prevent crime. But these efforts have not, as of yet, yielded integrative 

social and behavioral theories. Also, those which have been produced (e.g., 

Newman's conception of the environment creating perceived zones of influence, 

or "territorialityll) have not been, in the main, totally consistent with 

extant social theories (Patterson, 1974a; Patterson, 1975b). Further, these 

research efforts have tended to look only at the effects of the physical (or 

designed) environment upon the social environment, and have only recently 

begun to consider that the existing social environment interacts with the 

physical environment (e.g., studies of management policies in housing projects). 

This is 'ironic, for it is probably at the level of the social environment 

that "positivistic ll criminologists have been most active, while tending to 

ignore the designed environment. 

It has long been known that various ethnic subcultures have been 

successful in maintaining social control within their group, and that this 

control has been related to the physical environment in which they lived 

(Gans., 1962; ~1ichelson, 1970). Recent authors (Nieburg, 1974; Lewitt, 1975) 

have extended this work specifically to crime control and have concluded 

that neighborhood and community are crucial to crime prevention. This 

concept has been well recognized at several levels. Goit (1965) has argued 

for tenant control of multi-family dwellings in order to reduce crime. The 

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice (1973) has stated that 

there ;s no single solution to crime prevention, and that citizen involve

ment ;s necessary to aid the police in their work, and thus reduce crime. A 

return to community control has been advocated by Nieburg (1974). He feels 
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that a strong structure and organization in the neighborhood can deal more 

effectively with crime than can more formal government organizations. 

Similarly, both the report on Newman-type architectural modifications 

(Kohn, Franck, and Fox, 1975) and also the comprehensive security planning 

for the Scott/Carver Homes (William Brill/Associates, 1974) discussed 

above, call for an increase in community involvement in crime prevention. 

Data from a recent LEAA funded study (Center on Administration of Criminal 

Justice, University of California, Davis, 1975) indicate how important the 

social environment can be i~ the control of crime: in a long term study of 

robbery in Oakland (which has one of the highest robbery rates in the 

country), it was found that 42% of the criminals committed robbery in their 

own neighborhood; further, 60% to 90% of the robbery apprehensions (in most 

cities) were made as the result of immediate actions of citizens or police. 

Citizen crime-reporting projects (Sickman, 1976) indicate some success in 

increasing community cohesiveness and increasing the number of reports of 

crime to police. These citizen crime-reporting projects are an effort to 

change the social environment so that it better complements the designed 

environment in deterring crime. 

The above discussion of the impact of the environment on the elderly 

illustrates some ways in which victimization and fear of crime, as well as 

general morale, are affected by the social environment. One aspect of the 

social environment, territoriality, is particularly salient. Newman has 

stated that crime deterrence results from the capacity of the designed 

environment to create zones of territorial influence which the inhabitants 

will survey and defend (1972). The literature on territoriality generally 

supports this concept. The animal territoriality literature is extensive 
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and presents the concept of dominance of home territories, and defense of 

that territory (e.g., Leyhausen, 1965). Some ethologists have extended 

this concept to humans. Ardrey (1966) states that one of the functions of 

territoriality in humans is to provide for the claiming and defense of 

space, which results in fY'eedom from anxiety regarding safety. More recent 

soc i a 1 psycho 1 ogi ca 1 theori es of terri tori a 1 behav i or' vi ew terr-j tory as 

providing for u stable social organization through smoothing social inter

action, making explicit role relationships and status hierarchies (Edney, 

1974), and as a self/other boundary control mechanism which regulates 

interpersonal interaction (Altman, 1975). 

Beside Newman (1972, 1973), a few other authors have viewed territoriality 

as being salient in preventing asocial behavior. Delong (1970) found that 

the presence of territory reduces agressiveness in institutional immates, 

and Schorr (1966) reported that giving tenants a sense of territory in the 

semi-public spaces of a slum area can reduce crime and what he terms lI social 

insecurity". These conceptions stem from the various definitions of ter

ritoriality in the literature, almost all of which are concerned with 

defense of space. A prototypical example would be Altman's definition: 

"Personalization and ownership [of space] are designed to regulate social 

interaction and to help satisfy various social and physical motives. De

fensive responses may sometimes occur when territorial boundaries are 

vio1ated" (1975, p. 107). 

However, a few definitions of territoriality do not involve defense. 

An example of this type would be that of Sundstrom and Altman: "Territoria1 

behavior [is the] habitual use of particular spatial 10cations" (1974, p. 

115). This non-defensive definition of territoriality which deals with 
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habitual use of space is consonant with the work discussed above on ter

ritorial behavior in the elderly. As was noted, Lipman (1961, 1965, 1969) 

found territorial behavior among his elderly population only in the form of 

identifying as IItheir awnl! specific spaces such as chairs and tables. 

Further, Leyhausen (1965) has reported a decline in dominance over territory 

in animal populations when theinh~bitant grows older. This would appear to 

bring into question the effectiveness of reducing crime against the elderly 

by creating territorial zones of influence, and reinforces the importance of 

examining social as well as ·physical variables. 

Similarly, Altman (1975) has made the distinction among primary, 

secondary, and public territories. The distinction comes from how central 

the territory is to the inhabitants (how important it is in their lives), 

and for how long (duration) they occupy the territory. Thus, homes are an 

example of primary territories, social clubs of secondary territories, and 

park benches of public territories. Altman states that violations of 

primary territories are much more serious than violations of secondary or 

public territories, and ay'e much more likely to lead to defensive behaviors. 

Crime prevention through environmental design is primarily aimed at secondary 

and public territories: building hallways and courtyards, streets and 

parks. This is appropriate, for those settings are where most crimes tend 

to occur (and, as discussed above, are often where the elderly fear to go). 

However, if Altman is correct, people are. less likely to defend those 

territories, and thus the potential crime deterrent value is somewhat 

a ttenua ted. 

A recent study by the author (Patterson, in press, 1978) has shown that 

territorial behavior is associated with a reduction in fear of crime among 

elderly homeowners. The houses of elderly urban dwellers were analyzed by 
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trained observers for the presence of territorial markers, such as barriers 

(e"g., fences, hedgrows) and signs (e.g., "no trespassingll). The homeowners 

were then interviewed to assess their feat" of crime. The fear of crime 

questionnaire contained attitude items probing fear of violence (such as: 

"I am afraid to go out of my home at night.") and fear of theft (such as: 

"When I am away from my home I worry that it wi 11 be burgl ari zed. II) • There 

was also an attitudinal measure of territoriality, which probed the residents' 

feelings of controlling and being responsible for his/her home. 

The territoriality attttude score was Significantly related to the 

presence of territorial markers. Those homeowners who were attitudinally 

territorial displayed more markers than those who were not. Thus, the 

display of territorial markers was associated with a feeling of territoriality 

in the homeowner. The homeowners were then divided into either a high or 

low territoriality group based upon their number of territorial markers. It 

was found that the high territoriality elderly were less fearful (of both 

violence and theft) than were the low territoriality elderly. There was 

also a significant interaction of territoriality with whether or not the 

elderly person lived alone. Elderly living alone were fear'ful when they 

were low in territoriality, but were not fearful when they were high in 

territoriality; the fear level of elderly who lived with others was not 

affected by territoriality. 

This study would seem to indicate that for those elderly who displayed 

territorial markers, and were thus active1y involved in controlling their 

environment, territorial behavior could lead to a reduction in fear. However, 

this reduction was affected by other aspects of the social environment, such 

as whether the person lived alone or with others. 
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Thus, it becomes apparent that one cannot effectively study the role of 

the physical environment in crime prevention without also studying the role 

of the social environment. This is even more important when the role of 

various police techniques and strategies are also considered, as discussed 

below. Another reason for studying both the physical and social environ-

ments is that some CPTED approaches may actually have a negative effect. As 

pointed out by Patterson (1975a) and Brickman (1974), it is possible for many 

of the typically employed design techniques (locks, keys, fences, surveillance 

devices, etc.) to actually 1ncrease people's sense of isolation and insecurity, 

and decrease people's willingness to build and extend their contacts with 

others in the setting. In that case, the designed environment is actually 

working against the deterrence of crime and facilitating the fear of crime. 

One argument put forth in favor of defensible space approach is that it can 

avoid this problem, as opposed to the "target hardening" techniques mentioned 

above. 

POLICE TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES. As stated above, there has been 

little investigation of the relationship of police deterrent techniques and 

strategies to the physical and social environment. Police behavior is 

obviously a part of the social environment, but the police are not generally 

viewed as an integral component of neighborhood culture and living arrange

ments (with the possible exception of the neighborhood policeman or British 

Bobbie model). It should be noted that police techniques and strategies are 

often designed to deter crime, rather than just react to it (Leonard, 1972; 

Riccio, 1974). 

There are many special considerations involved in police relations with 

the elderly. Among these is that research has shown that police interactions 
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with civilians tend to be based on status and roles. As the individual's 

status declines, so does police deferrence toward the individual (Sykes and 

Clark, 1975). This has obvious implications for the elderly, who suffer 

greatly from lack of status in our society. This is supported in work by 

Poister and McDavid (1976), who found that elderly who, as victims, had 

interacted with the police, held low opinions of police services. Similarly, 

many police have lowered regard for the elderly due to the many nuisance 

calls they receive from elderly citizens (for example, many elderly calls 

are because the person actually desires company rather than requires assistance), 

In reaction to this, and in recognition of the special victimization problems 

of the aged, some police departments have instituted specific strategies and 

programs for them (Tomas, 1974; Michel, 1974). Most of these programs 

involve educating police in the problems of the elderly, and the elderly in 

ways to better handle their law enforcement problems. 

In general, police strategies involving deterrent techniques have been 

made for reasons independent of local environmental needs (Wilson, 1968; 

Sullivan and Siegel, 1972). However, many of the innovative police techiques 

(e.g., team policing, neighborhood policeman, tactical and flying squads, 

police-community relations units) can provide beneficial fits with certain 

physical and social environments. For example, Block and Specht (1973) have 

pointed out the benefits of team policing. They note that teams can remain 

in an area for an extended period of time in order to develop a thorough 

knowledge of and relationship with the area and its inhabitants. The teams 

can then become identified with neighborhoods and otherwise homogeneous 

areas. They can thus plan specific programs for environments and be trained 

to work in and with a homogeneous segment of the community (e.g., the elderly). 
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However, the literature indicates both successes (Schnelle, Kirchner, McNees, 

and Lawler, 1975) and failures (Knelling, Pate, Deckman, and Brown, 1973) 

with special patrol strategies. 

It is apparent that certain patterns of the urban environment may be 

particularly appropriate for certain strategies (Katz, 1973). That is, 

characteristics of a neighborhood, or business district, may have particularly 

appropriate environmental fits with certain police techniques. For example, 

both Block and Specht (1973) and Sherman, Milton, and Kelly (1973) have 

advocated fitting police teams to the characteristics of the community. 

McDowell (1975) has noted that the police are a part of the urban environment 

and a reflection of the environment in which they work. That is, they are 

an element of the social environment. He feels that ~olice techniques 

should consider social factors (such as social class and population char

acteristics) and environmental factors (such as residential areas, commerical 

districts, and transportation networks). Similarly, Hilson and McLaren 

(1972) point out that special problems require special tactics, ranging from 

bicycle patrols to heiicopters. Special, in this case, can refer to aspects 

of the environment such as unique physical and social structures. 

Considering police techniques in a system with the physical and social 

environments raises certain interesting questions. There is no reason to 

expect a uni-directional relationship between changes in the physical 

and/or social environments and citizen interactions with the police (Wilkins, 

1965). Thus, changes in factors such as community cohesiveness may well 

change citizen demands for responsiveness from the police. As a community 

becomes more cohesive, it is possible that the police will receive more 

requests for service, because of citizens' increased caring about their 
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neighborhood. Further, the citizens may demand a higher quality of service, 

backed by the social power which cohesiveness can bring. Similarly, if 

desi gn changes shoul d convert IIpub 1 i cll to "pri vate ll territory, +,i,ere mi ght 

be an effect on the police's II r ight ll and need to patrol, and the public's 

attitudes toward that patrol. Also, increasing the sense of territoriality, 

IIpropertyll, or IIcommunityll through environmental manipulations might change 

people's willingness to accommodate police intrusions. Or, if physical or 

social changes actually did result in a decrease in crime, the need for 

police services might decre~se. On the other hand, the result of increased 

citizen surveillance could result in increased reports to the police. 

Further, creating the wrong combination of physical and social changes might 

actually reduce public safety by reducing the efficiency of police techniques 

and s tra tegi es . 

It should be noted that this approach to the study of the physical 

environment, the social environment, and police techniques includes only 

three of the many interacting subsystems. A total open-systems approach 

would also recognize other relevant subsystems (e.g., the courts), However, 

the subsystems selected here appear to be the most salient to reducing 

victimization and fear of crime in the elderly from a ePTED perspective, 

Conclusion 

The above discussion points out that both crime and fear of crime pose 

very real threats to the quality of life of urban older Americans. Further, 

it has been shown that aspects of the environment of the elderly have 

profound effects upon the morale and behavior of the elderly, including 
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affecting their probability of being victimized and their fear of being 

victimized. 

It is apparent that the recent work in crime prevention through environ

mental design (ePTED) has significant potential for providing environmental 

interventions which could reduce the victimization rate and fear of crime in 

the elderly. However, there are features unique to the elderly, such as 

their relationship to their physical and social environments, the nature of 

their territorial behavior, and their interactions with the police, which 

require an innovation, open~systems approach. 
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INTRODUCTION -

Victimization by crime and the reduction of victimization through measures 

of crime control seem to be determined both by features of the environment and 

by characteristics of offenders and their victims. It is difficult, however, 

to disentangle person from environment effects, given the current status of 

explanatory theories and their empirical foundation. This paper focuses, 

therefore, on environmental determinants of victimization by crime and its con

trol, particularly on how the environment of victims and offenders is related 

to risk of victimization by crime and how changes in environments affect those 

risks. 

Major theories that attempt to explain victimization by environmental de-

terminants and ~ts social control by changing environments and ;heir organi

zation focus on environmental opportunities for offending and the propensity 

or p7:'oneness of victims to control them. These thaories, however, lack the 

specificity required of causal explanations. They serve more to orient ex

ploration than to explain victimization and its social control. The major 

goal of this paper thus is to advance some propositions based on empirical 

investigations of environmental daterminants and environmental control of vic

timization and offending. The propositions fall into three majcr areas of 

empirical investigation. They are: (1) offender selection of victims; (2) 

victim proneness to victimization by crime; (3) environmental control of 

offending. 

These propositions must be regarded as tentative formulations for which 

the theoretical and empirical foundation are far from adequate. Exceptions 

occur for the propositions offered and their limits often cannot be specified. 
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Moreover, the methodological and technical adequacy of any given empirical 

investigation on which the generalizations are based is often below that 

essential for standards of proof. Not only are investigations limited in 

their sample of crimes and crime victims, but many studies are poorly designed 

or given to err.ors in analysis. We have generally ignored these errors and 

lfmits in,design. The s~rategy has been to take them into account in the se-

lection of empirical studies and in drawing inferences from them, but we have 

erred in the ·direction of including rather than excluding data that pose prob

lems for analysis and inference. Doing so is based on the belief that a 

series of propositions may lay the groundwork for developing theory and re-

search on environmental determinants and control of victimization and offend-

ing. 

Offender Selection of Victims 

Just on what basis offenders select their victims is not clearly es'tab

lished. This is owing in part to the fact that there are few in-depth studies 

of o~fenders and offending groups and their processes in selecting victims. 

Much of the information on the selection of victims is based on the behavior 
... 

of offenders in committing offenses or on victim reports of offender behavior. 

There are no adequate theoretical models of offender selection of victims. 

Such models may ~e premature, given what is known about how offender and victim 

Benavior varies oy type of crime, age, and sex of offenders, and for territorial 

variation in crime rates. Among variables most commonly chosen to explain 

offender selection of victims are macroscopic variables such as the structure of 

commnmities and their ~pportunities for offending and microscopic ones such as 

the nature of offender risk taking or the form of social relationship between 
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3 

victims and offenders. 

In keeping with the general focus of this paper, our attention is on 

structural and location features of environments that are related to offender 

selection of victims. Less attention is given to specific social and psycho

.logical cIiaracteristics of victims that may affect offender selection of 

victims. 

1. Offenders in the aggregate minL~ize distance between their place of 

residence and the location of their offenses or the residence of th~ir vic~. 

On the average, offenders do not move long distances to search for victims or 

move long distances to pre-selected victims. 

Michael Smith (1972:80) found that 23 percent of all property crimes 

known. to the police in Raleigh, North Carolina were domestic, i.e., committed 

by offenders who lived in the same census tract as their victims. This per

centage was identical to that found by Reiss (1966:4) for Seattle, Washington. 

D"e.spite the fact that a majority of all property crimes are not domestic, in 

Doth Raleigh and Seattle, distance has a negative influence on crime so that 

as the distance Between census tracts increases, the fewer the crimes that are 

:bnported or exported to other tracts (Smith, 1972:80). Census tracts adjacent 

to tIiat where the offender lives are the most likely after domestic tracts to 

be chosen by offenders for their crimes (Reiss, 1966:4). 

Thomas Smith found that all crimes in Rochester, New York are subject to 

the inverse effects of distance; the mean distance between the residence of 

offenders- and the location of their offenses was one mile (1976:805) ~ The 

majority of all offenses occurred within two miles of the offender's residence. 

Tfie distance oetween offender·s and victim's residences may De somewhat 

greater than tOis since person victimized away from home may be closer on the 
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average to the offender's than to their own place of residence. This is 

especially true for crimes committed in commercial or downtown areas of cities 

CTe Smith, 1976:803). 

lao As the distance between communities increases, the fewer the 

offenders imported from outside the community to commit crimes within it 

and the fewer the offenders exported from the community to commit crimes 

outside the community. 

Michael Smith determined the flow of crime from offender to victim 

areas on the assumption the flow depends upon the average income of po

tential victims, the number of criminal alternatives in the victim area, 

the average income of potential offenders, the number of potential of

fenders, and the distance between two areas. Aggregation of this flow 

model over all offender areas leads to an equation for the importation 

of crime to the victim area for all other areas, with importation of 

crime as a function of the average income of potential victims, the 

numEer of criminal opportunities in the victim areas, and the avail

aDlli~ of offenders from all other areas. Aggregating the flow model 

over all victim areas, the exportation of crime from the offender area 

to all otner areas is a function of the average income of potential 

offenders, the number of potential offenders in the offender areas, and 

the availability of criminal opportunities in all other areas. (M. Smith, 

1912:781. Thomas Smith (1976:808-10) similarly found that a simple model 

of crime opportunities fits the exportation of crime better than a model 

of intervening opportunities. 

10 •. The younger the offender, the greater the tendency to minimize 
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distance between the residence of offender and the territorial location -
of the victim when victimized. 

The majority of offenses committed by youthful offenders are with-

in a neighborhood or residential community in which the offender resides 

and are of short distance from the residence of the offender. Suttles 

(1968:207-210) found that almost two-thirds of all offenses known to the 

police that were committed by juvenile gang members living in an inner 

city community of Chicago took place within that community. Nearly one-

half of those commit~ed within the community took place within one block 

of the residence of the n~ar~st offender. Similarly Turner (1965:4) 

found that among juvenile delinquents in Philadelphia, nearly three-

fourths of all their offenses were committed within one mile of the 

offender's home and that the mean distance between place of residen.ce of 

offender's home and the place of occurrence of the offense was 0.4 miles. 
) 

On. the basis of interview~ with 97 burglars, Reppetto (1974:23) reported 

that juvenile burglars were more likely to work with friends or in gangs 

and to travel on foot to commit burglaries in or around their own neigh-

·borhood. 

Correlatively, as the age of offenders increases, distance between 

residence of the offender and location of the offense increases. 

Normandeau, reporting for all Philadelphia robbery offenders, found a 

higher average distance of 1.57 miles than Turner found for all juvenile 

offenses in the same city (1968:268). Reppetto (1974:18, 24-25) found 

that juvenile burglars (under age 18) worked primarily in their own 

ne.:tgbDorhood while. those oet:we.en 18 and 25 committed at least half of 
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their Du~glaries outside their own neighborhood. Older offenders, age 

25 and over, typically preferred to work in more affluent neighborhoods, 

particularly single-family suburban households. The distance offenders 

move is related to their means of movement to victims. Older offenders 

typically use their own car; those between 18 and 25 typically use a 

stolen car and young offenders commonly move on foot. 

The exact effect of age on minimizing distance in the selection of 

vietims~ independent of type of offense, is not known. There is consid

erable variation in age by type 'of offense and the distance moved varies 

by type of offense. 

Though Thomas Smith did not find a model of intervening opportunities 

fit as well as a simple opportunities model for property offenses (1976: 

8111. the distance moved to commit property offenses may fit a model of 

intervening opportunities if the age of offenders is taken into account. 

Young offenders generally make short distance moves to commit low profit 

offenses but with age and experience longer distance moves are made to 

. opportunities where offenses are more profitable. 

The average distance between the residence of offenders and the lo

cation of their offenses varies considerably among types of crime. In 

general,. there is considerably greater minimization of distance between 

the residence of offender and the location of offenses for major crimes 

against persons and property than for minor offenses~ though there is con

siderably greater variation in average distance among minor than major 

crimes, perhaps owing in part to the greater diversity in types of 

offenses among minor crimes. A number of propositions axe advanced that 

may explain differences in the territorial location of victims and offenders 
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among types of crime. 

'Ie. The distance between the territorial location of victims and 

offenders or of parties to "victimless crimes" is minimized where 

patterned social relationships are instrumental conditions of the offense. 

There are three major types of patterned social relationships that: 

are instrumental conditions for offenses. Prior conflict relationships 

between victims and offenders known to one another often give rise to 

offenses against the person. Institutionally organized settings such as 

those of neighborhood pars and clubs similarly are instrumental in gen

erating conflicts that give rise to offenses against persons. Finally, 

certain victimless crimes involve patterned social transactions based on 

p'r1or social relationships; narcotics violations typically involve such 

patterned relationships. 

Boggs (1965:903) observed that areas which have high occurrence 

rates of criminal homicide and aggravated assault also tend to have high 

offender rates for these types of crime. Sfmilarly~ Reiss (1966a: Table 1) 

found the great,est concentration of victims and offenders living within 

the same census tracts of Seattle for the major offenses of attempted rape 

and aggravated and simple assault, and for minor offenses against families 

and children. These offenses typically result from conflict relationships 

among parties previously known to one another or, as in the case of a fair 

proportion of assaults, among casual acquaintances in local organizations 

such as oars, clubs, and street groups. Suttles (1968:209-10) found that 

the vast ~ljority of offenses of fighting, assault, affray, attempted 

rape, and intercourse among juveniles occurred among offenders and victims 

who lived within the same community. 
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Transaction crimes based on prior social relationships appear to 

depend upon local market relationships, at least for the lower echelon 

transactions in the hierarchy. Reiss (1966:Table 1) found that arrests 

for narcotic drug violations among the transacting parties in Seattle, 

washington, showed a fairly high concentration within the same census 

tract. 

ld. The distance be~leen the territorial location of victims~ 

offenders is minimized where knowledge of victim risks is an instrumental 

condition of the offense. 

Roobery shows considerable localization of offenders and victims. 

The mean distance·between the place of the offense and the offender's 

residence was 1.57 miles in Normandeau's study of robberies in Philadelphia 

(1968:268). Suttles (1968:209) found that almost two-thirds of strong-arm 

roooeries committed by juveniles living in a Chicago community occurred 

within that local community. Further confirmation for localization of 

street robberies is found in Weir's study based on interviews with city 

street muggers. These street muggers traveled only one-half mile on the 

average to commit each robbery (Weir:1973-4). Weir also noted that most 

street-muggers operate in only one or two areas of the city and that three

fourths live either in or adjacent to those areas. Knowledge of the area 

:ts important in their selection of victims. There is some variation in 

the distance between offenders and their victims among types of robbery. 

Based on an area analysis of robbery occurrence with robbery offender 

rates, Boggs found that street and miscellaneous robberies were more lo

calized than business robberies in St. Louis city (1965:Table 6). 

Little information is available on the localization of purse-
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snatchings and pocket-pickings, though patterns probably differ for the 

two offenses. Suttles data on purse-snatchings by juvenile gang members 

indicates that they commit the oulk of these offenses within their com

munity of residence; of those committed within the community area for 

more than half the residences of victim and offender are separated by 

less than three blocks. Since a substantial majority of all purse

snatchfngs are committed oy juveniles, there is reason to conclude purse

snatcOings are bighly localized for victims and offenders. 

To commit residential burglary may require more knowledge of local 

conditions than to commit nonresidential burglary. Boggs suggests that 

residential burglary requires knowledge useful to burglars such as know

ing when premises are occupied, how to enter without detection, whether 

their is surveillance by police or watchmen, and where to look for 

oojects. Such prior knowledge may be less important for commercial our

glary where occupancy is patterned and the objects of theft readily ascer

tained without prior knowledge. Bogg'a data for St. Louis City show high 

occurrence and offender rates for residential burglary (Boggs:1965:907) 

while nonresidential burglary rates show a greater territorial dispersion 

Between offender's residence and the location of nonresidential establish

ments.. The offender's age affects the selection of burglary locations. 

As already noted, Reppetto (1974:25) found that older burglars were more 

likely to move longer distances for residential burglary, particularly to 

affluent suBurosn neighoorhoods. Other offenders, in contrast with 

younger ones, were more likely to use planned strategies to get to know 

a neighoornood where they did not live Defore attempting burglary there. 

Young offenders az'e most limited in their territorial movement (largely 
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by foot) and the familiarity derived from living in an area affects their 

selection of burglary locations. The data for public organizations are 

unsatisfactory but it appears that offenses against public organizations 

such as schools or park facilities are localized in relation to the resi-

dence of offenders. Such offenses not uncommonly involve juveniles a~d 

include 'burglary, theft, and malicious destruction of property; Suttles 

(l965:209) reports that minor public offenses such as false fire alarms 

and turning on fire hydrants all are local. 

Mal~cious destruction of property is particularly localized for 

offenders. Suttles found that only six percent of all such offenses 

occurred outside the community area in which the juveniles lived and 

almost two-thirds occurred within two blocks of the residence of the 

juvenile offender (Suttles:1968:Table 21). Malicious mischief or de-

struction of property may involve not only familiarity with local con-

d~tions but symbolic forms of association with the property damaged. 

Often noted, though not well documented, is that, prior associations with 

persons who own or represent damaged property generate the "maliciousness" 

or destructive behavior by juveniles. Prior hostile encounters wit~ dchool 

off~cers or neighbors may cause destructive behavior against their prop-

erty, but since vandalized property often is unoccupied--a condition known 

to local youths--such prior relationship may be les:s important than often 

is assumed. Arson often requires familiarity with the property, though 

the causes of arson vary considerably. An unknown proportion of arson is 

a form of profit-taking where owners collect fire ~~surance for unprofit-

able or otherwise unusable buildings; these owners lnay employ experienced 

arsonists. This form of arson is radically different from that committed 
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by juveniles who "set fires" in their local area or f:t:om those of the 

classic "fire setter" who is thought to satisfy psychological needs. 

A14ests for arson are relatively uncommon and more likely to involve 

jUV\.~iles than adults. Since juveniles may be arrested for arson 

mare often than adults, it is not surprising that arson is fairly 

localized Within the residential community of the arrested offender 

(Reiss; 1966a:Table'I). 

le. The smaller the distance between low i.."1come anUusiness 

areas, the greater the amount of crime against businesses. 

TOe income of potential offenders, a measure of the opportunity 

11 

cost of crime, is negatively related to the amount of crime that offen

ders produce. Low income areas produce more offenders than do high in

come areas j~ Raleigh, North Carolina (Smith, 1972:84). Yet, the income 

of potential residential victims of crime in Raleigh had little influ-

ence on importing or exporting crime while the presence of business 

opportunities for crime, particularly for high income areas, had a sig

nificant effect on these flows. The proportion of non-residential oppor-

tunities for crime within a census tract was, in fact, the single most 

important determinant of imported crime. Since distance had a negative 

effect on flows, business areas adjacent to low income areas were most 

vulnerable to victimization~ Boggs (1965:907) similarly found that in 

St. Louis City businesses located in high income neighborhoods. adjacent 

to high offender areas had the highest rate of bus~ness victimization. 

Older and more experienced offenders seem to mcve longer distances 

to high income areas for residential as well as cowmercial burglaries. 

Reppetto (1974:25) notes that older burglars disproportionally chose 
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affluent suburbs in the Boston area and moved longer distances to commit 

those offenses. 

The movement of offenders from low to adjacent high income areas 

perhaps is related to more general patterns. The burglary and robbery 

rates of an area are positively correlated with the rates in adjacent 

areas. Reppetto (1974:35} found that the residential burglary rate of 

almost all residetltial areas in the B(/ston metropolitan area was posi.~ 

tive1y correlated with the rate in surrounding residential areas. This 

tendency is exaggerated for adjacent low and high income areas by the 

increased movement of low income 'offenders L.""'lto high income a'l:'eas i.e. J 

By liig~ import of low income offenders to adjacent high income areas and 

law export of high income offenders to adjacent low income areas. If 

these inferences are correct, offenders in low income areas account for 

the high rates in both adjacent high and low income areas. There are then 

core areas for the production of offenders who move relatively short dis

tances to commit their offenses so that high income areas are at greater 

risk when they are located adjacent to low income areas. 

If. The more socially visible are offenders, the greater their risk 

of detection~ The great~r their risk of detection because of social visi

bility, th~ more likely an offender is to restrict offending to areas of 

law social visibility. 

Offenders are more likely to restrict their movement in offending 

than are victim$ to restrict their movement as potential victims. Victims 

appear to have little choice in restricting movement to and from their 

resid~~ce, though they have somewhat greater control over the means of 

movement. High income victims generally have greater control over more 

secure means of movement to and from their residence, such as by auto-
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mobile,. than do low income victims. Yet, victims have fe:v1er options to 

restrict their movement to 'places where they are socially visible than 

do offenders, given their commitment to patterns of social activity that 

are territorially dispe~sed. They become particularly vulnerable to vic

timization in situations where they are socially visible away from their 

place of residence. 

Symbolic visibility is determined in part by social definitions of 

situations. Nowhere is this more apparent than in social definitions of 

"suspicious persons". Patterns of residential segregation by class and 

race give rise to the definition of ususpicious persons" both by resi

dents and by law enforcement officers. Young persons are regarded as 

"suspiciousu ,?r "out-of-placelt in some social sett:ings more often than 

are older persons, thereby restricting their range of potential victims. 

Operators of business establishments often assume, for example, that 

young persons are more likely to shoplift than are older persons and thus 

regard them as requiring direct surveillance. Still other public settings 

where freedom of access and n;o,ovement is taken for granted are less likely 

'to lead to social definitions of "suspicious persons", regardless of their 

social visibility. Definitions of persons as "suspicious" based on their. 

social visibility thus varies by the social role, location, and character

istics of people. Little is known about how such social definitions re

late to tne actual visibility, of persons, but both. ·actual vis:lbiiity and 

social definitions of the "visible" seem to enter into offender calculat

tions of r.isk of detection. 

Tien e~al., (l976:l04} report that interviewed black and white 

offenders were not significantly different in their choice of victims, 
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tactics, or timing of offenses but that they reported selecting areas 

for offending v~ere they felt least conspicuous. Reppetto (1974:16) 

similarly found that.at least one-fifth of the residential burglars he 

interviewed mentioned choosing their offense target because they felt 

inconspicuous, i.e., they fit into the neighborhood because they were 

of the same age or race as the residents. 

Race ~y De particularly important as a characteristic of social 

visiDility. Tien et .• al., (1976:104) report that black burglars avoided 

white suburbs where they felt out of place and white burglars did not go 

into gnetto areas. Arrest data are consistent with these reports, though 

they could simply confirm that law enforcement officers are more sensi

tized to search for offending among those who differ from a local popu

lation. Only seven percent of the arrested offenders in a predominantly 

white suburb were black and only 16 percent of those arrested in a black 

ghetto were white (Tien et.al., 1976:106). Both race and class thus may 

increase vulnerability. to social definitions of potential offenders. 

The effect of social visibility on the movement of offenders can also 

be inferred from evidence on race patterns in offender selection of vic

tims. Cross-race (black-white) victimization rates are generally low for 

major crimes against the person. Robbery is the only major crime against 

persons involving substantial cross-race victimization. Reiss (1966b: 

Table 26) found that for both street and commercial robbery, armed and un

armed, blacks were not vulnerable to robbery by white offenders, while 

whites are most vulnerable to robbery by blacks when th6~ operate com

mercial or industrial establishments in black ghetto areas or when they 

move to public areas where there is substantial access by both blacks and 
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whites. Mulvihill, Tumin~ and Curtiss (1969:214-15) report even greater 

disparities for armed and unarmed robberY; 47 percent of all armed and 

44 percent of all unarmed robberies involved a blac~_ offender and a 

white victim while only 2 percent of all armed and 1 percent of all un

armed robberies involved a white offender and a black victim. They do 

not report data on the location of robberies by race of offender and vic

tim but their data on offenses for 17 cities is consistent with the ex

planation that cross-race robbery offenses occur primarily where the 

black offender is less socially visible than the white victim, as in 

ghetto areas, or where both victim and offender lack social visibility, 

.as in central city locat~ons. 

Juvenile offenders seem mo~e socially visible and subject ao appre

hension outside than within their neighborhood or community. The only 

otfenses for which Suttles found more juveniles were arrested outside 

than within the c~unity area were those of trespassing, curfew, loiter

ing,. and carrying weapons (1968: 207) • Each of these offenses is closely 

related to a law enforcement agent's defin:fng the juvenile as a "sus

picious person" or as engaging in activity that may lead an officer to 

stop and question or to search the juvenile. As Suttles observes, 

juveniles probably commit these offenses more frequently within than out

side their neighborhood, but officials do not as often arrest for such 

offenses when the juvenile is close to home. 

The visible effects of race and age aside, little is known about how 

otfier elements of social visibility restrict offenders in their selection 

of victims or of offending situations. That factors such as race, sex, 

age, social class and location enter into definitions of suspicious persons, 
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at least for some offenses, seems likely •. Certainly the police utilize 

. such criteria in deciding whom to stop, question, search, or arrest. 

Suspiciousness is not based solely on personal characteristics of offen

ders, however, but to tneir presence in offenders in particular social 

situations. A group of poorly dressed juveniles in or around a new 

rather than an old automobile, for example, is more likely to arouse 

suspicions of auto theft. Offenses such as trespass, loitering, vag

rancy, and runaway arise for "suspicious persons" in "suspicious situ

ations". 

2. ~l other conditions being equal, offenders select victims that are 

socially and psychologically distan~. 

Offenders select strangers as their victims in crimes against per

sons, except for offenses of criminal. homicide or assault (more so for simple 

than aggravated assault) (Mulvihill, et.al., 1969:217; NICJIS, 1976:82-83). 

Less is known about how property offenders select their victims. Interviews 

with property offenders indicate they avoid organizational victims, whether 

·bouseholds, commercial establishments, or public organizations, when well known 

within the organization. Employee theft may be greater within large than small 

organizations where employee and employer are known to one another. 

Social and psychological as well as territorial distance enters into 

offender selection of victims. While juvenile gang offenders are more likely 

to select burglary, theft, robbery, and purse-snatching victims form outside 

thei~ neighborhood who are not known to the offender, when offenders select 

such victims inside their neighborhood, they seldom are local residents of their 

etlinicity (Suttles, 1968:2l0}. Offender selection Gf victims depends, of course, 

upon tne degree of social heterogeneity in re~idential areas. Suttles selected 
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areas that included several rather distinct wh~te ethnic and black neighbor

heods within the same community, so that local opportunities existed for 

offenders to select victims who were socially diffeto~t. Where such opportuni

ties exist, Suttles suggests that bonds of common ethnic identity, kinship, and 

neighborhood define a common morality that limits selection of victims for 

these offenses to those outside these social Donds (Suttles, 1968:229-33). 

Thus, while an increase in "neighoor1iness 'l may restrict the selection of vic

tims to non-neighbors, his evidence does not suggest that neighborhoods reduce 

crime', only that it affects offender selection of victims to socially distant 

persons or outsiders. 

Reppetto provides two measures of hov the social cohesion of neigh

borhoods can affect offender selection of victims. At least one in 10 of his 

interviewed burglars reported that a main reason for selecting their target was 

tlist the neighBors did not know one another; this appears to be somewhat more 

the case for young than old burglars, though the difference is not significant. 

At least 2 in 10"burglars selected isolated neighborhoods; i.e., ones character

ized By high transiency or dispersed single family housing. This was not the 

case'for any of the juvenile burglars and was most likely to characterize older 

Durglars who are more likely to move long distances to commit residential bur

glary (Reppetto, 1974:16). A related finding by Reppetto (1974:68) is that 

next to actual occupancy of the dwelling unit, residential burglary offenders 

reported they were most likely to be deterred by the presence of neighbors or 

other pOSSible witnesses. Reppetto also developed a measure of neighborhood 

social cohesion based on length of residence and mutual assistance. Though the 

overall differences are not significant, neighborhoods with low cohesion have 

a suDstantia1ly higher burglary rate than those with moderate or high cohesion 

(Reppetto, 1974:47-48). 
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Proneness to Victimization 

The social location of victims in time, territorial, and social 

space affects their risk of victimization. These general organizational 

cOltditions inhere in both the personal characteristics of victims and their 

choice and destiny as to where they live and move. Whether one is des-

tined to live in an urban ghetto or can exercise choice to live in a more 

distant and affluent suburb affects ones proness to victimization by both 

person ~nd property crimes. 

Within any territorial space, there are structural domains and social 

patterns of movement that also affect proneness to victimization. The degree 

of control tnat persons may have over these domains or patterns of movement 

varies considerably. One may have less control over the journey to work or to 

shop for goods than one has over the security of one's immediate dwelling. 

Often security of domains is !'.ore determined than a matter of choice. What 

one has by way of physical sec~rity of a dwelling place may be highly deter-

mined oy ones income and tenant status. Yet whether one locks windows or doors 

is PQtentially under the direct control of victims. 

Location and structural proneness to victimization should vary con

sideraIily By type of crime. The determinants of situation proneness to 

victimization can De substantially different, for example, for burglary, 

rODoery, auto theft, and employee theft. For most offenses, all too 

little is known about the structural and locational conditions that lead 

to victim proneness or the.ir capabilities to deter crime. Our discussion 

Below, therefore, focuses disproportionally on offenses for which there 

is a cody of research findings., particularly burglary and robbery. Some 

comparisons are made wi.tn crimes against persons. 
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One measure of victim proneness is the risk of victimization. Risk 

of victimization by crime is a probability statement about the chances of 

experiencing actual or attempted damage or loss from crimes. Risk of vic

timization by crime varies considerably among types of offenses. The de-

termination of what units are at risk for which offenses is not easily 

reso1ve4, however. The National Crime Survey (NCS) of victimization by 

crime selects persons, households~ and commercial establishments as units 

at ri~k, disregarding altogether public orbanizations (NCJISS. 1973:9). 

Persons are not considered at risk for all offenses in which there is con

tact with a person. The commerical establishment is the unit at risk for 

robberies of employers while the perso~ is at risk fer all other robberies. 

S1mi1arly, for au offense such as buglary, the NCS considers households at 

~isk for residential burglaries and business establishments for cOmmercial 

~rglaries. Burglaries. of other nonresidential establishments are not 

measured in. the NeS. The NCS regards motor vehicle theft as a household 

crime with the household as the unit at risk, though even for households, 

ouly tnose tnat own automobUes are actually at risk. 

Both persons and automoBile registrat:i'.ons have been used as units at 

risk for motor vehicle theft. Reiss (l966:76) found that the rate for auto 

theft in the United States was more than twi.ce as greet when automobile 

registrations were used as the unit at risk than when population was 

the unit at risk; for Chicago,. Illinois, it was three and one-half times 

greater for motor vehicle registrations than for inhabitants. More re

cently, Hfndelang, using victim survey data for eight American cities, 

found that the rate of motor vehicle theft was 41 per 1,000 households 

but when only households owning motor vehicles were regarded as units~ 

at risk, the rate per 1,000 motor vehicles owned dropped to 36 since 

... , 
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there was on the average 1.6 motor vehicles per household. Were the 

household rate calculated only for households that owned automobiles, the 

household rate would be greater than that for all households. Further 

refinements are possible since past studies have shown that the risk of 

victimization varies with make and model of automobile and its locks. 

MucD. of the aggregate data on offenses. is commonly misinterpreted as 

reflecting risks of victimization (Scarr, 1973:104; SCCJPP, 1972:15 Chimbos, 

1973:3231. Any burglary series, for example, will disclose that resi-

dent1al burglary is mor,e common than nonresidential burglary and that 

burglary of public organizations such as schools is less common than either 

of these. But there are, of course, more residences than there are com-

mercia1 establishments and far fewer schools than either of these units. 

T~ measure and compare risks, rates must be based on the appropriate units 
. --'. 

at risk. 

S'everal gener~izations are offered con~~rning the major structural de-

terminants of victim proneness, though generally there are few studies to test 

the generalizations. 

1. The higher the income of a community within an urban area, the fewer 

the property offenses produced by resident offenders and the fewer offenders 

!!ported to commit property offenses elsewhere; the income of an area has a 

;aeg1is.ible effect on the importation of offenders from ather areas (Smith, 1972: 

81-83). 

IT.\creasing income has a significant deterrent effect on the production 

and export of offenders. Sinith (1972:8;) found that in Raleigh, North 

Carolina, the income elasticity of property crime was estimated to be -.79; 

as incomes in a tract rise by 10 percent, the export of crime can be ex-

• 
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pected to drop oy about 7.9 percent. The negligible effect of income of 

families in an area to the import of crime is subject to diverse interpre

tations, but the single most important determinant of imported crime is the 

proport1~n of non-residential opportunities for crime within ~ area, pri

marily Dusiness crime (Smith, 1972:82). As Smith notes, this suggests 

that non-residential crime is much more profitable to offenders than is 

residential crime; for Raleigh, a census tract having ten percent more 

Dusiness opportunities than.another tract increases its imported crimes by 

1.76 (Smith, 1972:63). Further confirmation is found in the fact that c~imeg 

. committed by offenders against victims in the area where they reside-

domestically or locally produced crimes-- are much more likely to involve 

residences than businesses as compared with exported crimes. (Smith, 1972:82). 

This suggests, as Smith notes, that residential crimes may be committed 

close to the residence of the offender because the payoff for residential 

crimes may generally be insufficient to cover actual or opportunity costs 

(Smith, 1972: 83) • The fact that a substant:t.al proportion' of residential 

c:r:£mes are committed oy juveniles who liye in low income areas, and on 

foot, snould net a lower average property value for property offenses that 

are localized by place of residence of victims and offenders (Reppetto, 1974: 

2311. Bu,siness crimes, which are more likely to be a substantial proportion 

of all imported or exported crime, should have on the average greater payoff. 

Yet Pope (l977:29-30) found no significant differences in the average value 

of prQperty stolen in residential as compared with nonresidential burglaries. 

Wfietner the suostantial effect that income has on the production of 

offenders and offenses exists generally 'for communities is not known. One 
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would expect variation among communities,. however,. given pattlarns of resi

dential segregations and social heterogeneity. If what Smith observes 

holds more generally, then increasing incomes could have a substantial effect 

on domestic and export production of offenders and offenses in urban communi

ties, since increased income should lower the demand for illegal income trans

fers (Smith, 1972:81-82) ~ 

2. The risk of victimization from any crime varies inversely with the 

prevalence of organization of units at risk. 

The burglary rate for the more frequently occurring household units is 

sUDstantially lower than that for the less frequently occurring non

reSidential or business establishment. The NCS reports a 1973 burglary rate 

of 204.per 1,000 business establishments out only 93 per 1,000 households 

~CJISS, 1976:68). Hindelang (1976:269-318) similarly found that in eight 

American cities, the burglary rate was 480 per 1,000 businesses but only 137 

per 1,000 households. Conklin and Bittner (1973:212) likewise report dis

crepant rates for a Boston suburb: 2~7 for nonresidential as compared with 

22 for residential locations. Earlier, Reiss (1966b:66) found that the 1965 

u.s. Burglary rate was 10 times greater for non-residential than for resi

dential structures in Chicago. 

The risk of victimization by robbery is greater for commercial estab

lis&ments than for persons in households. The NCS reports a 1973 robbery 

rate of 7 per 1,000 persons 12 years of age. and older but a robbery rate of 

39 per 1,000 commercial establishments. Comparable estimates for the eight 

American cities reported by Hinde1ang (1976:107-318) are 8 per 1,000 persons 

and 90 per 1,000.commercial establishments. 

ComparaBle rate data unfortunately are lacking for public organizations 
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such as schools. One can infer from published 4ata that the burglary rates 

are probably higher for schools than they are for other nonresidential es

tablishments. Thus Pope (1977:23} found that three percent of all burglaries 

for six metropolitan law enforcement areas of California were against schools; 

given the proportion that schools are of all establishments, their rate 

appears sUDstantia1ly greater than that for residences or commercial estab

lishments. Within central cities of major metropolitan areas, rates of 

vandalism appear to be higher against schools than against other organizations. 

The offense of larceny shows a similar pattern, t~ough a fully compar

able set of data is not available. The NCS reports a 1973 personal larceny 

with contact (purse-snatching and pocket-picking) rate of 3 and a personal 

larceny rate without contact rate of 90 per 1,000 persons, while the house

hold larceny rate is 109 per 1,000 households. Though comparable data are 

not available, estimates of shop-lifting and employee theft indicate a much 

higher larceny rate for commercial establishments. 

The risk of victimization for comparable offenses then seems less for 

persons than for organizations and among organizations seems greatest for 

those that are least frequent in the population of organizations. 

There undoubtedly are a substantial number of factors that determine 

risk of victimization and little is known about most of them or their contri

Butions to risk. Many of these determinants also can be regarded as elements 

of a unit at risk. Thus, for crimes against the person blacks are more at 

risk than are whites, men more than women, single more than married persons, 

and young more than old persons (NCJIS, 1976:18-21) and for crimes against 

Oouseliclds, unoccupied dwelling units are more at risk than are occupied 
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dwelling units for burglary and household larceny. Yet, young, single men, 

for ,~le, are more likely to engage in oehavior that increases their risk 

of vic:,timization and offenders are prone to select unoccupied rather than 

occupied dwelling units for their offenses or to select single victims in 

occupied premises. Below we examine some of these elements in risk, par

ticularly as they relate to crimes of stealth. 
. :. 

. 3. Except for offenses that are defined by their location, e.g., 

resiaential or commercial burglary, the rtsk of victimization is greater 

outside the victim's residence than within, concentrated in public ways 

and places. The 't'isk of victimization outside is greater away from than 

near one's residence. 

Undoubtedly hoth victim and offender behavior enter ±nto the deter-

mination of place of occurrence of offenses. Offenders to some degree 

calculate risks in their selection of victims and the places to commit 

an offense while victim b,<;aha'l7ior may have elements of proneness and pre

cipitation of offenses as \Tell as differences in Egtposure. 

Even for major crimes a~inst the person, the probability of vic

timization is greater outside than within the victim'~ home. In the 

aggregate, personal crimes of violence occur most frequently outdoors, 

48 percent (NCJIS, 1976:43). ,Among the three NCS major crimes of violence, 

rape (29 percent) is most likely to occur in the victim's home while robbery 

and assault occur with equal frequency in the victim's home (11 percent) 

~CJIS, 1976:43}. Although the NCS underenumerates crimes between persons 

known to one another) the find~lgs for crimes known to the police show on 

the whole a similar pattern, thc:)Ugh the rates for crimes committed within 

- tlle li.ome are somewhat higher. 'rhus, Mulvihill, et.a1., (1969:221) re-
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porting .on place of occurrence of four major crimes against persons that 

were known to the police in 17 U.S. citie~ found that outside locations 
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were more common for willfull murder, aggravated assault, and armed and. 

unarmed robbery. Their findings disclose only a majority of forcible rapes 

occur inside a residence. Amir (1971:144-149) similarly finds a majority 

of rapes occur inside a victim's residence but repo~ted variation by initial 

meeting place and place of occurrence of rapes reported to the police. 

When the meeting place was at the offender's residence, all of the rape 

offenses occurred there while When the" original meeting place was the. vic

tims's residence, 88 percent of the rape offenses occurred there. (Amir, 

1971:l45). Even correcting for Nes underenumeration of rape and assault 

offenses where the victim and offender are known to one another t however, 

a majority of rape offenses appear to occur outside the victim's home, 

though inside locations predominate over outside locations for rape. 

While one in 10 robberies against persons occur inside the home (NCJIS, 

1976:93), Both armed and unarmed robberies occur predominantly in outside 

locations (Mulvihill, et.al., 1969:221). Armed robberies, however, are 

much more likely to occur in inside locations of commercial establishments 

tban are unarmed robberies (Mulvihill, et.al., 1969:221). 

Personal larceny with contact--purse-snatching and pocket-picking~ 

ra~el¥~~cur in the victim's residence and take place largely in nonresi

dential Duildingsor on the streets; purse-snatching is more common as a 

street offense ~CJIS, 1976:43). 

Personal larceny without contact is twice as common for nonresidential 

. i'e aa.for·residerice iocations (N JIS, 1976:67). Almost one-half of all per-.... 
sonal larcenies without contact occur in public ways or places and another 

one-fourth occur within school buildings (NCJIS, 1976:Table 51). 
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Motor vehicles are rarel,y stolen within the person's place of z'esidence 

~ar2ge within or as part of a residence). Vehicles parked near one's 

residence account for 30 percent of all motor vehicle thefts in 1973 hut the 

majority (64 percf:l.It:) were stolen in public ways or places or from parking 

lots (NCJIS,1976:Table 49). 

4. Except for offenses defined by their location. crimesirtvolving 

assault upon the perljlon occurring in of near the person ,.~ 'Place of residence 
-. 

~ .. - .--_. 

~cur more frequently within than near the residence while all other 

'~EfenseB are more likely to occur near than within the person' s plac~ 

of residence. 

Homicide, aggravated assault, forcible rape and armed and unarmed 

robbery are more likely to occur within than near the home (Mulvihill, 

et.al., 1969:221; NCJIS, 1976:Table 48). The differences are substantial 

only for homicide and rape, however, In the aggregate, 12 percent of all 

personal crimes of violence occurred inside the victim's place of resi

dence £nd 9 percent near it ~CJIS, 1976:Table 48). 

'ITlOugh personal larceny with contact occurs infrequently in or near 

tlie victim's place of residence (6 percent, of all such jffenses), it is 

about: twice as likely to occur near as within the victim's place of 

residence (NCJIS, 1976:Table 48). Motor vehicle theft, as already noted, 

occurs rarely for vehicles housed with a pe:eson's place of residence hut 

30 percent are stolen when parked near the person's place of residence. 

While it appears reasonable to assume that much of the motor vehicle theft 

that occurs np.ar the victim's residence is due to the absence of secure 

space to park the motor vehicle with the reside'lce, some undoubtedly is 
.. ~ 

due to the fact that victim's do not always use their facilities. 
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5. Among property offenses defined by their structural loca~~~L 

Earticularly burglary, the risk of victimization is substantially reduced 

by the presence of victims. 

Tne relationship between occupancy of residences and risk of vic

timization is complex. Consi~ering all areas within the Boston Metro

politan Area studied by Reppetto, areas with low daytime occupancy 

did not differ significantly in their burglary rate from areas with 

much lower daytime occupancy rates (1974:49). Nonetheless, Reppettp found 

that the large majority of dwelling units are unoccupied at the time they 

are burglarized and persons ':v'ho leave their houses uilLoccupied for 35 

hours or more a week were significantly more often but'gla:cy victims than 

those wno ieft them 'unoccupied five hours or less a week; a similar re

lationship was found by numbeJ;' of hours a residence iel occupied each day 

(1974:6l,149). 

The explanation for this difference between individual and area 

risks prooably lies in part in offer.:er concentrations and their selection 

of victims. Areas with law occupancy rates during the day vary in their 

production of offenders. Where local offender resident rates are low, 

offender.s must move to the low occupancy opportunity. 

, The extent to which a dwelling unit is occupied is determined in part 

by household labor force participation rates. When women work, the hOllse

hold is more likely to be unoc.cupied. Evidence that labor force participation 

rates of women affect victim risk is provided by Pope using area corre

lations for selected California cities. Pope found that most reported 

burglary incidents took place in low socia-economic status areas but that 

reported burglaries were less like:';'y to take place in a'reas with a low per-
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centage of females in the labor force (Pope, 1977~27). One might speculate 

that as Doth the proportion of households with female heaJs who work and of 

households where both spouses work increases, area differences will reduce 

in magnitude.' The increasing suburban rate of burglary, for example, 

may d~pend upon labor force participation patterns that increase the 

risk of victimization. 

Offenders show a propensity to avoid occupied dwelling units. The 

selection of victims by burglars seems to be in marked contrast to that 

of offenders who commit robbery. Conklin (1927:87-88) concluded that 

offenders who choose robbery prefer confrontation to stealth and Roebuck 

and Cadwallader (1967:380-81) observed that black robbery offenders took 

pride ~ taking property by force against persons. 

The proportion of persons present when offenses of burglary, larceny 

without contact, or motor vehicle theft are committed is quite low--less 

than one in ten. For the offense of burglary, Pope (1977:26) found that 

the victim was present during 7.4 percent of all residential and commercial 

Durglaries and found it in progress in an additional 1.5 percent of all 

burglaries. nata' from the National Crine Survey disclose that the burglary 

victim was able to describe some characteristics of the offender in only 

2 percent of all burglaries with for~ible entry where property was taken 

but in 12 percent of all burglaries where there was forcible entry but no 

property was taken; rates for anI awful entry (7 perc,~nt) and attempted 

burglary (9 percent) were somewhat lower (Reiss, 1976:Table 1). NCS 

victimization data similarly show that the victim was able to describe 

the off~n~er in three precent of all actual larcenies without personal con-

tact but in 18 percent of all such attempted larceni~s (Reiss, 1976:Table I). 

Fo'r motor vehicle theft,-'victinls described offenuers in four percent of all 
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actual thefts but in 9 percent of all ~ttempted auto thefts and 21 percent 

of. all other motor vehicles. Quite clearly~ victim presence is related to 

the success offenders have in committing offenses. When the victim is 

present, more attempts are thwarted and e\~dence obtained about the offen

ders. Still a great many other factors other than presence of the victim 

influences whether an offender is successful in committing a crime since 

even most attempts go undetected as they occur. 

Property offenses are clearly crimes that are usually discovered 

after either the attempt or the completion has taken place. A recent 

study of response time to major crimes discloses that major property crimes 

are usually not discovered in progress or by alarms but that they are dis

covered" by victims, on the average much later than the estimated time of 

occurrence of the offense. (KCPD,1977). Pope (1977:26) similarly fou~d 

that burglary offenses were most usually discovered after the victim re

turns (57 percent) or the next working day (primarily commercial burglaries), 

an additional 18 percent. The presence Qf a victim during the burglary 

{7.4 percent), the victim returning (1.5 percent), detection by burglar 

alarm (3.3 percent) or discovery by a passing patrolman (2.1 percent) 

accounted for only 14.3 percent of all burglaries known to the police. That 

considerable time may elapse before the offense is discovered is evident not 

only in the Knasas City Police Department. Response Time Study (1977) but in 

attempts to pinpoint the time of occurrence of the burglary from victim re

ports. A sizeable minority of respondents are. unable to even estimate the 

time period when ~he offenses of burglary and household larceny occur. 

Respondents for the National Crime Survey could not estimate time of 

oecurrence for 23 percent of all burglaries (somewhat lower for forciole 

than other forms of entry or attempts to burglarize) and for 21 percent of 



all larcenies from households; time of occurrence was not reported for 9 

percent of all commercial burglaries (NCJISS, 1976:Table 45). 

Nonresidential burglaries appear to occur largely when no one is 

present, though support for this conclusion is inadequate. Apart from the 

fact that many burglary offenses against commercial establishments are dis

covered on the next working day, information on the time of occurrence of 

nonresidential burglaries indicates they are most likely to occur at night 

and over the week-end, times when nonresidential buildings are usually un

occupied (Scarr, 1973:l04;·Clarke, 1972:11; Conklin and Bittner, 1973:215; 

Chimbos, 1973:324). Victimization surveys disclose that commercial bur

glaries are mo're frequently reported as occurring at night than are resi

dential burglaries. For the National Crime Survey, 85 percent of all com

mercial burglaries were reported as taking place between 6 P.M. and 6 A.M. 

GNCJISS, 1976:42) and in the eight cities studied by Hinde1and, it was 
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a'Bout 90 percent (1976:335). Only some~qhat more than one-half of all 

residential burglaries wer.e reported as taking place at night in the national 

victim surveys. 

6. Victims are prone to repeat victimization by the same type of crime 

and spatial location. 

The chances a household or one or more of its members will be successively 

victimized by the same type of crime are greater than one would expect given 

the chances of victimization for all households and their members. The chances 

of being victimized by a burglary, household larceny, motor vehicle theft, or 

any major type of crime against the person are greater if the previous victimi-

- zation was the same type of crime than some other type of crime (Reiss, 1977c: 

171. 'Ihis is not to say that whenever a household or one of its Tilemoers is 
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vic.timized by any type of crime, it has a greater chance of next being vic

timized by that same type of crime than by some other type of crime since 

the probabilities of victimization for any type of crime depend upon the 

relative frequency of occurrence of that type of crime. Thus ones chances 

of being victimized by frequently occurring crimes of burglary, household 

larceny, personal larceny without contact, and assault are high regardless 

of the type of crime in a previous victimization, but they are substantially 

greater for these offenses if the previous crime victimization was the 

same type of crime. For the offenses of motor vehicle theft, rape, robbery 

and purse-snatching or pocket-picking the chances of next being victimized 

by the same type of cTime are greateT only if one was previously victimized 

by that same crime. 

Considering only household crimes--burglary, household larceny, and 

motor vehicle theft--there is a substantial propensity for victimization 

by the same type of household crime. The chances of being victimized by 

any type of household crime are greater if the previous victimization 

was the same type of household crime than some other type of household 

crime. Indeed, a burglary with a forcible entry was more likely to occur 

if it were preceded by a burglary with forcible entry, burglaries without 

force when preceded by one without force, and attempted burglary when pre

ceded by attempted burglary. The same is true for type and amount of house

hold larceny and for actual and attempted motor vehicle theft (Reiss, 1977: 

Table Ba). These propensities to repeat victimization by the same type of 

crime cannot be attributed to tqe crime rates of areas. 

Though. the place of occurrenc.e of an offense is related somewhat to 

type of crime, there similarly is a propensity for repeat victims to be 
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victimized in the same type of place. Thus if one is victimized at home, 

one is most likely to be victimized next at home and if near home, to be 

victimized next near home. Young persons victimized in school are highly 

likely to be victimized next inside the school.' The propensity is 

similarly large for street offenses (Reiss, 1977:Table 6). 

7. The more residentially dispersed nonresidential structures~ the 

greater their risk of victimization and the less amenable to control of 

crime .. 

The typical pattern of urban and rural growth of communities in the 

United States has led to considerable dispersion of nonresidential 

structures, particularly of commercial establishments. These patterns 

are in' shaJ.:p cont:rast with those of more recently planned suburban ccm.

munities where nonresidential buildings have a greater concentration. With

in large cities and rural fringe areas, businesses are located in dispersed 

ribDon developments rather than concentrated in space. Such dispersal 

limi~s the extent to which they can be controlled by direct surveillance. 

Though data are generally lacking, nonresidential structures that are dis

persed in space have a greater risk of victimization than those that are 

concentrated in space. 
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Environmental Control of Offending 

Environmental control of offending exists in t¥;'o major and related 

forms. There are. first, environmental and situational factors that re-
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strict opportunities to commit offenses. wnile these factors are subject 

to direct influencl~ and change, they typically inhere in situations be

cause of their stru(:ture or in patterns of social behavior. These types 

of control range frclII1 patterns of occupancy of structures and, movement by 

victims to situational opportunities that facilitate entry by offenders 

O~ limit their access. The second class of environmental control includes 

technological and social practices that facilitate detection of offenders 

as they go about committing crimes. The former are often regarded as pre

ventive strategies or deterrents to crime while the latter are techniques of 

detection. The distinction between the ~wo types of environmental controls 

is far from clear. To illustrate by example, a burglar alarm may both 

deter some offenders and operate as a means of detecting offenders' while an 

offense is being committed. 

Methodologically, it is difficult to disentangle the relationship 

among specific forms of environmental control and the probability of either 

victimization or offending. This is so for a number of reasons. First, it 

is diffic~lt to measure the effect of measures that thwart, avert, or prevent 

offenses. To do so requires far more information on how offenders and po

tential offenders are deterred than is 'currently available. Second, it is 

difficult to determine the specific effect of any fo~ of control since forms 

of control commonly occur in conjunction with one another. Thus a residence, 

for example, may have low daytime occupancy, a dog, and a variety of security 

devices that restrict access. The effect of anyone of these on crime 
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prevention is not easily measured; to do so would req~ire large populations 

that permit analyses of separate effects. Third, controls vary considerably 

in the range of their effectiveness. Access to a structure may be restricted 

at some times and not others, for example. A burglary with unlawful entry 

thus may be more likely to occur when the structure is accessible to the 

public while forcible entry will be required when it is closed. ll~y general

izations about environmental controls and their affectiveness on risk of vic

timization thus are quite tenuous from a methodological point of view. 

At the same time, the'theory of environme~tal control and deterrence 

is poorly developed so as to explain patterns of offending. Some theories 

are based on essentially rational postulates of offending, assuming that 

offenders and their victims behave rationally in their environment and 

calculate risks of victimization or detection when offending. There is ample 

evidence that offenders quite commonly are also victims but little is ~LOwn 

whether ~'ational calculation enters into these separate roles (Savitz, et.al., 

1977:59}. Indeed, some assume that environmental controls often can increase 

the rational calculation of offend~rs and their sophistication in committing 

offenses by displacing offend~g to alternate opportunities. Still other 

theories assume less rationality in victim and offender behavior. Such 

theories may emphasize the effects of environment on detection rather than 

deterrence or the causal effect of victim precipitation in offending. Among 

the various theories, there are contradictory predictions about effects of 

controls but the difficulty and lack of testing these predicitions precludes 

choosing among the theoretical explanations. 

Gtven these,theoretical and methodological limitations, any observations 

soout the deterrent or detection effects of environmental controls are 
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suspect. We offer a few that emerge from our current review. 

1. Direct and personal control of environmental opportunities and 

situations reduces the risk of victimization and deters off~nding more than 

indirect impersonal means. 

We' noted previously ~hat the presence of potential victims reduces the 

risk of ce.rtain property offenses such as burglary, household larceny, and 

motor vehicle theft. Moreover, Reppetto (1974:83) and others show that 

burglary rates are substantially lower where guards limit access to high

rise luxury apartments (thQugh usually such buildings also have elaborate 

surveillance devices). Excepting some offenses of public order, only a very 

smal~ proportion of an! criminal offense occurs iu the presence of law en

forcement or security offic~rs, a result undoubtedly both of chance and de

terrence. Though evidence on whether the presence and surveillance of 

n~ghoors reduces the risk of victimization is generally lacking, burglary 

offenders report that the presence of potential witnesses and neighoors 

deters them t~eppetto, 1974:l4-l7,24}. 

Generally, the 'less direct the supervision or surveillance, the greater 

the theft rate. The less the supervision of employees, for example, the 

greater the rate of employee theft (Merriam, 1977:391-92). Though much 

shop-lifting occurs in the presence of others, shop-lifters seek to avoid 

direct surveillance by employees (Cameron, 1964). 

Much crime against persons occurs in public places or byways. Offenders 

most commonly select persons wh n alone and the risk of victimization is 

generally greater for single than married persons in stranger-to-stranger 

offenses. It is surprising how few major or minor offenses occur when persons 
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are in motor ·.,ehicles, even when a per.son is alone. Citizens who confine 

their behavior to being about with others or in private transport seem 

pazticularly invulnerable to victimization by strangers. They become vulner

able in moving to means of transport or when co~fined to movement on foot. 

The elderly appear to be particularly vulnerable to juvenile offenders when 

on foot. To be sure, certain offenses such as pocket-picking may be quite 

likely in crowds, but such crimes of stealth are not ordinarily regarded by 

potential victims as matters for direct surveillance and control. 

No adequate data are available on how direct control affects risk of 

robbery. Victims of robbery are less likely to be alone than are other vic

tims of major crimes against persons, except for rape and homicide. Robbery 

victims and those victimized by serious assault with theft are least likely 

to report being alone in the NCS (Reiss, 1976:Table 1). Comparable data are 

not available for commercial robberies but it appears that the risk of 

robbery is greater for lone attendants. 

The control that victims exercise over access clearly affects the risk 

of victimization for some offenses. Among all burglary victimizations re

ported in the U.S. in 1973, about half as many were committed by unlawful 

as by forcible entry (NCJIS, 1976:Table 1). Personal control over access, 

such as in luxury high-rise apartments, appears to have the greatest de

terrent effect on burglary. 

It is believed that situational factors which affect the public visibil

ity of structures deters property offenders. Pope (1977:28), for example, 

reports that the point of entry was not visible in 70 percent of all bur

glaries. Nonetheless, assuming that the back and sides of structures are 

the least visible (and more likely to be shielded by landscaping, fences, 
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etc.} and the front is most visible, thel"e is a ane in four c.hance that 

the more visible front will be the point of entry'. The 30 percent visible 

entry reported by Pope is not much difference from this chance expectation. 

Similarly, while the point of entry was not lighted in 69 percent of 

all reported burglaries (Pope, 1977:28), lacking information on the distri

bution of lighted and unlighted entries by place on struc.tures, it remains 

unclear whether lighting has any appreciable effect. Indeed, the availability 

of lighting within 100 feet of the point of entry characterized 69 percent of 

all burglaries (Pope, 1974;28), though again the distribution of lighting to 

property access risk is unknown. 

Alarm systems are utilized both as a deterrent and as a means of de

tection. Alarms are uncommon for residences (Pope, 1977:39) but they seem 

to have a significant deterrent effect for nonresidential structures oy in

creasing the proportion of attempted as compared with actual burglaries 

(,pope, 1977: 41). Yet Pope also reports that ala.rms failed to operate in one

half of all reported burglaries (1977:28) and Conklin and Bittner found that 

39 percent failed to function (1973:223-24). The extent to which failure to 

operate is owing to system failure as compared with offender sophistication 

in circumventing them is not known, but Reppetto (1974:18,24) reports that 

younger Durglars s~id they were more likely to be deterred by alarms than 

did older ones. 

The relationship between ownership of firearms as a means of protection 

and risk of victimization is unclear. Firearms are reported stolen in Doth 

residential and nonresidential burglary, but victims are not generally present 

to use them when residential burglary takes place. For the one in ten Dur

glartes wnere a resident is present during the burglary, no evidence is 

-_._._.-_._------
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reported that firearms had any effect on the' burglary such as increasing the 

proportion of attempted burglaries or of arrests for burglary. No adequate 

data similarly are available for robberies, though there are police reports 

of victims using firearms in business robberies. Overall, given the levels 

of gun cwnership reported for the population, it is doubtful firearms have 

much deterrent effect on offender behavior or in reducing the risk of vic-

timization by crime, particularly for property crimes. 

The effect of locks and other means of securing residential and non-

residential structures likewise is unclear. It is commonly assumed that 

security measures that restrict access have some effect on crime rates. 

They clearly have an effect in burglary on the means of entry used by 

offenders, whether forcible or not, but it is difficult to assess any specific 

effect on rates, given their common occurrence with other means of control. 

2. ~erience with victimization by crime increases the propensity of 

victims to change their behavior or environment to potentially decrease 

opportunities for victimization by crime. 

2ae The higher the' actual rate of victimization by personal or 

liousehold crimes, the greater the propensity of victims to change their 

place of residence. 

Victimized persons and households show a substantially greater prop en-

sity to change their residence than do nonvictimized persons and households 

regardless of place of residence. The major findings are summarized below 

(aeiss, 1977b:ii-v). 

(l) The higher the multiple victimization of persons or households, 

the greater the propensity to move within six months following victimization. 

There, is a 75 percent increase in the move-out rate from persons reporting 

a single victimization to those reporting four or more victimizations within 
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a six-month period. The move-out rate of households first repo~~ing five 

or nore household victimizations within a six mo~th period is twice that of 

households reporting only a single victimization. 

(2) The residential mobility rate of persons increases with the 

seriousness of the victimization. While residential mobility increases 

with the seriousness of crimes against persons and the amount of victimi

zation, as the level of multiple victimization increases, the rate of 

residential mobility increases for each major type of crime against persons. 

(3) The household crime of burglary has a somewhat higher rate of 

residential mobility than do' the household crimes of larceny from the house

hold and motor vehicle theft. but the differences in propensity to move 

among household crimes is smaller than among major c=imes against persons. 

(4) As the level of multiple household victimizaton increases, the 

rate of residential mobility increases irrespective of type of household 

crime. The level of multiple household victimization appears more im

portant in the propensity of households to move than does the type of 

household crime. 

The substantial propensity of highly victimized persons and households 

to move may be related both to victim motivation to move to a less crime 

prone anvironment and to their inability or lack of motivation to take 

other measures to control their chances of victimization. It is possible 

that tenants in high crime rate areas are more prone to move foll.owing 

multiple victimization than are owners, given the rapidi~y with which 

residential moves follow high victimization. Tenants have both greater 

options to move quickly and less control over the security of their 

situation, at least for household crimes. 

o,2b, Actual e:werience_pf victimization by crime increases the pro-

; 

/ 
• 



~nsity of victims to alter their environment or behavior within it to 

decrease their risk of victimization by crime. 
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Victimization by property offenses increases the likelihood that 

victims will take additional security measures to reduce their risk. 

Victims of residential burglary are more likely to take additional security 

measures such as installing locks (43 percent) than are nonvictims (19 

percent) and the majority of residential burglary victims attribute these 

changes to 'their actual experience as victims' (Reppetto,' 1974: 64). Such 

changes in security practices appear to reduce the risk of victimization 

by residential burglary since those who changed security practices had 

substantially lower rates of mUltiple victimization by burglary than 

those who did not (Reppetto, 1974:64). The leng-run effect of such changes 

has not been assessed, however. Comparable data are lacking for offenses 

against nonresidential establishments out Merriam concludes that some security 

measures taken oy commercial establishments have a deterrent effect on employee 

theft (1977:,398-99). 

Persons who reside in high crime rate areas and households with low 

income are most likely to alter behavior to reduce the risk of victimization 

by crime (Savitz, etual., 1977:60-61; Biderman, et.a1., 1967:131). Measures 

taken for self-protection are more likely to involve changing behavior pat

terns than to secure one's person or property (Biderman, et.al., 1967:130; 

Savitz, et.al., 1977:60). Staying off the streets at night, avoiding being 

alone at night or talking to strangers, and usi~rtg taxis are the m~st fre

quently chosen ways to alter behavior to reduce risk of victimi2ation. 

Citizens report taking such measures to reduce their victimizaton by crime 

away from home, particularly crimes against their person which they report 

arouses greater anxiety in them. Even though victimization is far more 
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common for property than for person, citizens are less likely to, take security 

measures to reduce victimization from property crimes than they are to change 

their Behavior to reduce victimization from crimes against their person 

(Bid erman , eteale, 1967:128-32; Savitz, et.al., 1977:60). Some changes in be

Bavior, of course, may reduce the risk of both person and property crimes, 

such as staying home at night. 

There appear to be some differences in the way adults as compared with 

their children alter behavior as a result of a~erience with and fear of vic

timization. Both clack ghetto parents and their children appear equally likely 

to change their behavior by avoiding strangers, staying home at night, and 

going out alone, or, in the case of juveniles, avoiding gang territory. They 

likewisp- are more likely to take these forms of risk reduction than to secure 

tneir place or person. Yet, children tended to engage in fewer forms of avoid,

ance and more often to secure their person than did their parents (Savitz, et.al., 

1977:60-6l). 

2c Fear of victimization increases THitn ac~ual experience with 

victimization, while concern for the epidemic nature of crime increases witli 

opposition to social changes socially perceived as causing an increase in crime. 

Furstencurg (l97l:603) distinguishes between fear of victimization and 

concern for crime as a social problem. Fear of victimization is measured oy a 

personts perception of his or her chances of victimization by crime while concern 

for crime as a social problem is a function of a person's perception of the-ser~

ousness_ of crime-as a-.so~i~l problem ~nd his!ht;r orient;:1tion toward social change. 

Concern for crime as a social problem is unrelated to an individual's 

perception of his or her vulnerability to eight different types of crime 

(Furstenburg, 1971:604). MQreover, as actual risk of victimization decreases, 
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concern about crime goes up. People in low crime areas were significantly 

more concerned about crime as a social problem than were those who lived 

in high crime rat~ areas (Furstenburg, 1971:605). 

Concern for crime as a social problem was significan.tly related to 

a citizen's commitment to the existing social order and his or her opposition 

to changing social conditions, particularly those associated with race 

equality. Those most committed to the changing social order were least 

concerned about the seriousness of crime as a social problem while those 

who were moat opposed to changing the situation of blacks in the United 

States were most concerned (Furstenburg, 1971:606). Fear of victimization 

.by crime was substantially related, however, both to actual crime rates 

in one's area of residence and'to one's estimate of safety from victimi

zation by crime L4 the neighborhood of residence. The higher the crime 

rate ·and the less safe a person perceived his or her neighborhood, the 

greater the fear of victimization by crime (Furstenburg, 1971:607-08). 

Biderman, et.al. (1967:125) did not find fear of crime was as closely 

related to the actual crime rate in an area as to a person's perception 

of the safety of his or her precinct. They suggest that when people live 

iu neighborhoods where in the aggregate there is pronounced fear and an

xiety about crime, the citizens are more likely to fear victimization, 

r.egardless of objective conditions of risk of' victimization. 

, ,A recent study of actual experience and its effect on fear of victim

ization found that parents were more likely to be fearful as a result of 

their victim experience than were their children because of their experience. 

This, is in part owing to the fact that parents are fearful of the safety 

of their children·as well as of their own safety (Savitz, et.al., 1977:60). 

Juveniles were very likely to consider the environment outside their home 
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as dangerous. ~e major areas more than half of'all black ghetto youth 

feared were the streets more than a block from their home, subways, parks, 

and the streets going to and from school. Only somewhat less than one-half 

regarded the school yard as a dangerous place (Savitz" et'.al., 1977:60). 

The, relationship between actual victimization, fear of victimization, 

concern for crime as a social problem, and the measures taken to alter 'or 

change one's environment or behavior to reduce risk of victimization by 

~ime undoubtedly is more complex than the above propositions state. 

What measures one takes is related not only to one's actual experience 

with victimization and anxiety or fear of victimization, but the nature 

and type of crime experience are probably important as well. 

~onclusion 

Our major goal has been to offer some propositions about offender 

selection of victims, victim proneness to victimizaton by crime j and 

e~vironmental control of offending as they relate to environmental 

determinants of crime. We shall not attempt to summarize those prop-

ositions here but rather to offfar a few general inferences based on 

these propositions. 

. There is good reason to assume that the opportunities for offending 

and for victimization by crime as well as environmental proneness to crime 
- .. _._ .. _.- _. .~ - .. 

far exceed tlie proportion of offenders in tlie population and their aggre-

gate capacity to offend. Tliere undouEtedly is, therefore, a great deal of chance 

in who is victimized, when, and where. At the same time there is some struct-

ural and location proneness to victimization that is determined by environ-

mental conditions and amenable to control, particularly in repeat victimi

zation by crime. 

. On the whole, the major environmental factors that affect risk of 

------------~~- -~- --
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victimization by crime are the more macroscopic features of communities, 

features that determine both the prevalence of offenders and their incidence 

of offending as well as the risks they assume. Whether these are structural 

features of communities or patterned social relationships that inhere in 

the structure of work, residence, and leisure, they are not easily amenable 

.to.individual efforts at crime control. Such environmental conditions 

often reduce the opportunities for public control through surveillance 

as well. 

Where individuals can exercise environmental control, they appear 

mor.a likely to exercise that control by changing their location or 

their behavior than by taking measures that secure their person or 

places. This :[.s so despite the fact that risk of victimization of 

households is far more likely than that of persons. Were individuals 

to substantially increase me:asures of' security, it is unclear whether 

they can substantially alter their risk of vict~zation. Changes 

iu' residence and behavior could be more effective but they involve higher 

ac~ual and oppdrtunity costs. Given substantial elements of chance in 

victimization by crime and the limited effectiveness of any security 

measure in reducing either offending or risks to offenders, the 

trade-offs between losses. from victimization and costs of reducing the 

risk of victimization are not easily calculated. That may be why 

actual experience of repeat victimization may be a major factor in 

taking measures to reduce risk of victimization. 
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In recent years criminologists, architects, planners 

and public officials have developed an interest in Crim~ 

Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED); a concept 

which has grown out of studies of the interaction hetween 

human behavior and the man-made or built environment. It 

has been hypothesized that the proper design and effective 

use of the built environment can lead to a reduction in 

crime and fear, and concomitantly, to an improvement in 

the quality of urban life. 

In 1961 urbanologist, Jane Jacobs, in her influential 

work, The Death and Life of the Great American Cities, opposed 

the tendency of urban planning to divide the city into 

specialized districts along functional lines such as commer-

cial, residential, or industrial. She argued instead for 

diversifying land use to create more street activity, therwby 

stimulating informal social controls and more citizen sur

veillance as a counter to crime. l Throughout the 1960's 

interest in CPTED grew. In 1972 the architect, Cscar Newman, 

propounded the concept of defensible space, i.e., spatial 

arrangements manipulated to alter social behavior in the in-

Cerest of increased security. Newman argued that: 

We are reasonably certa1n that the 
physical environment provided can 
directly result in attitudes and 
behavior on the part of residents 
which will ensure the security of 
that environment--will enable them 
to naturally undertake a self~po
licing role which will act as a 
very effective form of target harden
ing not prpne tn the changing modus 
operandi of criminals--~nd finally 
will make evident to prosepective 
criminals the high degree of prpba
bility of the!r apprehension. 2 

------------------------------



,., ..... 

Newman analyzed the way in which design factors such as 

high rise public housing and large undifferentiated open 

spaces create an impersonal environment condu~ive to crime. 

Contemporaneously a growing number of other studies have 

propounded a relationship between crime and urban design 

3 
factors. 

In 1969 the National Commission on the Causes and 

Prevention of Violence assembled a panel of architects, 

planners, criminologists, and social historians to con-

sider the relationship between violent behavior and the 

design and form of the urban environment. The panel ex-

amined historical and contemporary data and offered a 

+ number of conclusions and projections. Since the entire 

analysis covered only 25 pages, about one third of it 

historical, the panel obviously could not comment on a 

great deal of available material. Indeed, at the outset 

they imposed a rather severe limitation on their research. 

The panel noted that: 

+ 

"Little attention has been pai.l to historical 
relationships between the desi~n and form of 
the environment and violent behavior by scholars 
in architecture and urban design, except in peri
pheral ways, and then only in general terms ••• " 

(Therefore) 

The material covered in the commission report was also 
reproduced in an article by a staff oember. See Robert 
Gold, "Urban Violence and Contemporary Defensive Cities," 
Journal of the American Institute of Planners, May 1970, 
pp. 146-159. 
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indirect evidence must be sought in the 
literature of other fields. In this chapter 
insights into the past use of urban environ
ments were obtained from police histories."4 

3. 

This decision had the effect of omitting a great deal of 

interesting and provocative material which might have been 

useful to present students of CPTED. In the first instance 

police histories are not necessarily the best source of in-

formation on crime since the two subjects are not synonymous. 

Studies of policing often concentrate on administrative 

aspects of the subject. almost to the exclusion of crime pro-

blems. It is also possible that histories of crime or police 

may not be as useful in appraising the broad concerns of 

CPTED as more general works dealing with past erns or locales; 

nor did the panels' necessarily brief treatment exhaust the 

range of available police histories. 

It is the purpose of the present paper to expand on a 

portion of the material presented in the Violence Commission 

report by examining historical relationships between the de-

sign and form of the urban environment and predatory (though 

not exclusively violent) crime. No attempt will be made to 

replicate the panels' examination of contemporary data or to 

link these with the immediate concerns of the Violence Commis-

ion. Indeed,from this writer's perspective, the p~nel's mixing 

of historical, contemporary, and futuristic material in so 

brief a treatment tended to both confuse and weaken the ana1y-

sis. For example, the panel report posited the specter of 

future cities being divided into fortified or geographically 



remote "safe" enclaves J atd neighborhoods wl1ich would be 

"human jungles," declaring that: 

Crime in these areas would be frequent, 
wid~spread, and perhaps entirely out of 
police control, even during the daytime. 
These neighborhoods would be modern counter
parts of the ••• various districts of London 
during the 18th century.S 

4. , 
t 
, 

1 

The panel recommendation appeared so cogent to-the full commiss-l 

ion that it was adopted by them in their final report and has 

6 since been widely quoted. However, a close examination of 

the data upon which the panel (and ultimately the commission) 

relied, suggests that their dramatic assertion rests on rather 

thin evidence. The panels' analysis of 18th century London com-

prised only half a page and was referenced to a single work by 

a modern English police historian. As a result it omitted some 

+ of the complexities of the crime situation in that period. 

The panel also attempted to cover a very wide scope, 

(Greek, Roman, Chinese and Medieval cities, etc.) The present 

paper will concentrate chiefly on London from the 16th century 

onward, with occasional reference to other western cities such 

as Paris, New York, Philadelphia and Chicago. 

+ Charles Reith's, The Police Idea (London, Oxford University 
Press, 1938), propounds the thesis that a strong police force 
is essential to civilized life. Thus Reith tends to present 
the most alarmist view of the pre-police era (before 1829). 
While property crime was undoubtedly high, assault against the 
person was comparatively low in 18th century London, and though 
certain property crimes of violence such as robbery were pre
valent in some districts of London,murder was not. See for ex
ample, Sir Leon Radzinowicz, History of the English Criminal 
Law and its Administration from 1750 4 volumes (London Stevens 
& Son, 1948-68) Esp. volume I, and Luke O. Pike, A History of 
Crime in England 2 volu~es (London, 1873-76) esp. volume II. 
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5. 

The violence' commission panel hypothesized three possible 

relationships between the design and form of the urban en-

vironment and violent behavior: 

1. Design and form of the urban environment 
may control violence directly. Residential 
areis for example may be selected by a cri
terion of distance from populations with 
real or assumed propensities to commit vio
lence. Buildings may be designed to include 
crime control features, perhaps with other 
social or aesthetic values subordinated or 
eliminated entirely. 

2. Design and form of the urban environment 
may encourage positive forms of behavior. 
To the extent positive behavior is promoted, 
negative behavior-including violence-is pre
vented. 

3. Design and form of the urban environment 
may invite violence. Buildings or open 
spaces may be negative symbols or may be 
attributed to other sufficiently neutral 
or negative values to such an extent that 
people are willing to destroy or deface 
them, or to use them as places to commit 
violent acts.? 

In general/evidence for #1 was most prevalent. As the 
commission observed: 

The history of cities from the Middle Ages 
to the present can be described as a sequence 
of changing defense perimeters. The compara
tively small walled city, with sentries and 
gate keepers, protected everyone inside. 
General descriptions of life in medieval Europe 
suggest that criminals were driven out of cities 
whenever possible. They retired to forests and 
preyed on unprotected travelers. Cities were 
fortified by walls ~B much for protection from 
these domestic "enemies" as from foreign ones. 
In later years the larger city contained its 
own criminal quarters and demanded new forms 
of protection. The primary environmental units 
of defense against violence were individual 
buildings or dwelling units. a 



6. I 
Thus the panel report provides several stayting points I 

for our analysis. These are: 

1. The recognition of distinct criminal quarters I 
in cities. 

2. The notion that a building or space may elicit I 
positive or negative behavior. 

3. The possibility of fortifying individual I 
dwellings or other places. 

4. The selection of residential areas for 
their distance from supoosen criminal populations. I 

However, this brief formulation requires further clarification 

and expansion. For example the observation that criminal 

quarters have exisited in cities leaves unexplained the re-

lations hip of urban design factors to the creation ot such 

districts. Nor is it clear to what extent items 2,3, and 4 

either contribute to crime or help to prevent it. For example 

the practice of selecting residential areas for their distance 

from supposed high crime areas is aimed at prevention but it 

might have the opposite effect by removing stable elements from 

particular neighborhoods. 

The next section of this paper will examine the extent to 

which design factors may contribute to the problem of predatory 

crime. The following section will look at how design factors 

can be used to prevent crime, and the final section will discuss 

policy implications. 

1],E CREATION OF CRIME: ATTRACTORS, PRODUCERS, AND FACILITA~ORS 

The Development of Criminal Districts 

The identification of a district of the city as a criminal 

quarter is somewhat imprecise. As Morris has pointed out~ mere 
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recognition of differential levels of crime anong various city 

neighborhoods does not take into account differences betwe~n 

areas which produce crime, that is, contain a disproportionately 

high percentage of resident criminals, and those neighborhoods 

which attract crime. 9 Thus a neighborhood may experience much 

crime but contain the residences of few criminals or vice versa. 

In contemporary times, for example, an upper income suburb may 

display a high burglary rate but contain no burglars. 

In general London's "criminal districts" denoted areas 'YThere 

offenders both lived and worked. This was necessitated by the 

lack of any transport save feet and the advantages which territorial 

knowledge provided criminals. 

How are criminal districts created? Even if we accept that 

criminals naturally seek the company of their fellows the question 

remains why do they congregate in particular areas. At least three 

explanations relate to facets of the built environment. 

In the first instance criminals may be brou~ht toeether by 

the location of certain physical facilities which in th~mselves 

are not inherently productive of criminal behavior. That is, they 

are not producers but may be seen as indirect §ttractors. The 

criminal quarters of medieval London tended to grow up in the vi-

cinity of monasteries because they afforded sanctuary to fugitives. 

Even after the monasteries were closed under Henry VIII early 

in the 16th century, the consecrated grounds contiiued to serve as 

+10 a legal refuge until well into the 18th century. 

+ In the late 17th century Daniel DeFoe was one who fled 
to the sanctuary known as Whitefriars to avoid his creditors 
and as a result gained inspiration for the novel, Moll Flanders. 
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Criminal quarters also evolved around older London hos-

11 pitals which served the poor, much in the manner that 

it is argued modern drug clinie~ attract addict offenders: 

The public steam baths in areas such as Southwark provided 

a warm and concealed environment for the practice of pros-

titution, (thus the term stews as a synonym for prostitutes) 

and in the process attracted other criminals as vice areas 

·12 
have traditionally done. The London docks with their 

nearby sailors bars and rooming houses were also a natural 

area for prostitution and low dives. In the 19th century 

the blocks near railroad stations were similarly attractive 

because they contained the lodgings of traveling men. 13 

A second factor which created high crime districts 

(even though they were not "criminal districts") was their 

direct attractiveness as crime targets. For example the 

central business district of London where merchants, artisto-

crats, and the middle class,with well filled purses,tended to 

be found. This area was infested with so called footpads, 

known in modern parlance as muggers or purse snatchers i.e. 

robbers who used strong arm methods against the victims. 

Another crime attractor was the public highways then few in 

number. Since the poor seldom journeyed far, the main roads 

leading into London were utilized by the better off who were 

targets of armed robbers known appropriately as "highwaymen." 

A third area was the London docks whose miles of moored ships, 

piers, and warehouses contained a great deal of easily trans-

portable merchandise. Over the centuries the waterfront was 

the scene of rep eared nighttime raids by marauding bands. 
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But here the relationship between crime and the physical 

attractor was complicated by the fact that the waterfront, 

as noted, was a vice area ond by its nature was also an 

undesireable residential location. Those who lived nearby 

were usually low income persons who worked in the area. 

Given their proximity to and familiarity with the area many 

dockside residents specialized in marine theft. 

In 19th century America a similar phenomenon could be 

noted in raiation to docks and later railroad yards. For 

example the youthful residents of neighborhoods such as 

the West ~ide of Manhattan, adjacent to the New York Central 

railroad yards, developed considerable skill at looting 

+14 
boxcars and warehouses. 

A third major design factor in the creation of criminal 

districts was a result of various official and unofficial 

building regulations and pratices. As early as the reign of 

Elizabeth I in England (1558-1603) the authorities feared 

that the growth of London would present insoluble problems 

to the maintenance of public order .(and health). As a result, 

in 1593 a proclamatio:n ·wa·s issuE~d providing that no new 

buildings should be errected within three miles of the gates 

+ In the 20th century the same conditions prevailed in 
neighborhoods where truck terminals were concentrated. 
For example a small area approx~~tely three miles 
Southwest of the Chicago Loop was long famous as the 
principal residence of the city's cargo thieves. 

____ I 
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of the cities of + London or Westminster and that no dwelling 

house in either city should be converted into more than one 

family occupancy, that there should be no inMates or lodgers 

within the prescribed limits, and that no commons within three 

miles of London should be enclosed. 16 

In Paris the authorities took a similar view. As de la 

Mare wrote: 

It was to be feared that the city of Paris 
having arrived at this successive size, 
might share the fate of the most powerful 
cities of the Ancient World which had found 
within themselves the seed of their ruin, 
for it was very difficult for order and 
police to be suitably distributed among all 
parts of such a great whole. 17 
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Thus at the outset of the modern era the hypothesis that size, density,1 

and housing of population were directly related to crime and 

disorder was widely accepted. 

The various prohibitions Qft the growth of London accomplished 

little to halt the trend but din exert a powerful influence on 

the nature of that growth with resulting significant effect on 

+ London is a term with different meanings. Historically it 
referred to the old city within the walls. By the 18th 
century, it also included the City of Westminster and urbanized 
areas of the counties of Middlesex and Surrey. In the 19th 
century, it meant the Metropolitan Police district established 
in 1829, and enlarged in 1840 to about 700 square miles. Later, 
in the 19th century, a portion of the metropolitan area was in
cluded within a newly created County of London. The population 
of greater London is estimated as follows: 

1600-200,001) 
1650-400,000 
1700-575,000 

1750-676,noo 
1801-900,000 
1820-1,275,000 

In 1700, one-third to one-fourth of the population resided in .15 
the Old City of London, while by 1800, only about one sixth did. 
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crime and disorder. niven the increase in population new 

housing was a necessity but since illegal construction always 

faced the possibility of being raised by official orde~ it 

had to be cheap so that its destruction would not occassion 

significant economic loss to its owners. Since its future 

was uncertain it was also necessary to obtain the greatest 

use, thus it was not uncommon for a single room to be rented 

to several families. It was also common to construct additions 

to exisiting buildings so as to avoid the ban on new construction. 

Another practice was to attempt to hide, or at least make less 

obvious, new construction by placing it in within already ex

istant courtways and alleys. By the 18th century London was 

filled with numerous warren-like, cheap, overcrowded housing. 

Not surprisingly the areas most likely to receive the cheap 

illegal housing were those populated by the poor, particularly 

. 18 
those already recognized as criminal d1stricts. Thus the building 

regulations of the times expa~ded slums which in turn produced 

crime. 

Even the physical configuration of the London slums ex-

acerbated the problem. To Henry Fielding, novelist and magistrate, 

the vast growth of London with its labyrinth of lanes, alleys, 

courts, and cellars appeared as "a vast wood or forest, in which 

a thief may harbor with as great security as wild beasts do in the 

deserts of Africa and Arabia." 19 That is they facilitated crime. 
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Buildings 

The central feature of the London slum districts was. tha 

rookeries, high, narrow, crowded buildings, named derisively 

2n for the birds nests. For example, the Callmel Buildings, a no 

thoroughfare court in Marylebone Parish close to Portman Square, 
I 

was a self contained Irish colony with three to four families 

living in each room from cellar to garret amidst, "such a scene 

21 of filth and wretchedness as cannot be conceived." 

While the Callmel buildings were surrounded by a respectable 

section of London, St. Giles constituted an entire district of 

rookeries. As one writer described it in the 1B30's: 

The nucleus of crime in St. Giles consists of 
about six streets, riddled with courts, alleys, 
passages, and dark entries, all leading to rooms 
at smaller teneMents •••• There is, moreover, an 
open communication at the backs of all the houses, 
so that directly a panic is created, men, women, 
and boys may be seen scra~blinginall directions 
to the backyards and over the party walls to 
effect an escape~2 

The area was described as an almost endless intricacy of courts 

and yards crossing each other, which gave to the place the 

23 appearance of a rabbit-warren. 

The enclosed courtways of the Callmel or St. Giles buildings 

not only limited possible outside surviellance but also made it 

dangerous for officers to enter lest they be trapped in the en-

closed space and set upon. Thus the rookeries became off limits 

to the authorities unless they were prepared to muster a large 

force to overcome opposition; something they would not do save 

in the instance of a serious crime such as the hunt for a murderer. 

A watchman (policeman) called to a disturbance in the Callmel 

building declared, "If I go in, I know I shall have a shower of 
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brickbats," to which a fellow officer counseled, "Let them 

24 
murder each other if they please." . A similar situation ex-

is ted in Paris in the cour des miracles, a historic criminal 

district "where depredators and desperados gathered uI1lchecked 

and defi~d authority. "25Clearly such areas produced, attracted 

and facilitated crime. 

New York presented many similarities to London where tene-

ment buildings became the equivalent to the rookeries. Given 

the configuration of M~nhattan Island (which for practical pur

poses constituted all of New York City in the 19th century) 

growth could only move in an upward direction. As commerce and 

population expanded they had to be lodged in taller buildings, 

providing an intensive cost effective use of valuable land. Those 

who could afford the time and expense of a carriage ride to work 

perferred to live in the nicer neighborhoods beyond the commercial 

districts. However, these too were frequently overrun by the 

expansion of commerce and tenements. Thus there was a continuing 

instability of neighborhood life as new immigrants poured in on the 

old and the old upon the more established middle class. As early 

as 1857 it was well recognized and a committee of the state legisla-

ture noted: 

As our wharves became crowded with warehouse~, and en
compassed with bustle and noise, the wealthier citizens ••• 
transferred their residences to streets beyond the din; 
~ompensating for remoteness from their counting houses, 
by the advantages of increased quiet and luxury. Their 
habitations then passed into the hands ••• of industrious 
poor, whose employment in workshops, stores, and about 
the wharves and thoroughfares» rendered a near residence 
of much importanc~ ••• (but)the rapid march of improvements 
speedily enhanced the value of property in the lower wards 
of the city, and as this took place, rents rose, and accomo
dations decreased in the same proportion ••• those who ,were 
able to do so, followed the example . 
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of former proprietors, and emigrated to the upper wards. 
The spacious dwelling houses then f~11 before improvements 
or languished ••• Rs tenant houses of the type which is now 
the prevailing evil of our city ••• They soon became filled 
from cellar to garret, with a class of tenantry living from 
hand to mouth, loose in morals, improvident in habits, de
graded or squalid as beggary itself.2~ 

One notable tenement building, the Old Brewery (named for 

its former use), was located in the Five Points slum district 

+ of lower Manhattan. The neigllborhood was deAcribed in 1842 

by Charles Dickens: 

This is the place: These narrow ways, diverging 
to the right and left, and reeking everywhere with 
dirt and filth. Such lives as are led here, bear 
the same fruits here as elsewhere. The coarse and 
bloated faces at the doors, have counterpart~ at 
home, and all the wide world over. Debauchery has 
made the very houses prematurely oldJ7 

The configuration of the Old Brewery resembled the London rookeries 

with overcrowded rooms, many in dark cellars, and . numerous under-

ground passages. At its height it contained about 1,000 families 
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half of whom were Irish and the rest freed Blacks. Over a period I 
of 20 years it reputedly witnessed a murder a night although this 

could hardly have been true. However, when it was demolished in 

the 1850's workmen removed bags of bones from bodies that had 

apparently been hidden within the building}8 

As th~ tenements of New York City grew, their environs 

took on many of the same characteristics as the warrens of London. 

+ The Five Points district included the area bounded by Broadway, 
Canal, Bowery, and Park Row. The actual Five Points was the 
intersection of Cross, Anthony, Little Water, Orange and Mulberry 
Streets. 
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Social reformer, Jacob Riis noted that the construction of 

apartments over no thoroughfare courts and blind alleys kept ..... ~". 

out surviellance from whole blocks. 29 

Streets 

While buildings received most attention as producers or 

attractors of crime, the role of streets did not pass unnoticed. 

Roadways were not only places where crimes occurred, providing 

opportunity fox the prosperous wayfarer to be attacked, but even 

in medieval times they, were recogn"ized as routes or facilitators 

for criminals t.o move about, and as places where,potential offende~s 

could congregate. One major source of crime and disorder in London 

from late medieval times, was the apprentice boys, some 10,000 of 

whom resided in London when the population was less than half a 

million. It was common for groups of apprentices to wander through 

the streets at night seeking diversion by brawling and roistering 

30 much in the manner of present day youth gangs. 

Streets also presented the same problems as the housing warrens 

since medieva~ streets were winding and twi9ting with a number'of 

\ 
openings into side alleys or courtways which permitted offenders to 

look about and to easily evade the authorities. 31 EVen in 

New York it is notable that the most crime ridden slum was 

located in the Five Points where, as -he n i Ii d fi ~ ame mp e, ve 

streets intersected. In addition to their (unintended) 

function as facilitators, attractors or even ~roducers of 

crime, streets also provided the possibility of k~pressing 

crime by providing means wh,ereb,y passers-by could observe 

various neighborhoods. However, the fact that many streets 

wound and twisted or were dead ends detracted from this function. 
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Land Use Patterns 

In Europe cities g~ew over centuries and many of the basic 

patterns of land use were set well hefore the 19th century. 

American cities developed in comparatively brief periods from 

village to metropolis, often in the lifetime of a single indi-

vidual. New York for example grew from 500,000 to 4 million 

population between 1850 and 1900, Chicago from 30,000 to 1,500,000 

in the same period. Decisions conscious and unconscious often 

dictated form and desi.gn of the physical environment which in 

turn impacted on social behavior including crime. Turn 0 f the 

century Chicago, for example, was a city where extensive rail 

nets criss crossed the city, and stockyards and open hearths 

belched forth distinctive odors. It was in effect a giant fac-

tory. Thus some have sought a link between Chicago's physical 

environment and its high rates of violence.+ General Nelson Miles, 

a Civil War hero and Indian fighter, who commanded federal troops 

in Chicago in 1894 commented that the city had "more men engaged 

in cruel occupations and living in scenes of blood and slaughter 

than any other.,,33 Frederick Thrasher, a University of Chicago 

sociologist, attempted a more systematic explanation. He argued 

that crime and delinquency in certain neighborhoods was related 

to the extent to which industrial development intruded 

+ Incidents such as the railroad strikes of 1877 and 94, the 
Hay~arket bombing of 1886, and the race riot of 1919, as 
well as others claimed many lives. This background caused 
Sociologist, Allan Grimshaw to declare: 

"In only one northern city is evidence available 
which indicates that social violence of greater 
or lesser intensity, is an almost continuous 
phenomenon. This is Chicago. "32 
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into reside~tial enclaves. According to Thrasher crime was 

highest in the so-called "interstitial areas" located between 

the encroaching industrialism and the more solid residential 

areas. 34 

Even less open crimes could be traced to patterns of uTban 

land use, p,Towth, and location. For example, the relationship 

between crime, disorder, and urban design does not usually take 

account of vice conditions save in reference to the location of 

bordellos and bars in slums or adjacent to the waterfront and 

railroad stations. However, there is evidence that the establish

ment of vice districts in relation to particular urban patterns 

might dictate public reaction and indirectly exercise a signifi

cant impact upon political developments in a city. In New York 

from the 1860's onward the city's leading vice district was lo-

cated astride the main thoroughfare, Broadway from 14th to 42nd 

street, eventually migrating northward to the 40's and 50's as 

the Manhattan popUlation itself moved upward. Thus it was always 

at the physical heart of the city, highly visible to visitors and 

residents alike. Therefore, it was almost impossihle for upper

class New Yorkers to ignore the city's vice district since they 

would have to pass through it en route to work and other activities. 

On four occassions between 1894 and 1933 reform elements managed 

to overturn the dominant Democratic political machine largely on 

anti-vice issues. 

Philadelphia was very similar to New York in age and growth 

in population and it too had a vice district but it was located 

between the downtown section and South Philadelphia, the latter 
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a low income ethnic area situated on a peninsula. Therefore, 

as Samuel B. Warner, Jr. has pointed out it was not common for 

h J~ h 1 upper income citizens to enter t e area. W i e the city had 

its anti-vice crusaders the dominant Republican party was never 

defeated between 1884 and 1951. It is possible that the location 

of New York's vice area which made it very prominant, as opposed 

to the secluded location of Philadelphia's, is at least a partial 

explanation of the differing political histories. 

Summary 

In sum, ~olicies and practices regarding the desig~ and 

form of various cities have contributed to crime in at least 

six ways: 

1. The nature of various physical facilities 
may have served as indirect at tractors which 
caused the formation of criminal districts. 

2. Certain areas such as business districts or 
docks served as direct attractors of crime. 

3. The concentration of poor quality housing 
in criminal districts exacerbated existing 
conditions and produced more crime. 

4. Poorly constructed, overcrowded, dingy 
buildings and/or bleak surroundings may have 
created negative attitudes on the part of 
residents which in turn produced criminal 
behavior. 

5. The maze or warren-like patterns of buildings 
and streets may have facilitated criminal acts 
by conce~ling visibility and affording easy 
escape for criminals. 

6. Both factors 4 and 5 combined to discourage police 
authnrities from acting vigorously. The fact that 
individuals resided in St. Giles, Cour Des Miracles, 
or Five Points stigmatized them as being unworthy 
of police assistance, and to officers the physical 
maze made it more difficult for them to observe, or 
apprehend offenders, and dangerous or futile to 
undertake pursuit. 
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PRF.VENTION AND CONTROL 

Direct Contll'ols 

As various observers were aware of the potential or urban 

design to attract, produce or facilitate crime, it was natural 

that attempts would be made to counter these effects. As noted 

earlier the authorities sought to limit the size of London from 

the 16th century onward. Their efforts not only failed but con-

tributed significantly to the creation of slums which in turn 

made the problems of cri~e difficult to control. 

British governments from the 16th to the 19th century 

commonly dealt with crime and other social problems by passing 

prohibitive laws rather than taking more positive steps; their 

delay in creating a police system until 1829 being but one ex-

ample. Thus initiative was largely in the hands of private en-

terprise. To the fear of crime prevalent in 18th century London 

there was available two dire-ct environmental control solutions-

fortification and flight. An urban resident of means could pro

vide strong locks, bars, and other defenses for his home. 18th 

century London townhouses were separated from the sidewalk by an 

open area about six feet wide and six feet deep_ .This area was 

enclosed by iron railings and bridged by steps leading to the front 

door. Basement windows were fitted with tron grills, and front 
36 

doors were heavily const~ucted and fitted with massive locks. 

In addition the householder and his servants kept arms handy. In-

di viduals coul,d also avoid ven turing abroad especially a t nigh t 

and then they might choose to ride in a bullet proof coach with 

armed guards. 37' 

Another alternative available to better off citizens was to 
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remove their residences to areas some distance from 

the slums. From the earliest days of the growth of metro-

politan London a tendency toward spatial segregation by class 

was apparent. The basic pattern of growth was outward from 

the old city walls with the wealthier citizens generally 

moving to the West and the poorer the East and South, although 

until the 18th century it was common for the wealthy to live 

&longside the poor.+ As a newspaper of 1748 noted: 

If we look into the streets, what a medly of 
neighborhood do we see! Here lives a person
age of high distinction; next door a butcher 
with his stinking shambles! A tallow-chandler 
shall front my ladies nice venitian windows; 
and two or three brawny naked cUTriers in their 
pits face a fine lady in her back closet and 
disturb her spiritual thoughts.39 

There is som~ evidence that the relative social integra-

tion of London exacerbated the fear of crime. The reality of 

18th century crime is difficult to gauge and a full explanation 

of the various factors present would require more space then 

available. However, the most careful analyses suggest that 

property crime and street disorder were high, but major vio-

lence minimal. Indeed foreign observers, who noted the pre-

valence of theft also commented on the low frequency 

+ In Contine~tal cities it was normal for different classes 
to reside in the same houses, with the poor living in the 
basement or lower floors, the wealthy above them, and the 
middle classes at the top. Even in the 18th century Paris 
though, some districts were noted as slums and others as 
middle or upper class.38 
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+ 40 of murder. Yet the fear of crime on the part of upper 

and middle classes was high. One explanation offered was the 

extensive consumption of p,in in the 18th century •• Starting 

about 1725, gin was introduced into England and rapidly became 

a staple of the lower classes. Where they had ~rsvlously drunk 

low potency beer, gin provided a cheap and powerful substitute 

and the behavior of the poor became more disorderly. 18th 

century London was frequently the scene of major and minor riots 

and disturbances by mobs of drunken looters who might set fires. 

For example in the so called Gordon Riots of 1780 a mob estimated 

at some 60,000 destroyed Catholic chapels, and the houses of 

government officials, attacked public buildings including the 

bank of England and set fire to several prisons releasing the 

42 
inmates. 

Thus the relative class integration of 18th century London 

meant lower class s~reet disorder was highly visible to the 

better off citizens and increased their fears of crime; a term 

which generally embraced all forms of disorde~ Throu~hout 

+ 

the 18th and 19th century there was a growing tendency for the 

well off to move to the West End, where their homes were surrounded 

by the great open spaces of Hyde Park and Regents Park; the West 

End providing distance and barriers from the congestion, crime, 

d d . 43 
an isease of the ~~ums. 

In an age when the death penalty was provided for upwards of 
200 offenses and frequently employed, the following ~tatistics 
shed some light on the situation. Of 678 execut~ns between 
1749 and 1771, only 87 were for murder. While in 1785, of 
97 executions, 43 were for burglary, 31 for robbery, and only 
one for murder~41 
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More general environmental control measures were directed 

at the security of the streets or particular districts. For 

generations it had been the practice to stretch chains across 

certain streets at night in order to prevent the apprentices 

or other rowdies from entering~4 After the fire of 1666 this 

practice fell into disuse to be replaced by the first organized 

street lighting. 

The streets were also routes through which mobs moved 

during times of civil disorder. The narrow streets of Paris were 

easily baricaded by political rebels who could then hold off size-
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able military forces. In the 1850's under Napoleon III and his 11 
Prefect, Baron Haussmann, Paris was extensively rebuilt. Part of 

this effort involved the creation of broad boulevards whose width 

and location made it difficult to barricade and in turn facilitated 

the movement of security forces. It was also common to establish 
,' .. ~ 

army barracks at key locati~ri~ throughout the city.+ 

The creation of new street patterns was also used to provide 

barriers between upper income districts and slum areas in the same 

manner as the public parks. As early as 1814 Regent Street in 

London was deliberately designed for this purpose. 45 The mid cen-

tury reconstruction of Paris saw many slums bounded by boulevards 

I 
I' 
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in order to create barriers between them and the better districts. 46 I 

+ While it is less well recognized the same practice was employed 
in American cities most notable Chicago, which from the mid 19th 
century onward witnessed more civil disorder than any other city. 
In the late 19th century national guard armories were constructed 
(on the fortress model) to command the main streets entering the 
central business district of the city. 
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Certain areas which were attractive targets to criminals 

could be secured providing two factors were present. First, 

the area had. to be well defined physically, and secondly, it 

could not have a significant residential population of crimi-

nals. Highways, riverfronts, and the central business districts 

usually met these requirements. No robber or thief actually 

lived on a road or pier as opposed to its environs. The CBD, 

on the other hand, varied sometimes containing only commercial 

establishments other times residential facilities. If the 

basic conditions were met, an intensive surveillance would suffice 

to provide security. For example the London roads were rela

tively safe on Sunday when large numbers of people journeyed 

to the outlying areas for recreation. 47 Where natural Burviellance 

did not exist an improvised one CQuld be created in the form of 

police patrol. Though London did not see the creation of a 

regular police force until 1829, starting in the middle of the 

18th century, special police were formed to protect the CBD, 

the highways, and the harbor. Henry Fieldin~'8 successors as 

magistrates at the Bow Street Court, formed a foot patrol for central 

London (1782) to which was added a mounted patrol for the highways. 

(1805) These forces were supplemented by a detective group known as 

The Bow Street Runners. In 1798 another magistrate, Patrick Colqouhon, 

formed a marine police to protect the riverfront. In Paris the fi

nancial district was deliberately drawn into a small area to 

49 
provide for its protection by a police force. 

Perhaps the most popular design solutioD to the problem of 

crime (and disease) was to engage in a direct attack on the slums. 
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In London, Paris, and New York t a common approach to the 

problems presented by the rookeries, tenement buildings 

and their equivalents was to raise such structures. In 

17th century Paris, Louis XIV's police chief de 1a Reynie 

leveled a portion of the Cour Des Miracles and the surrounding 

district, a task brought to completion by his 18th century 

successors.SO In the 19th century Baron Haussmann undertook 

a more complete restoration of the city tearing down whole 

sections. In describing the contrast between the new Paris 

and the old, Haussmann wrote: 

"Then I skirted the palais de justice with, 
on my left, the shameful mass of old cabaret 
that used to dishonor the Cite and which I 
later had the pleasure of raising to the ground-
hideouts of thieves and assassins who seemed 
to defy justice and the police.':'>!. 

In New York the Old Brewery was torn down before the Civil War 

and in the 1890's the Five Points district underwent considerable 

urban renewal after a generation of urging by Jacob RiisY2 

In 19th century '!n~laftd tbe government was much more tentative 

although when opportunities presented themselves they were fre-

quently availed. In London the needs of industrial expansion 

necessitated new streets many of which were deliberately cut 

through the rookeries as means of reducing them in size. Although 

in some instances this had the effect of increasing the size of 

some other remaining rookeries?3 

Positive Controls 

In the old world the authorities seldom sought to directly 

ameliorate the condition of the poor. Although Napoleon III de-

clared, "when building flourishes everything flourishes." In 
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essence his philosophy was than an extensive building program 

was itself a positive influence in the sense that a Ceasar raises 

popular morale by creating various physical manifestations of 

the glory of his reign. It also provided a good deal of work 

for the populace. In the 1860's some 20% of the Paris work 

force was employed in construction. 54 

In New York Jacob Riis based much of his plea for slum 

clearance on the premise that better housing would encourage 

people to be better citizens. Whether this in fact resulted 

is not clear since as the Five Points thinned out new slums 

developed. Thus positive controls received little attention 

as compared with more direct measures and its impact was usually 

diffused. 

Summary 

The urban design solutions to crime have a long history. 

Among the more common have been: 

1) The imposition of limits on size and density 

2) Target hardening measures such as fortifying 
buildings and barricading streets. 

3) Segregation of classes by geographic distance 
or the use of parks and streets as barriers. 

4) Attempts to increase security by concentrating 
particular targets and increasing surviellance 
by troops, police, or the public. 

5) Direct reconstruction of supposed criminal 
districts by destroying them, decreasing their 
size or making them more visible. 
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The for~going material suggests a number of hypotheses 

regarding the influence of the physical environment on ~rime. 

At the most general level it appears to be well doumented 

that official and unofficial policies and practices regarding, 

construction or land use can significantly influence the level, 

patterns, and distribution of predatory crime. Such influences 

may be the results (anticipated or unanticipated) of ' deliberate 

policies or the unintended consequences of efforts ~hich ,take 

no cognizance of crime'proble~s. In general t~e relationship 

between crime and urban design in the cities studied reflects 

mostly unanticipated results.' 

In the first instance the attempts of English governments 

to limit the growth of London failed in the face of the enormous 

increase in population which the social and economical develop

ments of the modern period produced., In fact, not only failed 

but made conditions of life, health, and safety worse than" if 

they had never been promulgated. It seems clear that the effect 

of concentrating low quality housing amidst the worst criminal 

districts increased the problem of crime in these areas. In the 

light of events an alternative policy for the growth of London 

might well have included realistic limits on the number of occu

pants and units per acre and provisions for dispe~sal of low in

come populations. One might also note that various urban re

newal efforts, whether in London, Paris, or New York generally 

had the effect of simply mOving slum districts rather than 

erradicating them. , 
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Ai the more specific level of design it would also appear 

well documented that the maze pattern of housing or street de

sign and the use of visibility limiting devices such as closed 

courtways~ and dead end streets provided a crime conducive en

vironment by'hamp~ring visibility and permitting easy escape. 

One might also accept the hypothesis that the location of various 

facilities~even of a neutral type, can serve to attract criminals. 

All of the foregoing are generally recognize4 in contemporary 

times although usually not acted upon. For example, Meyerson 

and Banfield have reported how, in the 195~'s the city of Chicago 

located massiv~ low income housing projects in the midst of high 

crime areas rather than scattering them about the city.55 

Rubenstein has pointed o~t how police look down upon the 'residents 

56 of housing projepts and fear to enter their enclosed spaces. 

Neighborhood groups continue to oppose the location within their 

area of even such mundane facilities as hamburger stand~ on the 

grounds that they cause criminals to congregate. 

Less certain of generalization are various other hypotheses; 

indeed some are in conflict. Thrasher's notion that the incursion 

of industrial facilities into residential areas promotes social 

disorganization and criminal behavior, is in part offset by Jane 

Jacobs plea for diversity; although the latter was largely arguing 

for commercial and residential integration. Based upon the ex

perience of dockside neighborhoods it would appear that the con

centration o~ heavy industry has a 'deleterious affect upon nearby 

community life. 
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A more difficult task is to reconcile the observation that 

class integration may increase fear of crime, with the finding 

that concentrations of low income persons in slum areas increases 

actual crime,since the former is usually as destructive to society 

as the latter. After the 19th century reconstruction of Paris 

some argued that social tensions had been increased by the greater 

segregation of the classes. Yet Pinkney has concluded this was 

largely a myth. 57 It is unlikely that real class integ~ation can 

be achieved in societies where individuals have free choice. but 

policies which stimulate middle class flight while concentrating 

low income populations in problem areas are unhealthy for a metro-

polis. As the example of London and Paris illustrates, different 

classes can live in the city, if not side by side, at least a few 

blocks apart; a situation different from the current American ur-

ban pattern of massive inner city slums and remote suburbs. 

As regards more direct security measures here too the evidence 

is mixed. Doubtless the instillation of security devices benefits 

individual dwellings or business establishments. -It is also likely 
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that the enhancement of surveillance in particular areas by establish

ll ing police patrols, accelerating the flow of traffic, or concen-

trating business establishments is useful.+ Much less 

certain is the utility of establishing formal boundaries between 

neighborhoods by the deliberate placement of streets and 

other barriers. As noted it is a means whereby different classes 

can live in proximity. However, no real assessment of such prac-

+ This conclusion rests in part on the notion that the amount 
of crime is not a constant i.u. blocked in one's sphere it 
will reappear in another. For a discussion of displacement 
see, Thomas Reppetto, "Crime Control and the Displacement 
Phenomenon" Crime and DelinquencYt April, 1976. 
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tices appears in the literature. Similarly there is little 

evidence regarding the use of positive incentives such as 

improved housing for the poor, though one can reasonably 

accept that the conditions of the rookeries and tenements 

previously described could only produce negative influences. 

In sum it appears clear that various elements of the 

built environment may serve as attractors, producers, or 

facilitators of crime and that the physical environment can 

be manipulated to enh~nce security. The problem for researchers 

is to identify specifically the degree to which particular 

processes and techniques of urban design are beneficial in 

particular environments. 
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ABSTRACT 

Appropriate citizen responses are essential to the effectiveness of any 
environmental approach to crime prevention. It Is generally bel ieved that 
residential crime can be reduced through an increase in the "natural" sur
veillance of a neighborhood by persons who I ive there; by an fncrease in the 
degree to which residents of an area assist each other in crime prevention; 
and (with more debate) through an increase in the use of mechanical preventron 
devices such as locks, alarms, and so on. The questions examined in this 
chapter are: 

I. Whether participants in a neighborhood-based. educational crime pre
vention program differ from non-participants in the d~gree of protective 
neighboring, by-stander helpfulness, and use of target-hardening security 
devices of various types; , 

2. Whether this approach is more (or less) effective for certain'types 
of households than for others; and 

3. Whether other characteristics of the household (such as income, type 
of neighborhood, etc~) are associated with the extent of protective neighbor
ing, by-stander helpfulness, and use of target hardening security davices. 

The study is based on data from Portland, Oregon, collected for an evalu
ation of the Portland neighborhood-based crime prevention progrnm. This pro
gram is designed to increase both the extent of neighborhod surveil lance by 
residenls of the area and to increase the use of private, target-hardening 
dev ices. At sma I 1 group meet i ngs, he I din i',he home of someone on the block ~ 
the crime prevention bureau representative provides information and encourage
ment to residents of the block on how ~o better protect their area and their 
homes. One of the key purposes of the meetings is to help the residents of 
the area become better acquainted with one another. 

The major conclusions from the study are: 

I. The small group (block) meeting approach used in Portland appears to 
be effective in bringing about the types of citizen response that are con
sidered essential .1 inkages between environmental programs and crime preven
tion. Persons who attended these meetings were more I ikely than others to 
engage in protective neighboring, by-stander helpfulness, and private target
hardening efforts. 

2. This type of program appears to have a greater impact on collective 
prevention (helping with neighborhood survel lance and other aspects of "pro
tective neighboring") than on private target hardening such as purchase of 
weapons. installation of new locks, use of alarms, and so on. 

3. Attendance at block meetings is the only variable in this analysis 
that has any substantial relationship to by-sta'nder helpfulness. The impact 
of meeting attendance operates almost entirely through its effect on low income 
persons and persons who live in less wei I-kept neighborhoods of the city. 
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4. Attendance at the block meetings appears to have a more pronounced 11-

impact on the protective neighboring responses of apartment renters than of 
homeowners and on the persons who have lived for a longer period of time in 
the neighborhood. 11-

5. Most of the citizen responses examined in this study are associated 
with income, length of time the individual has lived at the address, and other I 
types of social, economic, or demographic variables that are not subject to 
simple manipulation through publicly~sponsored crime prevention programs. 
Nevertheless, these relationships do not totally determine the nature of citi- I 
zen response and the only programmatic variable in this analysis <attendance 
at block meetings) had, in mosT instances, a stronger impact on citizen 
response than did the socio-economic variables. Thus, the results suggest 
that citizen response to the environment is amenable to change through small- I 
group educational efforts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Environmental approaches to crime prevention, broadly defined, fnclude 

any type of program that impacts on the design or use of a physical or geo-

h· I f 't I grap Ica area 0 a CI y. Included in this definition are the physfcal 

design of residential areas, public ,housing projects, downtown mal Is, and so 

on. Also included as part of the broad definition of environmental crime 

prevention approaches are programs directed at a particular geographic area 

of a city with the. intent of changing the way that the citizens use the area, 

the way they protect it, and the way that. they interact with each other within 

the area. 

It is generally believed that residential crime can be reduced through 

an increase In the "natural" survei I lance of a neighborhood by persons who 

I ive there; by an increase in the degree to which residents of an area assist 

each other in crime prevention; and (with more debate) through an increase In 

the use of mechanical prevention devices such as locks, alarms, and so on. 

A critical question for persons interested in designins programs to reduce 

residential crime is how (or whether) residents of an area can be motivated 

to Increase the level of crime-preventive actions and behaviors within their 

neighborhood. It is clearly the case that target-hardenfng campaigns by city 

officials wil I not reduce burglaries if individuals do not respond by improv-

ing the security of their residences. It is just as clear that designing 

publ ie housing to Increase the residents' sense of territoriality and social 

cohesion wi! I not reduce crime unless the residents' behavior reflects an 

increased sense of proprietorshi'p, protectiveness, and so on. Although appro

priate citizen 'r'esponse is a critical theoretical link between environmental 

design and crime reduction, there is little scientific' knowledge about how 
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to increase the level of crime-preventive actions and behaviors within their 

neighborhood. Itis clearly the case that target-hardening campaigns by city I' 
officials wil I not reduce burglaries if individuals do not respond by improv-

ing the security of their residences. It is just as clear that designing 

publ ie housing to increase the residents' sense of territorial ity and social 

cohesion wil I not reduce crime unless the residents' behavior reflects an 

increased sense of propri~torship, protectiveness, and so on. Although appro-

priate citizen response is a critical theoretical link between environmental 

design and crime reduction, there is I ittle scientific knowledge about how 
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prevention benefits of sma! I-group educational meetings. 

ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACHES FOR BURGLARY PREVENTION . 
Environmental approQches to prevent burglaries or other residential 

crimes can be dIvided into those designed to reduce the likelihood of victim'· 

ization for the individual household ("private" prevention) and those designed 

to reduce the probabi I ity of victimization for the immediate neighborhood 

where the individual lives (llcol lective" prevention). By definition. target-

hardening approaches result in private crime prevention since these increase 

the security of the individual household through the use of locks, alarms, 

and so on. Other approaches can be geared toward Increasing the social cohe-

sion of the neighborhood, the degree of protective neigh~oring~ the extent 

of by-stander helpfulness, and other types of "public-minded" crime prevention. 

Collective Protection , 

There have been several' excel lent research studies concerning the incen-

tives and conditions that prompt individuals to help protect others from 

crime. 2 Latane' and Darley propose that there are five critical decisions 

by-standers must make before they wi II respond in an appropriate \'1ay to a 

crime situation: 

I. Noticing that a crime situation exists, 

2. Interpretation of the situation as an offense; 

3. 'Acceptance of a personal responsibil ity to act in an approp~rate way, 

4. Choice of the type of response (direct or indirectl. 

5. Method of re5pon~e 

The issues of major interest to those who wish to des i gn env j rcmmenta I 

.' 
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approaches for public-minded burglary prevention concern the elements needed 

to induce an appropriate response at each of the five decision points identi

fied by Ldtane and Darley. Two elements that are especially subject to mani

pulation by environmental crime prevention have considerable promise for in

creasing public-spirited types of burglary prevention efforts. 

The first of .these is whether the by-standers (or neighbors) are 

acquainted with one another. Persons who know one another should be more 

inclined toward protective neighboring and by-stander helpfulness for many 

reasons. Several of thess wi I I be reviewed below. 

I. Latane and Darley's studies showed that when there were more by

standers to an emergency or crime situation, the probability that anyone of 

them \'Jould act in an appropriate way was reduced. Their work sho\'/ed, in most 

instances, that a victim was less I ikely to be helped by a group of by

standers than by a single observer to the event. The impact af size on he~p

fulness, however, disappeared when the by-standers knew one another, even 

though they did not know th~ victim. These results, based on laboratory and 

field experiments, suggest that neighbors in urban areas will not be inclined 

to assist one another if they are not acquainted with each other. Responsi

bil ity for taking appropriate action seemingly diffuses when there are many 

persons, al I stra~gers to each other, who might act, and diffuses in such a 

way that no one is helpful to the victim. The results were reversed when 

the by-standers were friends. 

2. Latane and Darley's wor:-k also indicates that by-standers who know 

the victim are more likely to act than those who do not know the victim. 

The negative effect of the number of by-standers on helpful acts was removed 

when the observers of the incident were acquainted with the victim. The 

length of time that the by-stander had been acquainted with the victim was 
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not re I ated to. the speed of the appropdate response, but whether th is '110U I d 

hold true in· other settings is not known. 

3. It is reasonable to presume that neighbors who knO\'/ one another are 

more likely to notice a crime situation, and more I ikely to interpret it as 

an offense. Recognition that someone in the area is a stranger requires that 

one has at least a minimal recognition of persons who live in the area. Recog

nition that persons carrying' goods out of a neighbors home is a crime situation 

requi~es some knowledge of who the neighbors are and whether they are moving, 

going on vacation, buying .new furniture, and so on. 

If it is the case that persons who know one another act in a more protective 

way toward each other, then crime prevention efforts to encourage social 

cohesion and "neighboring" could be effective in reducing crimes. Physical 

design of areas is one approach and educational efforts designed to bring the 

residents of an area together to increase social cohesion and "neighboring" could 

have similar effects. 

A second variable that may be easy to manipulate and effective in increas-

ing public types of prevention is to provide cues and information to individuals 

concern i ng what they shou I d watch for and vlhat they shou I d do t f they observe 

certain types of behavior in the neighborhood. Sickman's research on shoplifting 

showed that subjects in the experiment greatly increased the rate at which they 
." 

reported shopl ifting when the experimenter off-handed/y mentioned that if they 

observed any'of this type of behavior to rnform the store manager. 

There are several vther elements that may be critically important as 

linkages between the environment and the behavior of by-standers or neighbors. 

Urbanization, and with it the crm;ded conditfons of city I ife, is often con-

sidered to be a fundament~1 causative factor in the rising crime rates that have 

been observed throughout most. of this century? Population density could fmpact on 

crime both through its effects on offenders 3nd on the law-abiding citizens. It 

.. 
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has been proposed that crowded conditions result in a depersonalization of 

the interaction among citizens which is accompanied by persons being treated 

as objects rather than as human beings. 4 This could influence crime by in-

creasing the likelihood that offenses wil I be committed and/or by decreasing 

the probabi lity that individuals wi I I assist one another in crime prevention. 

Stimulus overload, a presume~ effect of crowding, could decrease the proba

bil ity that individuals wit I notice crime events and, even if they notice 

them, wit I interpret the situation as one to which they should respond. 

As has been noted by ~everal authors, it is the perception of crowding 

rather than population density per se that potentially is important in under-

t d ' h b h " 5 s an Ing uman e aVlor. Whether the physical design of an area can reduce 

the perception of crowdedness even though the population density is high, is 

not known. Even less is known about whether other types of environmental 

approaches--especial Iy neighborhood-based educational ones--can reduce the 

perception of crowding by assisting persons in getting acquainted with one 

another. 

Private Prevention: Target-Hardening Approach 

Target-hardening approaches for reducing residential property crime 

have encountered two major problems: charges that the efforts simply dis

PI~ce crime rather than reduce it, and low participation by the citizens. 6 

Displacement is a critical issuefor the target-hardening approach 

prtmari Iy (or only) if publ ic funds are being used to encourage or subsi-

dize private protection. It tax dollars are spent to encourage or pro-

vide an increased amount of private security to some residents of a city 

and it these efforts result only in a displacement of the crimes to non

participants in the progr'am, then one can argue on a cost-benefit basis 

I 
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Is no change in the total amount (or cost) of crime (only a redistribution) 

then the cost clearly exceeds the benefits of the program. The problem is 

compounded even further if participants in the target-hardening program tend 

to come disproportionately from the higher income groups since this could~ 

theoretically, redistribute the burden of crime from higher income groups 

to the I ess we I_I-off segments who are less ab I e to absorb the costs of cr ime. 

If the result of target-hard~ning is to reduce crime not only for participants 

but for the entire collectivitiy, then the use of publ ic funds for such pro-

grams is not as arguable. 'Thus, when designing burglary prevention programs 

it is critically important to know how much of the crime is displaced and how 

much is prevented. 

There are certain types of burglaries which are not at al I likely to be 

displaced to other households. Included In this category are the following: 

(a) Burglaries committed against a specific victim due to a prior dis

agreement or dispute between the offender and the victim are not likely to 

be displaced since the offel1der has not selected a random victim and presum

ably would be uninterested in burglarizing anyone except the targeted household. 

- (b) Burglaries committed by the "opportunistic" offenders probably are 

not displaced. An opportunistic offender, by definition, is one who commits 

the crime only because the opportunity presented itself. 

(c) Burglars who commit as many offenses as their time and resources 

permit and who are deterred by private security mechanisms wi I I not be able 

to make up for lost time and, therefore, would lose some of their opportuni-

ties to commit offenses. 

Arguments have been made in some stUdies that burglars are not particu-
. 

larly mobile and, therefore, burglaries are not likely to be displaced to 

other neighborhoods. 7 This argument may be correct for area-wide prevention 

programs. but it is fallacious when one is considering private, mechanical-
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type, security measures for a particular household. Burglars who encounter 

a well-fortified house on a block do not need to shift neighborhoods; they 

can shift to the house next door. Thus, unless an area has 100 percent par

ticipation in the private security programs, the mobil ity argument cannot be 

used to minimize the potential displacement impact"of target-hardening 

approaches. 

Previous research on displacement has focussed almost exclusively on 

area-wide displacement effects (from one block to another; one neighborhood 

to another). This researd, is not re!evant for the problem presented by 

household-level target hardening approaches because areas rarely, if ever, 

achieve 100 percent participation. 

In a study conducted by Wi Ison and Schneider, households that had 

participated in an anti-burglary sticker program were matched with non-par

ticipating households located one block away from the participating one. 8 

The data did not show that localized displacement had occurred, but more 

studies of localized dlspla~ement are needed before any definitive conclu

sions can be drawn. As noted above, localized displacement would have a 

particularly troublesome side effect if it is the case that higher income 

households are more likely to engage in private, target-hardening activities. 

The combination of income discrepancies between participants and non-parti

cipants along with displacement could result in target-hardening approaches 

redistributing crime from those who are better off to those who are less 

able to absorb the costs of crime. 9 

Another procedure that might be used to estimate the potential dis

placement effect of private target-hardening would be to calculate the pro

portion of burglaries that fit into the three categories named above. Un

fortunately, there is no information avai lable concerning how many burglaries 
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involve persons who know each other, how many are committed by opportunistic 

offenders, nor how many commit offenses at every avai lable opportunity and 

therefore "lose" opportunities when they are deterred. Thus, the state of 

knowledge concerning the displacement impact of private security at the house-

hold level is close to zero. 

Presuming that private protective activities are an appropriate response 

by the citizens <and that issue is far from being settled}, the problem of 

how to encourage their participation in such programs is a critical one. to 

A major problem with the widely-used property mar-king and anti-burglary 

sticker display programs has been a lack of participation by citizens. 

Heller's synthesis of existing research on these programs indicates that the 

level of participation in most jurisdictions was so low that the overal I bur~ 

glary rate would not have been reduced much even if participants had reduced 

their victimization rates to zero. II The failure of citizens to participate 

could be based on a lack of knowledge about the program, a lack of belief in 

its effectiveness, or the c~sts (timeormonetaryl of obtaining the engraving 

equipment and the anti-burglary stickers. 12 

Although most property marking, sticker programs have not been able to 

demonstrate an area-wide impact on burglary rates, almost al I of the existing 

studies have shown that households which participate have lower burglary 

rates than those ~'h i ch do n~t. 13 Thus, the key issue in th j s type of target-

hardening approach is not so much whether it works for participants, but 

whether the crimes are displaced and how one encourages use of the stickers. 

As noted by Tien, "the ultimate value of mechanical crime prevention programs 

appears critically dependent on their capacityto.avoid large scale displace-

t ff t ,,14 men e ec s •••. 

The remainder of this chapter deals with an empirical assessment of how 

citizens responded to a particular type of neighborhood-based burglary preven-
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tion program in Portland, Oregon, and the characteristics of households that 

are associated with the different types of responses. The research issues 

to be examined are: 

I. Whether or not participants in the small-group, neighborhood-based 
approach to crime prevention are more likely to engage in protective neigh
boring, by-stander helpfulness, and private target-hardening efforts than 
are non-participants; 

2. To explore the general characteristics of households that are 
associated with greater or I.esser amounts of protective neighboring, by
st~nder helpfulness, and private target-hardening efforts. 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

The Portland Program 

The Portland program is a particularly interesting one to study because 

its objectives were to increase neighborhood cohesion in an attempt to im-

prove the "natural" surveillance of the area by its residents as wei I as to 

increase private secu~ity usage by the residents. Households in various 

areas of the city that would be wil I ing to host meetings of other families 

living on the same block were identified through door-to-door canvassing 

d f th d 1.5 an a ew 0 er proce ures. A representative from the City Crime Preven-

tion Bureau (CPB) would speak at these meetings and encourage residents to 

undertake both private and 'neighborhood prevention activities. 

The private prevention techniques that were recommended included 

the usual information about different types of locks, alarms, use of out-

side I ighting around entrances tothe residencel' and removal or trimming 

of hedges to increase the visibil ity of the residence. In addition, 

persons were encouraged to engrave their property with a property marker 

distributed at the meeting a~d stickers were issued by the Crime Preven

tion Bureau office after the property was engraved. The stickers notified 
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would-be burglars that property had been marked. The neighborhood preven

tion efforts included information on the methods of operation that burglars 

tend to use, information on what types of behavior by strangers in the area 

should be considered "suspicious," information on what to do if one ob

served suspicious behavior or a crime in pI-ogress, and exhortations for 

the res i dents in the area to. he I p watch out for the safety of each other. 

A conscious objective o~ the program \."as to bring persons together in 

small groups in order that they might get acquainted with each other, become 

a more cohesive neighborhood, and through the increased sense of cohesion, 

assist in the reduction of ~urglaries for their area of the city. 

. The Data 

The data used in this study are from a victimization· survey conducted 

by the Office of Justice Programs in Portland, with assistance from the 

Institute of Pol icy Analysis in Eugene, Oregon. 16 Data were collected from 

a random sample of city residents and from randomly selected persons who had 

attended one of the block meetings. In al I~ 1,216 personal interviews were 

completed--a response rate of 61 percent of the original sample. 

Measurement and Variables 

Five dependent variables are used in the study. 

\. Protective Neighboring. Protective neighboring is defined as the 

extent to which respondents, in the interview situation, say that persons in 

the neighborhood assist in protecting each others' property. The variable 

is an additive index composed of responses to four questions (see Table I). 

2. By-Stander Hel pfu I ness. By-stander' hel pfu I ness is def r ned as the 

number of appropriate actions the, respondent actually took as a fraction of 

the t01-a I number of opportun it i es wh i ch the respondent reported to the 

" 
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TABLE I. PROTECTIVE NEIGHBORING I 

ACTUAL QUESTION 

(a) Do you think the people who live 
near here would help watch out for 
your property when you are not home] 

(b) During the last year have you 
asked a neighbor to watch your 
home wh i I e you "'/ere gone? 

(c) During the last year has a neighbor 
asked you to watch their home whi Ie 
they were gone? 

(d) If you were being attacked or robbed, 
do you think your neighbors would come to 
your assistance, or call. the pol ice ... 
or ignore the incident ... or what would 
they do? (Interviewers were to record 
al I responses given in answer to the 
question). 

Max i mum :score = 5· 

RESPONSES AND SCORING SYSTEM 

Yes =1 point for scale 
Maybe =0 
No =0 
Don't Know=O 

Yes =1 
No =0 
Don't Know=O 
Never leave home=missing data 

Yes =1 
No =0 
Don't Know=O 

Come to assist = I 
Call the pol ice= I 
Ignore it =-1 
Other = 0 

I . 
An index was created from the questions shown by adding scores across the 

various questions. A person who gave the appropriate response to every 
question would have a score of five. An individual who said that no one 
asked them to watch their home; they had not asked anyone; neighbors would 
not watch out for their prqperty; and, if they were attacked, the neighbors 
would ignore it, would have a score of -I. (There were 14 people with 
scores of -I.) 
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i nterv i ewer'. Tab I e 2 shows the s ituat ions wh i ch were used to def i ne Itoppor-. 

tunities" and the responses that were considered to be appropriate ones. 

3. Private Actions. An index of private security actions was created 

from responses to five questions indicating whether the household had a 

gun or other weaoon that was intended'foruse in crime prevention; whether 

the househo I d had an a.1 arm or: other type o·f s im i I ar dev ice for automat i ca I I Y 

notifying the police or neighbors in the event someone broke into'their home; 

whether the persons' property was protected by theft insurance; whether there 

were outside lights (not including decorative I ighting)~ and whether the 

household had a dog who could serve as a guard or watch dog in case a stranger 

entered the home. It should be noted that this scale indicates the total 

number of private actions, regardless of when the household took the action. 

4 .. Anti-burglary Stickers. The fourth dependent variable is whether 

the household had displayed anti-burglary stickers recommended by the Crime 

Prevention Bureau. 

5. Recent Private Actions. The index of recent private actions is 

simi lar to the private action index except that the former includes on.ly 

the actions taken (or devices purchased) during the year immediately pre-
. 

ceeding the interview. The index of private actions is a total summary 

measure, regardless of when the household first began using the devices. 

The index of recent act i on inc IIJdes the fa I low i ng: Add i ng new or better 

locks; adding locks or other preventive hardware to windows; adding an 

alarm; adding outside (non-decorative) lighting; cutting shrubs or hedges 

to increase visibi lity at entrances; purchase of a weapon to be used for 

prevention; purchase of an automatic timer for lights or radio; and purchase 

of theft insurance (other·than auto). 

The major independent variable is whether the household had been re-

presented at one of the neighborhood-based block meetings sponsored by the 



TABLE 2. BY-STANDER HELPFULNESS INDEX 

QUESTION' 

(a) During the past year has a neighbor asked you to lliatch 
their home whi Ie they were gone? 

If yes, was a burglary or other crime committed while you 
watched their home? 

If yes, was this crime reported to the pol Ice? 
'. 

(b) During the past 12 months have you seen a crime or an 
attempted crime such as the ones I have Just asked you 
about as it was being commit,ted or even short,ly afterward? 

If yes, did you get Involved In this Incident In any way, 
such as trying to stop it, talking to the pol Ice, being 
a witness ln court, or anything else I Ike that? 

If yes, In what way dId you get Involved? 

(c) If a simi lar Incident were to occur agaIn, In what 
way would you get Involved next time, If any? 

(d) Have you seen or heard anything during the past 12 
months which made you think that someone was Intending to 
~ommit a crime or that someone might be committing a crime? 

If yes, did you do anything? 

RESPONSE SCORING 
Opportunity Helpfulness 

YES 

~~ NO 
YES I 
NO 0 

YES 5 

NO 0 

DON'T KNOW 0 

YES 

NO 0 

INTERVENED. 
REPORTED TO,pOLICE. 
TALKED TO POLICE/WITNESSED. 
INFORMED THE VICTIM. 

WOULD NOT GET 0 INVOLVED. 
ANY TYPE OF I -< >- I' INVOLVEMENT, 

YES 2 

NO, DON'T KNOW 0 

CALLED POLICE OR 
OTHER APPROPRIATE {: PERSON. 
INTERVENED OR 
I NVESTI GATED. 

---------~ .. - --- .... ---, . 
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Crime Prevention Bureau. Other characteristics of individuals that we expect 

to be correlated with the use of public or private prevention are included 

in the analysis both in order to control their effects when assessing the 

importance of attendance at tho meeting an~ in order to describe the charac

teristics of individuals who are more (or less) incl ined toward protective 

neighboring, by-stander helpfulness, and each type of private protection. 

These characteristics, and the expected relationship with the dependent 

variables, are described below. 

I. Length of Time in'the Neighborhood. It is expected that persons 

who have lived at their current address for a longer period of time wil I 

know other persons on the block better and p therefore, wi I I be more likely 

to engage in protective neighboring and (possibly) by-stander helpfulness. 

The equivocation concerning the relationship between time at the address 

and by-stander helpfulness is due to the fact that we do not know whether 

the opportunities to be helpful occurred in the neighborhood, at work, on 

vacation, or in some other context. Thus, by-stander helpfulness is not a 

measure of neighboring, per se, but is a more general measure of helpfulness 

regardless of the context in which the opportunity arose. It is not expected 

that the length of time in the neighborhood wil I be related'to the use of 

private security devices. 

l. Income. Persons with higher incomes are expected to engage in more 

. types of privat~ security protection since they are better able to afford 

these and because they presumably have more to lose from burglaries,,_ It is 

not expected that income wil I be related as strongly to protective neighbor

ing because this type of protection is "fl"'ee." But, because higher income 

persons stand to lose more if burglarized, a w~ak positive relationship is 

expected with protective neighboring. No relationship is anticipated between 
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income and by-stander helpfulness because the latter is a pure helpfulness 

measure and involves no monetary gain nor loss for the individual by-stander. 

3. Rent vs. Owning of Property. Ownership is expected to be related 

positively to protective neighboring and to the use of private s~curity 

mechanisms. We expect ownership to be related to protective neighboring 

because persons who own their property should feel a greater sense of pro

prietorship and territorial ity about it. Furthermore, it is more difficul'r 

for renters to engage in protective neighboring since it is more difficult 

for most of them (e.g., those in apartments) to see the residences of their 

neighbors. The variable representing home ownership is scored in the fol low

ing way: a score of four represents the owner of a single fami Iy residence; 

three is the score for persons who rent a single family homej two is the -

score given to persons who are duplex renters; and a score of one is given 

to persons who rent an apartment. 

4. Prior victimization status. Persons who had been burglary victims 

would be expected to have higher scores on protective neighboring and pri

vate security usage, other things being equal, due to their increased sen

sitivity to the need for protection from crime and due to the expectation 

that they would be more likely to recognize a crime situation. We antici

pate that persons who have been the victims of personal crimes should have 

higher scores on by-stander helpfulness because they would 'be more likely 

to recognjze a crime situation and have more sensitivity to the pi ight of 

the victim. These expectations cannot be tested using the existing data 

because we do not know whether the persons who were victims had been victim

ized before or after they engaged ~n protective neighboring, by-stander 

helpfulness, and 50 on. Nevertheless, these variables will be statistically 

control led when examining the effect of the other independent variables 
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in order to prevent the victimization status from confounding other relation-

ships in the data. 

5. Household Density. We do not have a measure of neighborhood crowded-

ness and, in lieu of one, have used the household density as a surrogate for 

the more general measure of crowdedness. This variable was created by 

dividing the number of. rooms in the house by the number of people i iving 

there, including children. We expect that crowdedness wit I be negatively 

related to protective neighboring and to by-stander helpfulness because of . .' 

the presumed depersonal ization that occurs in crowded living conditions. It 

is reasonable to expect that persons in crowded conditions would rely more on 

private than on public protection (other factors, especially income, being 

equa I). 

6. Age of Respondent. We have no particular expectations about the 

relationship between age and any of the dependent variables, but have in-

cluded it for exploratory purposes and as a control variable in case there 

is a significant relationshi.p with one or more of the dependent variables 

I " of i n"terest that cou I d confound the i nterp retat i on given to other re I at i on

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

ships in the data. 

7. Physical Upkeep of the Block. The interviewers coded onto the 

questionnaire theIr assessment of the general upkeep of the area that could 
.' . 

be seen from the respondent's front entrance (clean, some trash, very trashy). 

Although this rs a judgro~ntal assessment, we expect that the general upkeep 

of the area would be a reflection of the sense of proprietorship or terri-

tor i a I i ty fe 11" by the res i dents and, if so, we wou I d expect better-kept 
, . 

areas to have higher scores on profective neighboring. 
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Interaction Effects 

An analysis of several interaction variables wil I be undertaken to 

determine whether ,',e relationship between block meetings and neighborhood 

or private protection depends on certain conditions or characteristics of 

the households, such as household income. This analysis is limited to an 

examination of the interaction between attendance at meetings and each of 

the other independent variables. If attendance at the meetings interacts 

with income, for example, this would mean that attendance at meetings has 

a different type of impact on the criterion (dependent) variable for persons 

at different income levels. The direction of the relationship can be ascer-

tained in order to determine whether the meetings have more impact on low 

income persons, for example, than on high income persons. 

~ethodology:. Statistics 

Multiple regression analysis is used to determine the magnitude of the 

relationships between independent and dependent variables. The procedure 

that was used involved entering the key independent variable first in the 

equation <attendance at block meetings) and then entering the control vari-

abies in order to determine the impact of meeting attendance when the other 

characteristics of the household have 'been held constant. One of the prob

lems with this type of field research is that it is difficult to determine 

the temporal causation of an independent and dependent variable. For ex

ample. it could be argued that persons who are more inclined toward protec-

tive neighboring are more likely to attend block meetings. Thus, any ob

served relationship between meeting attendance and protective neighboring 

cannot be attributed uneguivocably to meeting attendance. Multiple re-
o 

gression analysis is a technique designed to at least partially overcome 

this problem in that other characteristics of the household which might 
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prompt attendance at the meeting and be related with protective neighboring 

are statistically control led in an effort to estimate the effect of attend-

ing a meeting which is independent of other household cha(acteristics. 

For this particular study, the problem is reduced somewhat not only 

with the statistical procedures, but also by the process through which the 

program identified households to host block meetings and by the way the 

samp I e was drawn. Most of the persons \'r'ho attended block meet i ngs were i den-

tified through door-te-door canvassing of their area or by personal contact 

from program or block personnel. Most of the non-attenders in our sample 

(98 percent) ~ived In areas where no block meetings had been held at al I 

because the program had not targeted these areas for participation in the 

program. 

The interaction analysis is conducted by entering the interation vari

able into the multiple regression equation when all of the other variables 

are contro I led. 17 

RESULTS 

The results of the multivariate analysis 3~e summarized in Table 3 

and a ful I display of the results for each dependent variable is presented 

in Appendix A, Tables 6 through 10. 

In Table 3~ the dependent variables are shown across the top and the 

independent variables are listed in the rows on the left. There are two 

entries relating each independent variable to each dependent variable. The 

first shows the direction of relationship that was expected between the 

independent and dependent variables, using the plus sign for a positive 

relationship and a minus Tor a negative relationship. Variables for which 

no expected re I ati onsh i p was .stated as part of the theory have no p I us or 

minus signs in the "expected" column. The second entry is the standardized 
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TAt:lL£ 3. RESUL TS OF MULTIPLE REGRESS ION ANALYS I S I 

ProtectIve By-Stander Private Use of Rp.cent Private 
Neighboring Helpfulness Act[ons StIckers Act (i:)ns 

Exp. Found Exp. Found Exp. Found Exp. Found Exp. Found 
• 

Attendance at *** *** iC** *** *** 
CPB Meeting + +.21 0+ +.22 + +.06 + +.28 + +.14 

Length of Tr me ** * 
At Address + .+.06 -.08 -.06 +.03 +.003 

*iC* *** *** Income + +.13 +.06 + +.24 + +.04 + +.11 

Homeowner *** *** ¥* 
Status + +.15 .00 + +.19 + +.04 + +.06 

VictimIzatIon 
** ** *** Burglary -.04 +.11 -.01 +.002 +.14 

Personal/VIolent -.03 +.09 -.01 -.03 +.03 ** 
Personal/Theft -.03 * * +.06 +.03 +.05 +.08 

*** Crowded ness +.01 -.04 -.04 -.01 +.12 
*ff 

Age -~02 +.10 -.05 +.10 -.05 
*** *** *** Upkeep of Area + +.09 -.06 -.07 +.01 +.07 

IEntrles In the cells of the table show the expected relatIonshIp (+ for posItive; for negatIve) and the 
regression coeffIcIent (standardIzed) for each Independent varIable wIth each dependent variable wh~9n all the 
other var I ab I es I I sted r n the rows of the tab I e had been stat I st I ca II y 'contra II ed. I f there I s no + or - tor 
the expected cell, this IndIcates that no thenretlcal prediction had been made about the direction of the 
relationshIp.' One asterisk Indicates statistical significance at the .05 level~ two IndIcates sfgniflcance 
at the .01 level, and 3 means the signIficance Is at or beyond .001. 
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regression coefficient showing the observed relationship between each inde

pendent and dependent variable when the other independent variables were 

statistically controlled. For example. the plus sign between "attendance 

at CPB meeting lt and "protective neighboring" means that we expected persons 

who had attended meetings would have higher scores on protective neighboring 

and the +.21 regression coefficient indicates that in the sample data ana

lyzed for this report persons who attended meetings have higher scores on 

protective neighboring when length of time at address l income, homeowner 

status. and so on were statistically control led. 

AI I of the variables were scored in such a way that a positive relation

ship indicates higher scores on the dependent variable are associated with 

the presence of the independent variable and/or with higher scores on the 

independent variable. Thus, persons who attend block meetings have higher 

scores on protective neighboring. by-stander helpfulness, private actions, 

use of stickers. and recent private actions. A negative regression coeffi

ci ent i nd i cates that the presence of the independent var i ab I e (or "more" of 

it) is related to tower scores on the dependent variable. A thorough dis

cussion of multiple regression analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, 

but the interested reader is referred to the discussion in footnote 18 and 

the references cited therein. 

Block Meetings 

The major finding is that attendance at a city-sponsored small group 

block meeting to discuss crime prevention is associated with significantly 

higher scores (at the .001 level or beyond) on protective neighboring, 

by-stander helpfulness, p:ivate actions, use of anti-burglary stickers, 

and recent improvements in residential target-hardening. The implication 

is that attenda,nce at the Portland-style block meetings is associated with 
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the types of private and neighborhood protection usually considered essen-

tial to environmental crime prevention efforts. The relationship is statis-

tical Iy significant even after income, length of time at the address, home-

owner status, crowdedness, upkeep of neighborhood, age, and prior victimi-

zations have .been statistically control led. 

The importance of the meetings also can be shown by the data in Table 4. 

If al I the variables in the analysis were (theoretically) zero, the average 

score on protective neighboring would be 2.8 on the five-point scale indi-

cating that the average p~rson had engaged in sl ightly more than half of 

the possible types of protective neighboring which were measured in this 

study. For persons who attended a block meeting, the protective neighbor

ing s~ore would average 3:38 on the five-point scale even if al I the other 

variables in the analysis remained (theoretically) zero. 19 Attendance at 

a meeting, on the average, increased the protective neighboring score of 

the respondent by .58. 

The data in Table 4 also show that a person who attended a meeting 

would be expected to have a by-stander helpfulness score of 17.9 percent 

compared to a score of 4.3 percent if they did not. Persons who attend the 

meetings, on the average, take advantage of 13.6 percent more of the oppor-

tunities to be helpful than do people who have not attended the meetings. 
.' .. -

(Individuals who reported that they had no opportunities to be helpful were 

eliminated from this analysis.) 

The relationship with private actions is statistical!y significant 

but not as pronounced. Persons who attend a meeting have, on the average, 

a • 13 higher score on the five-po i nt act i on sca I e than those \'-Iho do not 

attend. The number of retent target-hardening activities is related to 

meeting attendance in that those who attend have scores .31 higher, on the 

average, than fhose who do not when the other variables have been control led. 
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Attendance at block meetings has a strong relationship with the use of 

anti-burglary stickers. Of the persons who attend the meetings~ approxi

mately 40 percent would be expected to use the stickers (it the other vari-

ab I es are contro I led) I whereas approx i mate 1 y 12 percent of the .non-attenders 

would be expected to use them. 

Protective 
Ne i ghbor i ng 

By-Stander 
Helpfulness 

Private 
P retection 

Use of 
Stickers 

Recent 
Protections 

TABLE 4. MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE ATTRIBUTABLE TO BLOCK MEETINGS 

Mean s 

3.8 1.4 

29 29 

1.94 1.03 

.51 ~50 

.. .:.0' 

.96 1.09 

intercept 
(alpha) 

2.8 

4.35 

.76 

.12 

.40 

B 

.58 

13.6 

.13 

.28 

.31 

Range of 
Scores 

-I to -r5 

o to 100% 

o to 5 

o or I 

o to 8 

No. of Cases 

956 

215 

956 

956 

956 

'The intercept value and B represent the value of these coefficients when the other 
independent variables (except for block meetings) had been statistical ty control ted. 
B is the unstandardized partial regression coefficient. The mean and standard 
deviation were calculated on the original variables without any control for the 
independent variables •. When B is pasittve~ it means that attendance at block meet-
ing is associai"ed with higher scores on the dependent variable. Since attendance 
at meetings is scored as I and non-attendance as zero~ B represents the amount of 
change in the dependent variable associated with meeting attendance when the other 
independent variables have been controlled. The number of cases for the by-stander 
helpfulness analysis· is smaller because many people had no opportunities to be 
helpful and were not included in the analysis. 
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The results of the interaction between meeting attendance and each of 

the other independent variables are summarized in Table 5. Several obser

vations can be made about the types of households for whom attendance at 

block meetings appears to be related to greater protective 9ctivity. 

Attendance has a more marked impact on the protective neighboring 

scores of apartment renters than of homeowners and has a somewhat more pro-: 

nounced effect on persons w~o have lived in their neighborhood longer, 

rather than shorter periuds of time. The results tentatively suggest 

that attendance at block meetings may have a more pronounced impact on the 

protective neighboring scores of persons who are burglary victims or vic

tims of personal crimes rather than non-victims. 

There are two statistically significant interaction terms for by

stander helpfulness: Income and upkeep of the neighborhood. The interpre

tation is that the by-stander helpfulness scores of low income persons are 

influenced more by attendance at a block meeting than are the scores of 

higher income individuals •. Likewise, the data suggest that by-stander help

fulness scores of persons in less well-kept areas are influenced more by 

attendance than are the scores of persons in better-kept areas of the city. 

On the other hand, meeting attendance is related to recent protective ~ 

actions more stro~gly for persons in the well-kept areas. Income inter

acts with meeting attendance in relation to the amount of recent target

hardening activities in that the effect of the meeting appears to be 

greater for lower income persons. 

The fact that block meeting attendance appears to be more effective 

for certain types of households do~s not mean it is ineffective for 

other types. The last row of Table 5 shO\oJS the impact (beta weight) for 

meeting attendance when all the other variables, including the interaction' 
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TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF INTERACTION ANALYS I S I 

Protective By-Stander Private Use of Recent 
Neighboring Helpfulness Protection Stickers Protection 

beta beta beta beta beta 

Interaction of 
Meeting Attendance 
With ••• 

*** .. ' ....... Homeowner Status ,-.36 00 -.14 .09 -.03 

••• Length of Time ** 
at Address • 10 -.09 .07 .05 -.01 

~~ ~ M ____ • __ 

*** *** ••• Income -.08 -.37 -.02 .05 -.22 

••• Victimization 

* Burglary .07 .00 -.03 .05 .03 
** ** Personal/Violent .07 .12 .07 .04 .04 

Property/Personal .06 .02 .03 .00 .05 

••• Upkeep of * ** 
Neighborhood -.10 -.30 .08 -.02 .16 

••• Crowdedness .04 -.01 -.04 .00 .00 

* ••• Age -.07 .23 -.16 .17 .10 
," 

Attendance at *** *** *** *** Meet i ng ;-Eieta-, VI Ith- --.43 .03 .41 .63 .41 
all interaction terms 
contro I led" 

IThe results show the standardized regression coefficient of the interation term when 
the main effects and the other interaction variables have been statistically control led. 
One asterisk indicates significance beyond the .05 level; two indicates significance 
beyond the .01 level; and three in~icates significance beyond the .001 level. 
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terms, have been statistically control led. With all the independent vari-

ab I es and the i'nteract ion terms contro II ed, meeti ng attendance has a pro

nounced and statistically Significant r~lationship with protective neigh-

boring, private protection, use of stickers, and recent protective actions. 

The data suggest, however, that the association between meeting attendance 

and by-stander helpfulness is due entirely to its effect on low income per

sons and persons living in less wei I-kept neighborhoods. This result, if 

it can be repl icated elsewhere, should be rather encouraging to those who 

propose that physical design of publ ic housing for low income persons can 

increase social interaction and, thereby, increase the extent of collective 

surveil lance and protection in the area. 

Collective Protection 

The data in Table 3 show the relationship between each of the other 

independent variables and the two measures af collective protection. 

Attendance at blqck meetings is more strongly associated with the 

degree of protective neighooring than any other variable in this analysis 

(beta = .21 for the main effect model and .43 for the interaction model). 

We had expected that persons who had lived at their current address for 

a longer period of time would have higher scores on protective neighboring. 

Even though a statistically significant relationship was found, the 

strength of it (beta = .06) is quite sma I I. The data are consistent with 

the expectations that the amount of protective neighboring would be greater 

among high incoma persons, homeowners, and persons in better-kept neighbor

hoods. However, the expected relationship between crowded ness and pro

tective neighboring was ~ot found, nor do the data support the idea that 

crowdedness would be related to lower scores on by-stander helpfulness. 

The on I y yar I ab I es in the ana I ys is that have much exp I anatory power 
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for by-stander helpfulness are the inter~ction terms: Meeting attendance 

seems to be especially important in increasing the helpfulness scores of low 

Income persons and persons in less wei I-kept neighborhoods. 

Private Actions 

The data support the idea that higher income per'sons will use more pr i

vate protect i ve dev ices than -low income persons. 'rh i sind icates that the 

cost of private security is an important ingredient in its provision and 

also indicates that the better-off persons may have a higher demand for 

security since they potentially have more to lose from burglaries. Also as 

expected, homeowners tend to use more security devices than do renters. It 

is interesting to note that when income and homeowner status are statisti

cally contiolled persons in better-kept areas use fewer private securi'ty 

devices than those in less well-kept neTahborhoods. One could speculate 

that this is attributable to a greater probabil ity of burglary in the 

latter type of neighborhoods. 

Use of Stickers 

The use of anti-burglary stickers is not related to the independent 

variables in the sama way that the other private security variables are. 

In fact, attendance at meetings and age ~f the respondent are the only 

variables with statistically' significant relationships to the use of 

stickers. 

Recent Actions 

fersons are.more likely to have installed new protective devices in 

the previous year if they have higher incomes, are homeowners, live in more 

crowded conditions, live in better-kept neighborhoods, had been a recent ~ 

victim of a property crime, and if they had attended a block meeting. 

" 
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DISCUSSION 

Pub:icly funded efforts to prevent residential crime with environmer.tal 

programs cannot be effective unless residents within,the environment re

spond to those pr'ograms with actions that have a direct or indirect impact 

on the target crfmes. It is generally assumed that certain types of re-

sponses wi II reduce residential' crime. First it is often believed that 

protective neighboring and by-stander helpfulness will reduce residential 
. 

property crimes (and othe~ types) because offenders are more apt to be 

thwar-ted by qu i ck act ion of the res i dents, more like I y to be caught I and 

more likely to recognize the increased risk associated with committing 

offenses in an area where people watch out for each other. In addition, 

the more clear-cut sense of anti-crime values in highly protective neigh

borhoods could reduce the number of offenses committed by residents of the 

area against others in the same neighborhoods. 

Second, it is gen~ral ly bel ieved that private protective actions such 

as tar'get hardening wi II re'duce crimes for those \'Iho use more protective 

devices. But it is not known whether household-level target hardening re

~ults in local ized displacements to other residents ~f the same area. 

The physical design of an area can be directed either toward target 

harden i ng (fortress sty Ie) .or ~'oward i ncreas i ng the soc i a I cohes ion, sense 

of prop~ietorship, territorIality, and other factors that presumably wil I 

result in greater neighborl iness and collective protection of the area. 

And, some 'types of physical designs might accompl ish both objectives simul-

taneously. 

Physical design for crime prevention in housing developments is a 

feasible alternative mainly for newly developing areas, but it is ofter. 

impractical aS,an approach to crime prevention in establ ished residential 

------------------------- - ---
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neighborhoods. 

The approach used in Portland (and possibly other areas) is especially 

interesting because of the conscious effort to increase neighborhood cohe

sion and protection through the use of sma I I group meetings held at the 

block level, usually in the home of a resident. The city Crime Prevention 

Bureau representatlve ,focusses not only on various types of target-hardening 

devices that could be used, but also on informing individuals at the meeting 

of how they could provide better survei I lanca for everyone on the block and 

thereby reduce residential' crime for the entire area. 

It is important to study the results of the small group educatil,:mal 

approach in order to ascerta i nits potentia I va I ue 1( n estab I i shed res i den-

tial areas and to determine whether it would be useful to implement this 

type of strategy along with programs that focus primari lyon changes in the 

physical (built) environment. The major conclusions from this study are: 

I. The small grolJP (block) meeting approach used in Portland appears 

to be effective in bringing about the types of citizen responses that are 

considered essential linkages between environmental programs and crime pre-

ventJon. Persons who attended these meetings were more likely than other= 

to engage in protective neighboring, by-stander helpfulness. and private 

target-hardening efforts. 
," 

2. This type of program appears to have a greater impact on the col-

lectiv8 prevention of the households (helping with neighborhood surveillance 

and other aspects of "protectille neighboring") than on private target-harden-

ing such as purchase of weapons, installation 0f new locks, use of alarms, 

and so on • 

3. Att~ndance at block mee1 jngs is the only variable in this analysis 

that has any sUbstantial relationship to by-stand~r helpfulness. The im

pact of meeting attendance operates almost entirely through its effect on 
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low income persons and persons who I ive in less wei I-kept neighborhoods of 

the city. 

4. Attendance at the block meetings appears to have a more pronounced 

impacT on the protective neighboring responses of apartmen1 renters than 

on the protective neighboring responses of homeowners or those of persons 

who hav.e I ived for a longer period of time in the neighborhood. 

5. Several characteristics of the households were examined in order 

to measure ,their effect on collective and private protection. The income 

level of the households was related to protective neighboring, private pro

tection, and to the number of recent target-hardening activities. Income 

was not related to by-stander helpfulness nor to the use of anti-burglary 

stickers. The measure of household crowdedness used in the analysis was 

not related to the various types of protection in the manner we had anti

cipated. Crowdedness was unrelated to protective neighboring, by-stander 

helpfulness, and private protection. Although crowdedness showed a sta·

tistically significant relationship with the number of recent target-hard7, 

ening activIties undertaken by the household, this result is difficult 

to tnterpret. 

6. Most of the citizen responses examined in this study are asso

ciated with income, length of time the individual has I ived at the address, 

and other types of social, economic, or demographic variables that are not 

subject to simple manipulation through publicly sponsorelj crime prevention 

programs. Nevartheless, these relationships do not totally determine the 

nature of cii"izer response and the only programmatic variable in the ana

lysis <attendance at block me~tings) had, in most·instances, a stronger im

pact on citizen response Than did the socio-ec~nomic variables. Thus, the 

results suggest that citizen.response to the environment is amenable to 
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change through sma I I-group educational 8fforts and l potentially, other types 

of environmental approaches to crime prevention. 

7. It is not possible in this study to determine why the block meetings 

have an effecT on coiiective or private protection activities. The earlier 

research by Latane, Darley and others would suggest that the meetings in

crease the amount of i~formation and cues concerning what residents can do 

to prevent crime, assist in helping the persons get acquainted with one 

another, and perhaps increase the types of social rewards and sanctions for 

appropriate actions that might be forthcoming from the smal I group context. 
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TABLE 6. MULTIVARIATE MODEL OF PROTECTIVE NEIGHBORING 

Dependent Variable: Protective Neighboring 

Bi variate 
r B 

Attendance at 
CPB Meeting 

length of Tf me 
at Address 

Income 

Vic.timization: 

Burglary 

.27 

.11 

.23 

-;03 

Personal/Viol. -.02 

Personal/Prop. .00 

Upkeep o)~ 

Neighborhood 

Crowdedness 

Age 

Homeowner 
Status 

-. i 9 

.03 

.04 

.27 

R.= .39 

.58 

.006 

.035 

-.24 
-.16 

-.19 

-.34 

.000 

-.001 

.19 

Alpha = 2.85 

2 
R = .15 

Beta 
\'/e i ght 

.21*** 

.06* 

.13*** 

-.04* 

-.03 

-.03 

-.09*** 

.01 

-.02 

.15*** 

F = 17 

S.E. of 
8 

.08 

.004 

.009 

.15 

.15 

015 

.12 

.000 

.003 

.04 

F Val:Je 

47 

2.3 

13.5 

2.5 

1.09 

1.6 

8. I 

.12 

.17 

17.23 

-------------------------------------------....------------------------------------
The bivarrate r rs the correlation coefficient when no other variables have 

. been controlled; B is the unstandardized, partial~ regression .coefficient; 
alpha is.the intercept val.ue when the other variables have been control led. 
These figures are based on control ling the other independent variables, ·not 
on controls after the interaction terms were entered in the equation. 
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TABLE 7. MULTIVARIATE MODEL Of BY-STANDER HELPFULNESS 

Dependent Variable: By-Stander Helpfulness 

Bivariate B Beta S.E. of F Value r V/ei ght B 

Attendance at 
CPS Meeting .22 .14 .22** 4.3 10 

Length of Time -.07 -.20 - .. 08 .. 23 .. 81 at Address. 

Income .09 .38 .06 .48 .64 

Victimization: 

Burgi ary .08 11.65 .11* , 7.46 2~4 

Personal/Viol. .04 7.82 .09 5 .. 98 1.7 
Personal/Prop. .07 5.25 .06 6.21 .71 

Upkeep of 
.02 5.32 .06 Neighborhood 5.67 .88 

Crowded ness - .. 06 - .01 -.04 .0 I .43 

Age -003 .16 .00 .15 I .. I I 

HomeO\'1ner 
.05 Status .25 .00 2.25 .01 

Alpha = 4.35 

R = .28 R2 ::: .~8 F ::: 1.78 

The bivariate r is the correlation coefficient when no other variables have 
been co~trol led; 8 is the unstandardized, partial, regression coefficient; 
alpha is the Intercept value when the other variables have been control led. 
These figures are based on controlling the other independent variables, not 
on controls after the interaction terms were entered in the equation. 
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TABLE 8. MULTIVARIATE MODEL .OF PRIVATE ACTIONS 

Oependent Variable: 

Bivariate 
f' 

B 

Attendance at .• 13 .135 
CPB Meeting 

Length of Time -.07 -.004 
at Address 

Income .33 .05 

Victimization: 

Burgi ary -.006 -.04 

Persona 1 /Viol • .01 -.02 
.Persona 1 /Prop • 

Upkeep of -.02 .21 Neighborhood 

Crowdedness -.10 .000 

Age -.14 -.003 

Homeowner .24 .18 Status 

R = .39 

Alpha = .76 

2 R = .15 

Pr i vate Act ions 

Beta S.E. of 
\'/e i ght B 

.06*** .06 

-.06 .003 

.24*** .007 

-.009 .12 

-.005 .11 

.07*** ~09 

-.04 .000 

-.05 .002 

.19*** .03 

F = 17 

F Value 

4.4 

1.9 

44.3 

• 10 

1.13 

5.24 

1.8 

1.66 

28.7 

The bivariate r is the correlation coefficient when no other variables have 
been controlled; B is the unstandardized p partial, regression coefficient; 
a I pha is, the i nte'rcept va I ue when the other vari ab I es have been contro I led. 
These figures are based on control ling the other independent variables, not 
on contro I s after the i nteracti on terms 'Here entered in the equat ion. 
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TABLE 9. ' MULTIVARIATE MODEL QF ANTI-BURGLARY STICKER USE 

Dependent Variable: Anti-Burglary Sticker Use 

Attendance at 
CPB Meeting 

Length of Time 
at Address 

Income 

VictimizatIon: 

Burglary 

Persona I /Vi 0 I. 

Personal/Prop. 

Upkeep of 
Neighborhood 

Crowdedness 

Age 

Homeowner 
Status 

81 varl ate 
r 

.30 

• 10 

.08 

.008 

-.04 

.06 

-.08 

.04 

.11 

.14 

B 

.28 

.001 

.004 

.005 

-.06 

.08 

-.02 

.00 

.003 

.02 

R:::: .34 

AI pha = .12 

2 R :::: .11 

Beta 
~re i ght 

.28*** 

.03 

.04 

.062 

-.03 

.05* 

-.01 

-.01 

.10*** 

.04 

F:::: 12 

S.E. of 
8 

.03 

.001 

.003 

.057 

.056 

.057 

.045 

.000 

.017 

39 

F Va I ue 

78.7 

.59 

1.4 

.00 

1.22 

2. " 

.14 

.17 

5.72 

1./5 

The bivarIate r is the correlation coefficient when no other variables have 
been controlled; 8 is the unstandardized~ partial, regression coefficient; 
a I pha is the i nter-cept va I ue \'1hen the other vari ab t es have been contra tIed. 
These figures are based on cantrall tng the other independent variables, not 
on controls after the interaction terms were entered in the equation. 
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FOOTNOTES 

I. The definitions used in this study of "environmental" approaches follow those 

provided by Tien, et al In Elements of CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environ

mental Desfgn), Westinghouse Electric Corporation, May, 1976. Although an 

"environmental" approach is often thought of as concerning only the physical 

(built) environment, the definition of environmental strategy used by Tien 

includes physical, social, management, and law enforcement programs that impact 

on the design or use of a physical or geographical area of a city. 

2. Many of these are reported or summarized in Bibb Latane and John Darley, 

The Unresponsive Bystander, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1970. Also, see 

Leonard Bickman and Dennis P. Rosenbaum, "Crime Reporting as a Function of 

Bystander Encouragement, Surveillance, and Credibility," Journal of Personality 

and Psychology, Vol. 35, No.8, 1977, pp. 577-585. 

. 3. For an excellent review of the crowdedness literature, see Robert Sommer, 

Personal Spac9 t Engle\,ldod Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1969. Also, the July

August (1975) issue of the American Behavioral Scientist is devoted exclusively 

to the effect of crowding on behavior and contains severaL excellent articles 

about the relationship between crowding and/or density with crime. 

4. See Sommer, Chapter 2; and Chalsa Loo, "The Psychological Study of Crowding, 

American Behavioral Scientist:, July-August, 1975. 

5. See Daniel Stokols, et ai, "Physical, Social and Personal Determinants of 

the Perception of Crowding/' Environment and Behavior" Vol. 5, 1973, pp. 87-115. 
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6. Tien, et ai, has a sommary of research relevant to the displacement 

question (p. 94 ff). Nelson Heller, et ai, in "Operation Identification 

Projects: Assessment c:f Effectiveness," NILECJ, 1975, reviews three 

studies of displacement from property-marking programs which showed mixed 

and inconclusive results. Heller also discusses the low participation 

rate in Operation 10 programs which probably are the most common type of 

fully-subsidized private prevention pro£rams. 

7. See Tien, pp. 97 ff. 

8. The sma I I sample size and smal I number of burglaries in the study made 

it difficult to draw definite conclusions but the prel iminary results shO\'1 

that burglary rates of the participant and nearby non-participant house-

holds were very similar. These results wi I I be reported in a forthcoming 

paper, L.A. Wilson II and Anne Schneider, "Investigating the Efficacy and 

Equity of Publ ic Initiatives in the Provision of Private Safety," prepared 

for the Western Pol itical Science Association meetings, los Angeles, 

March 18-20, 1978. 

9. The study by Wilson and Schneider shows that several types of pri-

vate security actions, including the use of engravers and stickers, are 

unequally distributed among persons of different socio-economic status. 

However, the data also show that the inequality in use of anti-burglary 

stickers and engraVing materials \'las not present among households \'Iho 

participated in program-sponsored block meetings. 

10. It is generally assumed that,. at worst, private protection would dis-

place to others only those offenses that would have beeh committed against 

the highly fortified household. Charles Clotfelter, "Urban Crime and 
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Household Protective Measures," mimeo, 1976, suggests that the retreat into 

private protection could "interfere with the citizen's normal role as an 

informal guardian of his neighbors' property and personal safety. In this 

case, the use of protective measures would tend to increase the level of 

crime in society," p. 16. (A shortened version of this paper is forthcoming 

in the Review of Economics and Statistics.) The data used for the analysis 

in this chapter, however, show that there are positive and statistically 

significant correlations indicating that persons who use more private secur

ity devices have higher scores on protective neighboring (r=.17p p=.OOI) 

and persons who recently improved their private security also tend to have 

higher scores on protective neighboring (r=.12, p=.OOI). 

I I. See Heller (footnote 6). 

12. An evaluation of the Portland program indicates that (according to 

statements made by survey respondents) lack of information about the pro

gram accounted for about 40 percent of the non-participation; lack of bel ief 

in its effectiveness accounted for approximately 18 percent of the non-parti-

cipation; insufficient time to obtain the equipment was cited by 16 percent; 

and low burglary rates was named as the reason for non-participation by 

16 percent. These resu I ts are reported in Anne L. Schnei der, "An Eva I ua-

tion of the Portland Neighborhood-Based Crime Prevention Program," 

Occasional Paper in Applied Pol icy Research, 1975. 

13. The results from other stUdies shmoJ a significant reduction in burglary 

rates for part i c i pants o'r 25 percent in St. Lou is; 33 percent in Seatt Ie; 

7 percent in Denver; 19 pE1:rcent ion Phoen i x; 32 percent in Port I and (1974); 

and 45 percent in Portland (1977). The first four results are reported in 

Heller. The Portland results are reported'in Schneider, 1975, and in 

Whittemore, 1977. 
" 
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14. Tien, et ai, page 7. 1& 
15. Many of the block meeting hosts were identified by canv~ssing but I; 
some were prior burglary victims contacted by the program; others were 

persons suggested by prior hosts, and some were volunteers who contacted 
I 

the agency. Most of the persons in the sample who had attended block I 
meetings did so in 1974, 1975, and 1976. 

I 
16. A report on these procedures is contained in Whittemore's 1977 report. 

The interviews were conducted in late spring and early summer, 1977. Block I 
meeting participants were intentionally oversampled (by drawing names from 

the program files of persons who had attended) in order to insure that a 
I 

sufficient number would be interviewed. The sample of 1,216 contained I, 
553 persons who had attended a Crime Prevention Bureau block meeting. As 

mentioned in note 14, most of the persons who attended did so at least I~ 
one year prior to when the interviews took place, whereas most of the I 
actions measured in the dep~ndent variables took plpce within one year of 

the interview. I 
17. The interaction variables were created by multiplying the meeting I 
attendance score (0 = non-attendance; I = attendance) by the other vari-

able, such as income. The ·interpretation of the results for the interac- I 
tion analysis depends on the direction of the relationship between the I 
dependent and interaction variables when the other variables are also in 

the equation and, therefore, statistically controlled. Persons who did I 
not attend a meeting have a score of zero on that variable and, therefore, 

have a score of zero on tDe interaction term. Persons who did attend 

A 

I· 
~ 

wil I have a score on the interaction term equal to their scores on the I 
variable with which the meeting variable was multipl ied. For example, 

I 
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suppose that Y is the predicted score on protective neighboring; XI is atten

dance at a meet i ng; X2 is income, and X I :<2 is the interact i on term. 

The expected score on protective neighbcring for non-attenders at meetings 

is not changed by the interact.ion term since XIX2 is always zero for non

attenders. Scores on protecti,ve neighbc:-ing for persons who attended the 

meeting and who have higher incomes wil I be adjusted upward more than wil I 

the scores for low income persons if b
3 

is positive and wil I be adjusted 

downward more than low income persons if b
3 

is negative. Thus, a negative 

value on b3 would indicate that attend~~=e at a meeting has less impact on 

.high income persons or, conversely, more i~pact on low income persons since 

scores of the former would be reduced mc~e than scores of the latter. 

18. The coefficients reported in Table 3 are standardized, partial, regres

sion coefficients (beta .weights). A bet: weight represents the amount of 

(standardized) change in the dependent ~~riable associated with one unit of 

standardized change in the independent v3rieble. For example, the .21 beta 

weight between meeting attendance and pr~tective neighboring in Table 3 

means that a person who is one standard ~eviation above average in meeting 

attendance wou I d be' .21 standard dev i at i .Jns above average on protect i ve 

neighboring, whereas a person one standerd deviation above average on 

length of time at address would be only .06 standard deviations above aver

age in protective neighboring. The coefficients in Table 3 can be compared 

across the different variables. The larger the coefficient (either posi

tive or negative) the more.change there is in the dependent variable as a 

result of standardized change in the in~ependent variable. Values of B 
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in Table 4 cannot be compared across the different variables because B 

is the partial unstandardized coefficient. For example, a difference of 

one unit on the meeting variable (e.g., from zero meaning non-attendance 

to one indicating attendance) is associated with a difference of .58 on 

the protective neighboring variable. For a particularly insightful dis-

cussion, see Eric A. Manushe~ and John E. Jackson, Statistical Methods 

for Social Scientists, New York: Academic Press, 1977. 

19. The value of 3.38 on protective neighboring for persons who attend 
~ 

a meeting is obtained by the formula Y = a + b,X I where a = 2.8 (the 

intercept value), b l = .58 (8 for protective neighboring and block meet

ings), and XI = I (persons who attended were given a score of one). If 

al I the other variables are zero, then they add nothing to the score. Th~ 

score for meeting attendees on by-stander helpfulness jf al I the other 

independent variables were zerowould be Y = 4.35 + 13.6(1) = 17.95. 
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Developing Proprietary Attitudes Toward the Public Environment 

Robert SommE':r 

The principles of defensible space were developed for residential 

buildings with 24-hour occupancy. They cannot be applied without modifica

tion to civic buildings and open spaces, such as parks, playgrounds, and 

beaches without permanent occupants, that are empty for large portions of 

time. Jacobs (1969) and Newman (1972) helve both described the security 

advantages of places built on a personal, territorial scale. The chief 

methods for accomplishing this in public housing projects have been to 

divide up large spaces into smaller spaces that can be defended more easily, 

and marking them in distinctive patterns associated with particular apart

ment units. While appropriate to the residential environment, these pro

cedures have little meaning in commercial, transportation~ or school settings 

without permanent occupants. To link together defensible space in public 

and private settings, one mU$t learn how to increase positive protective 

,attitudes toward public buildings. 

Target hardening, which has occupied most of the attention of defen

sible space planners, is not likely to encourage protectionist attitudes 

if it is done insensitively. Fortress-like structures in the midst of 

residential neighborhoods will not inspire local identification. Such 

buildings give the appearance of being constructed to keep the community 

at bay. Public buildings convey an image of government to neighborhood 

residents, and in their minds express an the'government's attitude toward 

them. A school resembling a prison complete wi.th asphalt yard and high 
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fences topped with barbed wire, or the post office seemingly built to be 

defended against urban guerrillas, expresses distrust and hostility on the 

part of the government towards its citi;~ens. The physical separation of 

such buildings from the neighborhood CrE!ates misunderstanding between 

people who work in the building and those in the surrounding areas. Yet 

there is nothing in the defensible space conception that requires ugly 

or disliked buildings. Ind.eed, the aim of making space defensible is just 

the opposite--to increas~ the identification of tenants with,buildings 

and grounds. An understanding of how def:ensible space notions can be 

modified to fit the public environment CcLn help avert the construction of 

civic buildings no one will defend because they are universally resented. 

Relationship of This Paper to CPTED Approach 

The two major components of defensible space are surveillance and 

territoriality (Newman, 1972).' Surveilla.nce means good visual access to 

the environment. Territoriality, as the ,concept has traditionally been 
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I 
used, has two components, ,defense and personalization. Defense refers to I 
the willingness of the owner to protect the space; personalization to the 

2.bility to mark the space, to render it distinctive, conveying a sense 

of familiarity and possession to the occupant, and the message'of "keep 

out" to those who do not belong there. I.t is the thesis of this paper 

-b~ ~ ~~ ~~-'-
that personalization jA= J. 1 ;i,a.- '.Ed iI~&\.!efii"Hte 

~j;. h non-resident:lal settings. The challenge is to instill protection-

ist attitudes in people who do not technically own a building or occupy 

it on an extended basis--casual users, people living nearby, visitors. 
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With full recognition of thE: importance of other' components of CPTED, 

including good street lighting, contrclled access, etc., the specific 

concern of this paper is with methods towards increasing proprietary and 

protectionistic attitude toward the public environment. While most of 

the discussion will concern methods of increasing territoriality, this 

will indirectly affect surveillance. To open up public buildings for 

multiple uses or create space for a live-in caretaker will put more "eyes 

in the building." To transform a vacant, litter-strewn lot into a com

munity garden will focus; more "eyes on the streets." Three methods fer 

increasing protectionist:ic attitudes towards public spaces will be discussed: 

creating permanent occupants, multiple usage, and personalization. 

A Note of Caution 

From time to time, I will be presenting examples of how CPTED can 

be extended to public buildings along with some preliminary results. These 

examples should be considered as indications of promise rather than as 

proof of success. Very few of such programs have been systematically 

evaluated. The'best that is available are the statements of a horti-

culturalist that community gardens reduce crime in a neighborhood or 

the assertions of a school administrator that multiple use of school 

buildings reduces vandalism. Rarely arE any statistics presented. On 

the other hand, there are some programs whose good points are so obvious 

that they do not need documentation. An attractive community garden 

yielding flowers and fresh vegetables is obviously desirable in itself. 

The same is true of a colorful and attractive mural reflecting the culture 
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of the area's residents on what had previously been a bare graffiti

covered wall, or a sports program that converts the rubble of an unstarted 

development: proj ec t into a sandlot ballpark. Such programs thc.t involve 

tangible improvements, as perceived by local residents and visitors, do 

not need to be justified on other grounds. 

Measul'ing ch.ange is a complicated business. Any program can have 

prima.ry, set:ondary, and tertiary effects. Primary effects are its direct 

impact upon the lives of people or physical aspects of a neighborhood. 

The C'.rention of a sandlot ballpark will involve th.e labor of local residents 

the transformation of a physical setting, and a probabl~ increase in sports 

activity~ These are direct and tangible effects, neasurable in hours, 

dollars, or square meters that have been physically altered. Secondary 

effects are the channeling of energies away from destructive into con

structive activities. Tertiary changes involve the spread of the activity 

into other realms, both behavioral and geographic. The creation of a 

sandlot ballpark in a neighborhood may increase the demand for more adequate 

street lighting, as well as c):eate the demand for a ballpark in other 

;.1eighborhoods. Such changes tend to be interactive. When more people are 

("l'~ the street watching a sports event (a secondary change), surveillance 

j.s impt'oved and crime may be reduced during those periods. This reduction 

in crime may in turn encourage more people to involve themselves in sports 

activities (primary effects). 

With recognition that any reduction in cd,me or vandalism may be a 

secondary or tertiary rather than a primary effect of CPTED, let us move 

on to examination of ways for transforming anonymous, unomled and untended 
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public spaces into community territories. Although thE; specific programs 

do not have universal applicability, it is hoped th.:.t the general pr inciples 

underlying them will. 

1. People in the Buildings 

The easiest method of territorializing public space is to bring in 

permanent occupants with round-the-clock authority over the area. This 

would be a fairly novel approach in most civic buildings. We do not 

expect to find people living in the public library, homesteading in the 

county park, or occupying a live-in trailer in a school yard. We have 

grown accustomed to a geographic separation between public and th~ private 

realms, between state land which is controlled by the authorities and 

private turf which is controlled by individuals. Mixing the two seems 

confusing and open to all sorts of abuse. Yet there is a large amount of 

-r~ 
good useable space in puhlic buildings that is deserted most of the ~ 

leaving the buildings to become ripe targ~ts for vandalism. Some of these 

buildings~already have a round-the-clock presence in the form of police 

and security guards. These guards do not live on the premises, but only 

walk the halls. This is a relatively expensive means of gaining security 

since it requires several shifts of personnel every day, and on weekends 

and holidays and there are few secondary gains from it. Creating permanent 
) . 

occupants may accomplish the same level of security more cheaply as well 

as providing needed housing. 
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School buildings are one of the target areas for application of the 

CPTED principles. Typically the school building is deserted most of the 

day and all of the evening, maki~g it a ripe target for vandalism. Several 

school districts in California have begun Project Vandal Watch, in which 

the school district prepares mobile home sites and either invites oc

cupants of mobile homes to move their units onto school grounds and live 

there rent-free,or the school district itself buys or rents mobile home 

units, moves them onto school' grounds, and makes them available to families 

rent free. The practice is similar to the rural "teacherage" which used 

to be found adjacent to country schools at the turn of the century. The 

teacher would be provided'with a small house next to the school buildi.ng 

and in return was expected to keep an eye on things when school was not 

in session. The California program began in the Elk Grove School District 

with one college student living rent-free in a trailer at one of the 

elementary schools. During the next five years, there was not a single 

incident of breaking in or vandalism at the school. The apparent success 

of the program induced the district to expand it to 15 of its 17 schools 

with a two-thirds reduction in overall vandalism. The program has since 

spread to other districts in California and out of state. The basic 

details of the pre gram are like this: 

The district prepares a trailer site on school grounds, at a cost of 

somewhere around $3, 000. This is made available to families who already 

have trailers. The district pays for utilities, except for gas and telephone, 

and selects families from a, waiting list. Most of the occupants are 
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couples, but there are also single parents and children, young co~ples 

without children, middle-aged and retired couples. The occupants find 
JI.h' 

the task very satisfying. For some of the retired couples, the opportunity 

" to be useful, to be around dctive young people, but still to have their 

own space, and the ece,nomy of rent-free accommodations. For younger 

couples there is the abundance of space around the: school yard in contrast 

to the usual confined mobile home park. The approach seems practicable 

in most any school setting. It is noteworthy that the tenants thus far 

have not been paid for their services except for rent and utilities. The 

economy of the program relative to 24-hour security guards is evident. 

A primar'y benefit of the program is a reduction in insurance rates for the 

~chool buildings. As vandalism decreases further, continuing savings in 

insurance premiums are expected (Westin, 1974), 

Real estate companies know that the quickest way to have a house 

deteriorate is to leave it unoccupied. It is much more economical in the 

long run to rent it to trustworthy tenants, even at reduced rates, than 

to hire a landscape service to maintain the grounds and a security force 

to keep away vandals. Fences may keep out maurading animals and screens 

may keep out insects, but people provide the only secure protection against 

predatory people. Human intruders are capable of so much variation in 

their tactics that they can outwit any electronic gadgetry. The best 

security in dealing with a potential maurader as ingenious as humankind 

involves the presence of other people who have an equal capacity for 

modifying their behavior to suit new conditions. 
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Analogous to Jane Jacob's notion of eyes on the streets, the principle 

here is one of people in the buildings. Using the proprietary impulses 

of people who guard an area because they live there seems more effective 

and socially desirable than bringing in external security people. As 

with the other CPTED methods, the police are still available as a back-up 

force, but the primary task of showing vandals that the space is occupied 

as well as protected is done by the live-in occupancy. The advantages of 

the program are economy relative t.o 24-hou!' security guards, the more 

relaxed atmosphere provided by live-in families also relative to security 

guards and expensive alarm systems, and the social des:i.rability of the 

e.dditional housing ·that is provided. 

Fire houses and police stations typically have round-the-clock 

occupants and a low rate of vandalism. Perhaps this is understandable 

:i.n a police station or other law enforcement agency, but not in the fire 

station. There is every reason to suppose that a fire house with all its 

gleaming fire englnes ~nd equipment would be a more attractive target for 

you=.g vandals than a cemetery or school building, which are places more 

commonly hit. It is a reasonable hypothesis that the round-the-clock 

presence of the fire fighters in the station constitutes a major deterrent 

to malicious mischief. The, fire house, incidentally, is a geod example 

of an extremely functional civic building which provides space for live

in occupants. 

The $1.3 million new governor's mansion in California sat. empty for 

several years because the new governor did not want to live in it. 
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During that period state police provided 24-hour security at a cost of 

over $30,000 a year. In November, 1977, two couples were hired as live-

in caretakers in the never-occupied mansion. In return for an $800 monthly I 

salary, each couple would be expec ted to put in 20 hours of wor~ cleaning -I 

the building, tending the grounds, washing windows, and protecting the 

building against intruders. The method 1's expected to be more economical 

than the police presence and a financial boon to the two families living 

there. Housing codes may have to be modified to permit families to occupy 

certain pub1i{~ buildings. An historic landmark may not have the proper 

wiring for a stove or telephone. This is where the separate mobile home 

becomes advantageous. Depending upon circumstances, some live-in quarters 

may have sleeping but not cooking arrangements, or be suitable for adults 

but not children. A proper fit must be arranged between type of structure 

and the type of caretaker. 

Resistance to the Program 

Creating private territories in public buildings runs counter to the 

American belief that public means equal access for everyone. Because city 

buildings belong to "everybody," no one should be allowed to territorialize 

them. Some people would feel uncomfortable at the thought of a family 

living in "their city hall" or in the public library. However, the dream 

of public turf being open to everybody is illusory at best. The public 

park that is too dangerous to walk through in the evening is hardly open 

to everybody. The situation is analogous to the anonymous no-person land 

. , . 

-,,"'" ''! 
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around the high-rise towers described by Oscar Newman. Rather ,than 

being open to everybody, the space belonged to nobody and was unuseable 

by anyone except criminals. Converting this space into t~rritories in

creased rather than decreased the occupants' effective control over their 

surroundings. If the presence of a family living in a civic building could 

extend the hou~s in which the building was available for general use, the 

public has not lost but gained from granting Lontrol over the apartment 

area to its occupants. 

In theory, there are very few public buildings or spaces that could 

not be at least partly territorialized. The idea may seem strange at 

first, but there is no reason why there could not be a caretaker's cabin 

in a city park or on a county beach. There is ample precedent for this in 

ranger's cabins located in state and national parks. One cannot argue 

that a caretaker's family would object to living in a public park or on a 

county beach without seeing if this is the case. Many occupants of the 

tiny crowded substandard apartments in dense noisy areas would be over

joyed to have a small house in a park or on a lake. Aesthetics could be 

handled by good design. I have never heard a park visito'r complain about 

the presence of a ranger's cabin, including a laundry line out in back. 

Most people felt reassured by the sight of the cabin and the thou.ght that 

someone would be available if an emergency arose. Live-in caretakers could 

be appropriate in clinics and hospitals, historical monuments and libraries. 

I can imagine many couples, both young and elderly, who would enjoy having 
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an apartment in the rear of the public library. There is ample precedent 

for live-in staff on the grounds of mental hospitals. I lived for years 

in a staff cottage in a mental hospital. The residential staff served as 

"eyes on the buildings" at times ween there are not many other employees 

around. If a patient showed signs of acute disturbance or if someone were 

injured, we were there to provide help or summon assistance. 

The security needs o~ the caretakers must also be considered. In 

theory, a young couple living in a mobile home in a dark, isolated school 

yard, would be a prime target for robbery or assault. Fortunately, such 

occurrences have been rare in the programs mentioned. Many caretakers are 

provided with alarms or telephones to summon outside assistance and some have 

their own watchdogs living with tr.em. Criminals tend to be specialists in 

certain types of cri.me. Those who burgle houses or vandalize public buildings 

will try, if they can, to avoid direct physical confrontation with authorities. 

Those who want to rob, assault, or rape are not likely to actively seek aut 

security-conscious caretakers on the caretaker's own turf where there is 

probably an alarm system, watch dog, etc. While the security needs of the 

caretakers are a legitimate concern of authorities, the evidence thus far 

is thc.t the presence of a caretaker makes a setting a less attractive target. 
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2. Multiple Usage 

One problem in applying CPTED to public buildings is that they are 

empty most of the ~. This makes it necessary to bring in security 

guards and make constant police patrols. A different approach is to attempt 

to bring the public back into such buildings after hours, to obtain more 

"eyes in the building" through scheduled evening, weekend, and holiday 

activities. This also provides valuable additional space for community and 

club recreation, and cultural activities. The Elements of CPTED report 

(Tien, Reppetto, and Hanes, 1976) consider such multi-use programs as 

outside the defensible space conception. It is the thesis of this chapter 

that multi-use, by increasing both territoriality and surveillance, is 

critical to the application of CPTED to public buildi~gs. Only the 

~istorical accident of Newman beginning his defensible space work in housing 

.s-
projects where mUltiple use is not so critical, ~akes ~ seem peripheral 

to CPTED. Had Newman begun his work by attempting to protect schools, 

courthouses, and city storage yards, it is probable that the multi-use 

concept would have figured more prominently in his recommendations. 

The multi-use concept has been applied by the Archdiocese of Chicago 

to keep down vandalism at its cemeteries. Most cemeteries have been faced 

--_._-
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with two different sorts of crime, lark vandalism which involves headstones 

being knocked down or broken, paint smeared over monuments, or people 

<i.riving through, the, grassy areas, and professional crime which involves 

the theft of bronze statues, lawn equipment, watering pipes, and anything 

saleable. Faced with these problems, most cemeteries have attempted to 

harden up with sturdier fences, more sophisticated alarm systems, and more 

security guards. However, the Archdiocese of Chicago went the opposite 

route of opening up to mo're public use. Instead of old-style solid fences, 

they erected fences which were "decorative and inviting rather than for-

bidding." The new fences also increased public surveillance from the 

surrounding streets. They encouraged use of the cemeteries by walkers, 

joggers, bicyclists, and birdwatchers. It became evident that many cemeteries 

made excellent nature study areas. Two researchers found 95 bird species 

in Boston cemeteries as well as 20 mammal species, including raccoons, 

skunk, foxes, woodchucks, squirrels, opposums, muskrats, and cottontails, 

all in'the heart of a major metropolitan area. According to John T. 

Philbin, the Executive Director of the Chicago Catholic cemetaries, 

the 

the 

combinations of increased public access and fence renovation decreased 

amount of lark vandalism.QDMany cemeteries have little connection with 

t.he surrounding neighborhood. Because of population shifts, people who 

used to live in the central city have migrated to the suburbs leaving the 

cemetery as an enclave in a neighborhood populated by other ethnic groups. 

Inner city youth see the fancy cars driving to the cemetery on weekends 

and feel little connection with the fenced and patrolled green space to 

which they are denied access. Cemeteries in Boston and its suburbs occupy 
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35% of the open space remaining in the area (Thomas and Dixon, 1973). 

The methods used in Chicago seem a classic application of CPTED principles. 

The inviting see-through fence increased public surveillance and the use 

of cemetern..es as parkland enhances community involvement in them. 

The Human Resources Center in Pontiac, Michigan, is a school that was 

planned and built to serve a variety of community needs, including the 

needs of citizens of all ages. Early reports are that the school succeeded 

in generating community interest, providing vocational training, and reducing 

criminal activity in the surrounding area (Tien, Reppetto, and Hanes, 1976). 

The varied uses must be compatible but they need not be similar. 

vrJi" 
The provision of meeting rooms in a ~ subway s:; II ill! with foul air~ (fO 
would not work. But if the stations were well-ventilated, well-lit, and 

relatively quiet, such as San Francisco's new BART system, it might be 

feasible. Montreal has specifically designed its metropolitan transit 

system to interface with its educational ~ystem (Lincourt and Parnass, 

1970). This allows students to make use of museuws, theaters, scientific, 

and technical establishments anywhere in the city. The display of artwork 

and cultural artifacts in metro stations has been successfully applied 

in Mexico City for some years. A combination of ingenuity, community 

input, and perhaps some minor structural changes can develop multiple uses 

for most any public building or open space. At first there was considerable 

resistance to locating the Tavern-on-the-Green in New York City's Central 

Park. Environmentalists resisted the idea of any development of Manhattan's 

remaining green space. Yet the magnitude of crime and vandalism made the 

park unuseable to most of the population most of the time. The presence of 
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a tavern and other related services, and opE~ning up the parks in the 

evenings for concerts and cultural events, brought a level of security 

that constant police patrols had never been able to offer. The provision 

of facilities for evening activities, including lit tennis courts and 

concert areas, provided "eyes in the park" during the evenings. 

3. Creating Territories Through Community Arts and Gardens 

A. Murals 

Several years ago, while working on a book about mural painting 

(Sonmier~ 1975), I traveled to various cities around the country to observe 

community arts programs. This was an unfunded venture, and the trips 

were usually connected with speaking engagements, so there was no time for 

systematic investigation. Hopefully, what was lacking in depth was com

pensated for in breadth. Most of the major cities in the country were 

visited, and sever~l hundred murals, mosaics, and sculpture were photo

graphed. The New Mural Movement was different from previ9usarts programs 

in several ways. The art was created on the streets and many of the artists 

were nonprofessionals. The last great surge of mural painting in this 

country occurred in the 1930' s as p2.rt of the WPA program, but the WPA 

work was largely painted indoors and almost entirely by professional 

artists whose designs were selected in formal competitions. The New 

Mural MOlvement stressed community involvement. If painting was to be done 

on the streets over a period of weeks or months, it needed the respect of 

local people or it would not survive. In New York City, Chicago, and 

Los Angeles, professional artists were hired to coordinate city-sponsored 
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arts programs. The artists worked with local groups to locate suitable 

walls, obtain the permission of landlords, find the paint, brushes, and 

scaffolds, and then plan, paint, and finish the mural. 

What emerged from my visits and discussions was the conclusion that 

the murals protected walls and buildings against vandalism. Finding a mural 

hit by graffiti was the exception rather than the rule, and it was invariably 

a source of shame to the artists and to the community. Frequently the 

mural artists worked in the highest risk neighborhoods because these were 

the only walls available. The Los Angeles County Parks Department found 

that a few murals were damaged, but most were left spotless. The program 

was judged to have been a qualified success (Sunset, 1973). When I visited 

the Estrada Courts Housing Project in Los Angeles, a drab and depressing 

aggregation of wooden barracks brightened ce.nsiderably by the appearance 

of almost 80 murals, not a single mural had been hit by graffiti, although 

virtually every wall on adjacent buildings and in the neighborhood outside 

the project was covered by plaquas and other forms of wall writing. The 

contrast between the unscathed murals and the adjacent areas was impressive. 

A newspaper report described how artist Arnold Belkin painted a large 

mural for a playground in the Hells Ki.tchen area of New York City. Belkin 

developed a large amount of community support for the work and a year 

af~erwards there was not a single extraneous spot, line, or number defacing 

the mur~l. When a gang from 51st Street arrived one day armed with cans 

of gr,een spray paint and threatened to attack the wall, local kids gathered 

in front of it and warned the invaders that they were risking their lives 

if they put one spot on the wall. Jerry and Sally Romotsky, an artist

writer team who have documented the activities of Chicago street gangs in 
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Los Angeles (Romotsky and Romotsky, 1977), found that the gangs rarely 

disturbed actual works of art. While many barrio walls were covered with 

script, genuine murals were spared. There were numerous instances where 

landlords invited mural artists to paint their walls as a means of reducing 

the amount of vandalism to their property. This was particularly noticeable 

on the sides of mom-and-pop grocery stores in East Los Angeles. Stores 

with murals had their walls respected. 

For most of its 40-year existence, the pedestrian tunnel into Oakland, 

California's 44-acre Lake Temescal Park had been plagued with graffiti. As 

fast as they were painted O'lTer, the scrawls reappeared. Often they were 

offensive, giving rise to frequent complaints which necessitated the park 

department sandblasting the tunnel several times a year at a cost of $400 

each time. The advent of the spray can, which improved the efficiency of 

graffiti writers, made matters worse. In 1967 a young Dominican monk 

studying for the priesthood who walked through the tunnel to get to a 

nearby college, was troubled by the racial epithets and proposed a mural 

to the authorities. The Park District enthusiastically accepted the offer 

and provided paints as well as applying a white coat of enamel as a base. 

Other studen~s at the seminary as well as local teenagers joined in painting 

the mural which became a ne.ighborhood attraction. In the ten-year period 
V1~ 7). 

of the mural's existence, it is still in excellent shape. (Young!* The same 

artist was later asked to paint a retaining wall along one of the park's 

roads, also a favorite spot of graffiti writers. This mural too has 

remained intact for almost a decade. Heartened by the success of these 
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projects, the Park District decided to decorate several of its portable 

toilets. There had been frequent instances of vandalism of ~ park 

d i tEi£Qi~ toilets, some 15 of them being damaged or destroyed during 

the previous year, a few with axes, and others with doors pulled off or 

ripped apart. A park employee who was an amateur artist, painted several 

of the outhouses in 1972 using themes (flowers, trees, etc.) appropriate 

to the park. The outhouses remained intact during their several-year 

life span. The same Park Department employee latE~r applied hi.s brush to 

several litter cans which, according to Park Depal:tment sources, (but not 

confirmed in actual surveys) were more heavily uSE~d afterwards (Young, 1967). 

Not every attempt to substitute murals for graffiti succeeds. I saw 

several tunnels along Chicago's Lakeshore Drive where colorful abstract 

designs had been badly hit. I don't know if this would have occurred if 

the murals had been more in tune with local values and street gangs had 

been involved in the painting, but it is clear that not every mural can 

protect every wall against vandalism. However, the effort is still worth 

a try, not only because of the small expense and the greater aesthetic value 

of the murals, but also because it provides an opportunity for young people 

to apply their talents to improving the environment. The presence of 

"their mural" increases territoriality. Walking around neighborhoods to 

photograph murals, I was frequently approached by teenagers who wanted to 

show me their pe~sonal contribution to a wall or another mural done by 

their gang. The content of community murals tends to be positive and 

affirmative. The most common themes for community-painted walls were 

peace, brotherhood, and cultural survival. While I have seen numerous 
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anti-heroin murals, I have never seen a single one that was remotely pro

heroin. The wall paintings tend to express the aspirations and yearnings, 

the best impulses of the community. 

School buildings are favorite targets of graffiti writers. This is 

partly due to the presence of so many young people since graffiti tends to 

be a young person's form of vandalism. Another cause of the vandalism is 

the ugly prison-like appearance of the buildings--acres of grey asphalt 

surrounded by a cyclone fence topped by barbed wire, the only vitality 

and color and sound supplied by the young people themselves. To keep down 

vandalism, some school districts have prohibited children from using the 

buildings after hours. The school became a prison for the children during 

the ,day and a fortress against the community afterwards. 

Some write!s (Crowe ~ al., '1976) believe there is a reciprocal 

relationship between the quality of a school building and vandalism. The 

appearance of graffiti or broken windows tends to lower people's respect 

for a building and thereby increase the chances that it will be damaged 

further. The vandalism may also contribute to negative attitudes toward 

children and teachers of the school and toward the neighborhood itself. 

Instead of the school being a "positive example of constructive neighbor

hood activity, it is an indication of deterioration and decay. Improving 

the school can reverse this cycle of continuing defacement and negative 

attitude. 

The San Francisco Unified School District attempted to break this 

cycle of ugliness-defacement-more ugliness, by making the yards more 

a,ttractive and inviting children in rather than keeping them out. The 
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current program began in 1971 at the McKinley School with the creation of 

brightly-colored play structures, a giant mural on one side of the school 

building, and an art program run by a professional painter. The program 

was launched with a $10,000 grant through the Emergency School Assistance 

Act. The money went prim~rily for materials and the services of a pro-

fessional designer. The actual construction and painting was done by 

parents, children, and teachers. The success of the program encouraged 

other schools to join in, using money from the Model Cities Program, 

general revenue sharing, and community donations. By 1975, some 56 San 

Francisco Schools had greened their yards. According to district offiCials, 

the success of the program has been evident in the voluntary efforts of 

students, teachers, and parents involved in such projects as creating and 

installing stained glass windows (left intact), planting a thousand 

daffodil bulbs at one school, and laying mosaic tile around a fountain. 

As a secondary effect, sc}.ool officials report that vandalism in the 

decorated yards has dropped perceptibly (Blum, 1975). 

B. Community Gardens 

The community garden is another means of increasing territoriality 

in the city. Converting a vacant litter-strewn lot owned by the city or 

distant landlords, into a vital and productive community green space, can 

be a source of individual and neighborhood pride. The Plant-People Project 

of the American Horticultural Society has been operating in low income 

housing projects for the past six years. Horticulturalists and garden 

clubs have donated their services, tools, cuttings, and helped secure 

funds ,for gardens started and maintained by inner city residents. 
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The New York City Housing Authority provided to any group of tenants 

who applied for it, a garden site on the grounds of the project, assistance 

in preparing the grcund, structural material, and $25 for the purchase of 

seeds, plants, tools, and fertilizer. There was a great deal of pride 

in the gardens and vandalism was rare. When it occurred, imMediate replanting, 

was the best antidote to further depredations. Each group devised its 
~ 

cwn means of dealing with vandalism. One group posted look-outs in high~ 

rise buildings, another u~ed foot patrols, another assigned neighbors to 

guard the gardens at times of high risk. None of the groups pt. T €'Ii:.!:: iili.t::eJI,. 

asked for police protection. They knew their turf and the best ways of 

protecting it (Lewis, 1976). 

According to Charles A. Lewis, the coordinator of programs in New,York, 

Philadelphia, and Chicago, "vandalism has been reduced, streets were 

cleaned, buildings repaired and painted, vacant lots rehabilitated into 

gardens and playgrounds, and a new sense of neighborliness and sociability 

developed" (Lewis, 1972; Lewis, 1973). These benefits were secondary ef

fects of the gardens, not directly part of the original program. Lewis 

explains them in psychological terms as improving the self image of the 

ghetto gardener. Unlike graffiti or vandalism, a garden has a positive and 

not a negative impact on the environment. Preparing the soil, growing, and 

protecting the garden will bring o~portunities for social contact with 

neighbors and increases the sense of community. In terms of CPTED principles, 

vacant, litter-strewn lots which had been a source of alienation and a 

reminder of the community's lack of control over its resources, and 
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~~86e13 e forbidden place) after dark, can become an individual or group 
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competence and achievement. Besides this, there are the pleasures of 

tasty fresh vegetables, flowers, and the other fruits of the garden. 

Horticulturalist Lewis emphasizes the sense of responsibility plants 

bring. Plants are alive, and dependent upon the gardener for care. In 

a world of constant judgment, plants are non-threatening and non-discrimina-

ting. They respond to the care that is given them and provide a benevolent 

setting in which the person can develop feelings of competence. They 

follow rhythms diff~rent from those of the human environment. Their growth 

is regu~ar and preaictable, not erratic and bizarre. The young gardener 

learns that change need not be disruptive. It can be part of a larger order 

that· touches enduring patterns of life (Lewis, 1975). 

Programs of community beautification tend to be expansive in time and 

space. Perhaps this is the reason why some community officials resist 

them. Cleaning up one filthy vacant lot or rehabilitating a decrepit house 

emphasizes the condition of its surroundings. When the young people in 

the neighborhood see a vacant lot being turned into a commun~ty garden they 

may raise the issue of converting another empty field into a sandlot ball-

park. When the residents of housing projects in Chicago began creating 

flower beds out of what had previously been untended litter-strewn lawns, 

they sought permission to repaint and rehabilitate some of the project's 

buildings. Among other results were brigbt murals on w~lls around the 

gardens. 
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The result in CPTED terms is increased neighborhood territoriality. 

Vacant areas are converted from unowned, uncontrolled ugly spaces to 

atcractive community-controlled and maintained spaces. From being fields 

of fear and illicit activity, they become places of community interest and 

constructive purpose. The presence of people tending the fields and the 

residents' proprietary interests in their crops keeps more eyes on the 

street. People begin to care wha.t happens in the garden and surrounding 

areas. There are numerou's accounts of local residents defending their 

gardens against outsiders. Increased territoriality is apparent in 

both language and behavior ("Hy plot," "My garden," "My tomatoes out 

there," etc.). Thus the two criteria of territoriality, personalization 

and defense, are satisfied. Surveillance is improved by having more people 

working in the garden.(more eyes on the field) and increasing community 

interest in the area. Like murals and sandlot ballparks, the gardens 

are linked to CPTED through both an increase in territoriality and improved 

surveillance. 

C. Resistance to the Program 

Most artists are notably apprehensive at the idea of advocating arts 

programs on the basis of their instrumental value. They believe that 
. 

subjects like music and painting and sculpture are important in their 

own right. Several recent articles have maintained that instruction in 

the arts helps students learn math, 'science, and other core subjects 

(Williams, 1977). While welcoming such findings, arts educators resist the 

ldea that art should be taught strictly for its instrumental value in 
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other subjects. There will also be resistance to funding community arts 

programs as a means of increasing residents' territoriality or combatting 

vandalism. Such objections are based on a simplistic model of social 

purpose. Programs rarely have a single goal, but many, some stated and 

~ome not. The WPA mural program of the 1930's had, among other goals, the 

provision of salaries for unemployed artists and the beautification of 

public buildings. The arts community was primarily interested in the 

employment of artists while most of the legislators who voted for the pro-

gram were more interested in the beautification of public buildings. A 

similar multiplicity of objectives characterizes community arts programs. 

The Watts art festival in Los Angeles and Boston's Summerthing Program 

were specifically begun to keep the streets cool in the summer. That 

the methods included dance workshops, concerts, chalk art festivals, and 

mural programs was incidental to many ~ sponsors. 

CPTED program administrators need nO,t act as if a reduction in crime 
~ ~'V\~ 
~ vandalism are their only desired obj ectives. They share a )Oaiirttil. 'okry of 

interest with those who want to improve neighborhoods, renovate abandoned 

buildings and develop community gardens because they are attractive. 
J 

Increased territoriality and neighborhoo~ beautification should go hand-

in-hand in CPTED programs. JU,st as the defensible space in housing 

projects depends on the.residents' natural inclinations for security, 

CPTEDin regards to public buildings rests on people's desire for an 
i~ 

attractive)~ responsive) environment. 
/I. . 
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Defensible space operates in two major ways. The first is through I 
the perception of the potential offenders who prefer to operate on their 

-I-~ 
own turf or in areas with low social cohesion, where ~ presence will not I 
be challenged. Neighborhood security can be imllroved by creating perceptual I 
cues for the potential offenders that there is an involved and active citizenry. 

Defensible space can also operate by changing the behavior of the residents. I 
Improved surveillance through wi .. ndows, prompt reporting of crimes, and con-

I fronting suspicious strangers, all encourage potential criminals to look 

elsewhere. Murals seem to emphasize the former mechanism, by symbolizing to I 
the potential offender thE.t there is a strong and cohesive social fabric. 

The other two approaches mentioned in th.is paper, people in buildings and I 
multiple uses, offer no such cues. They would function more by additional 

I surveillance or eyes-on-the area, and the resulting possibility for increased 

crime reporting and perhaps active deterrence, than by symbolizing an environ- I 
ment which is not an easy hit. 

The presence of a concerned community can encourage positive feelings I 
in the potential visitor to the downtown area by reducing fears of cr:Lminal 

I victimization. This, in turn, could increase the usage of the area with 

c.oncomitant benefits in increased sales, attendance at concerts, films, etc. I 
An impressive program of repainting is credited with reviving DetrOit's 

Eastern Produce Market area. Through the Merchants' Assistance Program I 
funded by the city government, local store owners are able to apply for I 
assistance to brighten up building exteriors 9 provide additional street 

furniture, plant gardens, etc. According to Victor Rogers, Director of I 
I 
I 
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Markets for the city, the vivid super-graphic designs "woke up the public. 

It made people aware that this is the Eastern Produce Market. It stimulated 

a lot of action. People are curious, they come down here to the market to 

see what is going on." Rogers added tha.t in his 27 years with the city, 

"We couldn't get seme of these people to sweep their sidewalks. Now they 

are spending thousands of dollars to fix up their buildings." O<1illiams, 

1973) The painting is credited with sparking an economic revival in the 

area. Like many renovations/restoration projects (Old Portland, Underground 

Atlanta, Old Sacramento), the security of the residen.ts is increased by new 

activity, but from the police standpoint, new security problems are created 

by the presence of an affluent public in a previous skidrow area. The need 

for improved street lighting and more police patrols may be seen by authorities 

as a drain on already scarce resources. Hopefully, defensible space notions 

can be applied to reduce the load on the police and the taxpayers. Improved 

surveillance through better street lighting, limited access and egress to 

the restored district, and mixed-use activities (apartments and convenience 

stores as well as bars and boutiques) will provide more eyes in the street 

and more security for residents and visitors alike. The effects of measures 

discussed here are interactive and multiplicative. The adoption of any 

single program wi.ll create pressures for additional ones which will strengthen -11..,..,. 

initial programs. 
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Picture Captions 

1. (27LA) Graffiti covered wall at Estrada Courts housing project in 

East Los Angeles prior to the painting of a mural. 

2. (270) Young residents of Estrada Courts housing project in East 

Los Angeles painting the brick fence surrounding the project 

3. (272) 

under the direction of self-taught Chicano artist C. W. Felix. 

The young people were paid ~d th funds from the Neighborhood 

Youth Corps. Artists in the Los Angeles area have volunteered 

their services as advisors. 

School directly across from the Estrada Courts housing project 

in East Los Angeles. Virtually every wall was covered wit.h 

graffiti. None of the murals on the project across the, street 

had been touched by graffitists at the time of the writer's visit. 

4. & 5. (117-19, l17-l9E) Murals painted by children, parents, teachers, 

art classes, and outside artists brightened up otherwise drab 

depressing prison-like school yards. 

6. (117-2) Los Angeles mural by Robert Ayala completed in 1972 as part of 

7. (59) 

the city-sponsored public arts program. Notice the sign 

painted in the':'mural, "This is your barrio (district). Please 

don't write on your walls." 

This retaining wall in Oakland Park had been a favorite target 

for graffitists for many years until a bright mural of California 

poppies was painted by a volunteer artist. The wall has been 

left intact for almost a decade. (Photograph courtesy of 

East Bay Regional Park District). 
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8. (134) Detroit's Wall of Pride, painted by twelve local artists 

and organized by artist Jim Malone, depicts famous black 

Americans. It was intended to increase the territorial 

identification of almost exclusively black residents with their 

neighborhood and culture. 

9. (257) This mural was painted by youth from the Chinatown Boys Club 

to brighten up a small playground. 

10. Ad hocism. Improvised furniture in a community-created park 

on vacant land owned by the Bay Area Rapid Transit District, 

Berkeley, Ca. 
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tN T lW Due T ION - C RIM E 11 N D LI1 N D US F,' 

The literature on -the factors affecting crime inci

dence is both volumfnous and gl'owing with great rapidity. 

As indicated in the bibliography to this report, variables 

such as race, social status., family status, drug usage, 

neighborhood environment, climate (season or temperature), 

time (hour or day of week), population size and density to 

name just a few, have been considered. Despite the profu

sion of analysis and efforts to seek corrolates of crime, 

in order to both understand the phenomenon and hopefully 

to reduce its incidence, it is most striking to note the 

paucity of literature specific to crime variations as a func

tion of land use. This is evident both in absolute analysis 

and in dynamic approaches, i.e., land use at a moment of time 

versus changes in land use over time. The few efforts have 

largely been confined to micro-analysis at the census tract 

or block level within a particular city.l 

The profound level of change in land use which is 

occurring as a function of an enormous increase in the pro

portion of the population at household initiation levels 

is evident (Exhibit 1). It is accentuat~d by changes in 

household stze, c04pled by significant shifts in populatio~, 

both regional and increasingly exurban, as well as its 

corollaries: industrial and commercial development. The 

1 See for instance: Christopher S. Dunn "Patterns of Robbery 
CharJcteristics and Their Occurrence Among Social Areas" (Albany, 
New York, Criminal Justice Research Center, 1976). 
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EXH IG IT 1 

POPU£ATION GROWTH OCCIlS.fONING llOUSING DEMIlND -1.980-2000 

UNITED STATES 

NUMBER OF PEOPLE (IN MILLIONS) 
REACHING AGE 30 , IN EAC~ FIVE 

YEAR PER 100 1900 THROUGH 2005 

AGE 30 IN: 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1950 1970 1980 1990· 2000 
BORN IN: 1900 1910 19Z0 '9~ 1<.:>50 1970 

Year 

2 I 
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Source: Public Systems Evaluation Inc. "Stabilizing Neighborhoods: A Fresh 
Approach to Housing Dynamics and Perceptions" (Cambridge, Mass. I 
PSE Inc. Nov. 1977), p. 71 (unpubl ished). 
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boom currently in one family starts has been lagged by 

apartment construction levels, but the latter is beginning 

to acce'lerate. The importance of securing better hand

holds on the linkages between land use and crime in order 

to ensure an appropriate environment for all Americans is 

all too clear. Much of the argument which revolves around 

rental housi~g facilities versus homeownership in the sub

urbs; the impact of commercial facilities in terms of a full 

systems approach to their role within a community and the 

like,are taking place in a vacuum of data. 

In yet another sector of public interest, are the 

variables which should be associated with the various forms 

of revenue sharing. In general, the formulas that have been 

used have assumed that growth in income per capita as well 

as overall growth in a community, are signals of significant 

import to the specific community's receipts from inter

governmental transfers. 2 Unmeasured in this context have 

been the results of such primary development on the rea1i

ties of crime, the requirements and expenditures to inhibit 

it, and future planning implications, both in growth and 

no-growth areas. 

NEW JERSEY AS THE DATA BASE FOR THIS STUDY 

The study which fo11ows takes advantage of a practi

cally unique data base which exists in the state of New 

Jersey. Foremost among its attributes are the very sub

stantial number of communities in a physically small state. 

2 S'ee: Final Data Elements, Entitlement Period g. (Department of 
the Treasury, Office of Revenue Sharing, October, 1977). 

j 



Oat a i s a va i 1 a b 1 e, for e x a III P 1 e, as wi 1 1 ben ate din III are 

detail later, for close to 600 political subdivisions. 

And all of this within a 20,000 squaremile entity. In-

cluded within the data base are sUbstantial measures of 

standardized, detailed land use and developmental patterns. 

4. 

The cooperation of the New Jersey State Police was avail

able in a most generous fashion in making available updated 

and corrected crime data for each of the several municipali

ties detailed later. We are also deeply appreciative of the 

cooperation of the State Police authorities in clarifying 

some of the ambiguities and changes in classification and 

definition which abound in this very complex area, parti

cularly in the crime incidence elements analyzed over time. 3 

Exhibit 2 summarizes the data base which has been developed 

for this study and which is utilized in the statistical 

analysis which follows. A full description of the variables 

is in Appendix B. 

CRIlIE' AND LAND USE 

Statistical Design 

A single size category of cities--10,OOO to 20,000 is 

II 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

chosen for analysis. Isolation of this population category I 
reflects an attempt to minimize the variation in crime and 

land use by city size which has been reported on previously, 

and to focus on mid-size municipalities with sufficient 

case representation to draw statistical inferences. 

Within this set of cities two questions will be asked. 

First, do the absolute crime rates and the absolute level 

3For definitions of the Crime Index and inclusive offenses refer 
to "CrJlnmon Crime Terms ll in Appendix A at the end of this report. 
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5. 

of component incle.'!; offerzac:; (h.:rrc,Y' uigI11:j'ie(tlltZ.!/ in mUllio1:-

{J r1 t. I.l (l /; 'I: () 1/ /II' I' ( 'II I) 'I: /, ({ ? .' J' ( : ( , () 1/ f I, , { () / II ( , ( • It II II !I ' ' nil/ •• I J i 1111' 

)'a~cn (I/Ld dllllL[jO:; '1:11 lovelu oJ uOlllfiollt:II/; ill./co:l: OJ'j'.,'IWC::: 

over time~ high and low changes is real [.)J~OP(.J1)t!/ va7u.a-

tion per capita? 

Locations of high and low real property valuation 

per capita are defined as municipalities which,;n 1975, 

we re i nth e top 0 r bot;: 0 m 0 n e - t h i r d, res p e c t i vel y, i n rea 1 

property valuation per capita of the approximately 110 

municipalities which comprise this population set. Loca

tions of high and low real property valuation change per 

capita are also dichotomous groups of communities in this 

single population range which demonstrate respectively, the 

highest and lowest changes in real property valuation per 

capita over the period 1970 to 1975. Per capita property 

valuation in 1975 and changes over the period 1970 to 

1975 are represented by four categories of municipal land 

use; single family, apartment, commercial and industrial 

development. 

The statistical procedure chosen is the difference ot' 

means between averages of crime rates, and index offenses of the grouped 

cities. The significance threshold employed to demonstrate 

statistical linkage is t (2 tail probability) ~ .05. 

If F (2 tail probability is >.05 pooled variance will be 

examined; ~.05, separate variance. 
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GtatiaticaZ Linkuaea 

Single Family Development 

Exhibit 3A and 3B show crillle rates and index offense 

averages for cOlllllluni ties of high and low valuution and 

high and low changes in valuation respectively. In Exhibit 9A 
!O: 

it is evident that significant differences do exist in the 

1975 crime rates and all index offenses (except murder) in 

New Jersey municipal ities which demonstrate low versus high 

per capita single family real property valuation. Cities 

which exhibit either a greater concentration pf single 

family development than others or q higher value of single 

family development for similar concentrations have a lower 

total crime rate as well as lower violent and nonviolent 

crime rates. The same direction of relationship is true 

for all inclusive index offenses except murder which shows 

a similar direction of relationship but is not statistically 

significant. 

As indicated by Exhibit 38 there are no significant 

linkages between changes in single family valuation per 

capita (concentration or wealth) and changes in either 

crime rates or individual crime index offenses. 

Apartment Development 

For apartment development the interesting linka~e 

with crime is not 1975 incidence and 1975 land use concen

trations (Exhibit 4A). but rather in changes in these 

variables ov~r time. Exhibit 4B shows statistically 
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,- - -. - - - -. - - - - - - - -~XHIBIT 3A 

1975 CRINE.' RATES OF IIE1! JERSEY COf.lMC1tIITIES OF 10,000- 20,000 POPULATIOC 
Iii COftmUilITIES OF IIIGI/ MID LOW SIi/GLE FAMILY REAL PROPERTY VALUATION PER 

CAPITA IN 1975 

Static Property /lumber De(F-'€e8 
Ct'ime VaZuation of Standard Variance of 
Variable GroulJinf'" CaSEl8 ,~:(1an Errol' f' Value E8timate t Value Fr'H'::::-" 

Total Crime LO~I Va lua tion 35 45.86 2.55 
Rate High Valuation 37 35.10 2.~~ .916 Pooled 3.05 70 
Violent crime [01'1 Va 1 ua don 35 2.01 .20 
Rate High Valuation 37 .86 .09 .000 . Separate 5.30 46.86 
Nonviolent lOl'1 Va I ua t ion 35 ~3.85 2,~7 
Crime Rate High valuation 37 3~.25 2.39 .. 966 Pooled 2.79 70 
Forcible loW valuation 35 .14 .02 
Ra~e High Valuation 37 .07 .01 .006 Separate .2.55 56.20 
Ro bery lOl~ Valuation 35 .9~ ,11 

High Valuation 31 .25 .03 .000 Separa te 5.n 37.80 
Atrocious Low valuation 35 .90 .. 11 
Assault High valuation 37 .53 .0' .021. Separa te 2.98 59.14 
Breaking and LoW Valuation 35 13.13 l.05 
Entering High valuation 37 10.58 .87 .347 Pooled 1.B7 70 
larceny [0\,/ Valuatlon 35 26.8~ 1. 71 

High Valuation 37 21.94 1.64 .929 . Pooled 2.07 70 
MOtor Vehicle low Valuation 35 3.62 .36 
Theft _ IHgfi Valuation 37 1.68 .18 .000 Separate 4.85 50.03 

Index offense. of murder is- not significant at .05 level. ilote: 

Dynami.c 
Crime 
Variable 

Pl'operty VaL:,j
atioll C11allGe 
GroHvinc 

EXHIBIT 3B 

le?0-19?5 CIIANGE IN CRIME RATES OF liEf.' JERSEY COf.IMUNITIES OF 10,000-20,000 
POPULAr ION IN COf.JMUNIT IES OF HIGII AlID LOfl SIiIGLE FMfILf REAL PROPERT¥ 

VALUATION CHAIIGE PER CAPITA 1970-1975 

ilwniJel' 
of 
Cases ,··.·ean 

Standard 
Erl'Ol' P Value 

Variance 
Estiloote t Value 

Degree 
of 
Free~o . .., 

- Hnne Significant None Si gniff cant. 

.- - -
Sig1lifia:mae 
Le:Jel 
(2 ~'ai ~ !'rob.) 

.003 

.000 

.007 

.014 

.000 

.004 

.050 

.042 

.000 

Si21li:~a::'?~:Je 
Levet 
(2 TaU Pl'o1;.) 

::ote: Chan(;e in total crfme rate, vinlent crime rate, nonviolent crlrie rate anti chanr;e 111 .ntlex offenses nf r.1urder, forcible "ape, rnbbery. atrncious 
assault. breaking and entering, larceny, and motor vehicle theft arc not significant at .05 level • 

-
·1 
I 
.' 

" 

.!: 0:,I1'C6 : '. 
Unifann Crime Reports - State af Ne~1 Jersey, Hlest Trenton. N.J •• State of Ne~1 Jel"seV. Division of State PoHcp., 1Q75, lQml, "':'r 

.. ,;-".~,-""-"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, 
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significant associations of growth in apartment real 

property valuation per capita and increases in crime - both 

total and nonviolent crime rates and several index offenses 

() 
u. 

(murder, forcible rape, breaking and entering and larceny). 

Thus, as the local ratable base expands in apartment valuation 

per capita so too is there an expansion of local crime rates. 

Existing commercial development in a community (Exhibit 

SA) rather changes in a community's commercial development 

over time (Exhibit SB)) seems to indicate the stronger re

lationship with differing levels of crime in communities. 

Locations of high concentration of business uses per capita 

evidence significantly more nonviolent crime per 1000 popu-

lation than is t he case for locations of lower business 

concentrations. 
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\evels ot' changes in levels of industrial dcvelo!Jm(~nt evidenced I 
no· significant relationships with incidence or changes in incidence of 
crime. Results are not summarized in chart form. 
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Statio Propg!'t!~· 

Crime Va~tta;';:::Ji1 
Va,'iabZ'~ 

- - - - - - - - - - -
EXHIBIT.4A 

1975 CRIME RATES OF NEr.; JERSEY CO/·/UUNITIE:S OF 1.2....J!.00-2lJ..J.000 POPULATION Itl 
COMMUNrI'IES OF HIGH AND LOr., APilRTIlEtlT REAL PROPERTY VALUATION PER CAPI:-A 

Iii 1975 

NU7;iJer 
of St:1n.i!:.!~~ Val'~a/loa 
Ca385 t.Jean Er!,Q!'l F 

DaE'"!'eas 
of' 

- - -

Sigi::'f·i~;::: ~8 
Le~·.;l 

-~ ...... " Gl'QUDii'lF ValLie Eo ti:~r1te t VaZ~le F~'e.z6~ (2 Tai.l ......... 

t1urder LOI'/ Valuation 36 .024 .008 
High Valuation 36 .007 .004 .000 Separa te 2.04 50.50 .047 

Robbery Lm1 Valuation 36 .43 .10 
High Valuation 36 .69 .09 .722 Pooled -1.98 70 .049 

11otor Vehicle LOl'l Va lua tion- 36 2.12 .23 
Theft High Valuation 36 3.08 .36 .014 Separate -2.24 60.37 .029 

i-rin::-cdT:e:':':x....,o::;f"'f'7e::-cns::-:e:.:=:s~·of forcible rape, atroclOUS assault. breaking and !:Intering an':! Note: Total crime rate, .. iolent crime rate. nonviolent Crlme rate and 
larceny are not significant at .05 level. 

EXH[BIT 4B 

1970-1975 CHANGE IN CRIME RATES OF NE!1 JERSEY CONf·1U!lI'l'IES OF 10,000-20 1 000 
POPULA'l'ION IN COt·/MUNITIES OE' HIGH AtID LO!1 APIIRTUE:fl1' REAL PROPERTY VAW.f .. I'IOil 

CllAiIGE PER CAPITA 1970-1975 

D;jlUJ)nia Pl'opel'ty Valu- Number 
Cl'ime atiort Change of standal'd 
Val'iable Gr'Ol!vinr:: Cases Mean Er'l'Ol' F VaZlIe 
Total Crime LOl'/ Valuation 23 9.7 1.8 

Val"iallce 
EsUmate t Vallie 

Deg!'ees 
of 
Free:::'o . ., 

Separa te -2.87 rrRa~t~e~~~ ____ ~H~ig~h~V~al~u~a~t~io~n~ 38 21.1 3.5 ________ ~.0~0~0 ______ ~j~~~ __ ~~~ __ ~5~3~.~54~ ____________ "~,O~O~6~ ____ ___ 
Nonviolent Lml Valuation ----23' 9.8 1.9 

Separate -2.82 ii'Crc...i;.;.:ll1~e-,R""a...:;t..::..e ___ -;cH_iY"-'.h'o. Va 1 ua t ion 38 21-'c.4~ ___ "",3",.~6~· _____ ..!..0:::::0~0:!..-____ ->:;~C!..!!.=-=-__ -=.!.!!!'--__ 53 .~ ______ .00,-7 __ __ 
l1urder LOI'/ Valuation 23 0.0 0.0 

lli!l!!..Valuation 38 -2.3' 1.2 
Forcible L0I1 Valuation 23 0.2 3.1 

-,000 . __ ---== Se~ra te 1. 90 .050 

.003 Se.2i!.!'ate -1..95 Rape Iligh Valuation 38 11.0 4.5 
Bl'eaking and Lm/ ValuaTIon 23 12.9 2.8 

5.~8~.3~7 _________ ~.~019 ___ __ 

SeQ2,rate 2.04 Entering High Valuation 38 21.8 3.3 
Larceny Lo\'! Valuation 23 11.4 2.5 

.045 58.42 

.,..-:----,=o-__ ~h Valuation 38 28.6 6.8 .000 Sep!!,rate -2.35. 46.20 
ilote: Change 1n violent crim e rate and change in index offenses of robbery atrocious assault. and motor vehicle theft not significant 
Sottl'<:!e: Uniform Crime Reports - State of Nel'/ Jersey (\~est Trenton. N.J .• State of tlel-/ Jersey. Division of State Police. 1975. 1970). 

-

.046 

.021-___ _ 
at .05 level. 
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SlAltia 
Cl1ima 
V(:f"!:abla 
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Rate 
Nunviolent 
Crime Rate 
Robbery 

Breaking and 
Entering 
Larceny 

/10 tor Vehi c 1 e 
Theft 
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EXHIBIT 5A 

1975 CRINE RATES Of' NEil JERSEY COMl,IUt'lITIES OF lJL"OOO-20,OOO POPULATIO,'I IN CO,~IMUI'IITIES 
OF HIGlI AND LOI'; COM/,JERC TAL REA L P}(B-EER'l'Y VALUA'l'ION PER CA PI1'A 

IN 1975 

Pxl~=-a:r=~' N:.u::bep 
De;;-regs VaZ~~:;i;i1 of StanC::.!>i Vapiance of 

G!·Q!~.?ii:= Cases Meen Er!'DP ~' l'aZ:e E.'s t;irr:::.ta t Value F!'e:;~.-: 
LOI'/ Val ua tion 35 31.87 1.81 
lIigh Valuation 37 45.86 2.45 .056 Pooled -4.55 70 
LOI'/ Va 1 ua tl on 35 ~8 1. 14 
High Valuation 37 44.56 2.38 .046 Separate -4.70 64.96 
lo-;: Valuation 35 .40 .07 

.185 Pooled -1.95 70 Hi 9" Val ua ti on 37 .61 .08 
LOI'/ Valuation 35 9.21 .76 

Pooled -2.90 70 Hi 9" Va lua ti on 37 12.56 .87 .346 
LDI'I Va 1 ua tion 35- 19.60 1.14 

Sepal'a te -4.42 60.94 High Valuation 37 28.89 1.77' .007 
[01'1 Va 1 ua tion 35 L77 .20 

Separa te -3.60 63.35 lti':Jh Valuation 37 3.00 .28 .022 
Notl?: Violent crime rate and index 0 ffenses of /llllrder, forcible rape, and atrocious assault are not significant at the .05 level. 

Dynamic 
Cr'imc 
VQl'iab~e 

EXHIBIT 58 

1970-1975 ClI,lNGE.' IN CRIME RATES OF NEfl JERSEY COf.lNUflI'l'IES OF 10,000-20,000 POPULALTO;,/ It; 
CO,~1f.JUIIITIE'S OF HIGH AND LOr.; CO,:Jf.JERC1AL RE.4L PROPERTY VALUM'ION ClI/lIVGS PER C.4?I'I'A ,(l970-F75) 

Pl'opa,':;~. Nwnb,Jr' 
Valuation Change of 
Gl'O!!!Jii1::> Cases 

None Significant 

Meall 
Stafldal'd 
Er'l'ol' F Value 

VQl"iwwe 
Es !in;c;t; c1 t; VaZL/~ 

Degr'ees 
of 
E'l'dedor{ 

None Significant 

S:.;-·::..-":.::::. ... H 

£.d~·e3 
(2 :rd~ ?Y>:~ .. 

.000 

.000 

.050 

.005 

.000 
-------~ 

.001 

Note: Change in total crime rate, violent crime rate, nonviolent crime rate and change in index offenses of murder, forcible rape, I'o:::bef,i', atrociol,.; 
assault, breaking and entering, larceny, and motor vehicle theft are not significant at .05 level. 

SOIlI'W): Uniform Cr'ime Reports - State of Ne~1 Je~,£l.J~lest Trenton, N.J., State of Ne~1 Jersey, Division of State Police, 1975, 1970). 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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SUMMARY - FUJ.'URE DIRF.CTIONS FOR RESEI1RCfl 

The res' u 1 t s reported here , in pre 1 [r,.l~ r a r y fashion, 

indicate that for New Jersey communities of the 10,000 to 

20,000 population range, generally lower crime rates are 

found in areas of high single family development concen

tration, areas which have lower proportions of business 

use, and those whose development, over time is not charac-

terized by apartment growth. 

The procedures employed here are relatively simple 

two way statistical tests and do not delve deeply into the 

inner socio-economic fabric of cities characterized by dif-

ferent land uses. The application of more sophisticated 

statistical tests to a wider range of variables is a ripe 

area for future analyses, both at Rutgers and elsewhere. 5 

5 See for instance A. Paul Tribble and Charles F. Smith, "Crime 
in El Paso County, Colorado, A Spatial ,Perspectivel! (Denver, Col. U.S. 
I\ir Force Academy, 1977); M.H. Bremmer, "Economic Change and Social 
Pathologies in Urban Areas" (Baltimore, Md. Johns Hopkins University, 
1977); ~J.G. Skogan "Citizen Evaluation of Crime and Criminal Justice
Variations v/ithin and Across Large American Cities" (Evanston, Ill. 
Northwestern University, 1977). 

I I. 
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APPENDIX 1\ 

COMMON CRIME TERMS 

I ? . I 
I 

Crime Index offenses referred to here represent the l110stl 
common problems to la'll enforcement and the munic
ipality. They are serious crimes by their nature, 
volume or frequency of occurrence. Basically, they 
can be categorized as violent crimes, such as I 
murder, forcible rape, robbery and atrocious asiault, 
or as crimes of a non-violent nature, such as 
breaking and entering, larceny and motor vehicle theftll 

Crime rates relate the incidence of crime to popula
tion. As used here - per 1000 population. I 
Incidents of murder, forcible rape, robbery and I 
atrocious assault expressed per 1000 population. 

Incidents of breaking and entering, larceny and motor I 
vehicle theft expressed per 1000 population. 

Murder is defined as the unlawful killing of a human 
being with malice aforethought. Any death due to a 
fight, argument, quarrel, assault or commission of 
a crime is included. 

Forcible rape is defined as the carnal knowledge 
of a female forcibly and against her will. All 
assaults and attempts to rape are counted, but 
carnal abuse, rape withollt force (statutory rape) 
and other sex offenses are not included. 

Robbery is defined as the felonious and forcible 
taking of the property of another, against his will, 
by violence or by putting him in fear. The element 
of personal confrontation is always present in this 
crime. Under this definition assaults or attempts 
to rob are included. 

Atrocious assault is an attempt or offer, with 0n
lawful force or violence, to do serious physical 
injury to another. 

Breaking and entering is defined as an unlawful entry 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 

or attempted forcible entry of any structure to I 
commit a felony or larceny. . 

I 
I 
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Laroeny 

Motor 
Vehiole 
Theft 

Souroe: 

The definition of larceny-theft, as defined 
herein, is the tilkinn of the pl"orcrt:y of 

13. 

another with intent to deprive him of ownership. All 
larcenies and thefts resulting from pocket-picking, 
purse-snatching, shoplifting, larcenies from motor 
vehicles, thefts of motor vehicle parts and acces
sories, bicycle thefts, etc., are included. 

Motor Vehicle theft includes all thefts and attempted 
the f t s 0 f a mot 0 r· v e h i c 1 e . T his inc 1 u des all v e hie 1 e s 
which can be registered as a motor vehicle in this 
state. This definition excludes taking a motor ve
hicle for temporary use, such as a family situation, 
or unauthoriied use by others having lawful access 
to the vehicle. 

Uniform Crime Reports - State of New Jersey (West Trenton, 
N.J., State of New Jersey, Division of State Po1ice, 1975), 



APPENDIX [3 

DISCUSSION OF THE VARIABLES 

Cards 1 and 2 detail municipal crime statistics for 

1975 and 1970, respectively, as well as total police and, 

civilian emploYBes, of the respective communities. In

formation is thus provided for 21 counties and 563 munici

palities (Note: four of the rtate's total of 567 municipali

ties we~e eliminated from the study because of insuffi

cient data -- they had less than 200 persons in resi-

dence and were essentially tax havens, i.e., municipali

ties of convenience rather than t~ue entities.) 

Cards 3 and 4 provide primary municipal, financial 

'and land use characteristics for the years 1975 and 1970. 

A variety of variables of importance have been secured, 

with an effort to view their statistical linkage, if any. 

A word of definition is in order here. The state 

equaZized tax rate provides, for each of the municipalities, 

tax rates adjusted for the assessment ratio, i.e., a true 

tax rate which is comparable from community to community. 

As ;s not uncommon throughout the United States, separate 

taxing activity for school purposes versus other municipal', 

activity as well as the county override, requires individual 

tax computations. 1 These have been grouped under the state 

equalized tax rate rubric. Thus it is the true real pro

perty tax rate for each of the specific communities. 

1 See Robert H. Burchell and David Listokin. The Fiscal Impact 
Handbook (New Brunswick, N.J. Rutgers University, Center for Urban Policy 
Research, 1978). 
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6-10 
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81-30 

31-40 

41-15 

'16-50 
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11M',! :i/':1'.'i /JSf,'J) . IN 1'm: CI1JMli/LtlNII U.'J~: tlNtlLY.'Jl.'J 

CMII> 1/1 - WNWIT'IIL CfI/,I//: m'A7'.151'.rrS - 1.?7fi ('tI/1fJ I/:! - MI1NJr./I'i1/, ('fo'I1fp. li'rtl7'Tli'I'/I:S - 1[1711 

Crime Index - Tolal 

Total Crime Rate Per 100.000 Population 

Violent Crime Rate Per 10.000 Population 

Nonviolent Crime Rate Per 100.000 Population 

Nurder (Reported NumlJer of Incidents Per Year) 

Forcible Rape 

Robbery 

Attrocious Assault (" 

Breaking and Entering ( II 

larceny ( 

'·Iotor Vehicle Theft 

Total Police Employees 

Civilian Employees 

County Code 

~Iun i ci pa 1 ity Code 

Card Number 

CARD 1/ a - MJNICIl'tlL E'INI1NCJIIL IINI) [.ANlI USE 
CIIIIRACTf.1IISTIC.'I 

1975 

II ) 

II ) 

II ) 

" ) 

II ) 

II ) 

State Equalized Total (r1unlcipal, School. County) 
Tax nate (Dollars Per $100 Equalized Valuation) 

State Equal ized Nunlcipal Tax Rate (DolTars Per 
$100 Equalized Valuation) 

State Equalized Total Properly Valuation ($) 

Annual Municipal Expenditures - Police ($) 

Annual Municipal Expenditures - All Functions ($) 

State & Federal Aid Received - (Thousands of $) 

Tolal Numbe." of land Parcels Within Municipal fly 

1- [i 

6-10 
11-15 

21-25 

26-30 

31-35 

36-'10 

41-45 

46-50 

56-60 

61-65 

66-71 

75-76 

77-79 

80 

1- 5 

6-10 

11-20 

:l1-,~O 

,11-40 

11-45 

46-50 

Crime Index - Total 

Total Crime Rale Per 100.000 Population (Nol repOI'ted 
Violent CrimI) Rate Per 100.000 (r.lusl he cnl-

Populntion cula1.etl 
Nonviolent CrilllP. Rate Pnr 100.000 (using Columns 

Population (21-55 & 
(6G-71) 

.Murder (Reported /lumber of Incidents Per Year) 

Forcihle Raile 

Hobbery 

Attroclous Assalllt( 

Dreaklng & Entering 

larceny 

Notor Vehicle Theft 

Total Police Employees 

Civilian Employees 

1970 Nunicipal Population 

County Code 

Hlinicipal ity Code 

Card Number 

II ) 

II ) 

II ) 

II ) 

II ) 

II ) 

CIifW /I 4 - MUNIClT'/l~ PTlMN(.'llif; tiN/) MNO I1,W: 
ClIlIl/lle'l'f.'R (STlCS 

1970 

Slate Equal ized Total (Municipal. School. County) 
Tax Rate (Dollars Per $100 Equalized Valuation) 

State Equalized Municipal Tax Rate (Oollars Per 
$100 Equalized Valuation) 

State Equalized Total Property Valuation ($) 

Annual Municipal Expenditures - Police ($) 

Annual Municipal Expenditures - All Functions ($) 

State and Personal Aid neceived - (Thousands of $) 

Total /lumber of land Parcels lHthin Municipality 

(COli til/lied) 

---_._. --------;-, .,---------------_. 
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SJ-5? 

53-ti4 

55-56 

57-58 

5i1-60 

61-68 

63-6d 

65-66 

67-68 

69-70 

71-72 

73-74 

75-76 

77-79 

80 

Sow'co(s) : 

,. I" " ·f "~I , t,.. '." 

EXI!lDlT 2 

(1111'11 :;/0:'1'8 U[1/o'f) JTN 7'Uf.' CIIJNE-'ID/INIJ UIiF. I1l1l1LYSlfi (/'011 L·ll/lled) 

x 0 f Land Vacant (As a proportion 0 r lota 1 loca 1 
(ltoperly valuation) 

% of land Residential (As a proportion of total local 
property val ua lion) 

% of Land Farm (As a propol'tion of total local pro
property valuation) 

% of Land Conlnercial (As a proportion of total local 
property valuation) 

% of Land Industrial (As a proportion of lotal local 
property valuation) 

X of Land Apartments (A~ 11 proportion of total local 
property valuation) 

% of Land Vacant (As a proportion of total nUIr.I'el of 
parcels) 

% of land R(lsld(lntiill (,'S a PI'OPOi'tiofl of total number' 
of parcels) 

% of Land Farro (As a propol'tion of total number of 
parcels) 

r. of Land Comm, (As a proportion of total number 
of parcels) 

% of Land Industrial (As 11 proportion of total number 
of parcels) 

% of Land I\partments (As 11 proportion of total number 
of parcels) 

County Code 

Municipilllty Code 

Card Number 

1'1-5? 

53-54 

55-56 

57-58 

59-60 

61-62 

65-66 

67-68 

69-70 

71-78 

73-74 

75-76 

77-79 

80 

% of I.and Vacallt (I\s il proportion of tot.ill local property 
valuation) 

% of Land Residential (/Is a proportion of total local 
propr.rty valuation) 

% of l.and farm (As a proportion of total local property 
valuation) 

% of Land Commel"cial (As a proportion of lotal local 
property valuation) 

% of Land Industrial (1\5 a proportion of total local 
property valuation) 

% of Land Apartments (As a proportion of total local 
property valuation) 

% of Land Vacant (I\s a proportion of total number 
of parcels) 

% of land Residential (As a propol'tioll of total numher 
of parcels) 

% of Land Farm (I\s a rroportion of total number of 
parcel s) 

% of land Conm. (As a proportion ilf total number of 
parcels) 

% of Land Industrial (/Is a proportion of total 
number of parcels) 

% of Land Apartments (As a proport iOIl of total 
numher' of parcels) 

County Code 

riunicipal Hy Code 

Card Number 

Cards (1) & (2) Uniform Crime Reports - State of New Jer:se~ (Hest Trenton. N,J. State of Ne\~ Jersey Division of State Police. 1975. 1970, 

Cards (3) & (4) Repol't of the Division of Local GovenlmellL Services (Trenton. N,J. State of new Jersey. Department of Conmunity 
Affairs. 1975. 1970). 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------_._._-------------_._._-.- - "--"'-"-
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The [J'tata cqual-izcd IT/u1l'icipaZ t.a:r r'a/:e refers only La 

a subset of the previous variable, incorporating as it does, 

solely taxes raised for municipal, i.e., non-education, non

county, purposes. It is a rough measure of the level of tax 

. incidence required to maintain municipal services other 

than education. 

For each of the several communities, the state 

equalized total property valuation provides a measure of 

the real value of property within the community. It should 

-be noted i~ this context that·New Jersey is practically 

unique within the U~ited States in that this figure is based 

upon a 100 percent analysis of al1- transactions on a sales 

to· assessment ratio.2 Thus, the. data is annually reevaluated 

for each community. 

The annual municipal expenditures: poZice is the actual 

dollar expenditures for police operations. It does n~t in

clude debt service. It th~refore provides a rough measure 

of the community's on-line, operational expenditures for 

police protection. There;s some slight variation between 

this figure, which is the reality of expenditure, versus the 

nominal, budgeted figure. Discussion with police authori

ties have led us to prefer the actunl rather than the pro

jected figure~ 

~ ThirtY'~ighth Annyal Report of the Division of Local Goyernment 
Servlces - 1975. (Tren~on) N.J. State 0f New Jersey, Department of 
Commun ity ~ffa i rs, November 19<16). 

-- ---------------------

1 7 . 



The annua~ lIIuni(!ipaZ O;CI)(!llrJit/,o'o:;: all. -j'1lI/(!I,'/:OIlG 

includes debt service. It is the total l11unicipal ex

p~nditures of the specific cOll1lllunity; aguin this htls been 

developed for all of the 563 communities to be analyzed. 

The figure is important in and of itself, particularly 

when the ratio between police and all-function expenditures 

are analyzed by size of municipality. In the past annual 

municipal expenditures could be viewed as roughly equiva

lent to the equalized tax rate times the equalized total 

property value. 

As the variety both of taxing mechanisms and inter

governmental transfers have risen, however, this is no 

longer the case. Particularly striking in this regard 

is the next variable. 

18. 
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19. 

StatA and federaZ aid received is the sum of all 

transfer payments received by each of the several munici

palities. There is sUbstantial variation over time in the 

scale of transfer payments on a per capita basis. This is 

particularly the case, given the evolving sophistication 

of the federal revenue sharing formulae as well as New 

Je~sey's specifi: Urban Aid formulas, both have increasingly 

been earmarked to those communities which have a variety of 

measurable social blight, with unemployment verY heavily 

weighted in both sets. (State aid is particularly impacted, 

as well, by the leyel of welfare dependency). Within any 

one size group, therefore, the variance-in the state and 

federal aid received "is a rough analog of society~s view 

of the local human problem. 3 

The bulk of the remaining variables to be considered 

in this section refer specifically to land utilization in 

its various forms. The first of these is the totaZ number 

of land parcels within the municipality. This provides the 

denominator figure as a very rough imput into total land 

disposition and balance within the several municipalities 

which are to be considered. 

3 See: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. 
Significant features of Fiscal Federalism - 1975-1976 Edition, 
(Washington, D.C. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977). 
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2(). I 
The next set of variables use the total local property 

evaluation as the denominator while the numerators are 

specific to a variety of developmental characteristics. For 

example. in order to determine the percentage of land 

vacant, by the definition utilized in this section, the 

variable would be the value of such vacant land as a propor-

tion of total local property value. This is followed by 

equivalent procedures for residential lana~ farm land, 

commeraial land, industrial land, and land developed in 

apartments. It should be noted in this context that the 

term residential land refers to properties developed at the 

1, 2 or 3 dwelling unit levels, while apartment land as 
. " utilized here, is for 4 dwelling units or more. 

Land allocation as a percentage of totaZ parcels 

As a check on the ratios developed above, an equivalent 

procedure is then undertaken which produces a series of 

independent variables incorporating the proportionate number 

of parcels in various forms of utilization to the total par

cels of land within each of the several communities. For 

example. the procedure used for vacant parcels to total in

volves the determination of the number of parcels of land 

vacant, as a proportion of total land parcels within the 

community. The same pl'''ocedure is used for residenti.al.J farm~ 

commercial~ industrial~and apartments. 

4 For definitions see William I. Goodman and Eric C. Freund 
Prine; les and Practices. of Urban PlanninSl., (Washington, D.C. International 
City Managers Association, 1968 . 
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The balance of the card is devoted to a county code, 

for each of the 21 counties and a municipality code for each 

of the 563 municipalities. 

It should be noted that wherever possible, data over 

time has been incorporated (for 1970-1975 or approximations 

thereof). The analysis which follows is in part static, 

as of a moment in time, 1975, what are the relationships be

tween the land use and crime variables? -- And in part dynamic 

over time, what are the linka~es between changes in crime and 

changes in local land use? 

ORDER OF pr\t.!,'SENTATION 

The sequence of presentation which fo110ws will focus 

in order: 

1. Crime incidence in New Jersey bU citU size. The 

issue of crime statistics, their adequacy of reporting, the 

level of error in publication, is one which has attracted 

considerable controversy. The one major generalization how

~ver on crime incidence which is generally agreed on is the 

existence of rather distinct incidence variation as a func

tion of community size; 5 thus a partitioning of cities by 

size cohort will be a primary procedure to be followed in 

this first step. 

2. SeZec~ing a size co7wrt of cOITI1!!..!l!.,zitier. wi·1;.71.i!.J.m amic 

aspects for further anaZysis. Ino'tder to simpl tfy the sturly, 

within the limitations of resources available, it is essential 

5See : R.M. Haynes "Crime Rates and City Size in America" 
Area 5 (3), 1973, 162 -165. 



22. 

that we focus on clusters of communities of equivalent size 

and, hopefully those in which there is a significant variance 

in developmental patterns, to strengthen the level of 

measurable association, if any. The approach utilized will 

be defined, the specifications of the subset clarified for 

further data manipulation. 

3. Partitioning will take place based upon differinq 

levels of land use distribution in 1975 and change in this 

distribution over the period 19?O-?5. Within the subsets of 

communi·ties by size, appropriate statistical tests of signi

ficance will be utilized in determining these subset second 

level partitions. Differences in 'aggregate statistics as 

well as ch~nges over time for each of the cells as indicated 

above will be detailed. Further, cells will be partitioned 

not merely in terms of total growth as a measure of total 

development, but rather according to the specifics of single 

family, multi-family, commercial and industrial growth. 

4. Appropriate st~tistical tests of significance of 

association will then be applied. Within the limitations of 

the data size and scaling, wherever possible, the most 

rigorous available tests will be utilized. Thus the lit II 

test is employed to determine the significance of the dif

ference of means in the various subset cells. A signifi

cance l~vel of 0.05 or better is used as a measuring stick 

of significance of association~ While this is a relatively 

6 See: Norman Nie et al. Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(New York, McGraw Hill Book Publishing Company, 1975). 
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generous standard, it is appropriate for what at this level 

of venture must be viewed as an exploratory analysis. Exact 

significance levels are reported to provide insights for 

promising areas of futu~e exploration. 

CRIME RATES IN NET" JERSEY MUN.rCIPIILI2'IES 

There is substantial noise in the reporting of crime. 

This, as is indicated in the literature, has at least four 

dimensions: 

1. By type of crime. There is some indicati0n that at 

least historically the proportion ~f forcible rapes and of 

breaking and entering to actual incidence has been sUbstan-

tially under-reported. Murders, as well as motor vehicle 

thefts~ on the other hand~ are usually viewed as having a 

relatively fuller ratio of reporting to actual incidents. 

2. By geographic Zocation. Surveys undertake~ by 

LEAA indicate very substantial variation in the actual 

crime incidence (as measured by resident survey) to reported 

levels between major cities. The level of under-reporting 

for example, in Newark was substantially lower than that 

reported in the City of Denver. 7 

J. By socioeconomic ehal'Qc·/;eJ.'if]'tic. There; s some 

indications in the literature of variations in the level of 

reporting of crimes as a function of the socioeconomic 

characteristics of the victim. . 
.. 

7 Law Enforcement Administration Agency, Crime Reporting In 
American Cities (vJashington, D.C. LEAA, 1976). 



4. Dy reporting procaJurea. The intelligence/ 

communication nexus may vary. The actual logging of crimes, 

reporting of them to intermediate data collection centers 

and ultimate publication, can vary between communities and 

possibly within regions. 

The parameters outlined above, as well as Many others, 

are not unique to crime reporting. The validity and 

comparability of measures of social incidents is imprecise 

at best. Though more publicized in the crime area, they do 

exist elsewhere (See for example, Sternlieb, The Sociology 

of S tat i s tic s )'. 8 By con fin i n g t his stu d y too n est ate 11 and 

within that state, cities of comparable size, some of this 

2~ . 

variance hopeful,ly will be dissipated. In any ~ase, while 

the limitations of the data are acknowledged, these limita

tions do not excuse failure to integrate it within the state

of-the-art. This is the effort which will be pursued here. 

Crime Rates by City Size 

As shown in Exhibit A-l~here are substantial varia-

tions in 1975 crime rates per 1000 population as a func-

I 
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tion of city size .• The data are presented for six different I 
communfty-size partitions. The total number of municipa1;-. 

ties considered is 563. 

8 George Sternlieb. liThe Sociology of Statistics: Measuring 
Substandard Housing" Review of Public Data Use,Vol. 1-3 July 1973. pp.1-6. 
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EXHIBIT A-l 

ANnUAL CRINE RATE PER l~OOO POPULATION IN NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES 
BY CITY SIZE -- 19?5 AGGREGATE OFFENSES 

19?5 
Total 

City Size (Z9?5) Crime Rate 

200 - 1 ,000 (n=32) 39.67 

1 ,001 2,500 (n=98) 40.22 

2,501 - 10,000 (n=233) 39.78 

10,001 - 20,000 (n:::1l6) 41. 1 9 

20,001 - 60,000 (n=71 ) 49.04 

Over 60,000 (n=13) 63.65 

All Municipalities (n=563) 41. 86 
c 

Source: Uniform Crime Re orts - State of New Jerse' 
~est Trenton, N.J. State of New Jersey 

Division of State Police, 1975). 

= 

19?5 
Via lent 

Crime Rate 

1. 38 

1. 74 

1 .57 

1. 52 

2.80 

. 7.84 

1. 87 
a + 

1975 
llon- /-(.0 len t 
Crime Rate 

38.29 

38.48 

38.21 

39.67 

46.24 

55.81 

39.99 
b 

N -- ' 
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The three size sets of communities under 10,000 are 

quite comparable in total crime rate. There is a slight 

increase in the 10,000-20,000 bracket, a much more sub~ 

stantial jump in the next group - 20,000-60,000, with an 

even more substantial increment in the over-GO,OOO popula

tion category.9. When this incidence, is further partitioned 

between violent crime rates and nonviolent crime rates, the 

pattern is roughly similar, subject to a slight but rela

tively insignificant variance in violent crime rates in the 

10,000-20,000 level (this is actually lower than in two of 

the smaller size categories). In the largest size category, 

cities over 60,000, violent crimes are particularly pro

nounced, with an incidence rate n~a~ly three times that of 

the next highest size category. The pattern is much more 

muted for nonviolen~ crimes, but considering their propor-

tion of total, as would be expected, the pattern closely 

follows the earlier generalizations made. 

The simple partitioning of crime incidence between 

violent and nonviolent elements tends to mute a variety of 

?G. I 
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significant internal variations. These are shown in Exhihit I 
f.l.-2 again for 1975 by city size. As shown here, the largest 

single component of violent crime rates is atrocious assaillt, 

accounting for approximately a half to two-thirds of all 

violent crimes in smaller communities, up to the 20,000 

I 
I 

pouplation mark. For cities in excess of this size category, I 
it is robberies which quickly take the lead. Indeed, in 

cities of over 60,000, the incidence of roberries amounts I 
9 -The total crime rate for the sta te of i~ew Jersey presented in Exhi bi ~ 

is skewed, due to their representation, toward the crime rates of smaller cities. 
For the s~ate as a whole, the total crime rate in 1975 was sn.59/l000. 

I 
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EXHIBIT A-2 

Ai::i~'.:"::' CHIMP. RA'l'E: PE'R Z, 000 POPU['ATION FOR NEr·'! JEH:3E:::: MUNICIPALI7'Ir:') BY CIT}' SIZE: -- 1975 INDEX OF'FE:::,);:;.5 

Total Violel!t Non-Violel!t Bl'ga1:i;lfj :·.'o~_~ :' 
Cr'ilr.,J Cr''l:n:e Foreible Atl'ociOlw Cl'ime and :~q;:";:1 :;:? 

City Size (975) Hate Rate MlH,jel' Rape Robbery Assault Rate Ellterl:ng £a~·~,,!"~::J ::-::fi:~; 

200 - 1,000 (n=32) 39.67 1. 38 .12 .09 .14 1.05 38.29 19.46 17.18 1.67 

1,001 - 2,500 (n=98) 40.22 1. 74 .06 .26 .42 1.00 38.48 14.87 21.62 1. 91 

2,501 - 10,000 (n=233) 39.78 1.57 .03 .14 .52 .88 38.21 12.73 23.10 2.11 

10,001 - 20,000 (n=116) 41.19 1.52 .02 .10 .67 .73 39.67 11.82 24.97 2.72 

20,001 - 60,000 (n=71 ) 49.04 2.80 .05 .13 1.40 1.22 46.24 13.56 28.26 4.31 

Over 60,000 (n=13) 63.65 7.84 .12 .30 4.58 2.83 55.81 18.99 27,06 9.70 

All r·lun i c i pa 1. i tie 5 (n=563) 41.86 1.87 .04 .15 .71 .~6 39.99 13.54 23.63 2.53 

c a + b 

a al + a2 + a3 + a4 b b1 + b2 + b3 

Sow'ce: Uniform Crime Re~orts - State of New Jersel(West Trenton, N.J. State of New Jersey Division of State Police, 1975) . 



to one hnd a half times the atrocious assult level. 

Nonviolent crimes are the sum of breaking and entering, 

larceny and motor vehicle theft. The first two of these 

sub-elements have a comparatively regular incidence to 

total. Indeed breaking and entering, as a proportion of 

the total nonviolent crimes, is much more a characteristic 

of small communities than of the larger ones. Larcenies 

tend to rise quite sharply with city size, while motor 

vehicle theft is very largely a crime of big cities. The 

latter1s incidence per thousand for cities of over 60,000 

is six times the rate of the smaller communities considered. 

Changes in C~ime Rate'Ove~ Time 

The data reported earlier are crime rates per thousand 

for 1975. Perhaps of equal significance are the changes in 

these rates over time. These are shown in Exhibit A-3 which 

indicate the annual percent change .in crime rate per thousand 

population from ,1970 to 1975 for the 563 communities consi

dered here. The data are reported in terms of simple annual 

percent changes on average for the five year period. It is 

striking to note that while the average for all communities 

there was an annual averaqe crime increment of 19.6 oercp.nt., 

inc~ease was most oronounced in small communities. Indeed. 

the increment in communities over 60,000 -- 7.9 percent --

was barely a third of that in communities at the 1,000-2,500 

mark, with a c1earcut gradient in between. IO 

t.h~ 

laThe change in total crime rate for the state of New Jersey presented 
in Exhibit 5 is skewed, due to their representation,towards the change in 
crime rateS()f smaller cities. For the state as a whole, the annual change 
in total crime rate from 1970-1975 was 12.2 percent. 
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" EXlllBfT 1\-3 

A.'IlJU,IL Pc'RCENT CfJANGE IN CR.Tf.rE; RATE; PER t,OOO PO[,ULA'l'ION FOR NEil JERSF-T MUNICIPlILI'l'IES BY CI'l'Y SIZE --
Z970-t975 -- INDEX OFFENSES 

NOIl'- Bro.aN.llg : . .'::::- "r 
Violent Fordble Atl'ocious Violellt alld :'f1~::~~€ 
Cl·ime Mm'der Rape Robbery An,Gault Cl'i.'M cntel'ing LarC'€r:", .~\:}::a! 

Annual Annual Al1ntlat Anllual All/lUa l Al1IwaZ AnnuaZ Allllual A"'llIfl 1. I;~-3.-"t 

Cr·ime Crime Cl>ime Cl'ime Cr>ime Crime Crime Cl'ime Cl·ir.;e C~,.::--:? 

Rate Rate Rate Rate Ra::e Rate Rate Rate Rat,- .=:~~ ;~ 

City Size Change Challge Change Change Challge Challg€ Change Change Chona? ~;::Z":7'; 

200 - 1,000 45.2 -3.0 0 - .6 -3.6 - .5 47.5 49.2 36.0 -1.6 

1 ,001 - 2,500 22.2 6.5 -1.3 -2.4 - .9 2.0 22.4 26.0 36.2 6.3 

2 ,501 - 10,000 19.0 24.2 -1.7 -2.1 9.3 25.3 18.9 19.4 31.6 14 .. 1 

10,001 - 20,000 17 .0 31.8 -1.0 4.5 17.3 37.8 17.1 16.8 24.6 13.2 

20,001 - 60,000 13,3 20.9 3.5 6.6 18.8 39.7 13.1 12.~ 17 .5 4.3 

Over 60,000 7.9 16.2 6.0 B.6 11. 3 33.5 7.3 9.0 13.4 - .8 

All Nun ic ipal it ies 19.6 20.9 - .6 .7 9.7 20.2 19.8 20.6 29.0 10.0 

c .= a + b 

a a1 + a2 + a3 + a
4 

b b
l 

+ b2 + b 
3 

---- ------
Sot/pce: Uniform Crime Re~orts - Sta te of Ne~1 Jersc,l (Hest Trenton, N.J. State of New Jersey 

DiVIsion ot State Police, 1975, 1970) . 

________________________________ ~ ______________________________________________ ..... ____________________________________ ~ __________ MM_ 

-----~----.-------------.-- -------_ .. , 



Both the annual violent crime rate and nonviolent 

crime rate grew equivalently. The level of incidence by 

community size in the former, however, is much more erratic 

as a function of community size than the latter, the peak 

increment is at the 10,000-20,000 size community. This at 

31.8 percent, is substantially in excess of the average for 

all communities - 20.9 percent. In the nonviolent group 

of crimes, the high growth areas, as earlier indicated, wete 

the smaller communit~es. 

The subsets of c~imes within each of the major cate-

gories shows substantial variance. But all of the crimes 

.1 (l . 

of violence tend to increase most significantly as a function 

of increase in the size of community considered. It is 

striking to note in this context some level of reversal of 

this trend when breaking/entering and larceny are considered. 

Here the rates of incidence clearly have moved to the smaller 

community. The motor vehicle theft' rate of increment shows 

a HUll shaped curve with both the smallest and largest sets of 

communities showing the smallest level of increment. 

PoZice Manpower per Thousand Population 

Despite the significant variations in crime rates as 

a function of ~ommunity size, there is a comparatively flat 

pattern of police manpower per thousand population for New 

J e r s ey Ism u n i c i pal i tie s reg a r d 1 e s s" of s i z e • I 1 Ass how n i n 

Exhibit A-4 if we eliminate the smallest communities - those 
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l~ See: George Sternlieb et al. Housing Deve]opment and Municipal 
Costs (New Brunswick, N.J. Rutgers University, Center for Urban Policy I 
Research, 1975. 
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EXHIBIT A-4 

POLIC2 M.4.NPO~fER PER l~ 000 POPULATION AND POLICE EXPENDITURES PER CAPITA IN NEf·/ JE.~SEY 
MUNICIPALITIES BY CITY SIZE -- Z9?5 

Total 
City Size (Z9?5 est.) Employees Uniformed 

200 - 1,000 (n-32) 1.38 1. 24 

1 ,001 - 2,500 (n=98 ) 2.41 2.17 

2,501 - 10,000 (n=233) 2.20 1.94 

10,001 - 20,000 (n=1l6) 2.21 1. 94 

20,001 - 60,000 (n=71) 2.41 2.14 

Over 60,000 (n=13) 3.10 2.70 

All Municipalities (n=563) 2.24 1.98 

Source: 

Civilian Expenditures 

.14 $38.95 

.24 46.88 

.26 58.71 

.27 38.66 

.27 39.35 

.40 35.18 

.26 48.81 

Expenditv~es as a 
Percentaae OT~ AU v _ 

Local-

.159 . 

.207 

.371 

.172 

.240 

.210 

.256 



J?. 

with populations of 1 ,000 Ol~ under and the largest - those 

over 60,000 - both in uniformed and nonuniformed employees, 

the pattern is comparatively similar. It clusters closely 

near the average for the entire group of 1.98 for uniformed, 

0.26 for nonuniformed. Thus the very commonly used national 

planning standard of two uniformed policemen per thousand 

population seems to predominate]2 

For the 13 communities of over 60,000 there is an abrupt 

increment with the uniformed force moving up to the 2.70 

level; the civilian group actually showing an even higher 

proportionate increment at the 0.40 level. This is completely 

in line wi.th the increased complexity and paper-work involved 

in a large organization, which by definition typically re

quires much more in the way of.hierarchial structure. 

Police Expenditures Per Capita - PoZice 
Expenditures as a Percent of Municipal Expenditures 

While police manpower rates are relatively constant 

for all but the extreme population categories, police expend

itures per c~pita appear to show much more variation by 

city population categories. It is low~st for the extrA~~ 

population categories and increases from both ends to a peak 

for communities of 250l-10,000 population. At this latter. 

city size, expenditures per capita are 1 1/2 times those. 

found both in communities under 1,000 and over 60,000 popu

lation (Exhibit A-4). 

12 International City Management Association, The Municipal Year 
Book - 1977 (Washington, D.C. ICMA, 1977), p. 93-94. 
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:33. 

Even more striking are the figures for aggregate police 

expenditures. Again similar trends are in evidence with 

more emphasis in mid-size communities than extreme size commun

ities yet their disparity is greater. Police expenditures as 

a percent of all local expenditures for tom~unities of 2501-

10,000 are more than twice what is found for communities un-

der 1000 population and 1 1/2 times what is found for com

munities of over 60,000. 

Obviously intergovernmental transfers to support both 

police and other service functions at the population extremes 

enable the service burden to be dimi~ished in these categories 

of cities. 

LAND USE IN NEW JERSEY 

Munioipal Land Use in New Jersey 
MunioipaZities - 1975 

In the analyses which follow the variable chosen to des

cribe land use distribution in New Jersey municipalities in 

1975 and change in this distribution over time (1970 to 

1975) is state equalized vaZuation per oapita. Per capita 

valuation is broken down into four property classifications 

of land use common to most New Jersey municipalities - -

single family, apartment, commercial and industrial!-3 

Although there is a definite difference in market value per 

acre across these property classifications thus possibly 

overestimating development in commercial acreage and under

estimating that in residential, it is felt that the change 

13 Farm and vacant land property classifications have been elim'inated 
from the anaiysis. 



in property value· per comlllunity, expressed in constant dol-

lars, is a much better index of local growth than change in 

the number of local land parcels. For instance, the de

velopment of two regional shopping centers of 2,000,000 Ft 2 

and 75 stores each,' accord1ng to local tax records, added 

only one "parcel" to the tax rolls of each of the communities 

in which this development took place. It is felt that the 

addition of close to $50,000,000 to the ratable bases of 

these communities (state equalized total property valuation) 

much more ~ccurately states the magnitude of local growth 

taking place as a function of this development. Similarly, 

as indicated previously, real property valuation and va1ua-

tion change per capita is a long standing measure of inter

community growth for intergovernmental revenue transfer 

purposes. 

Exhibit A-5 summarizes the distribution of the ratable 

base per capita in New Jersey municipalities in 1975, by 

city size. From this exhibit ~he single family orientation 

of communities in New Jersey is strikingly clear. Average 

single family real property valuations per capita in most 

city size categories is 3-4 times their combined industrial 

and commerCial valuations and 6-8 tiines their apartment. 

real property valuation. New Jersey's role historically 

as a c()mposite of Ilbedroom communities" for New York and 

Phi1ad~lphia, its more recent receptivity to emerging 

commercial and industrial land uses and finally its 'con-
, 

tinuous rejection of extensive multifamily development 

31\ • I 
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... EXHIBIT A-5 

PER CAPITA STATE EQUALIZED REAL PROPER,TY VALUATION FOR NETI JERSEY MUtiICIP.4LI?IES BY 
CITY SIZE AND PROPERTY CLASSIFICATION -1975 

Single Family Apartment 
City Size (1975 est.) Valuation Valuation 

200 - 1,000 $20,780 $153 

1 ,001 - 2,500 15,687 672 

2,501 - 10,000 10,776 560 

10,001 - 20,000 10,089 763 

20',001 - 60,000 8,302 948 

Over 60,000 7,989 747 

All Municipalities 11 ,785 644 

Souroe: Reo r t 0 f the 0 i vis ion 0 fLo cal Go ve r n men t S e r vic e s 
Trenton, N.J., State.of New Jersey Department of 

Community Affairs, 1975). 

Commercial IndustriaL 
Valuation VaZua.tion 

$1802 $3660 

2402 1113 

2208 1226 

1859 1463 

1856 1680 

2083 2311 

2104 1464 

w 



... 

36. I 
provide reasons for the land use distributions shown in I 
this exhibit. 

Real property valuation per capita except for the 

smallest category of cities (under 1000 population) is 

relatively const&nt for apartment and commercial uses, 

decreases for residential uses and increases for indus-

trial uses. Thus, in larger cities there is less valuation 

per cap ita ins i n g 1 e fa mil y h 0 u sin g and mo re i n i n d u s try 

than is the case in smaller cities. This obviously reflects 

the typical land use concentration of each of these two 

geographic areas. 

Change in Land Use Distribution, 1970-1975 

Exhibit A-6 shows the growth which has taken place in 

municipal land use categories over the period 1970 to 1975. 

Growth is measured as change in real property valuation 

per capita. To more accurately portray real growth change, 

1970 property valuatiQns have been inflated by an index 

of the cost of state and local government services over 

time.14 T h u s,. min u sin f 1 a t ion, the ian d use c han gee x h i bit e d 

here is almost, exclusively a function of net additions or 

subtractions to a community·s existing ratable base. As 

such, it is clear, that except for th~ smallest population 

size grouping, changes in residential land use (both single 

Ilf See IIImplicit Price Deflators for Gross National Product, 
1929-1976: Government (State and Local) Purchases of Goods and Services" 
in Economic Report of the President (Washington, D.C. Government Printing 
Office, 1977) Table 8-3, p. 191. 
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EXHIBIT A-6 

AlJ::UAL PERCENT INCREASES IN PER CAPITA STATE EQUALIZED REAL PROPERTY VALUA'i'IO,',' _:-OR 
11Ei-l JERSEY MUlIICII?ALITIES BY CITY SIZE AND PROPERTY CLASSIFICATIOil--19?O-19?5 

Single Family Apartment Commercia l 
City Size (1975 est.) Valuation Valuation' Valuation 

200 - 1,000 8.27 2.42 12.63 

1 ,001 - 2,500 8.69 10.74 6.53 

2,501 - 10,000 6.19 10.82 9.74 

10,001 - 20,000 4.53 6.71 9.73 

20,001 - 60,000 5.00 6.74 5.68 

Over 60,000 3.46 6.08 7.44 

All Municipalities 6.24 8.93 8.85 

Note: 1970 Property Valuations adjusted to constant 1975 doll ar~. 

Source: 
Re ort of the Division of Local G6vernment Services (Trenton, N.J., State of New Jersey, 
Depart~ent of Community Affairs, 1975, 1970 . 

Ine.:lstY':'aZ 
VaZ:iation 

2.07 

3.96 

5.19 

5.03 

5.22 

5.23 

4.94 
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BEHAVIOR TECHNOLOGY AND THE MODIFICATION OF CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR 
THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT 

Raymond G. Studer 

l~here an appropriate technology exists and the self-interest of 
persons can be linked to its operation, there are virtually no 
limits to what men in organizations can achieve. Where no such 
technology exists and the inducement is mere piety, there is 
scarcely anything an organization can do except grow and 
become meddlesome. (Wilson, 1975) 

Violent crime, a class of human behavior which has become such a 

ubiquitous aspect of contemporary urban life, constitutes perhaps our 

most perplexing and ugly social pr,ob';em--a seeming contradiction in our 

11 social evolution. Disagreements among social scientists regarding the 

causes of and cures for crime have been amply documented both in scholarly 

I journals and in the popular media. In his book Thinking About Cr}me (1975) 

James Q. Wi 1 son has captured some of the essence of our frustratfng search 

for a viable approach to this difficult social problem. Let us turn briefly 

to his observations in this regard • 

. Policy fonnation with regard to crime in the sixties and early 

seventies was directed by conventional wisdom which tells us that people 

engage in criminal behavior in response to stressful material living 

conditions, e.g., poor housing, poverty, unemployment, poor educational 

I resources. We thus 1 aunched an all out attack on these IIroot causes II and 

indeed produced a considerably higher aggregate starid(;\rd of 'liVing. This 

I 
I 
I 
I 

development was, however, accompanied by a significantly higher aggregate 

crime rate! Wilson notes that this was no surprise to most cr"~minologists, 

for the conventional wisdom guiding public policy during that period was 
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in fact inconsistent with the prevailing social science perspective regarding 

the causes of crime. Indeed crimi'nologists have generally rejected the view 

of objective causation (e.g., that individuals assess the costs and benefits 

of criminal acts, and behave accordingly). They seek rather to explain 

criminal behavior as resulting "from the same social processes as other social 

behavior", i.e., "the hypothesis of natural causation" (Sutherland and Cressy, 

1966). From this "sociological perspective" attitude formation is the key 

process to be investigated. Attitudes are, it is asserted, shaped and 

supported by intimate group or peer pressure (i.e. family and close friends), 

IIwe/theyll social group isolation (the "theory of differential assocationll) 

and a social milieu espousing "lower class values ll . Within this perspective 

empirical investigations of criminal behavior emphasize: 1) how crime varies 

with social structure and process (e.g., class, neighborhood, mobility, 

density, spatial distribution) and, 2) how people are induced into a life of 

crime (e.g., pe2r group pressure, family influences, attitude formation). 

The problem with this search for root causes--with the prevailing social 

science perspective--Wilson argues, is that it has failed to produce either 

a theoretical or empirical basis for policy formation, i.e., tl ultimate causes 

cannot be the object of policy efforts precisely because, being ultimate, 

they cannot be changed." It is indeed difficult to imagine feasible policy 

which could make families: stable, embrace good law abiding values, be 

affectionate toward children and execute fair discipline. The family is not 

an agent of government, and policies to change ""family values" or "men's 

minds" seem incomprehensible. If we cannot alter such states we cannot get 

at the causes of crime according to the prevailing sociological perspective. 

Wilson's implicit argument, then, is that the paradigmatic underpinnings of 

research into the causes of crime has led to the identification of (social) 

---- ----------------------------
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variables least accessible to policy formation and programs of inter

vention. 

Unlike the social scientist the policy analyst/planner/environmental 

designer cannot as a rule ponder IIbasic causes,1I but must identify courses 

of action which produce desired social outcomes. "Given what he has to 

work with he may gain more by altering risks, benefits, alternatives and 

accessibility rather than trying to change the mental states of citizens" 

(Wilson 1975). In other words, the interventio~ist, as such, must focus not 

on the search for underlying causes of criminal behavior, but upon the means 

of altering it in appropriate ways. He generally seeks through policy and 

program formulation to increase legitimate opportunities for people to meet 

their goals while reducing the illegitimate ones. Criminologists will have no 

part of this, according to Wilson, and deem it uninteresting, superficial 

and symptomatic, not causal. 

Wilson goes on to analyze aspects of the criminal justice system, i.e., 

enforcement, adjudication, corrections, and essentially concludes that the 

only reliable datum we actually do have is that during the time when crime

prone indi·viduals are locked up they are unlikely to victimize law abiding 

citizens. Someone must have been listening; our prison population has 

been rising sharply over the last couple of years. 

Wilson's perspective on crime and recommendations for its reduction, while 

based on some hard, cold facts, are understandably considered reactionary by many 

in the criminal justice field. His comments have been introduced here to point 

up some of the difficulties we face regarding certain disparities between our· 

search for tbe etiology of criminal behavior on the one hand, and appropriate 

policies and programs of intervention on the other. In any event it appears 

that we must get on with the work of altering criminal behavior even while 
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waiting for those elusive explanations of its IIroot causes".:>'" 

Given the above state of affairs, it is not surprising that we should 

obse.rve si gni fi cant di fferences among practi ti oner~ in the crimi na 1 jus ti ce 

fie'ld regarding preferred courses of action to control crime. These 

differences in approach are based on three levels of beli~f~ ideological, 

epistemological and methodological. Crime control in a democracy is intrin

sically difficult in that most of us operate within an ideological belief 

system which precludes the violation of certain individual freedoms and 

initiatives. Faced with the prospects of a criminal act, however, the 

principle becomes less clear. We thus find criminal justice specialists 

committed to a fairly wide range of crime control strategies which reflect 

various interpretations of the basic ideological tenents which we all 

ostensibly share. In the area of corrections, for example, there is no 
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agreement whatsoever on the goals and objectives of incarceration (e.g., reform, II 
restraint, rehabilitation, reintegration) within the criminal justice 

community, nor, for tha~ matter, even within particular institutions (Duffee 

1975). Sommer (1976) refers to this reality as the "model muddle"; it is 

engendered primarily by conflicting ideological beliefs. 

But at another level the "model muddlell is linked to certain conflicting 

and often unexamined epistemological beliefs; that is, assumptions regarding 

the etiology, or basic causes of human behavior, and criminal behavior in 

particular. To what ex.tentis human behavior voluntary, under the control 

of the individual's "will" or internalized (cognitive) functions; and to what 

* Indeed, it is just possible that so called criminal lIattitudes" may· 
actually be products of recurring patterns of behavior. Certainly it is 
from observations of behavior that we often infer a particularly held attitude 
(and then proceed to identify it as a cause of that behavior!) 
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extent is that behavior under the control of environmental influences? One 

cannot long deal with criminal o~fenders without taking a position on s~ch 

matters. The position thus taken leads to (or is influenced by previous) 

embracement of particular theories s paradigms, models, units and methcds 

of behavioral analysis and intervention. Wilson has attempted to illuminate 

the difficulties involved in linking the research paradigms (epistemologies) 
to' 

embraced by main stream criminologists to action, i.e., policy and program 

fonnulation. 

The purpose of the above comments is to make two points. The first is 

that we need to untangle the "model mUddle"--to understand that the strategies 

we employ to deal with criminal behavior are either implicitly or explicitly 

linked to certain ideological and, epistemological tenents. To the extent 

that the ideological, epistemological and methodological levels do not become 

muddled (either horizontally or vertically as it were), the enterprise is well 

served. The second pOint is that when we seek to utilize resources from the 

behavioral sciences we should do so in the context of developing implementable 

and effective policies and programs of intervention. Beyond noting that some 

resources in the social/behavioral sciences may be more directly applicable to 

certain classes of human problems than others, it is not our purpose here to 

argue (explicitly at least) for the superiority of one behavioral explanation 

over all others. What;s at issue is the development of an approach to 

organizing the environment to effect changes in criminal behavior. 

In the remainder of this.paper I will attempt to outline a learning theor

etic approach to the CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Enviro'nmental Design) task. 

I will rev; ew the pri ncipl es and processes underlyi ng operant-based behavi or 

technologys and its general relevance to the multi-component criminal justice 

system. Moving to the community component, I will then attempt to review the 

I-----.--__.-===================-===-=-======-=-== --~.~ 
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CPTED approach from an operant perspective. Throughout I will be developing 

ar'guments for movi ng from programs of behavi or modi fi cati on to those of 

environmental planning, design and management. Finally, I will propose a 

general decision-making format to deal more comprehensively with behavioral 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

intel~ventions at the community scale to effect reduced levels of criminal activitYI 

Behavior Technology: Principles and Processes 

Th.e behavior' of an individual can be seen as the product of: 1) their 

gen(~tic endowment, 2) their history of interaction with the environment, and 

3) the pl"eSent, impinging environment. Each of us has a unique genetic make 

up and environmental history, and th,ese produce certain behavioral propensities. 

Even if we possessed the technical capability to alter an individual's genetic 

endowment (e.g. v,ja biological engineering or chemotherapeutic interventions) 

to control his criminal behavior, most of us are not ideologically prepared to 

do so. As a practical matter we can neither completely understand, nor can we 

restructure an offender's past environmental history (e.g., the familial, 

peer and sub-cultural social environments noted above). What we can and do do 

;s to attempt to redirect an offender's or potential offender's behavior via 

alterations in aspects of the present (and future) environment (or effect 

policies leading thereto). Let us now turn to an area of research in the 

behavioral sciences which may have particular relevance to this task. 

The experimental analysis of behavior, sometimes called operant psychology, 

is a field of behavioral science committed to the development of a systematic, 

functional understanding of the relationship between human behavior and envir

onmental structure. Many insist that the oper'ant paradigm fails to provide a 

complete explanation of human behavioral processes (e.g., Krutch 1953, Chomsky 

1959, Ashby 1967). Be this as it may, few deny that human behavior can be 
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altered via operant techniques.* It is these techniques of behavior change 

maintenance--an emerging technology of behavior--which can be seen as directly 

relevant to the processes of environmental planning, design and management 

to, e.g., effect changes in criminal behavior. 

The principles and techniques which underly the analysis of operant 

behavior have been developed and extensively documented through decades of 

research in the experimental laboratory and through their application to a 

wide variety of real-world human problem domains. An in-depth explication of 

this system of behavioral science can become extremely complex and tedious 

as the many volumes written on this subject attest. The controversy 

surrounding the implementation of behavior modification programs (e.g., in 

corrections) was engendered by normative rather than technical decisions. 

However, a pervasive misunderstanding of the technical issues involved has 

needlessly intensified and prolonged the controversy. We will take up the 

"behavior mod scare ll a bit later on, but for those unfamiliar with this mode of 

analyzing environment-behavior systems the following is a review of its 

essential elements. Those familiar with basic operant principles and pro-

cedurescan profitably SKIP TO PAGE 19. 

Operant psychology is not S-R psycho~ogy, and operant behavior, that 

which is "voluntary" and acts on the environment, is to be distinguished from 

respondent behavior. This later class of lIinvoluntary ll behavior, i.e., the 

conditioned reflex studied by Pavlov, is effected through the pairing of 

* For what it is worth this writer embraces the operant perspective as 
fundamental to the analysis of, and intervention in environment-behavior 
systems. On the other hand elaboration of the operant paradigm (in ways not 
unlike those suggested by Landy in an accompanying article) seems necessary 
in order to refine our predictive capabilities with regard to proposed 
environmental interventions. Space does not allow a full explication of 
this modified posture, but aspects of it come through in subsequent comments. 
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certain stimuli with previously unrelated responses (i.e., those required 

to maintain homeostasis and physiological well-being, such as fear, anger, 

flight, hunger). This work, which evolved into something called flassic~ 

conditioning, was to lay the foundation for operant research, but deals \'/ith 

all allalysis distinctly different from that discussed below. 

Operant behavior, that which we observe our fellow humans emitting day

to-day, is altered and maintained via environmental feedback. That is, this 

(voluntary) behavior can, depending on the nature of the environment in which 

it occurs, produce certain conseguences. These in turn alter the probabilities 

of that behavior's recurrence in the future. If the consequence of the emitted 

behavior is favorable or reinforcing (with respect to the individual behavior) . 

this increases the probability of that behavior's recurrence; if the consequence 

is aversive or punishing, this will decrease the prtbability of that behavior's 

recurrence. When certain consequences are linked, that is, when they are 

made contingent upon the emission of a particular form of behavior, then this 

behavior comes under the control of these consequences. The methods of bringing 

operant behavior under the control of (social and/or physical) elements of 

the environment involves the analysis of the (spatial/temporal*) relations 

between behavior and its consequences,i.e., reinforcers and punishers. 
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Researchers have, thus, extensively documented this basic process of environmental II 
feedback wherein particular forms of behavior are selected out and strengthened. 

Behavior change and maintenance is effected through the management of certain II 
contingencies between behavior and its consequences operating in a particular 

setting. I 
*That is, behavior emitted and its consequences are functionally related 11 

if and only if they are perceived as such by the behaver. The consequences 
thus must be spatially proximite to the behavior and must irrunediately follO\'/ 
its emission, otherwise no functional relationship can exist. The irrunediacy I 
of a behavioral consequence is import~nt to its influence on that behavior. 

I 
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Another aspect of this process has to do with the situation or setting; 

in which the contingencies operate. When particular behaviors have been 

reinforced or punished in the presence of particular stimuli, these behaviors 

become more probable il1 the presence of these stimuli in the future. The 

behavior is said to come under the contro.l of those particular stimuli. When 

we cross a busy street, we learn to routinely attend to the signal light; we 

stop for a red signal and go on a green one because these behaviors have been 

linked to certain consequences in the presence of these stimuli in the past. 

These stimuli have come to have particular "meaning" with regard to 

appropriate behaviors. 

The elements of an operant analysis can be summarized thusly: 

V) 

In the ~ 

I ~---------. STIMULI 
..... regulate the presence of certain u 
z delivery of ---------

a 

~ 
C!'l 

0 z 
0 

..... 
I-

0 emits z 
0 

PERSON .... BEHAVIOR 
~/ .... L:::::.. 

.4~ increasing or decreasing 
the probabilities of that behavior 
; n the future. 

which produces feedback to the 

Basic Operant Paradigm - Figure One 

certain 

..... CONSEQUENCES .. 

These are the basic elements of operant. behavior analysis, the underlying 

structure of interactions between people and the environment. The way various 

contingencies operate in an environment over time produces observed patterns of 

behaviors. Because many of us occupy the same general environment (e.g., 

physical elements, sociocultural and subcultural norms).~ many of our patterns 

of behavior are similar. Overlaying these cOll111on patterns are certain individual 

and group differences reflecting unique behavioral histories and/or current 

- -~~-------
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systems of contingencies operating thereon. <J 
To take a more pl easant epi sode, as an exampl e, ch'i 1 dren rather early 

come to like cookies. Having·perhaps observed his siblings in a similar 

situation, a child happens on a parent near the cookie jar and emits the 

behavior of asking (with whatever language skills he has) for a cookie, and 

the environment (parent) produces a cookie. This increases the probability 

that the child w'ill, if he is hungry and in the same stimulus situation, ask 

for a cookie in the future. One day the parent, because of the norms of the 

social environment, decides that it's time the child learn some manners, 

requiring a "please" before the cookie is produced. The parent, thus, arranges 

a new contingency linking the required behavior ("please l1
) to the t~einforcer 

(cookie), and the desired behavior comes under the control of the latter. 

The child soon generalizes the behavior "please" to other similar situations. 

We thus acquire through this environmental selection process, manners, con

ventions, and indeed language itself. 

There is more to the story. The cookies weren't given out every time 

they were requested, the child wasn't always hungry; also the parent may have 

I 
I 

-0. 

::s 

t' 
:t:> 

ignored the request, scorned or, worse, spanked the child for the request. ~ 

Each of these environmental consequences would have produced a different pattern III 
>< 

J .... 
of responses. We need to probe a bit deeper into this phenomena. Let us now 

look at each of the elements of the analysis in more detail. 
VI 

THE PERSON(S): Operant research has been severely criticized over the • :3 
VI 

• 
years for assuming an "empty organism" in its analysis. It is true that this 

approach ,to behavior analysis appears to ignore much in the way of cognitive 
o 
~ 

I 
individual emitting the behavior. On the other hand, the power of the analysis ~ 

and other processes internal to, and the feelings, purposes and values of the 

comes from this very decision, i.e., to focus on the manifest behavior and the I 
environmental conditions which control its form. Whether or not this decision 

I 
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to reduce environment-behavior analyses to these observ·able events, ignoring 

certain mental processes affecting these, will produce a complete and 

comprehensive science of human 'psychology is not our concern here; rather 

it is to understand (criminal) behavior as it relates to various environmental 

structures and processes. To the extent that we can, it would be useful to 

know something of the person1s(s') environmental-behavioral history in order 

to know which stimuli, consequences (reinforcers, punishers) and contingencies 

are likely to be effective in a behavior change program (We can, of course, 

find this out experimentally, but ;n programs of intervention this is not 

always, indeed it is rarely, feasible as will be noted below). In our 

cookie episode in order to establish "please" behavior we would want to know 

the child liked cookies, had "please" in his repertoire, that he was hungry 

and capable of perceiving the cookie jar-parent stimuli. 

CONSEQUENCES: Behaviors emitted can produce either reinforcing or 

punishing consequences (or possibly no perceivable consequences depending on 

the contingencies in effect). The effectiveness of a consequence has a great 

deal to do with an individual's state of deprivation and their history of inter

action with the environment. A thirsty person will see water as reinforcing 

(regardless of their history); a person who has been socially isolated may see 

interaction with another as reinforcing (depending on their history). Thus, 

both reinforcers and punishers can be either unconditioned or conditioned. 

Unconditioned reinforcers are those necessary for bodily maintenance, e.g., 

food, water, protection from the elements. The removal or withholding of these 

is, of course, punishing as is direct bodily pain. Conditioned reinforcers 

include such items as social praise, money, symbols of affluence. Withdrawal 

or denial of these is likewise punishing, as is social 'disdain, isolation, and 

monetary fines. Generalized reinforcers are a particularly interesting class 

.] 

I 
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because these can be exchanged for a wide variety of other (conditioned and 

unconditioned) reinforcers, e.g., goods (including drugs), services, symbols 

of affluence. Most people, thus, rarely satiate on money, the major example 

of a generalized reinforcer. 

Whether a consequence will be reinforcing or punishing, as well as its 

salience or strength, must ultimately be determined in terms of its effect on 

behavior. In the laboratory this can be determined experimentally. In programs 

of interest to this analysis, i.e., criminal behavior in the community, as well 

as many others in real world settings, we know little of the environmental 

histories of relevant populations and must make inferences (regarding their 

reinforcement potential) based on known characteristics of the population(s) in 

question. The reader is directed to Landy·s discussion,of motivational 

approaches in this regard. 

To complete this description of consequences, two additional aspects re

quire attention. Positive reinforcement is what occurs when the presentation of 

favorable consequence increases the probability of a behavior. Negative rein

forcement ;s what occurs when the probability of a behavior increases with the 

removal of an aversive or punishing event, e.g., walking away from a caustic or 

boring speaker is reinforced by the termination of his aversiveness. Punishment 
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operates similarly to decrease behavioral probabilities. Positive punishment II 
occurs when behavioral probabilities are decreased upon presentation of a punisher, 

e.g., the child asks for a cookie and is slapped or ridiculed. Negative punish- II 
ment occurs when behavioral probabilities decrease with the loss of reinforcers. 

For example, our cook'ie child may have stockpiled a few; if the parent relieved 

him of one each tilOO he slammed the door on his way out to play, IIdoor slammingll 

behavior would probably decrease rapidly (depending on other contingencies). 
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A great de,al of our day-to-day behavior is maintained via aversive 

control, i.e., punishment or fear of punishment. It's a tempting 

strategy because it's so efficient. In the laboratory an animal will 

respond to virtual collapse with only an occasional presentation of contingent 

electric shock. The problem is that extensive use of severely aversive 

controls can produce serious side effects, e.g., stress indices of various 

sorts, ;s ethically repugnant, and is ultimately ineffective. That is, 

persons under the control of punishing consequences are prone to emit 

escape behavior, i.e., behavior to terminate an aversive situation, or 

avoidance behavior, i.e., behavior to delay or prevent the onset of aversive 

consequences. This particular phenomenon is relevant to the problem of 

displacement in crime prevention. In general, positive reinforcement is, 

for both ethical and tf~chnical reasons, the preferred method of modifying 

and maintaining behavior. Effecting programs of positive reinforcement is, 

on the other hand, more difficult to implement in many real world settings. 

If there is one thing we have learned in corrections, it is that punishment 

per ~ creates more behavior problems than it solves. 

STIMULI: When particular behaviors are iteratively reinforced (or 

punished) in the presence of particular stimuli, the presence of these 

stimul i come to incY'ease (or decrease) the probabil ity of that behavior 

in the future. Stimuli that so operate are called discriminative stimuli 

and the process is called discrimination learning. Through this process 

certain elements of settings in the environment acquire "meaning,1I i.e., 

when discrimination of them leads to certain consequences. We, thus, learn 

to emit appropriate resp~nses to certain stimuli as we are differentially 

reinforced in their presence, i.e., certain behaviors are reinforced only 

in the presence of the discriminative stimuli and that behavior is nat 

reinforced in the presence of other (non-discriminative) stimuli. The 
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ways we see people responding to elements and settings (systans of stimuli) 

in the environment, then, depends on the history of consequences associated 

with these; that is, upon the probabilities of pleasant or punishing con

sequences such as social disapproval, social approval, or bodily harm. Our 

cookie lover before very long emits his request whenever he sees the cookie 

jar together with the parent (the rattle of its lid may bring him from the 

other room). The successful mugger or robber is similarly under the control 

of certain stimuli. That is, he develops certain stimulus discriminations 

when his predatory behaviors are reinforced in the presence of these stimulus 

situations (e.g., dark or isolated doorways, certain streets with either a 

few or a large number of people and other stimulus situations wherein these 

behaviors have been reinforced in the past). One of our tasks in analyzing 

and modifying criminal behavior is to understand the discriminative stimuli 

which elicits criminal behaviors. 

CONTINGENCIES: Behavior is altered when consequences are made contingent 

on that behavior. The pattern in which reinforcing consequences are produced 
\ 

affects the strength, rate and pattern of the behavior in question. The 

various patterns of environmental feedback (consequences) are known as the 

schedules of reinforcement. One of the more interesting, perhaps surprising, 

outcomes of numerous experiments in laboratory and field settings, is that 

when reinforcing consequences are made available on an intermittent schedule, 

this produces the strongest patterns of behavior. This intermittent pattern-

ing of consequences is most common in both natural and man-made settings and 

is that which maintains most of our day-t@-day behavior (i.e., the favor

able consequences linked to many of our inlportant behaviors come in 

seemingly random patterns). The following schedules of reinforcement have 

been extensively documented: 
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Continuous: Each instance of the appropriate b~havior produces 

a consequence (reinforcer or punisher),. e.g., each time our cOlkie 

hungry child asks with a "please" he receives one. (If this goes 

on for very long the child will satiate and find something more 

interesting to do.) 

Fixed Ratio: A consequence is produced only after a fixed number 

of appropriate responses, e.g., the child must ask with a IIplease ll a 

certain number of times before he gets a cookie. Piecework in the 

factory operates via this schedule. 

Variable Ratio: A consequence is produced after a number of 

responses but this number constantly (and perhaps randomly) varies, 

e.g., the child, hooked on cookies, continues to beg for and 

occasionally gets one (from the parent who finally becomes fatigued 

ft.om resisting). Street people asking for a handout are usually 

operating on this schedule (the occasional success maintains the 

quest). It is this same variable ratio schedule of reinforcement 

to which Las Vegas owes its success. 

Fixed Interval: A consequence is produced after a fixed period 

of time when an appropriate behavior is being emitted, e.g., the child 

continues to ask for ~ookies and gets one at certain intervals. (If 

the interval is one ho~r, the child will, regardless of whether he 

can yet tell time, begin to show up about every hour with his request.) 

Paydays are scheduled this way, but other contingencies operate in 

most settings to maintain a more even pattern of behavior than would 

be emitted if payday was the only controlling consequence. 

Variable Interval: A consequence is p~oduced after a certain 

amount of time has passed, but this interval constantly (and perhaps 

randomly) varies, e.g., regardless of how many times the child correctly 
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asks for a cookie he gets one every so often. (He continues to 

ask fairly often just in case.) 

Accidental Reinforcement: When a non-contingent consequence 

follows a certain behavior a relationship is inadvertently established 

(i.e., the behaver assumes that the behavior emitted produced the 

reinforcer). This increases the probability that the person will be 

emitting the behavior the next time the consequence is (randomly) 

produced by the environment. Rain dances and many other rituals are 

thus established. Many of our social (and religious) customs owe their 

origins to this process, not to mention a great deal of our unexamined 

day-to-day behavior. Our cookie child may be seen one day to be 

standing on one foot \I,then he makes his endless request (just "for luck" 

as it were); we can infer what must have. happened. If the accidental 

consequence is hiQhly punishing,useful behavior may be eliminated 

from a person1s repertoire for no apparent reason. 

As mentioned earlier, each of these schedules produces different be

havioral characteristics. Intermittent schedules are the strongest, i.e., 

the most resistent to extinction (discussed beloW). In a behavior change 

strategy the objective is to establish the "thinnestll schedules feasible, 

both because it conserves limited resources (e.g., money) and because the 

behaver is less likely to satiate. Most of our day-to-day behavior is 

maintained by multiple, overlayed schedules, and this is what makes 

behavior analysis and' intervention so difficult. Isolating a problem 

behavior, identifying its maintaining consequences and the schedule of its 

production can be a subtle undertaking. But it is a worthy one if we wish 

to understand how elements of the environment can be altered to produce more 

viable behavioral outcomes. Before moving into the next aspect of this 
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analysis, let us look at two additional concepts: extinction and vicarious 

reinforcement. 

Extinction occurs when a behavior is emitted but is not reinforced, 

i.e., it is allowed to extinguish. As noted earlier, behavior under the 

control of intermittent schedules (i.e., variable ratio, variable interval) 

extinguishes more slowly than that under the control of others and the 

characteristics of this extinction process have been carefully studied in 

the laboratory. 

The phenomena called vicarious. reinforcement (Bandura 1969) explains 

about how group behavior emerges and ;s maintained. This phenomenon, some

times called social modeling occurs when one individual observes other 

interacting with the environment--observes the contingencies (linking 

behavior with cons~quences) operating. The observer of these interactions 

comes under the control of these contingencies in a manner closely 

approximating that of experiencing these contingencies directly. 

THE DYNAMICS OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE': New forms, or systems of behavior 

emerge when certain behaviors are selectively reinforced while others are 

allowed to extinguish. If our cookie hungry child is given his morsel when 

he begins to cry (rather than when he says "please") ,crying behavior will 

most certainly increase because it is being systematically reinforced by the 

parent (who is in turn merely attempting to terminate a noxious stimulus, 

i.e. is emitting escape behavio~) .. The trick, of course, is to reinforce 

"please" and ignore "crying". A punisher usually emerges in this situation, 

however, before the more permanent solution can be consummated. 

Moving behavior from one form to another requires an iterative process 

whereby behaviors approximating the desired form are reinforced, while 

other, competing behaviors are allowed to extinguish. This process is 
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sometimes called behavioral shaping. 

The major elements of an operant analysis--the principles and processes 

of the experimental analysis of behavior--can be summarized thusly: 

STIMULI 

·Discriminative 
-Non-discriminative 

o 
0-
0. 

---~ 
~-- CONTINGENCIES 

'On/off 
'Schedule 

continuous 
fixed ratio 
variable ratio 
fixed interval 
variable interval 
accidental 

----~~~ BEHAVIORS PERSONS, e.g. 

-Reinforcement potential/ 
propensities 

-environmental history 

CONSEQUENCES, e.g., 

-deprivation state 
·Goals 
-Physiological limits of 

·Appropriate 
. Inappropriate 
·Superstitious 

Elements of an Operant Analysis 
Figure Two 

·Mode 
.Magnitude 
·Reinforcing 

conditioned 
unconditioned 
positive 
negative 
generalized 

·Punishing 
condi ti oned 
unconditioned 
positive 
negative 

BEHAVIOR TECHNOLOGY: Over a relatively short period of time application 

of the above operant principles and techniques have moved out of the laboratory 

into the rea 1 \'Iorl d--ha ve been app 1 i ed t,o many classes of day-to-day human 

problems. The extrapolation of operant laboratory findings to real world 

applications has been more effective than other areas in the behavioral 

sciences because the variables and processes explored in the laboratory bear 
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a close resemblance to those found in human problem settings, i.e.: 

Technology is the systematic application of tested scientific 
principles to pragmatic, real-life tasks and problems. On these 
terms, applied behavior analysis, or behavior modification, is a 
behavioral technology par excellence. In fact, the basic research 
paradigm is also the basic treatment paradigm and the basic research 
manipulation--contingency management--is also the treatment manip
ulation. The close coordination of the treatment model to the 
research process surrounds applied behavior analysis with an en
viable degree of explicitness, rigor and precision. (Willems 1974) 

Behavioral technology, the application of operant principles developed 

in the experimental laboratory, involves two principle mechanisms: 1) con

tingency management and 2) stimulus discrimination learning. These are the 

two principle techniques effecting behavior change and maintenance. Con

tingency management simply involves the arrangement of the environment such 

that the probabilities of appropriate consequences are made contingent upon-

are produced as a function of the emission of appropriate behaviors (or forms 

of behavior approximating these). As noted above, acqUisition of effective 

stimulis discriminations is facilitiated when certain behaviors are iteratively 

reinforced in the presence of certain stimuli. 

Behavior modification strategies utilizing both contingency management 

and/or stimulus discrimination learning involves the following sequential 

operations (see Figure Three): 

Observe Behavioral Baseline 

Define Behavioral Objectives 

Modify Environment 

Observe New Behavioral Baseline 

Behavior Modification Strategy 
Figure Three 

1) Analyze base line conditions, i.e. 
assess existing rates of (target) 
behavior(s}, related consequences 
and contingencies linking be
havior(s) to consequences. 

2) Define behavioral obj~ctives, i.e. 
specification of new forms and 
rates of behaviors desired. 

3) Alter the environment (contingencies). 

4) Assess the resulting behaviors. 

5) Iterate 3 and 4 until behavioral 
objectives are met. 
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This well documented intervention/behavior change strategy has applica

bility to a wide variety of human problem domains where behavior change is 

indicated. The process is an iterative one because the changing of behavior 

from one complex form to another cannot be accomplished in an lIall or none" 

fashion. Research in, human learning (empirically defined as a change in 

behavior) confirms that such transformations require a series of intermediate 

states, i.e., behavioral shaping through successive approximation, as noted 

earl ier. 

A problem of extensive behavior change for most human settings appears an 

extremely complex enterprise. If entirely new repertoires were required of 

all participants, the task would, of course, be intractable. Relative to the 

total behaviors emitted in a setting, the elements requiring modification 

usually represent but a very small subset. Three processes are involved: 

1) strengthening of exi~ting behaviors deemed appropriate or desirable, 2) 

extinction of undesirable behaviors, and 3) shaping of new requisite 

behaviors. That is, some of the behaviors observed in a setting are assumed 

to remain intact, some are strengthened and some are eliminated. 

The above techniques, i.e., behavioral technology, have been applied in a 

number of human settings. Perhaps the first were in education (Skinner 1968) 

beginning with the teaching machine, then contingency management in the class

room. Soon thereafter, these techniques were implemented in programs for 

psychiatric patients, the mentally retarded; individuals and groups (e.g., 

via token economies) such as prisoners, drug addicts, alcoholics and many 

other special populations (Holland 1974; Kazdin 1975). Most programs of 
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behavior modification up until the early seventies were executed in treatement, II 
rehabilitation and educational settings. More recently, however, operant 

techniques have been applied to more complex social and environmental 

problems (Kazdin 1976), e.g., pollution control, energy consumption, racial 
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integration, littering, solid waste management, mass transportation, job 

performance, employment. procurement, community self-government and military 

training. We are not dealing here with some future eventuality, but with a 

technology in current use, or misuse as the case may be. 

The "behavior mod scare" in corrections (Sommer 1976) really should be 

dealt with here, but the situation has become so convoluted--has so mis

represented and muddled the scientific, technical and ethical issues involved, 

that space simply does not allow us to unravel it all. The reader is urged, 

however, to review carefully Robert Sommers' analYSis of this phenomena in 

The End of Imprisonment (1976). Suffice it to say that behavior technology 

can, like physical technology, be both technically botched and brought into 

the service of questionable ideologies. To blame the technology (or worse, 

the basic research which produced it) when these things happen compounds 

misunderstanding with irrationality. 

From Behavior Mod to Environmental Design and Management 

The operant paradigm has understandably mobilized an army of vigorous 

critics both within and outside the behavioral science community. Some of 

the criticisms are ideological, e.g., the "dignity of man II , "who controls the 

controller"; some of them are epistemological, e.g., "humans are thinking, 

purposeful, feeling beings whose behavior cannot be understood in terms of 

contingencies of reinforcement." Space does not allow a full review of the 

various dissenting points of view. For purposes of environmental-behavioral 

planning, design and management many of these criticisms are either irrelevant 

or (epistemologically) irreconcilable in any event. Of the various criticisms 

which have emerged the following seem especially relevant to environmental 

planning, design and management at the community (or larger) scale. 
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1) Which aspects of programs of behavioral intervention are normative, 
i.e., deal with people1s goals, and which are empirical, i.e., deal 
with the technical means of achieving these goals? Behavior mod
ifiers have in the past tended to ignore or muddle the distinction 
between these two levels of analysis and action. 

2) Who establishes the goals and objectives of behavior change programs 
and how are these identified and ordered? 

3) Who controls the controller? 

4) Operant psychology was developed and essentially deals with single 
organisms (individuals); can this paradigm really be applied to 
aggregate populations? 

5) Operant-based technology lacks both an ecological and a illtems 
perspective and when implemented in more complex settings may 
produce serious and unexpected second and third order, system-wide 
effects resulting from intervention in a particular component. 

6) The effect; veness of and predi cti ons i nvo1 vf:d in imp 1 ementi ng operant
based programs of behavior change depends on an understanding of not 
only the goals but also the propensities (reinforcement potential) 
of a population; these cannot be practically ascertained through 
experimentation in most settings of interest. 

7) More generally, community-scale interventions of interest (i.e., 
those subject to a complex set of interdependent constraints and 
functions) involve certain social, economic, political or even 
physiological risks; the implementation of untested behavior 
change strategies (on an experimental basis) is not really 
feas"ible due to the possibility of irrevel"sible impacts. 

The decision-making model invoked in most behavior modification programs to 

date was depicted earlier (p. 19). To deal with the above criticisms, 

and/or to enter into programs of intervention in more complex, real world 

settings (e.g., at the community scale), will require a more sophisticated 

approach to decision-making than that depicted (in Figure Three). 

The arguments for a behavior-contingent approach to environmental design 

(e.g., Studer 1970, 1971) grow out of the realization that designed environ

ments should, but often do not, reduce the disparity between human intentions 

(goals) and their accomplishments (their behaviors). Since accomplishments 

depend upon what people do, i.e., upon their behavior, requirements for the 

supporting environment must be developed in the same dimensions. The objective 
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of environmental design is to realize an alternative state of human affairs, 

to organize or reorganize environmental elements such that human behavioral 

goals and objectives can be realized. The claim here is that in directing our 

attention to the behavioral requirements of a population (an index of 

biological and extrabiological "need"), we are in a po~ition to identify a 

decision~making format--a general environmental design and management 

strategy--within which relevant, but disparate areas of infonmation and 

methodology can be more incisively focused. 

Before moving on, let us clarify what is mea\nt by "environment ll in these 

discussions. The term "environment" is a construct employed for conceptual 

convenience to study the effects of one system upon another. The distinction 

between people and their environment is but one such convention. Moreover, 

there is not one human environment but many; it can be partitioned into 

infinite sub-environments depending on the objectives of the analysis in 

,question. It;s entirely reasonable to isolate and speak of, e.g., the 

economic, political, physical or any number of other environments; or to speak 

more generically of a problem situation as composed of the internal environment, 

i.e~, the system under analysis, and the external environment, i.e., the 

system impinging on and constraining the system under analysis (Simon 1969). 

Many researchers concur that environmental design and management should be 

directed toward the realization of an appropriate state of cong,ruence between 

environmental and behavioral structures (Michelson 1970; Wicker 1972). The 

lack of such congruence in a particular setting constitutes a problem to be 

solved. Such an objective implies that neither system must conform to nor 

form the other. Rather, the objective is to realize an environment-behavior 

ensemble which fulfills the goals of the human setting under analysis within 

the constraints of the impinging external environment. 
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Any decision to intervene in a human setting is occasioned by a situation 

I 
I 

in which: 1) certain behaviors are occurring which are incompatible with the II 
goa-ls of the setting, and/or certain behaviors are not occurring which are 

required by the goals of the setting. Clearly, any design problem (as 

contrasted with a research problem) implies the need to change and maintain 

a behavior system in a new state, otherwise the setting would not be deemed 

problematic. A technical understanding of the processes of behavior change 

and maintenance are thus at the core of planned intervention at any level or 

scale. What all of this' leads us to is a particular approach--a behavior

contingent, systems-oriented approach--to decision making. Such an approach 

will be outlined in the final section of this paper. 

An Over'view of the Cril'l1e Control Envi ronment 

The crime control environment can be seen to include the components of: 

community, enfOl~c'=ment, adjudication and corrections, The criminal justice 

system ;s truly a system in that events in one component or subcomponent 

affect the performance of others, and thus overall system outcomes, in 

discernable ways.* To realize significant, aggregate changes in criminal 

activity thus requires that we simultaneously address the entire continuum of 

processes comprising the crimin~l justice environment, and that we do this from 

a systems perspective. Such efforts are, of course, always underway and to 

the extent that these more comprehensive analyses are successful in capturing 

the· system's interdependences, both justice and crime control are well served. 

*If, for example, the enforcement component is highly effective in de
tecting and apprehending offenders only to have the courts, overloaded with 
cases, adopt a liberal bailor release policy, neither deterent, incapacit
ative and rehabilitative functions of the system are consummated. 
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The development of a more comprehensive appraoch to policys and programs 

in--the design and management of an environmental support system for-

criminal justice, have also been hampered by the aforementioned "model 

mUddle", i.e., the absence of an appropriate, consistent, unifying approach 

to the analysis of criminal behavior. The operant paradigm seems in many 

ways a reasonable basis for developing such a general approach. 

In any event, given the above analysis of behavior change and maintenance, 

examination of the environment society has created to deal with criminal 

behavior reveals some fundamental difficulties. Space does not permit the 

development of a comprehensive, systematic operant analysis of the criminal 

justice environment, concentrating as it does on aspects of but one component, 

i.e., the community social/physical environment. Before moving to this 

component, however, let us look at the larger system of which it is an integral 

part. 

That crime would soar in an increasingly affluent, Y'elatively unoppressive, 

somewhat democrative society is in many ways, and in the context of conventional 

widsom (which has guided policies to reduce crime) inexplicable. However, from 

an operant perspective, and upon examination of the environments which impinge 

on the crime-prone* individual, a more coherent picture of possible causation 

emerges. If criminal behaviors are, at least in large part, manifestations of 

environmental feedback, i.e., selective reinforcement, these seemingly aberrant 

behaviors become more understandable and the problem of altering them perhaps 

more tractable. 

*IICrime-proneness" is used here simply to connote a state resulting from 
an individual's ontogeny in light of a particular social environment, e.g., 
family, peer group, as noted earlier in discussing the criminologist's 
perspecti vee 
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Present day -social environments (products of changing community and 

family life patterns over the past couple of decades) produce young people 

highly vulnerable to certain kinds of envi~nmental influences. Related to 

this is the realization that the criminal justice system must assume the major 

burden of regulating public behavior previously borne by the now less salient, 

supportive (of non-criminal activities) and integrated family and community 

milieu. In many urban settings young people have, thus, become increasingly 

anonymous except in the subculture of crime and violence. The criminal justice 

system which previously dealt with the exceptional deviant must now deal with 

a much larger population responding to a more salient and omnipresent set of 

(crime supporting) social reinforcers. 

This shift of responsibility for surveillance and control of undesirable 

public behavior impacts on all components of the criminal justice system, but 
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first on that of enforcement. The police could hardly perceive this incrementall~ 
shifting responsbility, nor were they inclined to reject it (since such a state 

of affairs is generally reinforcing). When they fail to perform at high levels I 
in their greatly expanded role, however, they meet with inevitable hostility and II 
non~cooperation from community members who themselves either will not or cannot 

regulate public behavior in the young adults. Enforcement officers thus become II 
increasingly disengaged from the community and less responsive to the goals and 

contingencies operating therein. They came to succeed in their roles unevenly 

and with great difficulty simply because there were not enough, nor is it 

possible to p~vide enough well trained (or even badly trained) law enforcement 

officers to effectively monitor, detect and apprehend a ~.ignificant pr?portion 
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of the increasing number of criminal offenders operating in the absence of 

The problem of enforcement, II appro~riate community environments (contingencies). 

then, comes down to an inordinate responsibility for maintaining public behavior I 
I 
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emitted by an inordinantly large number of individuals. The problem is 

thus reduced to the technical one of maximizing available human and physical 

resources to monitor and apprehend criminal offenders--inventing new hardware 

and/or software to do so. 

Under existing circumstances t~e probabilities of detection and appre

hension are, in spite of significant per capita increases in law enforcement 

officers, quite low. That is, whatever the II roo t causes" or IIdeep seated 

impulses" to commit criminal acts, the environment exhibits a new set of cost

benefit; or risk configurations, i.e., the probabilities of detection and 

apprehension are vastly alt~red. Even if an individual is ambivalent regarding 

criminal acts, the vicarious reinforcement operating on his/her peers--their 

successful participation in a life of crime--must make the enterprise seem all 

the more favorable and feasible. 

The courts are, of course, caught up in the same flow of events. While 

the number of offenders apprehended is much smaller than the actual number of 

crimes committed, the number of individuals charged is greater simply because 

more crime is taking place. Thus the widely discussed deluge of cases emerges, 

and must be processed more rapidly leading to settle~ent via the inequitable 

and less incisive (with respect to relating crime to contingencies) method of 
. * 

plea bargaining. The criminal court judge, now faced with many more offenders 

(than would have been the case had not the community control mechanisms broken 

down) becomes the major arbitrator in controlling public behavior. He may 

believe that corrections are intended to rehabilitate, but realizes that 

however undesirable an offender's behavior, it can only be made worse through 

*Alternatively the offender is returned to the community on bail, or is 
indefinately detained. In any case, the consequences are only remotely related 
(spatially and temporally) to the criminal behavior in question. 
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incarceration. His inclination is to send the offender back into the 

community, adding again to the law enforcement component's burden. The 

actual costs and benefits of crime have perhaps not changed except that the 

individual has learned first, hand that even apprehension and conviction 

doesn't involve all that much cost. This provides in all likelihood a r.:et 

positive reinforcement not only to the offender directly but vicariously to 

his peers. His propensity toward crime is strengthened; he is now operating 

on a very effective variable ratio reinforcement schedule, the most resi'lient 

to extinction. 

If the offender is convicted and does happen to be incarcerated, the 

contingencies (linking consequences to his criminal behavior) appear all the 

more capricious. If he is black, for example, the chances of incarceration are . 
far greater regardless of the crime (a decision probably based less on racism 

per se than on assessment of the behavior-supporting properties of the offen

der's community environment). It is well known that sentencing, i.e~, whether 

to or how much, varies widely from judge to judge, from offender to offender and 

from offence to offence. Indeed the re'!ationship between criminal behavior and 

i tsconsequences can often be regarded as essentia lly random. 

In short, environmental feedback via incarceration--the delivery of con

sequences is not systematically related to the behavior in question in that: 

1) these are not spatially/temporally continguous, 2) their intensity is not 

consistently related to a particular behavior and 3) they are not predicated on 

a scientific assessment of the offender's behavioral propensities. This state 

of affairs in the adjudication component not only raises serious questions of 

equity, but is in many ways antithetical to principles guiding a technical 

analysis of environment-behavior relations. 

Once imprisoned~ the offender comes under the influence of a more powerful 

environment, one organized in a manner even less relevant to viable behavioral 
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object'lves. That is, he is subject to behavior controlling and shaping 

contingencies related not to crime-free behaviors in the free world but those 

related to life within the prison. The inmate must if he is to: 1) survive 

and, 2) get out, maximize his performance under the influence of two divergent 

systems of contingencies: those of the inmate culture, and those of the 

corrections bureaucracy (incltiding the parole board). The contingencies 

operating in the former are fairly inc·js;ve; those of the latter, thanks to the 

II model muddle,\,are less so. In any event his participation in work, training, 

education or other urehabilitation" programs is nearly always directed toward 

obtaining early release rather than developing. appropriate free world 

repertoires, i.e., these programs are coercive, not facilitative (Morris 1974). 

Moreover, values underlying such programs are usually those of the middle 

class, generally alien to the participating offender. For these and other 

reasons carefully reviewed by Sommer (1976) and othsrs 1 the imprisoned 

i ndi vi dual, whatever the influence of his envi ronmenta 1 hi story, is subjected 

to a milieu in which his behavioral objectives are soon subordinated to the 

single goal(s) of release and/O\" serving "easy time." 

In summary, the criminal justice system has unexpectedly assumed major 

responsibilities for the monitoring and control of public behavior which 

previously rested in the family and community environment. The contingencies 

of reinforcement operating in this system as it bas evolved, tend in effect to 

increase rather than decrease the j}t'obabilities of criminal behaviors in 

persons with any inclination toward crime. The picture which emerges in a kind 

of deviation amplifying (positive feedback) system (Maruyama 1963) in which 

matters can only become worse unless an appropriate intervention is effected. 

The "initial kick li
, characteristics of such phenomena, can be identified as 

the deterioration of community interdependencies, together with the exponential 
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increase of young people requiring socialization in the sixties. Once the 

system begins to thus operate the incidence of crime is bound to increase. 

The task of environmental planning, design and management is that of trans

forming this deviation amplifying (positive feedback) system into a deviation 

countering system. This transformation requires a careful analysis of the 

contingencies of reinforcement operating on the individual offender (or 

potential offender) in all components of the crime control environment. The 

CPTED concept addresses aspects of one of these components, i.e., the 

community social/physical environment. 

The CPTED Concept from an Operant Perspective 

The CPTED concept is focused upon the interaction between human 
behavior and the "built environment ll (includes those elements both 
natural and shaped by man), as is defensible space. By way of 
contrast, however, CPTED principles treat both the proper design 
and the effective use of the environment. The CPTED approach 
generally involves ar. integration of strategies selected from 
existing and new physical and urban design, community organization 
and citizen action (social), management, and law enforcement crime 
prevention concepts. (Westinghouse National Issues Center 1977). 

Among those \l/ho have addressed ; ssues of 'cr; me preventi on through 

environmental design, there has been a natural focus on social control mechan-
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isms and their translation into parameters of physical (spatial) organizations,i .ell 
The CPTED approach primarily seeks to deter or prevent crimes and their 
attendant fears within a specifically defined environment by manipulating 
variables that are uniquely related to the environment itself. The 
approach does not attempt to develop crime prevention solutions in a 
broader universe of human behavior. It does not emphasize corrective 
preventions action which involves elimination o.f causes, factors, or 
motivations before the criminal behavior has actually taken place. 
Rather, CPTED is principally a mechanical crime prevention approach that 
is directed toward reducing opportunity and increasing risk. (Westing
house National Issues Center, 1977.) 

Essentially strategies of intervention documented in the current CPTED 

literature include those of: access control, surveillance, activity support 

and motivation reinforcement (Tien, Reppetto and Hanes 1976). Neither the 

CPTED concept generally, nor this taxonomy of strategies emerged from an 
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operant behavioral analysis Eer se. However, in order to illuminate the 

relevance of the principles and processes discussed earlier to the CPTED 

approach these strategies will be reviewed from an operant perspective.* 

Following this review, a purely operant approach to CrTED will be briefly 

outlined. 

ACCESS CONTROL: This refers to strategies intiended to keep potential 

offenders out of a particular locale. When the locale is private 

II property, the strategies can be mainly technological in nature. That is, 

the area may be made impenetrable to all but those who have,e.g., the 
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right key, the proper fingerprints, identification, or password. Target 

hardening is the term used to descri,be a design strategy essentially 

directed toward increasing security via physical technology. 

The side-effects of target hardening, however, impact on the 

residents of the fortification, whose own ingress and egress is cumbersome, 

and who must live with constant reminders of vulnerability. Further, much 

of the space susceptible to criminal violation is not private, but public 

property. As such, it is open to potential offenders, and target hardening 

is of limited utility. Instead, attempts are generally made to discourage 

criminal behavior through cues which signify that the are is protected. 

The objective of access control strategies from an operant 

perspective are to: 1) physically constrain the emission of certain 

criminal behaviors, 2) extinguish certain criminal behaviors and 3) effect 

avoidance behaviors (away from the IItarget ll
). Let us look at some strat

egies of environmental design and management to effect these objectives: 

*In reviewing these there will be no special attempt to introduce'more 
novel operant-based strategies, but rather to place those discussed in the 
literature in an operant context. ~ 

----------------------,~--------------~~~~~ 
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• 
Objective: Physically constrain the emission of criminal behaviors 

and/or induce perception of invulner'abi1ity. 

Strategies: ·target hardening, e.g., gates, locked doors, barred I 
windows, passwords, doorman. 

'provide discriminative stimuli communicating inpenetrab- I 
ility of the setting in question. In effect physical 
artifacts' provided to constrain also provide discrimin-
ative stimuli depicting their function but elements 
[stimuli] beyond these physically functional ones should I 
also be considered. 

Objective: Extinguish criminal behaviors. 

Strategies: 'provide no positive consequences for criminal behavior, 
e.g., locked money boxes on buses and in service stations, 
frequent removal of money, "tainting" the target good by 
indelible marking or registration, (thus reducing their 
value), no cash payment for goods (i.e. elimination of 
generalized reinforcers). 

'provide discrminative stimuli communicating the in
accessibility of positive consequences, e.g., signs 
communicating to potential assailants that attendant 
possesses no key for depository or that there is no cash 
(or drugs) on hand. 

Objective: Effect avoidance behaviors (away from the "target"). 

Strategies: 'arrange the environment such that criminal behaviors will 
produce in~ediate punishing consequences, e.g., alarm 
systems, swift apprehension tactics. 

'provide discrminative stimuli communicating the (apparant) 
inevitability of detection and punishments, e.g., notices, 
conspicuous display of alarm systems, (a-periodiq patrols. 

SURVEILLANCE: Surveillance strategies operate not only to keep 

intruders out, but to keep them under observation. These ostensibly function 

to increase the perceived risk to offenders, as well as the actual risk if 

the observers are willing to respond to attempted transgressions. MeQbers of 

a cOlTlllunity are more likely to engage in surveillance behaviors when 

they came to have a sense of territoriality with respect to the area 

of observation. 
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Organized surveillance is typically enacted by police patrol, and 

its effectiveness is tempered by the technical inability of patrol 

officers to observe an entire area at the same time. The effectiveness is 

~nhanced, however, by the conspicuousness of patrol accoutrements, e.g., 

police cars, motorcycles, uniformed officers, which embody a clear statement 

to potential offenders that deviance will not be brooked. The consequences 

of performing a criminal act in clear view of law enforcement personnel are 

quite predictable, and in the presence of observing residents highly 

probable. Natural surveillance refers to resident aler~ess to intruders, 

which can be facilitiated by making crime-prone areas easily visible to 

legitimate inhabitants. 

The behavioral objectives of surveillance strategies from an operant 

perspective are to: 1) reduce the probabilities of criminal behaviors (via 

the provision of immediate punishing consequences), 2) effect avoidance 

behaviors on the part of potential predators, 3) induce the perception (on 

the part of pdtential predators) of high levels of surveillance and 4) 

increase probabilities of surveillance behaviors on the part of non-offenders. 

Objective: Reduce the probabilities of criminal behavior. 

Strategies: 'provide instant punishing consequences for criminal 
behaviors*, e.g., social disapproval, physical con
frontation, apprehension. 

·maximize visual access (of potential offenders) for 
surveyors, e.g., of stairways and corridors, fenestration 
to provide visual access into and out of buildings, arrange 
"iving units according to a maximum mutal surveillance 
criterion, provide adequate lighting in crime-prone areas. 

*Criminal behaviors include those leading to or related to consummation 
of a criminal act as well as the act itself, in which case consequences less 
salient than apprehension should be provided for these related behaviors-
essentially a strategy of public behavior regulation generally. 
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'maXlmlze number of surveyers via spatial organization 
(see below). 

'arrange effective communication channels to, and instant 
response mechanisms for, enforcement responses, e.g., 
crime hot line, 

I 
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'arrange interim restraint strategies (before enforcement I 
officers can respond). 

Objective: Effect avoidance behaviors (on the part of potential I 
predators). 

Strategies: 'provide instantaneous punishing consequences for criminal 
behaviors (see above). 

Objective: 

Strategies: 

Objective: 

'maximize communic.ation of punishing consequences to potential 
offenders to effect vicarious learning (social modeling), 
e.g., make punishing consequences highly public, provide 
good media coverage, communicate such events via private 
networks. 

Induce perception (on the part of potential predators) of 
high levels of surveillance. 

'provide discr'iminative stimuli cOrrDllunicating high surveillance 
capabilities, e.~., electronic monitors (which mayor may 
not be active), surveillance mirrors, maximize visual 
access and interaction (of potential predators) with 
potential surveyers, signs regarding monitoring capabilities, 
alarms, frequent highly visible patrols by enforcement 
officers and others. 

Increase numbers of potential surveyers and surveillance 
behaviors. 

Strategies: 'see below. 

ACTIVITY SUPPORT: This refers to strategies effected through 

organization (design) and management of the built environment which' 

reduce the social and physical gaps which facilitate criminal acts. The 

physical environment impacts on human behavi,or in two ways. It directly 

constrains phYSical movement and elicits certain responses through 

stimulus control (when stimuli became effective or meaningful via 

discriminative learning). The physical environment also influences human 
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behavior (indirectly as it were) via its constrains on the social environ

ment which in turn impacts directly on human behavior. 

Predatory acts are'generally consummated only when the physical 

environment exhibits certain characteristics, or when s~ch characteristics 

are perceived to exist on the part of a predator, i.e., when the predator 

has access to "target" goods and victims and when the risk of detection 

and apprehension reach certain minimum thresholds (yet to be completely 

defined empirically). Also the physical environment provides a context 

which facilitates social interaction and group activities by the provision 

of physical acco~odation, i.e. , appropriate quantities and qualitites of 

space, and contingencies of reinforcement which elicit interpersonal (group) 

behaviors. To the extent that the built environment embodies variables which 

are effective in constraining and facilitating these behavioral states the 

manipulation of these is what constitute) strategi'es of activity support. 

The behavioral objectives of activity support strategies from an operant 

perspective are, through spatial organization and management,to 1) increase 

the probabilities of surveillance behav'iors on the part of non-offenders, 

2) induce the perception (on the part of potential offenders) of extensive 

surveillance (by others), 3) increase interpersonal behaviors/social 

cohesion of non-offenders. Environmental design and management strategies 

to effect these states include the following. 

Objective: Increase the probabilities of surveillance behaviors (of 
non-offenders) . 

Strategies: 'maximize visual access to crime-prone areas, e.g., see above. 

'constrain physical movement so as to maintain appropriate 
densities of people, e.g., circulation corridors, public 
spaces for various functions. 

Objective; Induce perception of extensive surveillance opportunities. 
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Stratesies: 'provide discriminative stimuli which communicate high 
levels of activity and high probabilities of surveillance 
and detection of criminal acts, e.g., see above. 

Objective: Increase opportunities for and probabilities of inter
personal group behavior. 

Strategies: 'provide appropriate (quantitative and qualitative) spatial 
configurations for group activities, e.g., meeting places, 
circulation accommodations. 

'arrange (spatial)· contingencies of reinforcement for 
group activities, e.g., for public recreation, services, 
and social functions known to be reinforcing to the 
population. 

'provide (and shape up) discriminative stimuli to elicit 
social behaviors on the part of residents, e.g., symbols 
of community cohesion and group objectives. 

~40TIVATION REINFORCEf.1ENT: Thi s· refers to strategi es impl emented 

to influence both offenders and community residents so as to channel the 

energies of the former into constructive activities, and increase the 

territoriality and social cohesion of the latter. Central to both 

activity support and community motivation reinforcement is the induction of 

ter.ritorial concern. Territorial concern typically extends within one 

family across the physical and social unit of the family. When one member 

of the family is threatened, other fami ly members are ready to come to thei r 

defense. At least this is what is dictated by conventional wisdom. 

The problem is to expand residents' sense of territoriality beyond 

their own dwelling and kin to encompass public and semi-public surroundings 

and neighbors. Strategies to increase effective use of the environment 

may operate to enhance community territoriality by giving inhabitants a 

clear stake in the integrity of the area. That is, if semi-public spaces 
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are regularly used for sports, gardening, sunbathing, laundering, car-washing, I 
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picnicing, etc., the users will have an investment in such places, and, 

therefore, will experience aversive consequences if the spaces are 

impinged upon by persons with criminal intent. 

Furthe'r"more, regular use of such areas is 'likely to yield social 

interaction among users, which will increase the probability of bonds 

being formed to the extent that a neighbor's misfortune may be perceived 

as one's own. It is through the development of an individual inhabitant's 

stake in the community that territoriality and social cohesion is generally 

predicted to grow. Given a sen!;e of responsibility for the community, 

the effectiveness of surveillancl~ strategies will be greatly enhanced. 

Moreover, the need for these may be diminished since the realization of 

such forms of social interdependence tends to reestablish the community as 

a more effective socializing, behavior-regulating mechanism generally, thus 

reducing the propensity for young adults to engage in criminal activity. 

The behavioral objectives of community motivation reinforcement from 

an operant perspective, then, are to: 1) increase interpersonal behaviors 

(as an empirical index of social interdependence/cohesion), 2) increase 

territorial (and thus surveillance) behaviors in public and semi-public 

areas, and 3) increase the probabilities of non-criminal behaviors in 

potential offenders. 

Objective: 

Strategies: 

Increase social interdependence/social cohesion. 

-effect community organization to facilitate group 
dec'sion-making~ e.g., neighborhood organizations, 
interest groups. 

-arrange contingencies of reinforcement to effect group 
behaviors, e.g., clubs, major service projects (community 
run half-way houses), day care .. 

_._----- --- ---------- -- ---
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·provide facilities for community~wide use (which increase 
probabilities of interpersonal behaviors), e.g., recreation 
facilities, launderies, day care centers, security office 
(maintenance as per below). 

·provide (shape up) discrminative stimuli to elicit 
community behaviors, e.g., symbols of community organization, 
its objectives and functions. 

Objective~ Increase territorial (and thus surveillance) behaviors in 
public and semi-public areas. 

~trategies: ·increase the salience of community-wide consequences for 
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crimes perpetrated on individual members or segments, e.g., I 
communicate incidents to all members, group insurance rates. 

·assign publ ic and semi -publ ic facilities to various members I 
and segments on a rotating basis, (thus effecting a 
perception of "ownership" of the community-wide domain). 

·assign maintenance respomi'lbilities for public and semi- I 
public facilities (and reinforce maintenance behaviors via 
the favorable consequences derived from their use--as per 
above), e.g., recreation, service (day care, laundry, I 
half-way house, security office). . 

Objective: 

Strategies: 

Increase non-criminal behaviors of potential offenders. 

·arrange contingencies of reinforcement which increase 
non-criminal behaviors, e.g., work or business opportunities, 
remunerated service responsibiliites (half-way houses, 
security, day care), clubs . 

.'arrange contingencies to increase community participatory 
or integrative behaviors on the part of potential offenders, 
e.g., decision-making responsibilities, consultation, 
service responsibilities (as per above). 

Of these strategies of intervention, community motivation reinforcement ap~ars 

the most appropriate for introducing more novel operant strategies via the 

implementation of new contingencies of reinforcement to effect increased 

le~els of social interaction/cohesion. This mode of dealing with crime is 

appealing for several reasons. First of all it tends to (re)establish vital 

aspects of the community environment, namely those influencing the socialization 

process and those regulating public behavior generally. Secondly, this is an 

approach which seeks to reach potential offenders and redirect their behavior 
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via positive reinforcement procedures, an approach likely to effect a more 

permanent solution than one based on aversive control. 

As noted earlier the above taxonomy of strategies to control criminal 

behavior is that emerging in the CPTED literature and doesn't necessarily 

reflect that which would emerge from a purely operant approach. This 

accounts, in part, for the considerable overlap among the various strategies 

as depicted. What appears to be reflected in the CPTED approach is a taxonomy 

based on environmental means of influencing criminal behaviors, while an 

operant approach would seek a taxonomy based on behavioral objectives. 

Development of an operant-based treatment/intervention package would be 

deve10ped with such questions as: 

What are the behavioral objectives? 

Whose behavior is the target of change? 

What are the behaviors to be changed? 

What methods are available for changing these behaviors? 

What are the most effective strategies for changing these behaviors? 

A response to these questions yields a format of CPTED strategies somewhat as 

noted in Figure Three. 

------------------------------------
Figure Three about here 

------------------------------------
In the area of crime prevention there has been a natural focus on aversive 

control* of behavior, i.e., punishment or threat of punishment. This is almost 

*Jeffery (1971) has developed a rather extensive operant analysis of the 
benefits and costs, i.e., the reinforcing and punishing consequences, operating in 
urban environments. His conclusion is that the aversive consequences of criminal 
behavior, e.g., punishment via the administration of justice systems, are consid
erably more remote than the immediate positive consequences, e.g., material gain, 
admiration of peers. His recommendation in this regard is that the environment 
should be reorganized to facilitate more immediate aversive feedback (punishment), 
and this feedback should occur with increased probability where a criminal act has 
occured. In such circumstances the risks would obviously outweigh the gains. 
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unavoidable for reasons beyond retribution (except in the corrections 

component where punishment per se serves little rehabilitative purpose and 

where environmental control can be established--Studer 1972). But it should 

be remembered that in open-ended situations such as a complex urban setting 

the crime-prone individual may simply redirect his behavior toward an aspect 

of the environment where aversive consequences are less likely. The 

criminal behavior is said to be displaced (Tien, Reppeto and Hanes 1976) via 

avoidance behavior. There is little that can be done about this except to 

deploy strategies over as wide an area as possible, while concentrating 

resources on high probability crime sites (adjusting these dynamically as 

such concentrations shift spatially). Also, strategies of aversive control 

should always operate in tandem with those of positive control (reinforcement of 

behavior is compatible with crime).· Again, the latter class of strategies 

offers the more permanent solution. 

In effecting strategies of intervention such as those suggest, the 

various principles and processes discussed earlier require careful consider

ation (i.e., the power of an operant analysis lies in attention to detail). 

It should be remembered, for example, that behavior, including avoidance 

behavior, can be most effectively and economically maintained via the 

intermittent presentation of consequences (punishers and reinforcers via 

variable ratio or variable interval schedules). When resources (.e.g, man, 

power, money) are limited, as they generally are for this purpose, this 

principle (intermittent presentation of consequences) is an important one. 

A-periodic schedules of punishing events increase uncertainty and thus anxiety 
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on the part of predators regarding detection.* On the-other hand immediacy I 
*The desirable state of affairs, of course, is one wherein the predictability 

or uncertainty regarding the onset of a criminal act is reduced for resident 
non-offenders (thus reducing anxiety regarding crime, a more impol~ant stressor 
than fear), while increasing somewhat the uncertainty regarding the onset of 
punishing consequences on the part of offenders. 
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BEHAVIORAL 

OBJECTIVES(S) 

Effect behaviors in 
the setting's popula
tion to potentiate a 
reduction in the 
incidence and fear of 
violent crime, e.g., 

--decrease the fre
quency of/extinguish 
criminal behaviors. 

--increase the fre
quen~y of/shape-up 
behaviors (of non
offenders) related 
to social cohesion/ 
territori ali ty / 
surveillance. 

--increase the fre
quency of/shape-up 
behaviors (of 
offenders) in
compatible with 
violent crime. 

TARGET 
POPULATION 

Offenders, e.g., 

--burglars 
--muggers 
--rapists 
- .. vandals 

Non-offenders, e.g., 

--victims (potential) 
·residential 
-owners 
-renters 
-guests 

-commercial 
-shopkeepers 
-employers 
-shoppers 

• institutions 
-students 
·others 
-non-r~sident 
passers-by 

-visitors 

--surveyors 
·residential 
-owners 
-visitors 
-guests 

• commerci a 1 
-shopkeepers 
-employees 
-shoppers 

-other 
-non-resident 
passers-by 

-visitors 

- -- - ftVlfttlANP -
NETHOD 

TARGET 
BEHAVIORS 

Offenders, e.g., 
--burglary 

• identify target 
setting 

'approach target 
goods 

'enter 
·take possession 
.exit 
·dispose of tar
get goods 

--mugging 
• identify target 
victim 

·approach 
·accost 
• consummate 
'escape 

--non-criminal 
.work 
• recreate 
-learn (educate) 
'socialize 
·render service 

Non-offenders, e.g., 

--induce social 
cohesion/territor
iality/surveillance 
·group decision-
making 

·social interaction 
• group ta~ik 
performance 

'defend space 
.monitor space 

C.M.* S.C. CM & SC 

- -ENVI RONI~ENTAL 
INTERVENTION 

STRATEGY 

-

See pp. 31-38 
for example 
intervention 
strategies. 
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S.C.=Stimulation Control 

Fi'gure Three 
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of consequences when a criminal behavior has actuall~ been emitted is also 

an important principle of behavior change and maintenance. 

Finally, it is important to note that really effective and innovative 

solutions cannot be preconceived and externally imposed. The energy for 

social/behavioral change must come from the population affected. For both 

technical and ethical reasons their reinforcement potential (needs, desires), 

and most of all, their behavioral goals must be assessed in ~ontext. These 

can only be ascertained via appropriate empricial methods grounded in an 

appropriate theoretical framework.* 

It would be unforgivably naive to assume that reorganization of urban 

spatial (physical) variables alone can significantly affect crime. Clearly 

criminal behavior is maintained via a complexity of contingencies operating 

in a number of environments, e.g., economic, social, political. The need 

for more effective and appropriate environmental feedback via reorganization of 

the larger crime control environmental system is manifest. Also, we should im

plement strategies both technological and social to maximize monitoring 

capabilities; and it makes good sense to create urban spatial systems which 

reduce opportunities for criminal behavior. It makes even more sense if this 

same spatial arrangement also facilitates the attainment of other community 

goals, e.g., more effective and rewarding social interactions. Urban settings 

must, however, meet a number of objectives beyond prevention of crime, and the 

'prospect of IIdefensive cities" (Gold, 1970) with crime control as their prinCipal 

function seems an untenable state of affairs. We must at the very least see 

modification of criminal behavior in the context of larger community goals--must 

seek more effective strategies of environmental-behavioral planning, design and 

management generally. In the following and final section let us turn to this issue. 

*see Landy's accompanying article. 

~~~~----~---------~. 
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A Behavior-Based Approach ,to Environmenta.l Planning, Oesig.n and Management 

An understanding of the processes of behavior charge are at the core 

of planned intervention at any level or scale. What this realization 

leads us to is a particular approach--a behavior-contingent approach--

to decision-making. Arguments for an appropriate strategy have been 

developed elsewhere (Studer 1966, 1970, 1971) and the approach is 

depicted in Figure Four. Let us now-briefly review some procedural 

issues related to each of the elements of this decision-making format. 

Figure Four about here 

: 

OBSERVATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT-BEHAVIOR SETTING: When contemplating 

interventi on in a setting of problematic concern it is, of course, necessary 

to identify the boundaries of one's observations, e.g., the relevant: 

population, physical context, general class of problematic behaviors. Beyond 

this we cannot determine a,priori the precise nature of the behavioral 

problem, the rate of responses, which aspects of the behaver's responses 

are under the control of which environment consequences, nor the contingencies 

linking these. Identifying such variables, e.g., the contingencies of 

reinforcement, in naturally occurring human settings is essentially an art, 

requiring experience and patience since the controlling conditions nearly 

always op~rate subtly and are often found to be counter-intuitive. This 
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OBSERVE 
E - B 

SETTING 

EXTERNAL 
ENVIRor~MENT 

MODEL 
(existing) 

E - B 
SYSTEM 

MODEL 
(new) 

E - B 
SYSTEM 

ASSESS 
ALTERNATIVE 

PROPOSED 
E - B SYSTEt4S 

e.g., vis simula.) 

SELECT AND 
IMPLEMENT 

E - B 
SYSTEM 

(new) 

ESTABLISH 
REQUISITE 
BEHAVIORS 

(Behav. Object.) 

EXTERNAL 
ENVI RONr~ENT 
(constrai nts) 

BEHAVIOR-BASED ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 

Figure Four 
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has led many casual observers to conclude that the (behavior) "system" 

observed is merely a collection of individuals pursu;nq their own needs, 

feelings and purposes. On one level this is perhaps th~ case, but on 

another a system of contingencies is surely maintaining the interactions 

within the social/physical setting. The unruly behavior of a child in 

a classroom is often under the control of consequences provided by the 

teacher in ways sufficiently subtle to require a trained observer to 

isolate the actual contingencies (see, e.g., Ne"isworth 1976). In any 

event the purpose of inHial observation of the setting is to identify 

the relevant: behaviors, consequences and the contingencies linking 

these .. 

MODELING THE ENVIRONMENT-BEHAVIOR SYSTEM: In order to make a problem 

situation tractable, and observations of it meaningful, it is necessary to 

identify precisely which variables (e.g., events, environmental conditions) 

are relevant in maintaining the existing problematic behaviors. IIModeling.,1I 

as a descriptor of this aspect of the process, sounds a bit pretentious and 

formidable. Use of the term does not necessarily imply formulation of a 

formal, mathematical model, but the need to conceptualize the system of 

contingencies maintaining the behavior in question. Once the system of 

relevant environment-behavior relationships has been conceptualized the

rates of responding* and the schedule of consequences should be monitored 

and assessed (hopefully quantified). 

*1n the case of predatory, person-to-person crime, it is obviously 
not merely the rate of actual criminal acts which require assessment, 
but behaviors (on the part of both potential victims and predators) 
probabjlistically related to such events (see Figure Three). 
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ESTABLISHING GOALS AND SPECIFYING REQUISITE BEHAVIORS: Identifying 

the goals of a collection of individuals participating in a setting, is 

a complex subject, the detailed discussion of which is beyond the scope 

of this analysis. It should be noted, however, ,that the failure of many 

programs of behavioral intervention can be attributed to the failure of 

interventionists to properly assess the goal structure of affected 

populations, (not to mention their "motivations," as discussed by Landy). 

In programs of intervention it is essential that: 1) the goals and objectives 

of a particular program be consistent and integral with other goals of the 

setting, 2) the goals be established by the population affected (not by the 

intervener), and 3) the goals should be defined in terms which admit oper

ationalization in units of behavior. Thus, the specification of requisite 

behaviors grow directly out of the goals established by the population 
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affected. For example, the goal: "reduce predatory crime" requires further I 
specification in terms of empirically accessible behavioral indices, i.e., 

the behavioral manifestations of such a state. Otherwise the problem remains 

somewhat intractable with reagrd to environmental organization--the evaluation 

of its effectiveness before and after intervention.* 

SPECIFICATION OF THE BEHAVIOR CHANGE PROBLEM: In order to actually define 

the behavior problem to be solved,. it is necessary to compare existing behavior 

*Thisis not to say that attitudinal assessment is not an important 
parallel source of information and evaluation~f effectiveness, only that 
di rect measurement of behavior--its spec; fic~~ and change--i s the 
fundamental empirical datum. 
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states to those considered requisite to meet the goals of the setting in 

question. It is the disparity between existing and required behaviors 

(their form and rates) which consti~utes the problem to be solved through 

environmental reorganization (i.e., a new system of contingencies). In 

short, which existing behaviors shou1d be extinguished, which of them 

should be strengthened or altered, and which new behavioral forms should 

be devel oped~ 

SPECIFYING A NEW ENVIRONMENT-BEHAVIOR SYSTEM: Having defined the 

specific behavioral probJem, the next task is to specify the environment 

required to effect these new states. This amounts to conceptualizing a 

"mode 1" descri bi ng the new system of conti ngenci es pr'edi cted or hypothes i zed 

to produce the requisite state of behavioral affairs. Which is to say 

that we must develop a conceptualization of the basic conditions required, 

i.e., environmental elements, states and relationships, before these can 

be realized in real-world settings. This conceptualization or model is 

based on conventional wisdom, experience and a general theor'y (or theories) 

of environment-behavior systems, e.g., the operant paradigm described 

above. Essentially this model of the required system asserts that: nif 

certain environmental conditions are effected, then the requisite behaviors 

will emerge." It is a precise statement of the environmental problem to 

be solved. , 

ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS: There are obviously 

no algorithms for solving this class of problems, and the direct implementation 

of untested· models of complex environmental interventions carries considerable 
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social, economic, political risk, at least in on-going community settings. 

What is required, then, is the pretesting of various proposed concrete 

solutions. It is at this point that various real-world constraints 

(e.g., economic, physical, social, political) impinging on the proposed 

solution come into play (see "External Environment"). The development 

and assessment of various alternative environmental arrangements, as 

well as the selection of that particular configuration deemed most 

effective in meeting the goals of the setting (within the constraints 

operating thereon), involves essentially a heuristic (design) process. 

There are, however, a number of decision-making techniques available to 

facilitate this process. (e.g., cost-benefit analysis, network analysis). 

Of particular promise in developing and assessing alternative environmental 

states are t.he techniques of simulation (see, e.g., Studer and Hobson 1973; 

Everett, Studer and Douglas,in press). 

One result of assessing the impact of various configurations (e.g., 

on the external environment) is the need to revise the goals, and thus the 

behavioral objectives, of the enterprise~ for example, if no politically 

or economically feasible solution can be found. Another result of this 
-" 

exploration may be the need to revise (refine or alter) the environment-

behavior model formulated earlier. In any event, the various alternative 

environment-behavior configurations must be. evaluated in terms of the 

fit between probable behavioral outcomes of these and the requisite 

behaviors specified earlier. 

SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A NEW ENVIRONMENTAL ARRANGEMENT: 

After having refined, pretested and compared various environmental 

arrangements (with respect to predicted behavioral outcomes) one is 
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selected and implemented •. Implementation is simply the act of placing 

the selected environmental arrangement (new contingency network) in the 

actual setting. In spite of the above processes to refine and pretest 

the selected solution, this implementation is best viewed as the realization 

of an experiment to field test a particular solution empirically. That 

is, the original processes of observation, modeling and assessing new 

behavioral states (new baseline states) are then executed (see top of 

Figure Two), perhaps calling for iteritively proceeding through the 

entire process until resultant and requisite behaviors approach consonance. 

Implementation of such programs of environmental-behavior intervention 

in communities is indeed a complex undertaking considering available 

tools and knowledge. The task is made even more difficult, however, 

when one realizes that such systems are not finite-state, but, like all 

living (open) systems, subject to constant change. Areas of variability 

include: 1) changes in the setting's goal structure, 2) changes in 

exogenous constraints, (II Externa 1 Env"i ronment: ), 3) changes in va ri ous 

; internAl environments, e.g., political, economic, social, and 4) 

changes in the human participants, e.g., states of deprivation, adaptation, 

learning. A change in anyone of these can briDg about dissonance in 

the environment-behavior setting and the need for its reprogramming. 

Consi~~ring the variable nature of human systems, together with the 

uncertainties involved in behaviDral predictions generally, it 'is clear 

that a solution is not really a solution at all but an hypothesis. 

Implemented environment-behavior systems, then, should be viewed quite 

literally as on-going experiments~. The above decision-making' process 

*This argument has also been developed from a different perspective by 
several social scientists, e.g., Campbell, 1972; Rivlin 1970. 
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is thus appropriately seen as iterative--a dynamic on-going experiment 

designed to move an ensemble toward consonance in response to changing 

goals and controlling conditions. 

Although clearly based on the objective of behavior change and 

maintenance, the above decision-making format includes operational elements 

which lie outside the literature or current programs in behavior modificat;on~ 

e.g., systematic (pl~ralistic) goals development, system modeling (both 

existing and requisite states), system pretesting, e.g., via simulation 

experiments. The elements of this revised formulation are intended to 

respond explicitly to the criticisms of behavior modification programs noted 

previously, and a decision-making format such as this is recommended wherein 

a more comprehensive intervention strategy is contemplated. 
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